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The subcommittee of one met, pursuant to call, at 10 : 80 a. m., in
room 226, Old House Office Building, Hon. Francis F. Walter, pre-
siding.

^
.

Committee member present : Hon. Francis E. Walter.
Staff members present: Louis J. Russell, senior investigator; and

Courtney Owens, investigator.
f

Mr. Waiter. The meeting will come to order. For the purpose
of this hearing, I have been designated by the chairman as a sub-
committee of one.
Mr. Owens. Mr. Matthew Cvetic.

'

Mr. Walter. Mr. Cvetic, will you raise your right hand, please.
You swear the testimony you are about to give will be the truth, the
whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?
Mr. Cvetic. I do.

TESTIMONY OF MATTHEW CVETIC

Mr. Owens. Mr. Cvetic, you have testified before this committee
on previous occasions; is that correct?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes.
,Mr. Owens. Your testimony has dealt in great detail with Com-

munist Party activities in western Pennsylvania
;
is that correct?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes, sir.

Mr. Owens. Will you state your full name, please?
Mr. Cvetic. Matthew Cvetic.
Mr. Owens. What is your present address ?

Mr. Cvettc. William Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Mr. Owens. Mr. Cvetic, the cSmmittee is desirous of ascertaining

whether or not you have any knowledge regarding Communist Party
activity and/or Communist-front activity in the Ohio Valley area,
specifically eastern Ohio and northern West Virginia. As a result of
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your undercover work for the United States Government, do you
possess any knowledge with regard to this sort of activity ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes.
‘

Mr. Owens. I think it might be well to take up the Communist-
front organizations active in that area first. I think, for the sake
of an orderly presentation, I will5 ask you about a given organization
and what you know about it for the area in question. How active,
to your knowledge, is the International Workers Order in that part
of the country, that is, the Ohio Valley area?
Mr. Cvetic. The International Workers Order in that area is one

of the active components of the Communist fronts in the United
States. This organization is directed by Communist Party organizers
who are employed by the International Workers Order and who cover <

this area for the Communist Party in the International Workers/
Order. The Communist Party organizers with whom I became ac-
quainted and who were responsible for the direction of the work in
the International Workers Order branches in this area were the fol-
lowing: Nicholas Baltich, for. the Serbian branches; Michael Hanu-
siak, for the Ukrainian branches; John Middleton, for the English-
speaking branches

; Steve Mirokovich, for the'Croatian branches ; Sam
Nicolauk, for the Russian branches.

I know ali these men to be organizers of the IWO and members
of the Nationality Commission of the Communist Party because I
have sat in meetings with them where the work for this area was
planned.
Mr. Owens. These Nationality Commission meetings : Were they

Nationality Commission meetings of the Communist Party on a local

Mr. Cveteo. Some were on a local and some were on a national
level.

Mr. Owens .
1 You stated that the operation of the IWO was dis-

cussed by these individuals in your presence at meetings of the Na-
tionality Commission. What, in particular, was usually discussed
with regard to the functioning of the IWO in this Ohio Valley area,
if you can recall ?

Mr. Cvetic. Specifically, the matters we discussed with reference
to the Ohio Valley' area were recruiting drives for IWO members for .

the Communist Party
;
the showing of Communist-propaganda pic-

tures in the IWQ lodges
;
organizing mass rallies for the purpose of

raising funds for the Communist-controlled newspapers
;
and in the

past 2 years organizing fund drives for the defense of the 11 Com-
munist Party leaders who were tried and convicted in New York in
1919 ;

and to take up with theIWO branch secretaries the usual routine
matters in connection with the work in the local branches.
Mr. Owens. These individuals you have named as directing the

activities of the IWO in the Ohio Valley area, are they residents of .

that area or not ?

Mr. Cvetic. No, sir. These are residents of Piftbsurgh and New
York who function as national organizers of the International Work-
ers Order.
Mr. Owens. For that area; is that correct?
Mr. Cvetic. For that area.
Mr. Owens. Do you have any knowledge of the individuals who

carried out the directions of these individuals on a local level ?
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Mx\ Cvetic. I do not recall at tlie present time.
Mr. Owens. Then you cannot at this time identify the local resi-

dents who head the IWO in that specific area ?

Mr. Cvetic. Ho, sir.

Mr. Owens. How active is the American Slav Congress in the Ohio
Valley ai’ea? ,

Mr. Cvetic. While I was a member of the American Slav Congress
we had active American Slav Congress committees and members
throughout the Ohio Valley. The work for West Virginia and eastern
Ohio was directed out of the national office of the American Slav Con-
gress in Hew York, and also out of the western Pennsylvania office of
the American Slav Congress in Pittsburgh.
Mr. Owens. Did the American Slav Congress maintain an office and

officers anywhere in the Ohio Valley area?
Mr. Cvetic. We did have an active committee with elected officers

in the Wheeling, W. Va., area. These officers were elected for the
Ohio Valley section.
Mr. Owens. Can you recall the names of any of these officers at

this point? * *

Mr. Cvetic. The following were the officers of this committee:
Genne Crockard, 610 South Front Street, Wheeling, W. Va., secretary

;

Louis Gorenc, Boydsville, Bridgeport, Ohio; Martin Kross, same
address

;
Louis Susterich, same address.

The active contact for the committee was the secretary, Genne Crock-
-ard, who was in continuous contact with the western Pennsylvania
office of the American Slav Congress.
' 'Mr. Owens. Do you know any of the individuals you have just
named as members of the Communist Party ?

Mr. Cvetic. At this time I cannot answer that question accurately.
I will have to refresh my recollection and endeavor to recall the cir-
cumstances of my association or contact with these individuals.
Mr. Owens. Can you approximate the membership of the American

Slav Congress, or supporters of the American Slav Congress, in the
Ohio Valley area? '

Mr. Cvetic. From the credentials to the American Slav Congress
convention in 1944, we had approximately 5,000 supporters in that
area. This number, in recent months, has dwindled to 200 or 300.
That is represented by credentials to the last conference of the Amer-
ican Slav Congress.
Mr. Owens. When was this conference you speak of held?
Mr. Cvetic. This conference was held either in the fall of 1948 or the

spring of 1949. The drop in delegates and members was a result of the
expose by the Committee on Un-American Activities, which exposed
the Communist character and leadership of the American Slav Con-
gress.

'
'

Mr. Owens. Before we go on to the next organization, is there any-
thing else that you might like to add about the American Slav Congress
in that area? If not, we will go on to the next organization.
Mr. Cvetic. I don’t believe there is anything to add at this time.
Mr.' Owens. To your knowledge, Mr. Cvetic, how active has the

Progressive Party been in this area ?

Mr. Cvetic. While the Progressive Party did function in this area,
they were never too successful, as in the 1948 Presidential elections the
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Communist Party of western Pennsylvania directed several of its
members to go into this area for the purpose of securing enough names
on nomination petitions to insure that the Progressive Party would be
placed on the ballot in West Virginia and also in eastern Ohio.
Mr. Owens. You probably have, in prior testimony, identified these

individuals,̂ but for continuity’s sake will you identify the individuals
who did go into these areas on behalf of the Progressive Party ?

Mr. Cvetio. Milo Mamula, George TVuchinich, Joe Rudiak, and
others, all of whom X have identified as members of the Communist
Party before this committee in previous testimony.
Mr. Owens. Did you have any way of ascertaining names and/or

addresses of local people who lent their support to these individuals
who came from western Pennsylvania?
Mr. Cvetio. Ro, sir.

Mr. Owens. To your knowledge, how active has the Civil Rights
Congress been in the Ohio Valley area?
Mr. Cvetio. The only activity which the Civil Rights Congress

carried on in the Ohio Valley area was carried on through mail cam-

g
aigns out of the New York and Pittsburgh offices of the Civil Rights
bngress. I do not know of any active committees functioning in any

of the towns in the Ohio Valley.
Mr. Owens. Do you know whether or not the Civil Rights Congress

maintained offices in any cities in this area?
Mr. Cvetio. Rot to the best of my knowledge.
Mr. Owens. Specifically, have you ever been in contact with officers

of the Civil Rights Congress in any of the larger cities in Ohio ?

Mr. Cvetio. I have received communications from a Cleveland of-
fice, the address of which was room 211, 830,Vincent Avenue, Cleve-
land 14, Ohio. The executive secretary of this congress with William
Haber.
Mr. Owens. Did you know Mr. Haber as a member of the Commu-

nist Party ? —
Mr. Cvetio. At this time X cannot say. I will refresh my recol-

lection regarding the circumstances under which I first met or had
contact with him.
Mr. Owens. Did you ever take part in any activities sponsored by

the Civil Rights Congress in Ohio or the Ohio Valley area?
Mr. Cvetio. I do not recollect.

#
Mr. Owens. Will you tell the committee what you know of the ac-

tivities of the American Committee for the Protection of Foreign
Born within the Ohio Valley area and also the .State of Ohio?
Mr. Cvetio. I was closely associated with Abner Green, the na^

tional executive^ secretary of this committee. I met with Mr. Green
on several occasions in meetings of the nationality commission of the
Communist Party, during which he discussed a tour of that area. The
cities which he covered m his tour included Cleveland, Akron, and
•the Steubenville-Weirton areas. As was true of-the Civil Rights Con-
gress, much of the activities of this committee was conducted through
mail campaigns, and also by appeals of IWO organizers on tours in
this section. This does not include the cities of Cleveland and Akron,
which have their own American Committee for the Protection of
Foreign Born.

i
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Mr. Owens. Can yon give the committee the names of local individ-
uals in the Cleveland and Akron offices of this organization, if you
have knowledge of that?
Mr. Cvettc. At the present time I wouldn’t be able to add anynames

of local people in these areas.
Mr. Owens. Do you have any knowledge of the activities in the

Ohio Valley area of an organization called the National Council of
Americans of Croatian Descent?
Mr. Cvettc. Yes. There are several committees of this organiza-

tion functioning in the Ohio Valley, and all of them are under the
direction of Frank Borich, the national executive secretary of this
organization, whom X have previously identified as a member of the
nationality commission of the Communist Party.
Mr. Owens. Frank Boricli’s headquarters are in Pittsburgh, Pa.;

is that correct?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes.
Mr. Owens. Can you name specifically the cities where these com-

mittees may be found, if you can recollect ?

Mr. Cvetic. Cleveland, Ohio; Akron, Ohio; the Weirton-Steuben-
ville area; Wheeling, W. Va.

;
and several other towns which I cannot

recollect at the present time.
Mr. Owens. Can you at this time recall the names of the local

•individuals who were active in these local committees ?

Mr. Cvetic. At this time I do not recollect.
Mr. Owens. Will you tell the committee what you know of the

activities in the area in question of the Serbian Vidovdan Congress?
. Mr. Cvetic. This congress, which is a Communist front, is operated
out of 1916 East Street, North Side, Pittsburgh, by Mane Susnjar,
whom I have previously identified before this committee as a member
of the Communist Party and also a member of the nationality com-
mission of the Communist Party. This congress had committees
operating in Cleveland, Akron, Wheeling, W. Va., and other towns
•in the Ohio Valley.
- Mr. Owens. Can you recall any names of local individuals active
in behalf of this Congress ? ;

Mr. Gvetic. In addition to Susnjar, there was an attorney from
Akron, Ohio, one Zarkov Buncich, whom I have previously identified
before this committe as a member of the Communist Party and a
.member of the nationality commission of the Communist Party.

Mr. Owens. Will you tell the committee what you know of the
activities in the area in question of the Slovenian American National
Council?

Mr. Cvetic. This council operated principally in Cleveland, Ohio,
which has a large Slovene population. I have attended several meet-
ings of Slovene Communist Party members in the Cleveland office

of the Communist Party where the work'of Slovene Communist Party
members functioning within this council was discussed. It was as
a result of strategy worked out at these meetings that the Communist
Party was able to elect four of its members to the board of this council,
and another seven of its members to the executive committee.
Tn Cleveland, Ohio, John Bostjancich and Anton Svelc and Jack

Lend are Communist Party members responsible, for the work in
this council. '

' ‘
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Mr. Owens. These meetings you spoke of as having attended, were
these meetings held in the ofhce of this Slovenian American national
Council or in the office of the Gommunist Party ?

Mr. Cvetic. They were held in the office of the Communist Party-
Mr. Owens. In Cleveland, Ohio?
Mr. Cvetxc. In Cleveland, Ohio. *

Mr. Owens. In addition to these individuals whom you have identi-
fied as being present at these meetings and as being leaders in the
Slovenian American Council, who else was in attendance at these
meetings ?

Mr. Cvetic. Gus Hall, the organizer for the Cleveland district for
the Communist Party, who is presently acting secretary for the Com-
munist Party U. S. A., conducted two or three of these meetings-
Arnold Johnson, who was the State of Ohio director for the Com-
munist Party and who is presently the head of the nationality com-
mission of the Communist Party IT. S. A., also participated in several
of these meetings.
Mr. Owens. vVere these meetings called specifically to determine

policy in this front organization, or were they general Communist
Party meetings ?

Mr. Cvetic. These meetings were called specifically to discuss policy
in this council.
Mr. Owens. As a Slovene representative of the nationality com-

mission of the Communist Party U. S. A., you had made a trip from
Pittsburgh to Cleveland to attend such meeting?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes.
Mr. Owens. That was your specific function in going to Cleveland?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes.
Mr. Owens. We will come back very shortly to Communist Party

activities in this area, but for the time being I would like to clear up>
these fronts before we go into that.
In your previous appearances before this committee, you have ex-

plained in detail the Communist-controlled foreign-language news-
papers published in Pittsburgh. The names of these papers, as you:
have testified, are: Narodni Glasnik, Slobodna Eec, and Ludovy
Noviny. Are these publications circulated in the Ohio Valley area
and in other cities of Ohio which we are discussing at this time?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes, sir.

Mr. Owens. Do these publications maintain local offices in this
area?
Mr. Cvetic. No.
Mr. Owens. How is the distribution of these publications handled

in this area?
Mr. Cvetic. The distribution is handled through committees which

are designated readers of Narodni Glasnik, Slobodna Eec, and Ludovy
Noviny.
Mr. Owens. In other words, they are distributed through these

committees. Who sets up these committees, if you know ?

Mr. Cvetic. These committees are set up by Communist Party
organizers functioning out of 1916 East Street, North Side, Pitts-
burgh, who make periodic tours of this area as well as other areas in
the United States.

^

Mr. Owens. Do you have any way of knowing the approximate
circulation of these foreign-language newspapers in this area ?

1
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Mr. Cvetio. While I have no knowledge of the exact circulation, I
understand from an authoritative source that their circulation has
decreased over 50 percent since these newspapers were exposed as
Communist-controlled newspapers by this committee.
Mr. Owens. All the organizations that we have discussed so far are

presently active in the Ohio Valley area; is that correct?
Mr. Cvetio. Yes.
Mr. Owens. In addition to these organizations, do you have knowl-

edge of any organizations which the Communist Party sponsored and
directed, regardless of whether they are now in existence or not?
Mr. Cvetio. I'can name at least five organizations.
Mr. Owens. When you name these organizations, if you know the

names of the local officers of any of them, please place them in the
record at the same time.
Mr. Cvettc. I can name the following organizations which were

directed by the nationality commission of the Communist Party and
which are now defunct

:

American Serbian War Orphans Relief;
American Committee for Yugoslav Relief

;

United Committee South Slav Americans

;

American Committee for Reconstruction in Yugoslavia;
American Soviet Friendship Council.
Mr. Owens. From your personal experience and membership in the

Communist Party, can you tell the committee the names of the indi-
viduals who headed the Communist Party in Ohio and the Ohio Valley
area?
Mr. Cvetio. Yes. For the State of Ohio, when I was active in the

party, Arnold Johnson was the State director of the Communist Party,
and Gus Hall was the organizer for the Cleveland area. Pete Mar-
getich, who resides in Cleveland, Ohio, was responsible for the na-
tionality work in the Cleveland and eastern Ohio areas. Ted Allen,
was the Communist Party organizer for the State of West Virginia.
Mr. Ovens. Have you met with all of these individuals in meetings

of the Communist Party?
Mr. Cvetio. Yes, sir.

Mr. Owens. Will you tell the committee in what cities you met with
these individuals and, if such meetings recall the names of others, will
you also identify them ?
J

Mr. Cvettc. I attended meetings with Gus Hall and Arnold Johnson
in the cities of Cleveland, New York, and Pittsburgh. I attended
meetings with Pete Margetich in Cleveland and Pittsburgh

;
and with

Ted Allen in the cities of Pittsburgh and New York.
Mr. Owens. Mr. Cvetic, if you know, will you tell the committee in

what cities in the Ohio Valley or in the State of Ohio there is function-
ing a Communist Party cell?

Mr. Cvetio. In Cleveland and Akron there are complete organiza-
tions functioning. In addition, there are Communist Party cells

functioning in Youngstown, Steubenville, Weirton, Wheeling, East
Liverpool, and Canton. These are the ones I have personal knowledge

Mr. Owens. Do you also have any personalknowledge of individuals
who head some of these Communist Party organizations?
Mr. Cvetio. Well, I have previously testified as to who heads these

organizations on a State level.
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Mr. Owens. Yes ;
however, do you*know other names of individuals

in Various cities who head Communist Party organizations within a
given city, or area within a city ?

Mr. Cvetic. I do not recall at the present time.
Mr. Owens. Mr. Cvetic, since your last appearance before this

committee we„ have been engaged in some research regarding certain,
individuals in western Pennsylvania who, according to the files of
this committee, were active at one time or another in the Communist
Party movement. Our files reflect that some of these individuals
have migrated to various, sections of the country in pursuit of their
Communist Party activities. At this time I should like to state, for
the committee^ that if you are not positive in your mind about the
Communist affiliation of any of these individuals you should refrain
from testifying regarding such affiliation.

' Are you- acquainted with an individual named Fred Yager?
v Mr. Cvetic. Yes, sir.

Mr. Owens. How did you become acquainted with Mr. Yager?
Mr. Cvetic. I met Fred Yager at a meeting of the Communist

Party at 1916 East Street, North Side, Pittsburgh. At the time I met,
Fred Yager he was the manager of the American Slav Printing Co.
at 1916 East Street. This printing establishment is controlled by the
Communist Party.

Mr*. Owens. Did you know Fred Yager as a member of the Com-
munist Party?
Mr

f Cvetic. Yes, sir.

Mr. Owens. How did you know him to be a Communist Party
member ?

Mr. Cvetic. I attended Communist Party meetings with Fred*
Yager.
Mr. Owens. On more than one occasion?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes. I might add that Fred Yager is a brother-in-law

of Steve Nelson, district organizer of the Communist Party of
western Pennsylvania.
Mr. Owens. In other words, Steve Nelson is married to the sister

of Fred Yager; is that correct?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes

;
his* sister Margaret.

Mr. Owens. Do you know where Fred Yager is presently employed?
Mr. Cvetic. I know he is a member of the printers’ union.
Mr. Owens. Are you acquainted with an individual named Anna

Burton?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes.
Mr. Owens. How did

»
you meet her?

Mr. Cvettc. I met Anna Burton, from California, Pa., at district
committee meetings of the Communist Party which were held at the
Knights of Pythias Hall in North Side, Pittsburgh, and also in the
lectureroom of the North Side Carnegie Library. She was introduced
to me as the leader of the Communist Party in California, Pa.
Mr. Owens. How is it that the Communist Party was able to con

duct meetings in the public library?
Mr. Cvetic. Through arrangements with the director of the library,

Mr. Seibl.
Mr. Owens. Who would make the approach to the director ?

Mr. Cvetic. Usually the secretary of the Communist Party, Dave
Grant, Bill Albertson, or Joe Godfrey.
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Mr. Owens. Did you ever run into any difficulty in trying to get
the library to use as a meeting place ?

Mr. Cvetic. No, sir.
,

*

* Mr. Owens. Do you know whether or not Mr. Seibl was a friend,
either socially or professionally, of Dave Grant or Bill Albertson ?

Mr. Cvetic. No, sir.

Mr. Owens. Did you ever know Mr. Seibl to be a member of the
Communist Party ? „ .

Mr. Cvetic. No, sir.

Mr. Owens. When Dave Grant or Bill Albertson approached Mr.
Seibl, did they tell him they wanted to use the library for Communist
Party meetings ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes, sir.

Mr. Owens. Are you acquainted with an individual named Adam
Getto?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes, sir.

Mr. Owens. How did you become acquainted with Mr. Getto ?

Mr. Cvetic. I attended several Communist .Party meetings with
Adam Getto. He was introduced to me as a Communist Party mem-
ber in Washington County.
Mr. Owens. Did you attend more than one Communist Party meet-

ing with this individual?
~ Mr. Cvetic. Yes, sir. - ,

*

Mr. Owens. Are you acquainted with an individual named Edward
Young, known as Eddie Young?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes..
Mr. Owens. I am speaking of a Mr. ^Edward Young, known as

Eddie Young, who lives at Blair Heights, Clairton, Pa. Is this the
individual with whom you are acquainted?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes, sir.

Mr. Owens. How did you become acquainted with him ?

Mr. Cvetic. I met Eddie Young at meetings of Communist Party
functionaries in Pittsburgh. I know him to be a Communist Party
organizer working in the steel area of Clairton, Pa.
Mr. Owens. Have you attended Communist Party meetings with

this individual?
w

Mr. Cvetic. Yes; on many occasions.
Mr. Owens. Do you know where Eddie Young is presently em-

ployed?
Mr. Cvetic. I understand he is employed at the Carnegie Steel Mill

at Clairton, Pa.
Mr. Owens. Are you acquainted with an individual named Sam

Mallov ?

‘ Mr. Cvetic. Yes, sir.

Mr. Owens. How did you become acquainted with Sam Mallov?
Mr. Cvetic. I met Sam.Mallov while I was a member of the Tom

Paine Professional Branch of the Communist Party in Pittsburgh.
Sam Mallov was a member of the executive committee of this Com-
munist Party branch.,

. .

Mr. Owens. Is this the same Sam Mallov who was formerly em-
ployed by Westinghouse Electric Gorp. and later by the United States
Bureau of Mines ? % ^

' Mr. Cvetic. Yes, sir. * , ,

* -
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Mr. Owrists. Is lie the same Sam Mallov who joined the Carnegie
Tech faculty in 1945 ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes, sir.

Mr. Owens. Do you know where Sam Mallov is presently employed ?

Mr. Cvetic. My last contact with Sam Mallov was in 1948, and at
that time he left Pittsburgh to go to Syracuse University.
Mr. Owens. To accept a teaching position ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes.
Mr. Owens. And to your knowledge he is still there ?

Mr. Cvetic. To the best of my knowledge, yes.
Mr. Owens. Do you know Charlotte Mallov ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes. She is the wife of Sam Mallov and was also a
member of the Tom Paine professional branch of the Communist Party
in Pittsburgh.
Mr. Owens. Mr. Cvetic, are you acquainted with an individual who

in years past has worked for the United States Bureau of Mines as a
sampler in Pittsburgh, whose name we have as Miller ?

Mr. Cvetic. I know a Miller who did work at the United States
Bureau of Mines in Pittsburgh, Pa.
Mr. Owens. Did you know this individual as a member of the Com-

munist Party ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes, sir.

Mr. Owens. How did you know him to be a member of the Commu-
nist Party ?

Mr. Cvetic. X met Miller while attending Communist Party classes
of the Tom Paine professional branch in Pittsburgh.
Mr. Owens. Was he attending these classes also ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes, sir.

Mr. Owens. Were there other people in attendance who were not
) Communists ?

1 Mr. Cvetic. No, sir. These classes were for Communist Party mem-
bers. He not only attended these classes withme, but once also accused
me of reporting to the FBI that he had attended these classes.
Mr, Owens. To your knowledge, is he still employed by the Federal

Government ?

Mr. Cvetic. I haven’t had any contact with Miller since about 1945,
to the best of my knowledge. The way I recollect this, my association
with Miller was while I was with the United States Employment Serv-
ice, and I left there in December 1945 and do not recollect any contact
with him since that time.
Mr. Owens. In addition to attending these Communist classes, do

you recall any other experiences that you have had with Miller while
a member of the Communist Party?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes, sir. On one occasion Miller took me on a tour

through the United States Bureau of Mines, located on Forbes Street
in Pittsburgh, and spent about 8 hours explaining to me the different
methods of operation in the Bureau of Mines. „
Mr. Owens. Did Miller hold a seemingly responsible position at the

Bureau of Mines ?

Mr. Cvetic. At the time I met Miller, my opinion was that he had
been working either as a sampler or tester or in some apprenticeship
capacity.
Mr. Owens. If you were to be shown a picture of Miller which our

files disclose, could you identify him ?

i
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'Mr. Cvetxo. I am quite sure I could. Certainly I would Have no
difficulty recognizing tlie person, because I was personally associated
with him. His first name is Sam. He is married, X know.
Mr. Owens. Are you acquainted with an individual named Steve

Choleva ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes, sir.

Mr. Owens. How did you become acquainted with this individual ?

Mr. Cvetic. I met liim at Communist Party meetings. At the time
X met Steve I was told he was active in the youth movement of the
Communist Party.
Mr. Owens. Are you acquainted with an individual named Mary

Zampan?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes. I have met Mary Zampan.
Mr. Owens. How did youbecome acquaintedwithMary Zampan ?

Mr. Cvetic. I met her in Communist Party functionary meetings
and was introduced to her as a member of the Communist Parity in
Washington County. She resides in Strabane, Pa.
Mr. Owens. Are you acquainted with an individual named John

Derkacli ?
'

Mr. Cvetic. Yes, sir, but that is a very common Slovak name.
Mr. Owens. Will you identify as best you can the John Derkach

that you are acquainted with?,
Mr. Cvetic. Yes. The John Derkach I refer to is a former organizer

in the Slovak section of the International Workers Order and he re-

sided in South Side Pittsburgh.
Mr. Owens. Did you know him as a member of the Communist

Party ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes.
Mr. Owens. How did you know him as a member of the Communist

JL ClrX iry . .

Mr. Cvetic. I first met John Derkach in the office of the United
States Employment Service, where he was sent to me by Sidney Hor-
witz as one of our Communist Party members. Later, I attended
Communist Party meetings with John Derkach.
Mr. Owens. Are you acquainted with an individual named "Victor

Steinhai't?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes.
Mi- . Owens. How did you become acquainted with Victor Steinhart?
Mi- . Cvetic. I met Victor Steinhart while I was a member of the

organizational educational committee of the Communist Party of

western Pennsylvania. He was introduced to me as a member of the

Communist Party, and I attended many Communist Party meetings
with Victor Steinhart while he was in Pittsburgh, from approximately
June 1947 until the summer of 1948.

Mr. Owens. What was Mr. Steinhart’s employment in Pittsburgh,

ll you recau ?

Mr. Cvetic. While he was in Pittsburgh he was employed by the

Carnegie Library in Pittsburgh in the technical department.
Mr. Owens. Did you meet with him on more than one.occasion as a

member of the Communist Party ?

Mi'. Cvetic. Yes, sir. I met with Victor Steinhart on many occa-

sions in the office of the Communist Party in Pittsburgh. Since I was
a member of the 5organizational educational committee of the Com-
munist Party, I was instrumental in assigning Victor Steinhart as
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literature director for the Communist Party for the east end and pro-
fessional branches of the Communist Party in Pittsburgh.
Mr. Owens. Is Mr. Steinhart currently in Pittsburgh, Pa.,?
Mr. Cvetic. No. He is presently residing in Ithaca, N. X.
Mr. Owens. Do you know what his present occupation is in Ithaca?
Mr. Cvetic. I understand he is employed as librarian in the depart-

ment of physics at Cornell University.
1

* Mr. Owens. Are you acquainted with Mrs. Victor Steinhart?
Mr. Cvetic. I am acquainted with Mrs. Victor Steinhart, whom I

also knew as Lee.
Mr.. Owens. As Lee Steinhart ?

Mr. Cvetic. Xes.
Mr. Owens. Did you know her to be a member of the Communist

Party in Pittsburgh?
Mr. Cvetic. Xes.
Mr. Owens. Did you meet with her as a member of the Communist

Party on more than one occasion?
Mr. Cvetic. Xes, sir.

Mr. Owens. Was Mrs. Steinhart active in the same fields of Com-
munist activity as you have just described for her husband?
Mr. Cvetic. Xes, sir.

Mr. Owens. Will you explain what you know of her Communist
activity ?

Mr. Cvetic. I attended Communist Party meetings with Mrs. Stein-
hart. She was actively helping her husband in the distribution of
literature and helping in youth activities in the Communist Party.
Mr. Owens. Is she presently in Ithaca with her husband?
Mr. Cvetic. Xes, sir.

Mr. Owens. Is she employed, if you know?
Mr. Cvetic. I do not know her present employment status, but I

understand she was an American Labor Party candidate for mayor
in Ithaca recently.
Mr. Owens. Are you acquainted with an individual named Brinley

True?
Mr. Cvetic. Xes, sir.

Mr. Owens. How did you become acquainted with Mr. True?
Mr. Cvetic* In the proxessional branch of the Communist Party in

Pittsburgh.
Mr. Owens. Was he a member of that branch?
Mr. .Cvetic. Xes.'
Mr. Owens. Are you acquainted with Sadie True?
Mr. Cvetic. Xes. She is the wife of Brinley True and a sister of

Ann Lipkind, and a former member of the professional branch, of the
Communist Party in Pittsburgh.
Mr. Owens Are you acquainted with an individual named Fred:

Gerlach and his wife, Carol Fijan Gerlach?
Mr. Cvetic. Xes.
Mr. Owens. How did you become acquainted with Mr. and Mrs.

Gerlach?
Mr. Cvetic. I met them in New Xork City. They were introduced

to me as being youth organizers for the Communist Party in that city.

1 Since this testimony was given, Mr. Steinhart was discharged by Cornell University,,
according to newspaper reports. *
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: Mr. Owens. Youth, organizers lor the Communist Party in' New.

York?
• Mr. Gvnnc. That is correct.

A
'

. ‘-c.

Mi, Owens. Do you have any knowledge as to whether or not ii rect

Gerlach is related to Tony Gerlaeh? - ...
. Mr. Ovetio. Yes. That is his father.

Mr. Owens. Tony is Fred’s father?

Mr. Ovetio. That is right. At the tune I was acquainted with Mr.

dnd Mrs. Gerlach, Mrs. Gerlach was employed as the youth director

of the American Slav Congress.
Mr. Owens. Xn New York?
Mr. Ovetio. In New York City. -

Mr. Owens. Are you acquainted with Ludwig Mutz i
, ,

Mr. Ovetio. I met him at meetings of the Slovene branch of the

Communist Party in New York City. . „

Mr. Owens. Did you meet him on more than' one occasion S

Mr. Ovetio. On several occasions. •

Mr. Owens. On several occasionsm New fork Oity i

Mr. Ovetio. Yes, sir.
, ., ..

• Mr. Owens. I think for the record, although it appears many tunes

in vour previous testimony, I had better establish, some dates here.

These meetings that you are- describing now as having attended with

€hese individuals X am asking you about all occurred during wliat

^ Mr." Cvetic. During the period between February 19X3 and Febru-

ary 1950 , while I was employed as an undercover agent for the ea-

eral Bureau of Investigation and reporting on Communist Party

a
°Mr^Owens. I have a few more names here, Mr. Cvetic, I want to

aS
Are^y 'acquainted with an individual named Rev. Strahinja

' Maletich ?

Mr. Ovetio. Yes.
Mr. Owens. Our files reflect that Reverend Maletich was sent back

to Yugoslavia. Is that correct?

Mr! Owens! Did’you know this individual as a member of the Com-

m
Mr

S
fhETio. I knew this individual as a member of the Communist

Party and also an agent of the Yugoslav.secret police.

Mr. Owens. Our files disclose that this individual has retiirned

to Yugoslavia for disciplinary reasons. Do you know any of the>

circumstances surrounding this situation?

Mr. Ovetio. Yes, sir. . „

Mr. Owens. Would you tell the committee about it, please

.

Mr". Ovetio. This individual was responsible -for the work of the

United Committee of South Slavic Americans. The principal ac-

tivity of this committee was to build a Tito myth in the United States

and to gain support for the Communist-controlled government in

Yugoslavia. This individual committed, in the eyes of the Commu-
nist Party in Yugoslavia, a serious personal errorm his personal, rela-

tions, ana this error was responsible for the loss of some prominent

6317S—50—pt. 3 2
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Americans of Yugoslav descent in America. Because of this, he was
returned to Yugoslavia for disciplinary action.
Mr. Owens. Are you acquainted with an individual named Phil

Bart?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes.
Mr. Owens. You were in the hearing room yesterday morning when

a Mr. Phil Bart testified before this committee, were you not?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes

;
I was here as a spectator.

Mr. Owens. Was that the same Mr. Phil Bart you are acquainted
with?

J H

Mr. Cvettc. Yes.
Mr. Owens. How did you become acquainted with Mr. Bart?
Mr. Cvetic. I met Phil Bart in the Communist Party offices in

Pittsburgh and in Philadelphia.
Mr. Owens. What was Mr. Bart doing in Pittsburgh in the offices

of the Communist Party ?

Mr. Cvetic. Usually he would come to Pittsburgh for the purpose
of coordinating Communist Party activities between the eastern and
western districts of Pennsylvania. His trips to Pittsburgh would
occur during Communist Party line changes and also when the Com-
munist Party was active in organizing delegations protesting legisla-
tive action in Harrisburg or Washington.
Mr. Owens. Bo you know of your own personal knowledge of any

international activities of Mr. Bart?
Mr. Cvetic. I cannot recall at present.
Mr. Owens. Bo you know whether or not he ever left the confines

of the United States ?

Mr. Cvetic. I do not recollect at the present time.
Mr. Owens. Are you acquainted with an individual named Pauline

Klopacka Pirinsky ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes, sir.
Mr. Owens. How did you become acquainted with her?
Mr. Cvetic. I met her at meetings of the American Slav Congress

and also of the Nationality Commission of the Communist Party.
Mr. Owens. Is she the current wife of.-George Pirinskv ?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes, sir.

'
' "

“ /
Mr. Owens. This is George Pirinsky’s second wife ?
Mr. Cvettc. Yes

; to the best of my knowledge.
Mr. Owens. He was married first to Mary Pridhoff Pirinsky?
Mr. Cvetic. That is correct.
Mr. Owens. Our files reflect alleged Communist Party activity

on the part of Ja^jxes^AIcC^ in Pittsburgh. Are you acquainted
with a James McCoy in the Pittsburgh area ?

Mr Cvetic. Yes. I know a James McCoy from the Hill district of
Pittsburgh who was membership director for the Communist Partv in
Pittsburgh. . .

J

Mr. Owens. How did you know this?
Mr. Ovetic; Because I have attended many Communist Party func-

tionary meetings with James McCoy.
Owens. B° you know where he is presently employed?

Mr. Cvetic. No, sir.
Mr. Owens. How old a man would you say he is ?
Mr. Cvetic. In the middle or late thirties.

Tj

C Or
j y?/

IL
n
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Mr. Owens. Is he married?
Mr. Cvetic. I can’t say.
Mr. Owens Are you acquainted with Emil Sardoch?
Mr. Ovetic. Yes.

_

Mr. Owens. How did you become acquainted with him s

Mr. Cvetic. I met Emil Sardoch at meetings of TJE Ho. 601 branch
of the Communist Party in East Pittsburgh.
Mr. Owens. Did you meet with him on more than one occasion?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes, sir.

Mr. Owens The same branch?
Mr. Cvetic. In the branch and also on the district level.

Mr. Owens. You say you met with him on the district level. Was he
a branch officer of some sort?, -

.

Mr. Cvetic. When I met him he was chairman of TJE 601 branch
of the Communist Party in East Pittsburgh.
Mr. Owens Do you know where he is presently employed?
Mr. Cvetic. I understand he is employed at the Westinghouse Elec-

tric plant in East Pittsburgh.
Mr. Owens. Are you acquainted with David Lurie?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes.

. , . , „ _ . 0
Mr. Owens. How did you become acquainted with Mr. Lurie?
Mr. Cvetic. I met him as a member of the professional branch of

the Communist Party, East Pittsburgh.
Mr. Owens Did you see him more than once?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes.
Mr. Owens. Was he introduced to you as a Communist Party mem-

Mr. Cvetic. Yes; he was introduced to me as a Communist Party
member and as editor of the Daily Worker, a Communist newspaper.
Mr. Owens. By editor do youjnean a contributing editor, or did he

hold a paid position?
Mr. Cvetic. He was introduced to,me as editor of the Daily Worker

and also a writer.
Mr. Owens. Are you acquainted with Peter Vranesevrch?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes, sir.

Mr. Owens. How did you become acquainted with Mr. Vranese-
Yjcne

.

Mr. Cvetic. I met him at meetings of the Communist Party m the
Allegheny Valley district.

Mr. Owens. Did he hold any official position in the Communist
Party in that district?

Mr. Cvetic. I know him as a Communist Party member active in

the nationality field.

Mr. Owens. Did you say he was active in the Allegheny district?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes.
Mr. Qwens. Where did he live, if you recall?

Mr. Cvetic. At Hew Kensington, Pa.
Mr. Owens/. Are you acquainted with an individual known as

Joseph Sadecky?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes, sir.

Mr. Owens. How did you become acquainted with Mr. Sadecky?
Mr. Cvetic. I met Mr. Sadecky at meetings of Communist Party

functionaries. He was the Allegheny organizer for the Communist
Party and lived at Creighton, Pa.
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Mr. Owen's. Are you acquainted with, an individual named Zora
Trbovich Susnjar?
Mr. Cvetio. Yes.
Mr. Owens. Is she the wife of an individual you have identified

as a member of the Communist Party named Mane Susnjar ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes.
Mr. Owens. How did you become acquainted with Mrs. Susnjar?
Mr. Cvetic. I met her at meetings of the Communist Party. She

was a member of the party active in the Serbian section of the Com-
munist Party. At the time I met her she was employed at 1916 East
Street, North Side, Pittsburgh.
Mr. Owens. Are you acquainted with an individual named Mari-

janaKosich?
* Mr. Cvetic. Yes.
Mr. Owens. How did you become acquainted with this individual?
Mr. Cvetic. I met’ her at Communist Party meetings in the office

of the Slobodna Rec at 1916 East Street, North Side, Pittsburgh.
She is the wife of Drago Kosich, whom I have previously identified
as a member of the Communist Party.
Mr. Owens. Did you know her as a member of the Communist

Party ?

'Mr. Cvettc. Yes.
Mr. Owens. Is she presently employed by Slobodna Rec ?

Mr. Cvetic* Yes.
Mr. Owens. Are you acquainted with an individual named Mrs.

Anna Salzman ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes.
Mr. Owens. How did you become acquainted with Mrs. Salzman?
Mr. Cvetic. I met her in the professional branch of the Communist

Party in Pittsburgh while I was a member of that branch. While
she was in Pittsburgh she was employed as a secretary-stenographed
at the National Maritime Union office in Pittsburgh.
Mr. Owens. Is she still in Pittsburgh to your knowledge ?

Mr. Cvetic. Not to the best ofmy knowledge.
Mr. Owens. Do you ]mow where she went? •

' Mr. Cvetic. I understand she and her husband left the city, and
her present location I do not know.
Mr. Owens. Do you know an individual named Rodney Edward

Goforth ?

. Mr. Cvetio. Yes.
Mr. Owens. How did you become acquainted with Mr. Goforth?
Mr.^CvETCC. I met him in meetings of Communist Party function-

aries in Pittsburgh. He was introduced to me as a leader in' the
Young Communist League in Pittsburgh.
Mr. Owens. What is his employment, if youknow ?

Mr. Cvetic. Recently he was employed as a stationary engineer
and was amember of theMEBA union in Pittsburgh.
Mr. Owens. I am not familiar with tlie full title of that union. Tp

your knowledge, what do those letters stand for ? 4
"

Mr. .Cvetic. They designate the Marine Engineers Benevolent As-
sociation. *

; ;

Mr. Owens. Are you acquainted with an individual named George
Kusich, K-u-s-i-c-h, sometimes spelled K-u-s-i-c?
Mr. Cvettc. Yes. - ; *
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Mr* Owens. Whicli is the correct spelling, ifyou know ?

Mr* Cvetic. K-u-s-i-c-h. -
b . . _ _

Mr. Owens. How didyoubecome acquainted withMr. Kusich ?

Mr. Cvetxc. While I was employed by the American Committee for

Yugoslav Belief in Pittsburgh, he was introduced to me as theexecu-
tive secretary of the same organization from Detroit, Mich. During
my associations with him, I attended several meetings of the National-

ity Commission of the Communist Party with him. He mentioned
to me that he was active as a Communist Party organizer in union
activities in Detroit and New York prior to working for theAmerican
Committee for Yugoslav Belief. Presently he is in New York City,

where I understand he is organizing for theCommunist Party in some
union.

v ^ # .

Mr. Owens. Are you' acquainted with an individual named oam
Nicolauk ?

Mr. Cvetxc. Yes.
. _ . ,

Mr. Owens. How did you become acquainted with this individual s

Mr. Cvetxc. I met-him at meetings of the Nationality Commission
of the Communist Party.
Mr. Owens. Was he a representative from Pittsburgh?
Mr. Cvetic. No. He is a representative from New York City and is

an official and an organizer for the American-Bussian Fraternal So-
ciety, a section of the International Workers Order.
Mr. Owens. Are you acquainted with Bob Liner?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes.

.

Mr. Owens. How did you become acquainted with Mr. Liner?
Mr. Cvetic. I met him at meetings of the Communist Party in Pitts-

burgh.
Mr. Owens. Do you know his present occupation?

« Mr. Cvetic. While he was in Pittsburgh he was employed as a jew-
,eler and a watchmaker.

Mr. Owens. Is he still in Pittsburgh?
Mr. Cvetic. Presently I understand he is in New York City.

Mr. Owens. Are yomacquainted with Fedora Liner ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes.
Mr. Owens. Is she the wife of Bob Liner?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes, sir. -

.

Mr. Owens. How did you become acquainted with her?
Mr. Cvetic. She was an active member of the Communist Party in

^Pittsburgh, and I met her in Communist Party meetings.
”

‘ Mr. Owens. Was she employed while in the city of Pittsburgh, to

your knowledge ?

Mr. Cvetic. Not to my knowledge. ^
Are you acquainted with an individual named PettisMr. Owens.

, Perry ?
J Mr. Cvetic.
Mr. Owens.
Mr. Cvetic.

'burgh.
Mr. Owens. Was he a Pittsburgh representative at these meetings ?

; Mr. Cvetic. No, sir. He was introduced to me as the national
director of the Negro Commission of the Communist Party of the
United States.

Yes, sir.

How did you become acquainted with this individual?
In meetings of Communist Party functionaries in Pitts-

\
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Mr* Owens. Where are his headquarters, if you know ?

Mr. Cvetic. In New York City.
Mr. Owests. Does he still hold that position, if you know ?

Mr. Cvetio. To the best ofmy knowledge
; yes.

Mr. Owens. Are you acquainted with an individual named N. J.
Nicolac?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes, sir.

Mr. Owe^s. How did you become acquainted with Mr. Nicolac?
Mr. Cvetic. I met him at 1916 East Street, where he was attend-

ing* meetings of the Croatian Bureau of the Communist Party USA.
Mr. Owests. Was he also a member of the Croatian Fraternal

TJnion, to your knowledge ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes.
Mr. Owests. Was he a member of the Communist section that took

over that organization in September 1947 ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes.
Mr. Owens. Do you have any knowledge of the Communist Party’s

part in this move which succeeded in taking over this fraternal
organization ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes
;
because I participated in some of the meetings of

the Nationality Commission where this activity was discussed.
Mr. Owens. Was Mr. Nicolac present?
Mr. Cvetic. As some of the meetings.
Mr. Owens. Do youknow where Mr. Nicolac is employed ?

Mr. Cvetic. No, sir.

Mr. Owens. Do you know where he lives ?

Mr. Cvetic. Mountain View, Calif.
Mr. Owens. In other words, Mr. Nicolac is a representative of

the Croatian Branch of the Communist Party from the west coast ?
Mr. Cvetig. That is correct, and he would make periodic visits to

western Pennsylvania to meet with Communist Party officials there
including Deo Fisher, Tony Minerich, Steve Nelson, and Arnold
Johnson.
Mr. Owens. Are you acquainted with an individual named Matt

Goreta?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes.
Mr. Owens. How did you become acquainted with him ?

Mr. Cvetic. Participating in meetings of the Croatian Bureau of
the Communist Party.
Mr. Owens. Was he a member of the Croatian Fraternal Union?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes.
Mr. Owens. Was he a member of the Communist bloc that took

over that organization in September 1947 ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes.
Mr. Owens. Do you have knowledge if he is a trustee from Fiver

Kouge, Mich., of the Croatian Fraternal Union ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes
; he is.

Mr. Owens. That is the same Matt Goreta that you have mentioned
as a member of the Croatian Branch of the Nationality Commission
of the Communist Party? Yes; I understand that he is now an
organizer for the United Automobile Workers in Detroit.
Mr. Cvetic. Yes.
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Mr. Owens. Did you meet witli him as a member of the Gommunist
Party on more than one occasion ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes.
Mr. Owens. Are you acquainted with Matt Brzevich ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes.
Mr. Owens. How did you become acquainted with this individual?
Mr. Cvetic. Participating ill meetings of the Croatian Bureau of

the Communist Party.
Mr. Owens. Was he a member of the Croatian Fraternal Union?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes.
Mr. Owens. And was he likewise a member of the Communist bloc

that took control of that organization in September 194=7 ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes.
Mr. Owens. Did you attend Communist meetings with him on more

than one occasion?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes, sir.

Mr. Owens. Do you know where he is presently employed?
Mr. Cvetic. No, sir.

Mr. Owens. Do you know where he presently resides?
Mr. Cvetic. Chicago, 111.

Mr. Owens. He likewise is another district representative to the
Croatian branch of the nationality commission of the Communist
Party ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes.
Mr. Owens. These last three individuals who have been identified

as representatives from other localities to the Croatian branch of the
nationality commission of the Communist Party, I would like to ask
you whether or not you have ever attended Communist Party meetings
with them in any other cities in the United States, other than Pitts-

burgh ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes.
Mr. Owens. Where?
Mr. Cvetic. Cleveland and New York, and possibly Chicago and

Detroit.
Mr. Owens. Are you acquainted with an individual named Serge]

Makiedo ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes, sir.

Mr. Owens. How did you become acquainted with this individual?
Mr. Cvetic. I originally met him at meetings sponsored by the

American Slav Congress. Later I met in small caucuses of Com-
munist Party members in which he participated as a member of the
Communist Party of Yugoslavia.
Mr. Owens. In other words, you definitely knew this individual as

a member of the Communist Party from Yugoslavia?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes.
Mr. Owens. At the time you were meeting with him, what was his

position, if you know ?

Mr. Cvetic. I know he was attached to the staff of the Yugoslav
Embassy. His exact capacity I do not recollect.

. .

Mr. Owens. Were these meetings prior to the so-called Tito-Stalin
break in 1948 ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes, sir.

Mr. Owens. Do you have any knowledge as to his present where-
abouts?
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Mr. Cvetic. No
;
not to the best of my recollection.

Mr. Owens. On how many occasions do you recollect that you met
with him as a Communist?
Mr. Cvetic. Four or five.

Mr. Owens. Where were these meetings?
Mr. Cvetic. Pittsburgh and New York and possibly in Washington.
Mr. Owens. In addition to Mr. Makiedo at the Yugoslav Embassy,

did you know as a result of personal acquaintances any other Com-
munists who were assigned to the Embassy here in Washington?
Mr. Cvetic. I have already testified that Dr. Slavko Zore from the

Yugoslav Embassy staff was a member of the Communist Party, as
was Pero Dragila, who was also oh the Embassy staff. In addition,
I knew that Dr. Neubaur, whose first name I do not recollect, who
headed the Yugoslav Red Cross Mission in this country in 1945 or
1946, was a member of the Yugoslav Secret Police.
Mr. Owens. How did you know this, Mr. Cvetic?
Mr. Cvetic. Because he so stated to me.
Mr. Owens. Did he tell you anything else about his activities in

this country ?„

Mr. Cvetic. Not only Dr. Neubaur, but the other members of the
Yugoslav party with whom I was associated, told me their principal
activities here were to build good will for the new Communist Party
government in Yugoslavia.
Mr. Owens. This Red Cross delegation, were they sincere in their

efforts to help the international organization of the Red Cross, or do
you know ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes
;
I do know. Most of their activities were directed

more toward Communist propaganda channels rather than raising
•funds for:the Red.Cross.

Mr. Owens. Did they so state to you ?

Mr. Cvetic. I have met with these people on many occasions. At
these meetings we would discuss our work as Communists and often-
times stressed the importance of working as Communists rather than
as relief workers or as Yugoslavs or Americans.
Mr. Owens. Do you recall the names of the other members of this

Red Cross delegation?
Mr. Cvetic. I submitted these names to the FBI. I do not recollect

.their names at the present.
4

Mr. Owens. Mr. Chairman, I would like to enter in the record at this
-point the organizational set-up of the Communist Party of Western
Pennsylvania, as compiled by Mr. Cvetic.
Mr.Walter. It will be so incorporated in the record at this point.
(The Organizational set-up above referred to is as follows :)

Communist Party op Western Pennsylvania^

District Bureau of tlie Communist Party of Western Pennsylvania

:

Steve Nelson, district organizer ;
-

William Albertson, district secretary (recently transferred to Detroit,
Mich.) ;

* Ben Gareathers, Negro organizer;
- : Gabor Kish, Jr., organizer for the coal district (left town on secret mission) ;Leo Fisher, head of the nationality groups.

I
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District Committee of the Communist Party of Western Pennsylvania

:

Steve Nelson, district organizer

;

William Albertson, district secretary (recently transferred to Detroit,
Mich.) ;

Gabor Kish, Jr., coal mining (left town on secret mission) ;

Benjamin Careathers, Negro organizer

;

Eleanor Sackter, steel organizer;
Thomas Fitzpatrick, electric organizer;
Andrew Onda, steel organizer

;

Leo Fisher, head of nationality groups

;

Sam Reed, electric organizer for Erie

;

Tony Lepovich, organizer in coal area of Washington County;
Tony Salopek, organizer at Carnegie-Illinois Steel, Duquesne, Pa.

Mr. Owens. Mr. Chairman, I have no further questions at this time.
^ Mr. Walter. Very well. Thank you very much, Mr. Cvetic.

(Thereupon, at 1 :15 p. m. on Thursday, June 22, 1950, the hearing
was adjourned.)

l



EXPOSE OE THE COMMUNIST PAETY OF WESTERN
PENNSYLVANIA—PAET 3, BASED UPON TESTIMONY
OF MATTHEW CVETIO AND DOCUMENTS OF COMMUNIST
PAETY OF WESTEEN PENNSYLVANIA

TBCTJE.SDA.Y, SEPTEMBER 08, 1950

United States House op Representatives,
Subcommittee of the Committee on

Un-American Activities,
Washington, D. G.

EXECUTIVE SESSION -

A Subcommittee of One of the Committee on Un-American Activi-

ties met, pursuant to call, at 11 : 25 a. m. in room 226, Old House
^Office Building, Hon. John S. Wood (chairman) presiding.

Committee member present: Representative John S. Wood.
Staff members present: Louis J. Russell, senior investigator; and

A. S. Poore, editor.
Mr. 'Wood. Youmay proceed, Mr. Russell.

TESTIMONY OE MATTHEW CVETIC

Mr. Russell. Mr. Cvetic, you have previously been sworn as a
witness ?

Mr. Cvetio. I have.
Mr. Russell. Mr. Cvetic, I have here copies of various documents

which were obtained under subpena from Judge Michael A. Mus-
* manno, and which were secured by detectives of the Pittsburgh Police

Department from Communist Party headquarters in Pittsburgh, Pa.,

under the provisions of a search warrant issued by Judge A. Marshall
Thompson. Do you know the names of the detectives who secured

these documents from the Communist Party headquarters under the

provisions of the searchwarrant previously mentioned ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes. Their names are Joseph Becker and George
Marshall.

. „
Mr. Russell. I show you a photostatic copy of a document en-

titled “Report to National Committee Conference ;July 13, 1950,”

which is attached to a covering letter from the Communist Party,

U. S. A., National Office, 35 East Twelfth Street, New York, N. Y.,

dated August 1, 1950, addressed “To All Districts.” I ask you if you
are familiar with this document and whether to the best of your
knowledge it was one of the documents obtained by the Pittsburgh
Police Department at the time the search warrant was executed?

Mr. Cvetio. I am familiar with this document as I accompanied the

city detectives on the search at the Communist Party headquarters,

3029
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which are located on the fourth floor of the Bakewell Building in the
city of Pittsburgh.

.
These documents were secured from the desk of

Steve Nelson, who is the district organizer for the western Pennsyl-
vania district of the Communist Party.
' Mr. Bussell. Ml Cvetic, are you familiar with the contents of.this
document ?

” Mr. Cvetio. Yes, sir.
* Mr. Bussell. What, in your opinion, is the purpose of this docu-
ment ?

Mr. Cvetio. The purpose of the document is to organize the Com-
munist Party in the United States for agitational and propaganda
activity against the United States Government. The document does
state in part its hopes and wishes that the American forces fighting in
.South Korea take a shellacking. It also contains a program of action
for the American Communist Party to carry out in their efforts to
sabotage the war effort of the United States and United Nations in
Korea.
The document is a directive to all districts, and from my work within

the Communist Party for the Federal Bureau of Investigation, I have
found that most of the directives of this nature were discussed at the
district committee meetings, Communist Party functionary meetings,
and carried down to the Communist Party branches and to the Com-
munist-front organizations, and that leaflets and pamphlets carrying
the party line contained in such reports were distributed through mass
organizations at shop gates and wherever the Communist Party was
able to conduct activity.
Mr. Bussell. Mr. Chairman, I ask that this document be introduced

into the record at this hearing as “Cvetic Exhibit No. 82,” and I ask
that it be incorporated in the transcript of this hearing.
Mr. Wood. So ordered.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 82,”

is as follows :)

To All Districts

Communist Party, TJ. S. A.,
National Office,

Wew’YorZ?, V. Y., August 1 , 1950,,

i Dear Comrades: We are sending you several copies of Comrade Gus Hall’s *
report to the national committee meeting on July 13. This report, of course, out-,
lines the central tasks confronting our party and the working class of our country
hi the struggle for peace in the light of the new situation, and should serve as a
guide to the development of the activities in your area.
In addition, however, we want to urge that you consider using this report

:

1. In the organization of functionaries meetings, if you have not as yet done
so, with the aim of reaching the activists not alone of the clubs but all phases of
mass work, especially our shop and trade-union forces.

2. Selecting sections of the report for club discussions.
3. In all classes and schools that are being held^ in your State during the

coming months.
Comradely,

National Education Department.

- Report to National Committee Conference, July 13, 1950

Comrades, I want to call your attention to the statement of the party in this
morning’s Daily Worker on the immediate danger of the use of the atomic bomb
in Korea.
The reason I call this to your attention is that upon the conclusion of this

session you should call your districts to start working on this question imme-
diately on an emergency basis. We must organize the broadest movement of

A

\
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protest directed to Die and the UN, and, of course, to President Truman and
Acheson, without a moment’s delay.

t p

This statement was not just issued for agitational purposes. The problem is

as serious as we present it, and the danger of the use of the atom bomb is as great
as we place it. Therefore there must be an immediate reaction in all parts of
the country.

* « * * * * *

This conference must deal with a number of new political and tactical problems
arising from the new world situation. This new situation emerged when United
States imperialism moved from one stage in its imperialist drive—from the stage
of intensive war preparations, from the stage of the Truman-Marshall plan of
supplying arms and setting up puppet governments—to the stage of open military
aggression. This policy of open military aggression is not limited to Korea, and
we must under no circumstances consider this a “Korean incident.” Nor is this
military aggression limited to Asia. What we must fully understand is that
military aggression is now a key peg in United States foreign policy, and that
this policy will be pursued not only in Korea and Asia but throughout the world.
Wherever peoples fight,for freedom, wherever national liberation struggles take
place, and wherever the working class moves forward to* achieve socialisms
United States Armed Forces will be used against the people. This is going to be
true for every part of the world.

I want to impress upon you this important new fact, that United States foreign
policy a/nd the whole 'Wall Street drive for world domination has moved into a
new stage characterised by open militairy intervention in the internal affairs of
other peoples and nations. The Armed Forces of the United States are going to be
deployed in the name of the American people, in the - name of peace and
democracy, to crush the cause of freedom throughout the world.
The speed with which developments will take place is indicated by the events

of the past 2 weeks, since the announcement of Truman of this new stage of
imperialist aggression. During these 2 weeks we already have the following
developments

:

First, as we all know, there is a full-scale war against the Korean Democratic
People’s Republic, against the people of all Korea; second, the sending of the
Seventh Fleet to Formosa is a direct act of aggression against China ; third, the
declaration of a policy of military aggression against Viet-Nam, the Philippines,
and Indochina; fourth, the United States has completed the destruction of the
United Nations as an instrument for peace and has turned it into a smokescreen
for its own aggressive purposes; fifth, the United States has scrapped and
destroyed all the remaining treaties signed as a result of the Second World War.
This was done in just 2 weeks, showing the speed with which things are

moivng and what we can expect further.
We must also take note of the tremendous steps Wall Street has been able to

take toward the fascization of our country during these 2 weeks. There is no
question that they will use this period for speeding up the further destruction
of democratic rights in.the country.
Of course, during these 2 weeks, many other things have taken place. For one,

American imperialism has exposed itself more than during the last 5 years. Mil-
lions in every corner of the world now see the naked aggressive character of
United States imperialism. Hatred of the United States has grown tremendously
in every part of the world. The feeling of hatred evoked among the world’s
people, because of Hitler Germany, toward everything German during the Second
WorM War, is now turned into hatred against everything American because of
the enslaving role of Wall Street. The way in which the Korean people are
fighting for independence against American intervention is a glorious page in
the history of national liberation struggles. There are no words to describe
the indomitable courage, the high fighting morale, the powerful unity, and reso-
lute leadership of this long-oppressed people, who are dealing such powerful blows
against the forces of the greatest capitalist power on earth.
This new turn of events in the world did not come as a surprise to our party, for

we long ago warned of the dangers of military adventures on the part of United
States imperialism. But I must say that the speed with which this took place
was somewhat of a surprise to certain comrades, especially to sections of the
progressive movement and the peace camp in our country, who did not take
seriously the warnings of the party on the new speed and tempo in the drive of
United States Imperialism toward war.
The reason these developments' were not a surprise to the party as a whole

was the fact that under the able leadership of Comrades Foster
J
and Depnis,.our
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party correctly analyzed the role of American imperialism as far back as the
1945 convention. We showed that as -long as the United States pursued a foreign
policy of world domination, such a policy would inevitably lead to Koreas, and
other similar attacks. This aggressive policy of Wall Street and its administra-
tion was determined even prior to the founding convention of the United Na-
tions. Had our analysis of this course of American imperialism been grasped
by the peace-loving people in the country, the present intervention in Korea would
be more readily understood. For, the decision to provoke war in Korea was made
not just 2 weeks ago. It was planned long in advance. The fact is that the
London Conference of Foreign Ministers had the purpose of mobilizing and
bringing into line tile junior partners of Wall Street for the carrying through of
such criminal provocations against the people of Asia.We must make the point that if it had not been Korea, the war provocation
would have exploded at another point. The policy of United States imperialism
has^een fo

,
r

.
a

.
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?s time a policy of provoking conflicts in one place after
another. This is the only way to explain the “visit” of the naval fleet 2 or 3months ago to Viet-Nam, the manner in which the United States tried to create
incidents there in order to provide the pretext for aggression. This is the onlyway to explain the armed aid to Chiang Kai-shek, the armaments sent to theFrench and Dutch against the liberation struggles in Indonesia and Indochina.
Uie establishment of 500 war bases throughout the world. The meeting of Dulles,
Johnson, and Bradley with MacArthur in Tokyo was not a meeting to make the
first decision on Korea, but to check up on the plans that already had been formu-
lated, and to fix the date for the provocation.

It is not necessary here to emphasize certain questions. But it is necessarycontinually to explain and emphasize to the American people a whole number ofbasic questions. We must continually emphasize and show that the war inKorea is an unjust war, a war of aggression, an imperialist war. We must ham-mer home this basic fact. Numerous instances can be cited to show that there
is not full understanding of the need to clarify this fundamental question. Forinstance, at a meeting last night of a left-progressive union, a leading tradeunionist started off his speech with the following: “I don't know if the Northinvaded the South or the South invaded the North. All X know is there is a
^^T7_?ll^VVaS t

f
le kis remarks. In studying the leaflets issued by thepaity and I must say that many have been issued, which is a very good thingwe do not explain the unjust imperialist character of the war in Korea It isnecessary to show that this is a war of the monopolists for oil, coalTrubber tinmagnesium, and cheap slave labor. We must explain this in the most concretemannei, showing which monopolies and corporations have control of the rich

?he
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world
eSOU1CeS m country after country, not only in Korea, but throughout

*

I want to spend some time now on certain specific questions arising from thepresent situation which requires emphasis. s zne
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*
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onJ^at ke6ps coming up continually: Is the war in Korenthe beginning of the third world war? This question is raised tint nniv

the people generally, but also within our own ranks. We should no^overetmplifvttie answer to this question. A simple “No” cannot be our answer WhSt we
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orld Peace forces are strong enough to halt this unjust war of
^nd here we must state that the answer depends infi
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what the American people do. This in no way negates the
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war
??? so far beeu Prevented because of the fight for peaceSovmt Union^of the new people's democracies in Europe, of China. Whatempkasize is that it is United States imperialism which is driving

SceTe^ng^s
^man^a^alt t^h^unjust^var'iti^s wging!

PerialiS^ rullng class *>

and act now, w^rnay one day^So^ back and^av,
1

^^^iKSjSW in relation t0 Woria War lr> Korea was tha

Generally, it is our feeling that there are only a few possible alternativesregards future developments concerning Korea.
P alternatives as

attack °n the Korean people may develop into a new world warinto an atomic world war. That danger exists and we should understand the

if*
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full seriousness of the danger. JPor it is difficult to isolate what is developing
in Korea. The fact that the atom bomb may be used against the Korean
people only emphasizes this threat of atomic world war. We should not try
to minimize or hide the vastly increased danger of world war, but bring it
sharply to the people.
The second possible development is a period of protracted costly creeping

undeclared war, first of all in Asia and then in many other parts of the world*
It may very well be that such a “one at a time” policy, a policy of opening
fire in one area after another, is Wall Street’s strategy at this particular stage*
We must remember that this was the policy followed by, the Bertin-ROme-Tokyo
Axis ’in the beginning stages of the Second World War. Hence, the possibility
that the United States may be engaged in open military aggression not in just
one country, but in a series of countries without a declaration of war. And
I need not say at this gathering that such a course would be a costly one for
the American people in every way—not only in terms of lives lost, but in every
sense. It would draw on the resources of the United States and impoverish
the masses of our people as no other war has ever done.
A third possibility is that Wall Street may be forced into a temporary retreat

in Korea. Such a retreat may be forced on it because of the stiff resistance
and set-backs it encounters militarily in Korea and elsewhere, and because
of the continued growth of the world-peace movement. Such a possibility can
become a reality, especially if we help bring into being a more militant peace
movement in the United States.
The fourth and final possibility is not so much an alternative possibility of

developments around Korea. It is the basic aim for which we are striving in
our struggle against the war course of the economic royalists. Our aim is to
work not merely for a retreat on the part of United States imperialism, but to
strive for a basic change in the foreign policy of the United States, to work
for a policy of peace and friendship with the Soviet Union, China, etc., and
that requires the mobilizing of the broadest democratic coalition, powerful
enough to defeat the present course of American imperialism, and bring into'

being a people’s front government dedicated to fulfilling the peace aspirations of
the overwhelming majority of our people.

That, it is true, represents longer-range perspectives. But what we have to
realize is that, under present conditions, if, by the mobilizing of the people, we
can force even a temporary retreat upon Wall Street, that retreat may very
possibly turn into a rout which would create the conditions for effecting
basic changes in American foreign policy.
And here just "a few additional thoughts on the role of the American people.

I think even in our own party, there is too much speculation of what will be the
effect of a victory or defeat for United States imperialism in Korea. Bet me indi-
cate what I think the facts could be. If the Amexncan forces are successful in
Korea, that would encourage Wall Street to move forward in many parts of Asia
and spread the war. If the American forces get a shellacking, while it would'
increase the desperation in Wall Street and Washington, it would encourage the
peace forces of our country and the world, and make it more difficult for Wall
Street to unleash new adventures.
The only real way America can get out of this mess is a change in foreign

policy, which means either a temporary retreat forced by the people, or a more
basic change in government, which again can only be accomplished by the Ameri-
can people themselves. The Korean people cannot change this policy. It will
be done only by the growth of the peace movement, and the democratic forces in
this country. That we must fully understand ourselves and hammer home to the
American people.
Now the second question : If the Wall Street objective in Korea was not the

launching of an immediate third world war, what are the immediate objectives
of Wall Street? These are

:

1. To crush the national liberation movements in Asia, completely to take over
the resources of oil, tin, rubber and, of course, cheap slave labor in the colonies.

2. To speed up the signing of a separate peace treaty with Japan and trans-
forming Japan into a military base ; an objective that Wall Street must achieve
in order to create the basis for a further expansion and launching of the third,
world war.

3. To freeze out China and the Soviet Union from the United Nations.
4. To counteract the world-peace movement, especially the growing peace

movement in America. The statement of Acheson only indicates how serious they
consider the peace petition and the whole growth of the peace movement.
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r 5. To side-step the developing economic crisis.
6. To take further measures to speed up the fa'scization of America.
7. Finally, io use this entire development generally to speed up the preparations

for world war.
When we sa‘y these were the immediate objectives of Wail Street in the Korean

war, we, of course, must add that they knew it might unleash the Third World
War, but they were willing to risk that possibility. It is important for us to
understand this since it indicates the level of preparations for world war.We must ask ourselves : Can United States imperialism achieve these immediate
Objectives? I think, despite the headlines, we can safely say that United States
imperialism will not achieve-these objectives. It will fail in every one of them.
It will have to either retreat or suffer complete bankruptcy. I will discuss that
a little later.

« Wall Street was not ready to launch a world war at this time, why did they
pick Korea, and why at this particular moment? It is important for us to
understand this question. Clearly there are many developments that Wall
Street cannot control, that are beyond its ability to influence. First among
these is the growing bankruptcy oi United States foreign policy. That is a
decisive question explaining why they moved in the Pacific. United States for-
eign policy is suffering blows at the hands of the rising liberation movements in
Asia and the Pacific ; in the defeat of their puppets, in the first place, of course,
in China

; but also in Korea, Viet Nam and in a whole series of countries.

^
But not only in Asia. While Wall Street took this moment to provoke war in

Korea, we must not overlook the difficulties it is having in Europe. The repeated
governmental crises in France are symbolic of these difficulties. Above all, the
continued growth of the peace movement, and the fact that no matter what is
done. United States imperialism has not been able to destroy the influence of the
Communist Parties in Europe, especially in countries like France and Italy
All these are evidences of the bankruptcy of United States foreign policy.
But not United States imperialism alone faces difficulties in achieving its

objectives. Great Britain and France face similar difficulties. It is estimated
that Great Britain loses on an average of 5,000 men a year in casualties inMalaya alone, and France loses over 3,000 men in Viet Nam. Their resources
in finances and manpower are reaching the bottom. This further creates the
feeling of desperation in Wall Street and in the whole capitalist world

This explains the provocation, and why Korea was one of the spots selected
in addition to the fact that Korea happens to be one of the most important
bases on the mainland for an attack on China and the Soviet Union.

* * * * * * *

*
We must persistently and clearly answer questions in the minds of the Ameri-

can people. They are asking questions about everything that takes place If
you read the columnists in the newspapers you will note that is exactly what they
are doing. They have never before taken such concrete questions and attempted
to answer them as they are compelled to do now.
Bet us indicate the kind of questions we must answer in a clear-cut manner,

to which, by the way, there are no easy answers. I think there is too much of
a tendency to find simple answers, to pick the answers out of our pockets without
backing them up by facts. For instance, let’s take a look at one of Lippmann’s
questions. To prove that United States imperialism is not the aggressor in
Korea he argues : How can we be the aggressors when we were surprised ; how
can.one say we were prepared for aggression if it is clear we are outnumbered,*
out-gunned, and everything else? We have to deal with these questions because
this kind of line has a very definite effect on the thinking of the American
people.
We have to deal with this question somewhat in the following way: Yes, the

imperialists were taken by surprise and were not prepared at what developed
in Korea. They were ready to provoke aggression with the South Koreans to
do the fighting—the 100,000 troops they had trained. They were prepared for
a war in which they took for granted that the North Koreans would give up
as soon as the American tanks and guns appeared on the scene. But the exact
opposite occurred. They were not prepared—and hence surprised—for a sit-
uation where the South Koreans refused to fight against their own brothers.
They were very much surprised at the resistance of the Koreans generally to
their aggression. For this they were unprepared. They were unprepared to
counter the sweep of the national liberation movement, the great heroism and
courage of a people fighting for liberation, against colonial enslavement.
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' We tod must fully understand that the 1 colonial liberation movements of today
are far different than they were 20 or 30 years ago, and the difference arises out
of the important experiences they have accumulated in these years. ^ We cannot
overestimate the influence the generations of armed struggle of the Chinese
people had on the whole colonial people. This experience is not limited to
China alone, hut has had tremendous influence on the whole colonial liberation
movement. Korea is showing what the colonial people have learned from that
experience. I think, also, we do not fully appreciate the influence the continued
growth and strengthening of the Soviet Union has had upon the colonial masses.
The victorious Socialist revolution in Russia had a decisive influence on the
development of the colonial liberation movements. And the moral leadership
of the Soviet TJnion has been tremendously expanded with the successful building
of socialism, the role it played in defeating fafecism and Japanese militarism*
and Its foremost championing of the sovereign rights and equality of all peoples.
Furthermore, in the colonies today there are literally millions of people who
themselves have experienced years and years of armed struggle against their
colonial oppressors and national traitors. They know why they fight. They
know how to fight.
This American imperialism did not expect. That is the explanation why its

plans miscalculated; why Wall Street was surprised. We should understand
that not only in Korea, but in every other place that American forces are sent,

they will meet up with this type of resistance. - Therefore, every victory or defeat
by the American forces will exact a heavy price.
The next question around which there still seems to be some confusion, is:

Do we still view the struggle for peace as the very center* of our work ; and is

the peaceful coexistence of the two systems a major point in our program and
outlook? -

We must make clear that the struggle for peace, as understood by Marxists,
does not mean accepting the status quo in the world, does not mean accepting
colonial bondage, does not mean postponing the struggle for socialism. That
was never our concept of the struggle for peace, nor can this be the concept of
Marxists. For, such a concept would mean buying peace by accepting slavery,

and that cannot be the outlook for Communists.
The fact is that peace can be maintained only if social progress advances, only

if people have the right to determine their own destiny. There can be no peace
in any other way.
Among the people, we must drive home the undeniable fact that liberated

peoples are the greatest force for peace in the world; that the liberation of

Asia from imperialist domination is the firmest basis for peace in Asia. In our
own party we must deepen further the understanding of our members that
we do not take a neutral position to struggles of national liberation, nor, of
course, to the struggle for socialism. Our policy of peace arises out of this

basic understanding.
Another question that comes up in our own midst, which is somewhat sur-

prising, is the question : Why didn't the Soviet Union go back into the Security
Council and use its veto power in the Korean situation? This question reflects

a lack of understanding of the manner in which the United States conspired
against the United Nations, from the very first day, with the whole idea of
freezing out the Soviet Union, and now China. Here, too, is a lack of under-
standing of the role of the new China and the meaning of the Chinese revolution.

To accept the Nationalist representatives as official delegates in the United
Nations means to accept and give support to United States imperialist policy

of keeping out the only true representatives of the Chinese people—the repre-
sentatives of the Republic of China.
How could the Soviet Union have any other position under these circumstances

than to expose United States machinations to freeze out China and thereby main-
tain its stranglehold on the Security Council? Could the Soviet Union sit in a
Council illegally constituted, and assume responsibility for its actions?
We must understand that the principled position of the Soviet Union, based

on support of the right of people to determine their own destiny, is vitally

involved in the fight to win diplomatic recognition of People’s China. This
fight will have to be made again and again as other nations gain independence,
achieve self-determination. We must understand that this was the only policy
the Soviet Union could pursue, that it is a principled policy which alone can rally

the forces of peac.e and progress. We must say that the issue of seating China
in the United Nations is a decisive issue at this moment, which we did not

C31T8—50—Pt. 3 3
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sufficiently appreciate. Tlie action of the Soviet Union lias exposed the policies
of United States imperialism and focuses the attention of the whole world on
the problem of bringing the rightful representatives of the Chinese people into
the United Nations. This in itself is a victory in the fight for peace.
Some ash the question ; Why didn't the North Korean troops return to the

thirty-eighth parallel line? The very placing of this question shows serious
weaknesses in our thinking. First of all, it reflects a lack of understanding of
the character of the provocation perpetrated in Korea. It seems to reflect the
influence of the commercial press that perhaps it really was the North Koreans
who provoked the present situation. But the facts prove otherwise.
The facts are that the United States conspired through its Syngman (sic)

Rhee puppet regime to eliminate the thirty-eighth parallel by force, and thus
bring all of Korea under its domination. The attack on the Korean People's
Democratic Republic by the American-trained Rhee troops was a full-scale attack
to achieve this nefarious plan. To speak of returning to the thirty-eighth par-
allel when the liberation forces repulsed the attack and launched their counter-
offensive to prevent Wall Street from enslaving the country, is to deny to a people
the right to unify their country in the fight to expel the aggressors and invaders.
That indeed is to turn the struggle for peace into its very opposite.
A few words on the United Nations. Here again, there is no simple answer

to important questions. We cannot handle the United Nations merely by saying
it is a tool of Wall Street, period. Let us not forget that the United Nations
is still the hope of millions of Americans, and peoples throughout the world.
The majority of people in our country look hopefully to the United Nations to
perform the function of the world peace center* as originally conceived. As
long as people feel so keenly on a question, a mere slogan is by no means adequate.
We have the task of actually explaining the 5 years of United Nations existence,
much more than we have done up to now. We must show concretely that since
the day of the United Nations’ birth at the San Francisco conference, United
States representatives have conspired to undermine its influence, and prevent
it from serving the cause of peace. United States imperialism started out at the
beginning with the aim of transforming the United Nations into its instrument,
an instrument to camouflage the aggressive plans of United States imperialism.
We must show the people why the United Nations has never been able to play
the role originally outlined in the United Nations Charter. The most the United
Nations ever did was to mediate between the imperialist powers, as for instance,
in Palestine, etc. But it never was the instrument for peace. And now it is
the open tool of American imperialism, and the flag of the United Nations is
the flag of piracy in Asia. We must hammer home that the United Nations can
be an instrument for peace only if it opposes Imperialist aggression. It cannot
be an instrument for peace if it covers up aggression, or remains neutral, when
acts of aggression are committed.
At this moment, we must hammer home the fact that there can be no United

Nations unless the Soviet Union and China are active participants. This is an
extremely important point for us to explain to the masses of our people.
Now on Trygve Lie. It is clear that Lie is not only one who goes along with

imperialist aggression because of pressure. That is not true at all./ He is an
active agent and mobilizer for imperialist aggression, an active agent of Wall
Street.

So much for questions and conclusions to meet the problems of the new situ-
ation that now exists in our country and the world.

Some words now about some questions of mass work generally, and specifically,
some questions of the United Front. I think we have to start off by recognizing
that we face new difficulties. There will be continued attempts to whip up
hysteria in the United States. This is already seen in the manner in which the
press plays up so-called atrocity stories. And we have to expect that there will
be an increase in the hysteria, an increase in the attempts to intimidate broad
masses in many ways—and especially to intimidate the peace movement and our
party. Already there are daily arrests of leaflet distributors and peace signature
collectors. Arrests have taken place in almost every State. Philadelphia
alone had 18 arrests in the last few days. There are the arrests in Alabama,
etc. The developments in Alabama are trial balloons for State and city govern-
ments to move against our party and the peace forces. The attacks on our
party by legal, illegal, and extra-legal means will grow from day to day. We
have to expect this and our party should be ready to meet the new difficulties
this will create.
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There Is a real danger that the Mnndt biU will be passed within the next days
or weeks, and we certainly have to be alert to this* threat. There will be an
increase in deportations—they are already speeding up deportation hearings,
etc.—and there will be an attack generally against all strikes.. Truman’s state-
ment on the railroad strike is only an example of what'can be expected.
We have to take careful note of these new difficulties and problems that arise

out of the new conditions. We should not underestimate them, and we must
see them in their full seriousness.
A second, thing in relation to our mass work X want to emphasize is the need

to stubbornly combat moods of pessimism or panic which arise from an over-
estimation of the enemy, and an underestimation of what the American people-
can and will do* _

Xet me read two questions placed Jat a functionaries’ meeting in Brooklyn
which reflects such moods. One goes like this; Are there any eoiicrete indices
tioiia today that the American people can meet the tremendous tasks that face
them and turn back the tide of fascism in America, effecting a change in foreign
policy? This, you must keep in mind, was sent up after the speech had been
delivered. Another question: Can you give some facts to ascertain that the
American working class will not repeat the mistakes of the German working
class? There were a number of similar questions, although most of the ques-
tions were very sound.- But, clearly, the questions read have an undertone of
lack of confidence that the American working class and our party can meet the
new situation.

It is a challenge to the leading committees of our party, to give the kind of
leadership in this period that will move our party into action, give it confidence
nnd enthusiasm in .the outcome of today’s struggles. That, we must do. We
must, of course, combat any mood of pessimism. We must show that despite the
difficulties, there are objective conditions that create new possibilities for mass
work, for influencing the thinking and actions of millions.
Here I want to deal with one central question. We must see that there will

be a big difference between the effects at home of the present war as compared
to the last war I would say even as compared to the last two wars. America
is in a different situation in relation to this war than it was in the past. In
the last two wars, other countries, other people, did the fighting, while Wall
Street reaped the profits, and passed on to the American people some miserly
crumbs.. In the last two wars, not the United States, but other countries made
great economic sacrifices. In this war, the United States will be forced to make
big sacrifices in every sphere—economically, politically, materially, etc. This
will be a new position for America.
What will happen, and/ in fact, is already happening, is that the other im-

perialist powers will not give help, but instead maneuver to take advantage
of United States imperalism’s difficulties. They know what American im-
perialism did in the last two wars ; and I can just see British bankers enthu-
siastically looking toward the future as American imperialism gets into ever
“deeper difficulties. This aside from the fact that the weakened position of
the other imperalist powers, and the opposition to war adventures by the peoples
who have paid a heavy price in two wars during a brief span of years, make
them 1‘undependable allies” of United States imperialism.

Secondly, American economy is already lopsided and will continue in thal; di-
rection with the war economy becoming an ever larger part of our total economy.
This will create many new problems. I think there are some illusions, even
in our own ranks, that things on the home front will be the same as during
the last World War. That, of course, is not true. The very character of the
Second World War, the fact that America was part of a democratic coalition,
tended to soften the blow and to hold back the attacks against the American peo-
ple*, especially in the economic field. There is no question but that the imperialist
character of this war will unleash at home a wholesale attack against the work-
ing class and the Negro people, as our country has never yet

1

witnessed. This
attack will not unfold slowly but will take on full force almost immediately.
Truman’s statement on the railroad strike indicates this. The Wall Street bi-
partisans will not wait until the war is over to attempt to smash the unions,
should they resist ; nor will they hold back from violently attempting to crush
the resistance of the working class .and the Negro people.
^ There can be no illusions. Of course, the labor lieutenants of imperialism
try to foster such illusions. There is talk again about labor-management com-
mittees, as existed during the Second World War, and a lot of other talk of
“labor cooperation” schemes. We must drive home the fact that the character

A
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of this war will haveits effect oh the home front. The attempt to enslave the
peoples of Asia will go hand in -hand with .attempts to enslave the American
people. ,

These developments will ^create objective conditions for expanded mass work.
We must say that already there are objective conditions that create possibilities
•for greater mass activity. It is a fact that the reaction among the people to the
Korean events does not indicate enthusiastic support to this war. There is con-
siderable hesitation and skepticism on why the United* States is fighting a war
way out in Korea. Fear of atomic warfare continues to grow in this country,
and rightly So. These things create possibilities of expanding our activity.
On this question of mass work, it is important to emphasize a number of things

directly to opr party. First, we must stress to every Communist and to every
party club the need for individual and club initiative. This question has never
been as important as it is right now ; the need is not to wait for directives, but
to move with confidence and initiative. In this sense we must retrain our party
on the importance of learning how to give leadership to small groups, and not
to view mass work as meaning only support for a national conference, a national
campaign, or around a national issue. It is important to stress the need for
Individual Communists and individual clubs to lead the masses in small groups,
•whether at a shop or department level ; in a community or block ; in a local union
or community organization. I would say we have to take special steps to
retrain our party in understanding this principle method of work, because in the
past period we have become accustomed to relying on national directives. Of
•course, we will still have such directives but the stress must be on moving into
action whether such directives are received or not.

Furthermore, there is the need of boldness In bringing our position to the
masses and not confusing hysterical reactions of small groups with the true
sentiments of the broad masses.

Finaly, we have to convince our party that the united front tactics must be
applied under all and every condition. There can be no acceptance of the
erroneous concept that as the attacks grow, as the difficulties increase, therefore
we will narrow down our mass work, narrow down united front activity. There
can be no situation in which our party will not give leadership to the working
class, developing united front struggles around the defense of the people’s in-
terests. The more difficult times become, the more necessary is it to emphasize
this point. We have to destroy any ideas that this is the moment to wait and
see what develops. Such an approach is wrong at all times.

* * * J*£ * * * *

Concretely, on some tasks. In the first place, the struggle for peace. This
remains the central question for us. In the very center of the struggle for
peace is the importance of the collection of signatures for the peace petitions.
This is important, especially since many districts are only just getting started.
Our party must continue to be mobilized for collection of signatures. But we
must add that not only is it important for pur party members to collect these
signatures, but special steps must be taken to bring broader masses into the
work of signature collection—members of churches, workers in departments,
union and shop stewards, neighbors in the block, all these must help to secure
signatures.

Since Comrade Williamson will present a plan of work for the immediate
period ahead, I will not go into the details on expanding our activities in the
signature campaign.

But, of course, it is not enough today to say that the peace petitions are the
only major activity in the peace drive. While we must continue on the same
high level this phase of work, there are many additional tasks which we must
now add to our activity. Among these tasks is the campaign for Sands Off
Korea, for the withdrawal of American Armed Forces from Korea. This is a
very important movement which we must help to build, and can build. We have
to see that there are a number of specific issues around which we can build
such a movement. Some people may not yet support the Hands Off Korea
movement, but will support other issues. For instance, many people will ac-
tively support the demand for seating China in the United Nations. Others,
who see Formosa and Korea as two different questions, will support the demand
that the United States get out of Formosa, that the provisions of the Cairo and
Potsdam agreements to return Formosa to ,China be realized. We can move
people on such questions if they are not y§t ready to move on the whole question
Of Korea. '

, , . \
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* In the process of the collection of signatures we must realize in life the building
of peace organizations—peace committees of all types and descriptions. Here
the question of building the Labor Peace Conference as a real mass organization
is especially important.
We must build peace committees in the shops, in the neighborhoods, in organi-

zations, etc. I think we have seriously neglected this task. For instance.
Comrade Winston gave me a whole batch of letters, leaflets and reports. It is
clear from this material that there are only a few States that have given any
emphasis to the building of peace organizations. Only a few States—among them
New Jersey—have taken any serious steps to organize peace committees during
the signature collection. We must coi*reet this shortcoming in this work
speedily and without delay.
There is a need to orient the party to be prepared for emergency mobiliza-

tions on immediate developments. We have to ask ourselves : Is the party ready
for rapid mobilization, let us say, to organize thousands of open-air meetings
and rallies at short notice, in the event of an important development which
demands reaching the people and winning them for quick action on one or
another issue? We must guarantee that our party organizations are ready for
such mobilizations around specific emergency issues at all times as they
arise.

I have already indicated that there is a great need for us to carry through
a well-thought-out ideological campaign on the imperialist character of the war.
We must do a job on this question as we have never done before. The fact
is that the great majority of Americans are not yet convinced that United
States intervention in Korea is an unjust imperialist war. But they can be
convinced, if they know the true facts.

* # * sjt * # Hs

Secondly, on the struggle for Negro l’ights. As I indicated earlier, our con-
cept of the struggle for peace does not mean accepting slavery, accepting the
status quo. What we must understand—and this is true in all periods but
especially now—is that the struggle for peace and the struggle against all

forms of discrimination and segregation is one fight .

It is not enough to speak about peace in general, and forget the struggle
for equal rights. When we speak about raising the struggle for peace and
the anti-imperialist struggle in general to new heights, we must simultaneously
raise to new heights the struggles for the rights of the Negro people. We must
show that the hand which pulls the trigger to kill the colored people of Asia, of
Korea, is the same hand that tightens the lynch rope in the South. We must
use the 15 days remaining to the date set for the electrocution of Willie McGee
to unfold a broad movement to halt the hand of the executioners, and show how
American imperialism is killing tens of thousands in Asia to foist its lynch
terror on the millions in the colonies, We must show that the Wall Street-
Bourbon ruling class has intensified its violent repression of the Negro people,
because the Negro people today want and fight for national liberation, fight
against the white-supremacist policies of discrimination and segregation. We
must take the question of jobs, FEPC, housing and the poll tax to show the
connection of these questions and the imperialist war drive in Asia and the
Pacific.
Here we- should note that the Chicago Negro Trade-Union Conference was

an indication of the new level of the struggle of the Negro people in America,
the new level of understanding and militancy especially among Negro trade-
unionists. This was an historic gathering, and can be one of the significant

levers to raise the whole struggle for Negro rights to new levels. We have to
examine and reexamine our work in this field in light of the new events and
the new responsibilities we face. If there is any place the imperialist character
of this war will be readily understood, it is among the Negro people.

Next, on the question of the youth. In periods like these, the youth question
becomes ever more important. But, if we really understood the direction in
which United States imperialism is traveling, we would have exerted greater
efforts in building the youth movement. We must admit that we have been
remiss in our obligation to provide leadership to the youth, helping them to
resolve important questions, giving them cooperation in expanding the work-
ing-class base of their organization, and training a broader youth cadre.
Especially now when the youth are called upon to be the first to die in this war,'

the whole question of work among the youth assumes first-rate importance.
Therefore, it is imperative that party youth work be examined. The question
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of' jobs for the? youth, of educational opportunties, of a secure future, have to
be seen within the contest of a continuously expanding war economy and drive
toward atomic warfare. From this standpoint, too, we have to reexamine
this entire field of work. It should be noted here that the young people in the
Labor Youth League are doing an outstanding job on the peace petition, and
further guidance will help them expand these activities, realizing in life united
action for peace and against fascism of the present youth generation.
Now, on some questions in regard to the trade-union movement, I think we have

to understand that here we face some new problems. We face a real test. In
fact, the working class, as well as our party, faces a test. For if the present
course of American imperialism is to be defeated, the responsibility falls first of
all on the working class and its trade-unions. We have to drive home to left and
progressive trade-union leaders that history will not judge their leadership on
the basis of what they did on wages, on speed-up, or on organizing the unor-
ganized. But they will be judged on the basis of what they do about this war.
The left and progressive trade-union leaders must fully understand this. The
fact is that the reaction of the trade-union movement to the outbreak of the war
in Korea has been very slow and sluggish. Of course, there have been many
good reactions, but these have as yet been far too few. What we must under-
stand is that the effects of this war on the home front is not going to be taken
lying down by the workers 6f this country. The increase of strikes in the last
few days is evidence of this. Even the way the railroad unions called oft their
strike showed that they will not give up the struggle on economic questions.
What we will witness in the period ahead is growing resistance to the attacks

of Wall Street on the economic conditions of the workers. The left and pro-
gressive trade-union leaders must be ready to give leadership to these unfolding
struggles. Therefore, there is great need of coordination of left-progressive
forces, a great need of building an organ of the left-progressive trade-union
movement, a magazine to influence the masses ; and there is the need of
further extending the rank-and-file movements in many industries, crystal-
lizing rank-and-file movements in the shops. This is so important today, espe-
cially because the official trade-union leadership openly and completely has gone
over in support of the war program.
Just a word here on John L. Lewis. If there have been any illusions about

him, I think the last few days should have completely destroyed them, because
Lewis participated wholeheartedly in the discussions with Government officials in
support of labor-management cooperation in the present war.

I cannot leave this specific field without mentioning some questions in relation
to work among the women. One of the things our party has noted now for some
time, and I hope the districts have recognized this as well, is that the best forces
in the struggle for peace have been the women—the most active, persistent peace
forces have been our women comrades. This is true not only in one State, but
throughout the country. In those party districts where women comprise a sub-
stantial section of our membership, we find the best peace activities, not only
in signature collections but in crystallizing peace movements generally. The
best mass workers in our party are the women comrades. I say this because
the districts have the responsibility to draw these comrades into leadership, into
the leading committees. Furthermore, in the present situation, the Women’s
Commission and our party generally must help to work out concretely the con-
nection between the war and high prices ; the war and lack of housing ; the effects
of the war on child care, education, etc., in order to draw into peace activities
ever-broader sections of the women in our country.
A word about the campaign for the freedom of Comrade Dennis and the other

political prisoners, as well as the defense campaign generally. I don’t think it

is necessary to elaborate on this point in order to show the new importance of
this question. I think we all agree there will be many more prisoners—many
more victims of Wall Street’s aggressive war drive—that we will have to defend.
But I do want to say a few words on the amnesty campaign. We must not allow
this campaign to be sidestepped because we are in a peace campaign. The fight
for amnesty for the political prisoners is one of the most important issues in the
fight for peace. We must never forget, however, that on this we must organize
a special campaign. Somehow or other, we overlook the fact that there must be
a campaign for the freedom of the general secretary of our party, and that this
campaign, particularly for our party, must be an especially important campaign.
The plans drawn up on this campaign must be put into practice.
- Here special note should be taken of Gene’s birthday, which Comrade Elizabeth
has written about, and the appearance of Gene’s first book. At any time when
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abook of the -general secretary of the party is published, this becomes an import-

ant occasion for our party. But this is the first book by our general secretary.

And, more important/ the book appears while Gene is in prison, and with the
whole new war* situation/ giving added significance to the event. It should be
staffed that this significance of the publication of Ideas They Gannot Ja,il is not
fully' appreciated, because the orders are coming; in far too slowly. The book
will be out in a couple of days, Monday or Tuesday of nest week, and as yet
the large districts have not sent in their orders, and most of the districts have
placed orders for very small numbers. When I say “large districts,” I mean
California, Ohio, Illinois, Detroit, etc. It is clear that we must revise our
whole approach to this book and guarantee that it receives a maximum dis-

tribution. - *

A few words on the 1950 elections. I think we must take another look at
the elections in view of the new situation, in every district, separately.* I think
we can already see a certain trend taking place in regard to candidates who are
jumping on the bandwagon in support of Truman and the war, lock, stock, and
barrel. Republicans blame the Democrats for the difficulties and the set-backs
in Korea, and there will be a lot of demagogic speeches made by Republicans,
but basically they are in full support of the war.
The direction of our new look into the 1950 elections should be to raise the

sights with regard to independent progressive and Communist candidates. This
does not mean we will not continue to try to influence candidates in other parties.

But the new stage of imperialist aggression, the stage of military intervention,

has become such an all-dominating issue in the political life of our country that
it becomes impossible to give any kind of support, critical or otherwise, to any
candidate who supports this unjust war of United States imperialism. In
deciding upon our tactics, we must continue to take into consideration all facts,

such as the illusions of the masses, the weaknesses in the development of the
democratic coalition, etc. But all this within the context of the main question,
the decisive question, of support or opposition to the policy of imperialist military
aggression. We must assure greater concentration on campaigns around indivi-

dual progressive candidates, to guarantee their election, and not to spread the
forces of the progressive movement too thin. To carry out this policy in many
States it will be necessary to consider tactics like writing candidates, etc.

As much as it is possible, we must provide candidates so the masses can
express their opposition to the imperialist war policies by their votes. But if

this is not possible, it does not mean we will sit this election out. The election
campaign of 1950 must be a period of the most intensive peace crusading of
the year.
The election campaign must result in a further growth and crystallization of

the broad people’s democratic coalition and the strengthening of the Progressive
Party and the third-party movement and 'a further growth of our own party.
A word about the Daily Worker and The Worker. Comrade Winston will speak

about this, but I want to say a few words. I think we can agree that during
this whole past period, when we raised the struggle for peace to greater heights,
the Daily Worker has done an honorable job, a job far surpassing anything it

has done in the past. This is the sentiment and feeling of the comrades from
every area. The attacks of the enemy on the Daily testifies to this fact. The
comrades have a great feeling of pride in the role of the Daily Worker and The
Worker in this situation. In other words, the quality of the Daily Worker is at
an all-time high.
But despite this, we have to say that the circulation of the paper continues to

decline. This is a contradiction difficult to understand. The only way to explain
this decline is to note that our comrades see the paper as important for us
but do not see it as a mass medium for reaching non-Communist workers.
Therefore, the contradiction between a growing appreciation of the great job it

is doing and the absence of a deepgoing understanding that it must be circulated
more widely. This exists even in the party leadership. Therefore, I want to
suggest, in addition to the points Comrade Winston will raise, that we organize
in every district special Daily Worker brigades to go on the streets with the
paper. This is an emergency question which cannot wait for conferences.
There must be Daily Worker brigades on the streets,, selling the paper widely.
The situation demands that type of approach to the circulation of the Daily
Worker and The Worker.

In conclusion, I don’t think I have to emphasize that our party and our leader-
ship face some really grave responsibilities in this new situation. The working
people of the entire world are watching what is taking place in the United States
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more so than in any other country. This is understandable. Everything we do r
no matter how small, echoes throughout the world and its importance extends
beyond our Nation’s borders. We should understand our responsibilities in that
sense. Whatever we do is of the greatest importance in this period. The whole
membership must understand this responsibility of our party. We must soberly
see the new situation, the new difficulties, but we must just as soberly see the new
possibilities. While the attacks on our party will intensify, new allies will be
won in the struggle against Wall Street imperialism. We will not give up 1 inch
of the legality of our party without a many-sided struggle, and new forces will
be won against Wall Street’s drive to outlaw our party.

In this period we must learn to stand on our own feet. Each comrade in the
leadership must learn to take a position, to use initiative, without constant
consultation.
There is no room, comrades, for any moods of pessimism at this time. World

capitalism has reason to be pessimistic. History is on the side of the working
class—on the side of the forces fighting to advance social progress.

Mr. Rijssbi.Ii. Mr. Cvetic, I show you another document, entitled
“Outline Guide for Speakers at Club Meetings, Outdoor Meetings,,
Leaflet

.

'Writers,” ana so forth, with the underlined subheading
“Material on the Korean Situation.” This document, according to the
photostat, was prepared by the National Education Department of
the Communist Party, XT. S. A., on July 1

,
I960, and was reprinted by

the Communist Party of Eastern Pennsylvania.
I show you a photostatic copy of this document and ask you if it was

also one of the documents obtained by the Pittsburgh Police Depart-
ment under the provisions of the search warrant which has been pre-
viously mentioned in this hearing ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes, sir. Incidentally, these are the first documents,
to the best of my knowledge, that have presented to this committee
the Communist Party position on the Korean situation.
This particular document is the same type of directive which I have

received while a functionary in the Communist Party of the United
States, and is distributed to the Communist Party functionaries to be
used to carry on discussions at club meetings, and also as a guide to the
Communist Party functionaries in carrying the Communist Party
line on the Korean situation to the factories, mills, mass organizations,,
and so forth.
The document, which I have read very carefully, attacks the United

States Government and refers to the United States as an aggressor, as;

an imperialist, warmonger, and such terms. I know from past experi-
ence in the party that documents such as this one, which are prepared
by the national education department of the Communist Party of the
United States of America, are, in fact, directives to Communist Party
functionaries in the United States.

_ The source of some of this material is contained in For a Lasting
Peace for a People’s Democracy, the official organ of the Cominform,
which I also had an opportunity to read and compare with this>
document.
This document was also obtained under the search warrant, from

Steve Nelson’s desk.
Mr. Rttsselij. Mr. Chairman, I request that in view of the nature of

this document it be introduced in the record as “Cvetic Exhibit No.
83,” and that the material contained therein be made a part of the
transcript of this hearing.
, Mr. Wood. So ordered.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 83,5r

is as follows :)
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'Outline Guide Fob Speakers at Club Meetings," Outdoor Meetings, Deaelet
.

t ?
Writers, Etc. , . + , iV

.(Reprinted by Communist Party of Eastern Pennsylvania)

MATERIAL ON THE KOREAN SITUATION , r

(Prepared by the national education department. Communist Party, XT. S. A.,

July 1, 1950)

J. American imperialism moves from the stage of advanced- preparation for war
to open military aggression—to war against the people of Korea, against
all movements of national liberation

1. The sending of United States air, naval, and ground forces to Korea is ;a

brazen act of Wall Street intervention in the internal affairs of Korea. It is

.aimed to bolster its discredited and hated Synghman’Rhee Fascist puppet regime
in South Korea against the will of the Korean people who are united in their
demand for a free, democratic, and independent Korea.

2. President Truman’s order to dispatch the Seventh Fleet of the United
States Navy to Formosa, the last refuge of the ousted militarist-I’ascist Chiang
Kai-shek clique, is a direct act of aggression against the Chinese Peoples Re-
public,

and a violation of postwar international agreements for the restoration of
Formosa to China.

3. The speeding of arms and a military mission to Indochina is aimed to
„ bolster the unsuccessful attempts of the French imperialists and the treacherous
3Bao Dai government to crush the undefeated and unconquerable independence
struggle of the people of Indochina.

4. The strengthening of United States forces in the Philippine Islands, and the
sending of increased military aid to the corrupt Quirino government, aims to
transform the Philippines into a decisive military base of American imperialism
in the Far East and to destroy the resistance movement of the people.

5. Wall Street’s Korean provocation was also designed to serve as the excuse
for a separate treaty with Japan and to speed Japan’s transformation into
the major base in the Pacific for war against the Soviet Union, China, and all

the peoples of Asia.
6. Thus, American imperialism, in its drive for world domination—in its

drive toward a new world war—has now entered the open military phase of
its intervention in the affairs of nations and peoples, with the launching of a
war of murder and plunder against the people of Korea. It is its strategy of
world expansion and domination, and not concern for Korean “democracy and
independence” that determines the present far eastern policy of Wall Street
and its bipartisans in Washington. For American imperialism must crush the
national liberation movements in all parts of the world as a prerequisite to
unleashing World War III.

7. As Gus Hall stated

:

‘‘Call it what you will, we are now confronted by a policy of naked, armed
f
struggle for the imperialist domination of the Far East—where hundreds of

" millions of people are fighting and dying for the rights we Americans won in
1776” (Hands Off Korea and Formosa, p. 4).

II. American Imperialism Engineered and Provolced the War in Korea, as a
Cover for Aggressive Armed Intervention in All of Asia

1. The war in Korea is not a war between the people of North and South
Korea; it is not, as the Truman-Acheson-Dulles State Department would have
us believe, a war to “repel the Communist invasion of South Korea” and to
stop “aggression.” It is a war deliberately planned and provoked by Wall

.Street, using as a tool the fascist Synghman Khee government to provide the
•excuse for aggressive military intervention by United States imperialism not
alone in Korea but in the whole of the Far East.

(a ) As the June 27 statement of the secretariat of the national committee
declared:
“The military provocation in Korea is planned as a smoke screen behind which

to intervene against the struggle for independence of the peoples-of- Korea,
China, Formosa, the Philippines, .Viet Nam, Indonesia, and Malaya. .

“These war moves of Wall Street’s armed intervention are only in the interest
of the big industrialists, the powerful bankers who mint their profits from the
lives of plain people here and throughout the world.”
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War P*ovocation *n Korea was planned in Washington and Tokyo.Just a few weeks prior to the attaek on North Korea, Secretary of Defense
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,

“ ‘We are strong enougli to march up and take Pyongyang (the northern
capital) within a lew days,’’ he said * * V*

T

(6) Walter Sullivan, writing in the New York Times on June 26, 1950, stated:
“The South Korean Government has in the past embroidered the news of border

incidents in an apparent effort to convince Americans of the need for greater
military aid. * * * The warlike talk strangely has almost all come from
South Korean leaders. In asserting that his government needed more heavy
weapons. Dr. Rhee said at an Independence Day rally, March 1, that the cries
of distress from his countrymen in the north could not long be ignored. On a
number of occasions Dr. Rhee has indicated that his army would have taken the
offensive if Washington had given consent.”

(c) On August 5, 1949, Allan Raymond, writing in the New York Herald
Tribune, stated:
“The one outstanding thing about the South Korean army, now it has been

purged several times of Communist infiltrators, is its outspoken desire to, take
the offensive against North Korea. It wants to cross the border. Its best
officers are Japanese-trained, professionals , with a fine frosting of American Army
training.” (Our emphasis.) 3

5. Unable satisfactorily to explain the speedy routing of the South Korean
^ Army by the liberation forces of the people, the bourgeois press attempts to create

the impression that lack of training, absence of ammunition, etc., accounts for the
daily defeats. But the facts belie this propaganda.

{a) On August 24, 1948, a formal pact was signed between Synghman Rhee
and Lt. Gen. John R. Hodge on continued American training of South Korean
armed forces. Thus, despite the withdrawal of American troops from South
Korea by June 1949 (6 months after Soviet troops had been withdrawn from
North Korea), 500 United States military advisers remained to work with the
Ministry of National Defense to train the South Korean Army.

(5) Brig. Gen. William D. Roberts, until recently commander of the United
States military advisory group, in a recent Seoul interview, described the South
.Korean Army “as the Vest fighting force on the Asiatic Continent” and is reported
to have said that a full-scale attach was just what was needed to complete the
training of the South Korean Army. .(See New York Times June 26, 1950. Our
emphasis.)

(c) It is reported that when American troops withdrew from Korea, $110,-
000,000 of equipment was turned over to the Synghman Rhee government, and
the millions of dollars allocated for aid to. Korea went for;preparations for war
and not to help in the reconstruction of the country.

,

III. American military intervention in Korea is aimed to prevent the internal
collapse of a regime despised and hated Vy the Korean people

1. The American-installed Synghman Rhee government was opposed by all
sections of the patriotic and democratic forces of South Korea. It was able
to maintain itself in power only by the will and the arms of Wall Street and by
brutal fascist terror which surpassed even that of the Japanese.

, *

2. Driving underground democratic trade-unions, murdering and jailing patriots
of all political beliefs, suppressing activities of all democratic parties and public
organizations, intensifying the exploitation of the peasants and the workers
while American- and Japanese-vested interests continued to rob the country, of
its natural wealth and resources, the Synghman Rhee regime evoked throughout
South Korea the hatred of the expanding people’s resistance movement and fa.ced
imminent “internal collapse.” ^ ^

3. Despite State Department propaganda of the “democratic character”^ of
its puppet regime, the words of Truman in his speech on June '27 at the laying
of the cornerstone of the new Federal Courts Building in Washington falsely
ascribed to “Communist states” what actually describes the fascist regimes in
South Korea, and in the other “protectorates” of Wall Street. Truman said :

1

“In the areas under their control, these totalitarian governments have swept
away all restraints on their own power. They have subjected their own people
to all the evils of tyranny—to kidnaping, torture, slavery, murder;—without hope
of redress or remedy.” „

Eye witnesses with but an ounce of honesty constantly point to the Chiang
Kai-shek type of government of corruption and fascist reaction imposed by
American imperialism on the people of Korea. ‘

J

3 (Our emphasis) refers to Communist Party.
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(O') Owen Lattimore, in his memorandum ih August 1949 for the State De-
partment’s advisory committee, made public last April 3, says

:

“South Korea is more of a liability than an asset to the interests and policy
of the United States. It is doubtful how long the present regime in South Korea
can be kept alive, and mere effort to keep it alive is a bad advertisement which
continually draws attention to a band of little and inferior Chiang Kai-sheks
Who are the scorn of the Communists and have lost the respect of democratic
and would-be democratic groups and movements throughout Asia. * * *
“The United States should disembarrass itself as quickly as possible of its

entanglements in South Korea.”
(h) U. S. News and World Report, a big business organ, writes in its July 7,

1950, issue

:

«* * * a rigid rightist, he [Rhee] fought not only Communist elements
but also more moderate leaders. His secret police became a feared and reviled
body. They had been trained by the Japanese and behaved in much the same
old way.

“Rhee’s support was based on an amalgamation of some 50 rightist splinter
parties. His increasingly dictatorial methods began to alienate these groups.
He came to the presidency by the election of the legislature, the latter chosen
beforehand in Korea’s first general election. President Rhee, under the urging
of United States officials and Koreans as well, called new elections in May of
this year.
“The result was a vote against communism, but a vote against President Rhee

as well. Most incumbent members of the legislature were swept out of office.
‘Independent’ anti-Rhee factions won more than 120 of the 210 seats. The Rhee
regime was left tottering by lack of confidence both in Korea and abroad.”

(c) In a letter published in the New York Times on August 12, 1947, Yongjeung
Kim, president of the Korean Affairs Institute in Washington, D. C., stated

:

“In South Korea there is little law and order. The recent assassination of
Dyuh Woon Hyung, a great liberal leader, is one of the many evidences substan-
tiating this lawlessness. * * * These men are surrounded and supported by
former high-ranking collaborators of the Japanese regime, profiteers, and their
fellow travelers, whose only concern is for their own personal future.”

(d) On June 29, 1950, the foreign news staff of the New York Compass sum-
marizes the rule of tyranny in South Korea

:

“Prom the evidence of even the most conservative observers. South Korea has
been run for the past 4 years by an unpopular government which maintained its
rule by thousands of arrests and mass killings of ‘Communists.’ In 1947, Roger
Baldwin, of the American Civil Liberties Union, wrote on his return from Korea
that the regime—which has changed little since—was a ‘feeble puppet govern-
ment* and a ‘police state.’ * * *

“The schools were purged of all teachers who were ‘Communists,’ or inclined
to the left and who do not make their political beliefs clear. Student committees
were set up to report on all fellow pupils who did not support the Rhee regime.
“The judiciary was purged twice in 1949 of ‘leftist agents.’
“Last December, after some protests against widespread police barbarism, the

Home Minister warned, ‘the torturing of Communists by the police is not to be
criticized.’

“In September 1949, the Home Ministry’s own figures listed 36,000 political
prisoners—‘16,000 more than the capacity of South Korea’s jails. * * *’

“In 1948 and 1949, 10,000 guerrillas and 2,000 civilians were reported killed
-in a rebellion on the island of Cheju-do.

“In October 1948 an infantry regiment mutinied at the port of Yosu. The
mutineers spread their revolt to five provinces and fighting lasted until April
1949. By the Government’s own figures, 9,540 rebels were killed, wounded, or
captured and 23,000 were arrested as coconspirators.”

4. That the regime of violence of Synghman Rhee was rejected by the broad
populace, is attested to by the stories of the “apathy of the South Korean
people,” the rapid disintegration and wholesale desertions of South Korean
troops who have “no will to fight” only to be enslaved by American imperialism.

(oO Thus James Reston writes in the New York Times of June 27:
‘Tress dispatched which spoke of crumbling morale in the South Korean Army

came as no surprise to observers who have recently visited Korea. The un-
popularity of the Synghman Rhee government, as attested by the last election,
and the questionable political and military reliability of the army ancT police force
are the greatest weaknesses of the regime. There is no will to fight. * * *”

(fc) The Portland Oregonian on June 27, after telephoning an American au-
thority in Korea, C. W. Earle, whom it described as a “keen observer” and a

'M*
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former CIO official now with BOA quoted him as saying the South Korean
people are “apathetic.” The Oregonian editorializes

:

“In many respects that single word ‘apathetic/ as descriptive of the demeanor
of the people of Seoul and South Korea in general, has far more significance
than all the statements that are coming out of the United States and the
State Department at Washington.”

(c) And Harold R. Isaacs writing in the New York Post of July 5, says:
“But, if in China during the Japanese war, the Americans had a friendly

population on their side, this is by no means the case now in Korea. The
political liabilities are even greater than the purely military difficulties.

“The South Korean Government was an unpopular one in the election held
only 4 weeks ago * * *. The regime of Pi’esident Synghman Rhee was
decisively repudiated. Bong prior to that South Korea had been pocked by
areas held by Communist guerrillas who had been waging a hit-and-run war
against Rhee’s government.

“They could have operated only with a considerable measure of popular
support. Moreover, the intense desire of all Koreans for i*eunification of fhAi-p
dismembered country may well be stronger than their fear of Russia. * * *
“We have much more reason to count on general Korean hostility than on

heroic support.”
5. In contrast, the liberating army of North Korea which so decisively repulsed

the American-incited aggression and routed the South Korean troops, is sup-
ported by large partisan forces in the South, welcomed by the population in
all liberated cities and towns. Hence Fak Hen Nen, Foreign Minister of the
Korean People's Democratic Republic, in his message of protest to the United
Nations, could say

:

“The population is everywhere welcoming its army, which has liberated it
from the terrors of the Synghman Rhee regime, and is giving it active assistance
in the liberation of the country. The heroic partisans in South Korea have
carried out military operations on the enemy's communications and have cut
the main railway line from the harbor of Pusan; in collaboration with the
insurgent population thev have freed a number of towns in South Korea. The
flight of the Synghman Rhee army and the popular rising in its rear are further
evidence of the rottenness and failure of the antipopular regime of the South
Korean puppets of the U. S. A.”

IV* Americcm military intervention in Korea is aimed to forestall the peaceful
democratic unification of the country

, which has the support of the over-
whelming majority of the people of North and South Korea

1. At the Moscow Conference of Foreign Ministers in December 1945 an
agreement was signed to provide for joint American-Soviet trusteeship of Korea
for a period up to 5 years—with the country divided into two zones. North
Korea under the trusteeship of the U. S. S. R. and South Korea of the United
States. The objective of the joint trusteeship was not to make permanent the
division of Korea but to assist in the political and economic reconstruction
of the country and bring about its speedy reunification through the establish-
ment of a united, independent, democratic state.

2. Democratic and progressive organizations, with the support of millions
of Koreans, worked from that day on to bring about the peaceful unification
of the country and to prevent the whole of Korea from being converted once
again into a colony of foreign imperialism. The continued division of the
country into two zones hindered industrial reconstruction, democratic develop-
ment, and the protection of the social welfare of the people. The Korean
people were determined to overcome this artificial division of their nation

3. On September 26, 1947, the head of the Soviet delegation in the joint
commission proposed the simultaneous withdrawal of American and Soviet troops
from Korea in order to give the people an opportunity to set up without any
interference, a central democratic government. But the United States rejected
this proposal, for it was bent on perpetuating the partition of the country
and consolidating its own position in South Korea. Instead, the United States
unilaterally forced the Korean question on the agenda of the United Nations
General Assembly in October 1947, which then set up a special commission
for Korea, without the participation of the Korean people, to supervise elections
in that country. With the assistance of this so-called United Nations Com-
mission on Korea, separate elections were held in South Korea on May 10 1948

4. In April 1948; a joint conference of representatives from 56 political
parties and public organizations, with" a total membership of over 10,000,000/

V.
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called for a boycott of the separate elections, and declared they would con-
sider any government elected in such elections as “illegal” and not representative
of the will of the Korean people. They appealed to the Government of the
United States and the U. S. S. It. to accept a proposal for withdrawal of all
troops in order to give Korean people an opportunity to elect a central demo-
cratic government of their own choosing. Despite this appeal, the United States
proceeded with separate elections, held under a reign of murder and terror,
and thus, with bayonet and police club, the American military authorities
brought into being their puppet regime by Synghman Rhee.

5. In June 1948, more than 70 political parties and public organizations again
met in joint conference, declared the separate election illegal, and decided to hold
a general election in both South and North Korea to proclaim a united demo-
cratic Korean Republic and form a central government. In the north 99.97 per-
cent of the electorate and 77.5 percent in the south came to the polls and elected
representatives to a Supreme People’s Assembly to govern the entire country.
Thirty-two different parties and public organizations, every section of the Korean
people—workers, peasants, office employees, handicraft men, tradesmen, manu-
facturers, cultural workers—are represented in the assembly.

(a ) On September 10, 1948, the Supreme People’s Assembly again appealed
for the simultaneous withdrawal of troops. The Soviet Union, on September 20,
declared its readiness to evacuate by January 1, 1949. This left no alternative
for the United States—which evacuated its troops reluctantly 6 months later.

(Z>) But the Synghman Rhee government determined to solidify the partition
t>f Korea in preparation for its forceful “reunification” of the country. (Kim
Hu, one of the leaders of the right-wing camp, was murdered, 12 members of the
Supreme Assembly imprisoned, etc.)

6. But the people did not give up the fight for the unification of the country.
At the end of June 1949, a United Democratic Fatherland Front was formed, unit-
ing 71 political parties and public organizations of various political trends,
worked out a program for the peaceful unification of the country. As late as
June 7, 1950, the central committee of the United Democratic Patriotic Front
called for the holding of a conference of all representatives of democratic po-
litical parties and organizations in the neighborhood of the thirty-eighth parallel
to discuss conditions for the peaceful unification of Korea and methods for the
candying through of a general election during August 5-8 and decided to hold on
August 15, the fifth anniversary of the liberation of Korea from Japanese dom-
ination, a session of the Government thus elected, in the city of Seoul.

7. It is the knowledge of these facts that causes some consternation in the
ranks of bourgeois far eastern correspondents who believe the fairy tales of
the United States State Department that the “North Koreans decided to at-
tack.” Thus Walter Sullivan writes in the New York Times of June 28

:

“Observers here continue to express amazement at the North Korean decision

—

presumably with Soviet concurrence—to resort to a frontal attack. There was
considerable evidence 2 months ago that such was not planned in Pyongyang al-
though ‘education,’ legislation, and other moves indicated that unification was
expected within the next 2 or 3 years.

“Early this year affairs in South Korea were going from bad to worse eco-
nomically and politically, according to reports received here. The Communists
were believed to be counting on the collapse of the Government without need
for a direct attack.”
And 2 days earlier he wrote

:

“The theme song of the official North Korean radio during the past year has
been the quest for ‘peaceful unification of the fatherland.’ Apparently this
meant unification by internal collapse of the southern Government.”

8. The line of the Synghman Rhee government was fully expressed at a press
conference held on March 9, 1949, by Tun Chi Tong, former Minister of Home
Affairs and Vice Speaker of the South Korean National Assembly, after a meeting
with the United Nations Commission on Korea. He said

:

“What was discussed with the United Nations Commission is that peaceful
unification of South and North Korea is nothing more than a political plot. The
only way to unify South and North Korea is for the Republic of Taehan to regain
the lost land in North Korea by force.”

9. The answer to the proposal for peaceful unification was given on June 25 in
the American-supported aggression against the People’s Democratic Republic ofKorea by the Synghman Rhee government. American imperialism saw no other
path to forestall peaceful unification of the country and to “protect” its vested
interests in Korea.
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V. American, imperialism turns the United Nations into an instrument for carry-
ing out its acts of aggression

1. The Truman-Acheson-Dulles bipartisans strive hard to present their mili-
tary intervention in Korea as a fulfillment of the behests of the United Nations
as a United Nations “peace mission” which has universal support. In actuality,
the United States acted first and received sanction later from the United Na-
tions. It is not the United States which carries out the will of the United
Nations. It is the United Nations that carries out the will of the United States
State Department.

(a) The Truman administration proclaims, and wants the world to believe,
that armed intervention in Korea was executed on the basis of the resolution
adopted on June 25 at the hurriedly assembled session of the Security Gouncil.
The fact is that at this first meeting the Security Gouncil, serving as a willing
tool of American imperialism, placed the “guilt” for the war in Korea not on
the true aggressors but on the North Korean People’s Government. It did this
'loithout even the pretense of an investigation, accepting as the basis for its action
the Khee government’s version. But at this first meeting it did not call for mili-
tary sanctions ; it issued a cease-fire order and for withdrawal of North Korean
troops to the thirty-eighth parallel.

(5) The fact is that armed intervention by the United States in Korea was
launched 24 hours before the United States sought and secured the official en-
dorsement of the Security Council for military sanctions. Truman ordered United
States planes and ships to Korea late Monday, June 26. The Security Council
voted for the resolution proposed by the United States to “furnish such assist-
ance * * * as may be necessary to repel attack” on Tuesday, June 27.

(c) The United Nations Charter clearly provides that the Security Council
can make decisions on military sanctions only after it has made a thorough
investigation and exhausted every other measure to stop acts of aggression.
Article 42 provides for “demonstrations, blockage, and other operations by
air, sea, or land forces” only after all other measures have proven “inadequate.”
Clearly, the Security Council, at the behest of American imperialism, took the
decision oh military sanctions before it applied all other measures required by
the United Nations Charter.

2. The action of the Security Council was also a violation of article 27 of the
United Nations Charter.

(a) Article 27 provides that decisions on important questions shall be made
by an affirmative vote of seven members, and must include the votes of the
five permanent members of the Security Council—the United States, Great
Britain, the Soviet Union, China, and Prance.

(6) The fact is that two permanent members of the Security Council—China „

and the Soviet Union—were not present at the Council sessions. The Soviet
Union has found it impossible to participate in the sessions of the Security
Council precisely because the United States has thus far succeeded in preventing
the admission of the representatives of the People’s Republic of China, whose
seat is usurped by the representative^ of the ousted Chiang Kai-shek govern-
ment.

(c) Less than 3 years ago this provision of the United Nations Charter was
supported by the United States. On October 20, 1947, the State Department
declared

:

“The United States endorses the principle that the five permanent members
shall be in agreement before the Security Council may take enforcement action
regarding threats to peace, breaches of peace, or acts of aggression.”

(d) But today the United States violates this basic principle of unanimity,
which is the foundation of the United Nations in order to transform the United
Nations from an instrument of peace into an instrument of war. James Heston,
writing from Washington in the New York Times of June 29 says

:

“Officials here agree that their plans were greatly assisted by the Soviet
boycott of the Security Council Ssessions. If the Soviet representative had
been present, he could have vetoed the United Nations resolution calling for

aid, and days or perhaps weeks might have passed before the United States
could have arranged for the United Nations General Assembly to pass a
resolution calling for aid to the South Koreans.”

(e) That the United States deliberately prevented the admission of the
new China to the Security Council in order to keep out the Soviet Union so

that the United States could "proceed with the carrying out of its strategic

objectives, is also affirmed in the delay in transmitting the note to the Soviet

A
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Union asking for cooperation in ending the Korean war. Thus Irving Pilau

m

in his columh in the Chicago Sun-Times of June 29, expresses suspicion at
the “evident desire to avoid all barriers to our armed intervention in the
far Pacific.’ * He points out

:

“On Sunday night in the White House it was decided to send a note to
Moscow. It invited Soviet cooperation in ending the Korean attack. Though
the note was supposed to be secret, X learned of its existence and contents
Monday noon. But it wasn’t delivered to the Kremlin until Tuesday, when
it was too late for a Soviet reply that might have delayed United States action.
“For the President announced his decision Tuesday noon. Our planes and

ships already were moving. And the United Nations Security Council in New
York was meeting later that day to consider the resolution calling for aid to
South Korea.
“Sunday’s United Nations resolution wasn’t intended to call upon members for

military sanctions. Yet the President used it to justify our action. It con-
tained a joker which served his purpose.
“These three events are the circumstantial evidence that makes me suspicious.

They suggest an evident desire to avoid all barriers to our armed intervention
in the far Pacific.

“General MacArthur previously had convinced the Pentagon that Formosa
must be saved. But Washington was on record as opposing aid to Formosa.

“It could get oft the hook by using the Korean attack as a reason for pro-
tecting Formosa. It didn’t want to give Moscow or Lake Success a chance to
withdraw the Korean invitations. Hence the note to Moscow was delayed until
Tuesday and we acted before the Security Council did. There was a slight
vote. The White House says it couldn’t wait because of the military situation
in Korea. But why didn’t it send the note to Moscow on Sunday when it was
drafted?”

3. The statement of the national secretariat of our party correctly calls
upon all people in the United States to think over carefully the true meaning
of the actions of the United Nations Security Council, and says

:

“* * * those representatives on the United Nations Security Council who
shamelessly hastened to do the bidding of Wall Street’s representative merit
the censure of the world.
“Why did they hasten to place the ‘guilt’ upon the People’s Government of

Northern Korea? Why did they not investigate the facts, seek the truth?
“Why did they ignore well-known facts about the Synghman Bhee Govern-

ment and its bloody tortures and imprisonment of all Korean patriots from left

to conservative?
“Why did they not ask the facts from a representative of the people’s govern-

ment of North Korea?
“Why did they not ask what John Foster Uulles—spurned as Senator from

New York—was doing in Korea, standing in the front lines of the puppet
government trenches, giving them their marching orders?
“Why did the United Nations Security Council promptly rubber-stamp the

demand of the United States imperialists? Why did they act without the
presence of the Soviet Union and the Chinese representative * * *.

“The action of the United Nations Security Council was an additional smoke-
screen behind which the Wall Street bipartisan coalition moved.”

VI. American imperialism, determined to crush the colonial liberation struggles
spreading throughout Asia, has assumed the role of gendarme for world
imperialism

1. After the defeat of Japanese imperialism, the peoples of Asia, who had lived
for generations in colonial bondage, were determined to realize their age-old
aspirations for freedom and independence from foreign oppression. One of the
most important consequences of World War II was the rapid growth of the
national liberation movement among the oppressed colored peoples of the colonial
world. The world-shaking victory of the Chinese people over the corrupt fascist
Kuomintang clique with their American imperialist backers and the establish-
ment of a people’s democratic republic embracing 450,000,000 people, gave new
courage and strength to the struggle for freedom of other colonial peoples.

2. The will to independence of the colonial peoples has countered the violent
resistance of world imperialism headed by the United States.

(a ) 180,000 French imperialist troops, supported by American dollars and
arms, have for five long years been unable to vanquish the people of Viet Nam
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wlio ,
have liberated 90 percent of their country and have “bottled up” the

French troops.
(&) In Malaya, 120,000 British troops have been unable to crush the Malayan

people’s national liberation army.
. (c) In Indonesia, the people’s forces are fighting against the Butch imperial-
ists and the troops of the national traitor clique of Hatta and Soekarno.

( (Z) In Formosa, while the Chiang Kai-shek regime drowned in blood the
people’s uprising in 1917, the resistance of Ghiang Kai-shek spreads throughout
the island with partisan forces rallying support for unification with new China.

(e) In the Philippines, the glorious struggle of the Hukbolabops continues
with dogged resistance to rid the country of the corrupt quisling Quirino govern-
ment, and to wrest true independence from American imperialism.

(/) In Burma, in Africa, in the Near Fast, and in Batin America as well,

the flames of the liberation struggle are spreading rapidly.
3. American imperialism, to unleash its aggressive predatory war against

the Soviet Union and the people’s democracies, must suppress the national
liberation movements in the colonial world. It has arrogated to itself the
right to intervene in every nation and colony in order to drown in blood the
people’s ^struggle for independence, to prop up the tottering imperialist colonial
structure in order to protect Wall Street’s vested interests threatened by the
success of the national liberation movement and to substitute “democratic”
American-made colonialism for the colonialism of imperial Japan, France,
Britain, Holland, and Belgium.

(a) American imperialism camouflages its criminal designs on the colonial
people with “altruistic” “humanitarian” point 4 programs to aid backward
peoples, for it says we are interested in the “people of Asia, as people,” “from
whom we do not want to take anything for ourselves” or “deny to them any
freedom, any right.” (See speech of Acheson on March 15 before the Com-
monwealth Club in San Francisco.)

(&) In ordering military intervention in Korea and in the other countries
of the Far East, Pi*esident Truman attempts to perpetuate the myth that Wall
Street is concerned only with the right to independence of the colonial masses
now threatened by a “Communist invasion” and has no imperialist aims. Thus
in connection with Korea he had the effrontery to state

:

“The attack upon Korea makes it plain beyond all doubt that communism
has passed beyond the use of subversion to conquer independent nations and
will now use armed invasion and war.”

Therefore, in order to stem the “Communist menace” the American “libera-
tors” are liberating the Koreans from the Koreans—in order to “liberate” Korea
from Wall Street.

(e) Dr. Frank Kingdon, that “great liberal,” fortifies this position of the
Truman administration when he says

:

“Let’s get this business of ‘imperialism’ straight. A nation that intervenes in
the affairs of another nation is not necessarily imperialist. It all depends on
the kind of intervention.

“If a big nation helps a little nation to keep its independence it is not
imperialistic. If a big nation uses a little nation as a pawn in the struggle
for power it is. We are in Korea to prevent intei'national communism from
swallowing -it, and thus to prove to all nations of Asia that we are ready to
defend them also.

“This is not imperialism in any sense” (New “York Post, July 6)

.

3. “Stemming the Communist tide” and stopping “Soviet expansionism” is in
reality stemming the national liberation struggles of the colonial peoples, who
are rising in their new-found strength to sweep out all imperialists, to establish
government of their own choosing, to utilize their vast natural resources for
the welfare of the people and not for the profits of a handful of billionaires who
sit in Wall Street.

(a) To the ruling circles of the United States, and to their imperialist agents
in the ranks of the labor movement, all peoples who reject American “benevo-
lence” and the “superior American way of life” and dare to fight for its right
to self-determination, are “Communist hordes” obeying the orders of “Soviet
imperialism.” But Wall Street and its vast propaganda machine has a hard
time explaining why it is that not Soviet troops, but American, British, French,
Butch .troops, etc., are fighting the colonial peoples in every part of the world.
Wall Street, and its vast propaganda machine, cannot explain why the colonial
people have not ceased their resistance to welcoming the “gift-bearingAmericans”,
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and why they show no fear of this American-manufactured “Communist menace”
which they are asked to check. Wall Street cannot explain why no colonial
peoples fight on their side, but continue increasingly to embrace the aims of
the liberation movements everywhere. In fact, this puzzles the preachers for
American imperialism. Thus, Walter Lippman in the New York Herald Tribune
of June 29, writes

:

“A measure of the difficulties is that in the disputed areas China, Korea, For-
mosa, Indochina, Malaya—Soviet influence and power have expanded without
the Armed Forces of the IT. S. S. R. being committed. Oh the other hand nowhere
on the mainland of far eastern Asia has communism been contained except by
committing French, British, or American forces.
“The expansion of the Communist orbit is being carried out by Asiatic forces.

The containment of communism involves everywhere European or American
forces. Nowhere have the Asiatic and anti-Communists even with western back-
ing, been able to withstand the Asiatic Communists with their Russian backing.
Always it is necessary for the westerners to participate in the fighting itself.
Yet, never has it been necessary for the Russians to do that.”

4. As Gus Hall stated in his speech at Madison Square Garden on Julv 28.
1950

:

“There is no mysterious 'Asiatic blood tie' that turns these peoples"*toward
the Soviet Union as toward the rising sun. In the land of socialism a host of
liberated nations and peoples live together in peace and friendship, free from
every kind of oppression and racial inequality.
“That is the simple reason why the profit-mad American monopolists and their

southern bourbon partners cannot win moral leadership or break the bonds
uniting the U. S. S. R. with the freedom-hungry peoples of the world.”

(a) The colonial peoples have learned, during the past 30 years, that the
Soviet Union, the land of socialism, is the foremost champion of the right to
self-determination of the colonial peoples, against imperialist oppression and en-
slavement, and has shown the path to be taken for the elimination of the
exploitation of one nation by another, for the elimination of the exploitation ofman by man.

( b ) In Korea the people have had the opportunity of witnessing the liberating
role—not only in words but in deeds—of the Soviet troops and the Soviet occupa-
tion forces, as contrasted with the enslaving role of American troops and
the American military authorities. That is why as a united people they doggedly
resist American military intervention.

(c) From the first day of the defeat of Japan in Korea the contrast between
the role played by the Soviet Union and that played by American imperialism
became clear in the very first orders issued by the two commands of South and
North Korea.
In August 1945, the command of the Soviet Army issued the following address

to the people of Korea

:

“Citizens of Korea ! Your country is now free. But this is only the first page
in the history of Korea.

“Just as a flowering garden is the result of the work and care of man, happi-
ness also can only be achieved by the heroic struggle and tireless work of the
Korean people.

“Citizens of Korea ! Remember that happiness lies in your hands ! You now
have your freedom/ Everything now depends upon you, yourselves.
“The Soviet Army has created all the conditions to enable the Korean people

to embark upon free creative work.
“You, yourselves, must become the creators of your own happiness.”
General MacArthur, however, issued the following order

:

“The entire administrative power on the territory of Korea, south of parallel
38, is under my jurisdiction. The population should unreservedly obey the
orders issued over my signature. Those acting against the occupation troops
or violating order and tranquillity will be merciless and severely punished. For
the period of the military occupation, English is introduced as the official
language.”

VII. The war in Korea greatly increases the danger of the outbreak of world
war III and places new responsibilities on all patriotic and peace-loving
people in the United states, in the first place , the working class

1. Prevent the outbreak of world war III. Comrade Hall pointed out

:

“Not since the end of World War II has the peace of the world been in such
grave danger * * * even in this zero hour world war III is not inevitable.
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Peace can still be saved * * * througli tbe strength of all peace-loving

peoples united in action to stop the warmakers dead in their tracks. That means
we Americans must do our part.”

{a) With American imperialist forces intervening in the internal affairs of

Korea, as well as in all other countries in the Pacific, it is our duty to break
through the maze of lies of the bourgeois press, radio, and other propaganda
media and show the provocative character of the attack on the Korean people,

that responsibility for it rests on American imperialism, and that it is the duty
nf every" American, especially the workers in the shops, -in the working-class com-
munities, and the Negro people to speak out in their full wrath, and demand the
.immediate withdrawal of American troops, planes, and ships from Korea and
the whole Pacific. -

(6) We have to show to the people, by mustering all the facts available, that
our American boys are fighting not in the cause of liberation, but that under the

guise of ‘'checking a Communist invasion” they have become Wall Street mer-
cenaries to drown in blood the just cause of the millions of oppressed colored
peoples rising to establish their independence as the Americans did in 1776. It

is because American boys are forced to fight in an unjust war, that they fight

alone, hated and despised by the native peoples. The American people must
demand that American boys be brought home so that they can live to struggle
for democracy and security and not die for the cause of Wall Street.

(c) We have to convince the American workers, Negro and white, that their

highest patriotic duty, in the true interest of our Nation and people, in the in-

terest of peace and freedom, is to fight against Wall Street’s drive to dominate the
whole world, and every measure that it takes toward preparation of its atomic
war of destruction.

(d) We have to show the working class that—in keeping with the true spirit

of working-class internationalism—they must support the right of the Korean
people to establish, without interference, a united democratic nation and select

a government of their own choosing. We have to show that the establishment
of independent nations in the Pacific, finally free from imperialist enslavement,
advances the cause of peace, of social progress. That is why it is the duty and
responsibility of the working class to demand : “Hands off Korea. Let the
people of Korea determine their own destiny.”

2. JWight to malce the UN an instrument of peace, not Wall Street’s tool for war.

Comrade Hall pointed out:
“All peace-loving peoples, and in the first place we Americans, should now

work to rebuild the UN in the image of its original purpose and Charter. If we
succeed in this undertaking, a truly United Nations could end the undeclared war
in the Far East, order the withdrawal of all imperialist forces, protect the colonial
peoples’ right to independence, and exert its full potential influence to avert the
catastrophe of an atomic war.”

(a ) From every nook and corner of the land the demand must be raised to
seat in the Security Council the true representatives of the 450,000,000 people of
China, and to oust the Kuomintang usurpers who represent nobody but themselves.
The seating of the representatives of the People’s Republic of China would
immediately enable the Soviet Union to resume its seat in the Security Council,
and thus allow the Council to organize its work legally in accord with the pro-
visions of the UN Charter.

(&) We should urge that the UN place for discussion and action the 10-point
program of Trygve Lie, proposed some weeks back, which has been scuttled by
American imperialism. This is necessary to advance the cause of peace, and
the realization of a pact of peace and friendship between the United States and
the Soviet Union.

3. JDefeat new reactionary assaults on the worlcing class and the Negro people.
Spreading a new wave of war hysteria in the country, the ruling class is preparing
to carry through further attacks on the living standards and trade-union rights
of labor, intensify its violent assault on the rights of the Negro people, drive
through the police-state Mundt-Ferguson bill, and organize further repressive
measures against our party and all militant and progressive forces in the country.

(a) It is necessary to alert all working-class and Negro people’s organizations
to the ominous threat of the passage of the Mundt-Ferguson bill and to bring into
action every force concerned with the preservation of the Bill of Rights.

(5) It is necessary to increase all activities fat' the freedom of Eugene Hennis,
the foremost champion of peace in the United States, and of all other anti-Fascist
prisoners.
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(o) It is especially necessary to expand the struggles in defense of the rights of
the Negro people, to unfold a movement on a broader scale than ever before for the
passage of FEPC and antilynch legislation in this session of Congress.

(d) Finally, it is necessary to alert the workers in the shops and trade-unions
to fight for the repeal of the Taft-Hartley Act and against the cold-war decisions
of the Supreme Court upholding section 9H of that act.

4. Intensify the collection of signatures for the world peace appeal to outlaw
atomic weapons , and "build peace committees in every shop , trade wnion, Negro
people's organization, in every bloclc and community, in every farming area.

(a) The growing peace movement throughout the world, the signing of the
peace appeal by more than 150,000,000 people, as well as the initial broad response
to the peace appeal in the United States, have struck fear in the camp of United
States imperialism. That is why the Wall Street press agents have done every-
thing in their power to stop the signature campaign, proclaiming it another
*'‘Moscow plot.” The developments in Korea are now being used by Wall Street
to put a stop to the peace campaign.

(h) Precisely at this moment, as a decisive part of the fight to prevent the
outbreak of World War III, it is necessary to intensify a thousandfold the col-
lection of signatures, to raise the campaign for peace to ever new levels.

(c) Every Communist must, in the next few days, collect hundreds of sig-
natures. But that is not enough. Every Communist must convince non-Com-,
munist workers with whom he has contact, to go out and collect signatures.
The number of signature collectors must be speedily increased—in order to
secure the 5,000,000 signatures set as the goal during the next few months.

Mr. Russell. Mr. Cvetic, I show you another document, which is a
photostatic copy, and which contains the heading, “Plan of work for
the J.. & L. Club for 1947.” It is my understanding that this is also
one of the documents which was obtained under the provisions of the
search warrant executed by the police department of the city of
Pittsburgh. Does the “J. & L.” appearing therein refer to the Jones
& Laughlin Steel Corp., according to your interpretation of the
document ?

Mr. Cvetio. I know very definitely that it refers to the Jones &
Laughlin Steel Corp., since I sat in the meeting where this particular
report was discussed in 1947. As of that time I was a member of the
organizational, educational, and financial committee for the western
Pennsylvania district of the Communist Party.
Mr. Russell. Was the Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp., one of the

principal points of interest to the Communist Party insofar as indus-
trial concentration is concerned?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes, sir.

Mr. Russell. Would you look at the document and see whether or
not it contains any information as to the number of Communist Party
members at Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp. plants?
Mr. Cvetio. The document states that “at present,” referring to

1947, there are 12 members of the Communist Party in the Jones &
Laughlin plant.
Mr. Russell. Does the document show the various sections of Jones& Laughlin Steel Corp. where those members are located?
Mr. Cvetio. Yes, sir.

Mr. Russell. Does the document also outline a plan of recruitment
for workers in the Jones <& Laughlin steel plants ?
Mr. Cvetio. Yes, sir.
Mr. Russell. Are you familiar with the identity of any persons

employed by Jones & Laughlin who are members of the Communist
Party, or who were members of the Communist Party at the time this
document was issued in 1947 ?
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Mr* Cvetic. Yes, sir. The Communist Party members who were

either employed by Jones & Laughlin or who were responsible tor

carrying on Communist Party activity in the Jones & Laughlin mills

are the following
: „ , .. J ^ .

Sam Peed, a Communist Party organizer for the district of western

Pennsylvania, was in charge of the steel concentration work at the

Jones <&Laughlin mills. Presently Sam Peed is the Communist Party
organizer at the General Electric plants in Erie, Pa.
Another member who was responsible for carrying out the directives

in this document was Alex Stabor, who was employed m Jones ec

Laughlin and succeeded in having himself elected as a shop steward at

'Jones & Laughlin. _ _ _ . «

Dave Grant, who was the city secretary of the Communist Party ox

Pittsburgh in 1947, had the over-all responsibility of the steel concen-

tration work at the Jones & Daughlin plant. Dave Grant is presently

being used by the Communist Party of Western Pennsylvania m their

activities around the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co. m
East Pittsburgh, Pa.

, t j .

Mr. Russell. Mr. Chairman, I ask that the photostatic copy o± this

document be introduced into the record as “Cvetic Exhibit No. 84,
5

and that its contents be made a part of the transcript of this hearing.

Mr. Wood. So ordered.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 84,”

is as follows :)

\
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Plan op Work for the X & L. Club for 1947

GENERAL OBJECTIVES

1.

To strengthen the X & L. locals and tlie other major unions in district No.

16 through a process of actvities involving more and more of the membership
in*the struggle for the realization of the CIO economic and legislative program.

2 To build a stronger party among the most advanced X & L. workers and
from among the most advanced workers and other sections of the people in the

communities adjacent to district No. 16. ^
3 To build a democratic front of labor, the Negro people, veterans, the nation-

ality groups and middle class sections in the concentration communities around
district No. 16 ; this to be based on the immediate issues and around struggle.

This is to be effected by the closest coordination between the X & X/. club, the

community clubs on the South Side, the Hill, and Hazelwood, and with the

fullest cooperation of the district and city leadership.

SOW TO DEVELOP ACTION TO ACHIEVE GREATER UNITY

1. To give full support to the 14-point program of demands adopted by the wage
policy committee of the steel union, and to show the workers that the only sure

way to win these demands is to actively prepare to struggle for them.
2. To help develop activities around the OIO legislative program (such as hous-

ing, rent control, veteran’s needs, health program, HEPC) and to arouse the
entire labor and peoples’ movement to the threat of antilabor and antidemocratic
moves in Congress.

3.

' To really initiate and develop a broad campaign in X & X. and m the com-
munity for equal rights and opportunities for the Negro people in employment
and for national, State, and local FE3PC legislation.

4. To give practical assistance to the job of organizing the unorganized steel

milis in the district, particularly Mesta Machine.
5. We must help the local labor and progressive community movement to find

the best organizational means to develop independent political action and to give
backing to such movements as the Progressive Citizens of America, the CJonfer-

ence of Progressives, and such other movements that strive for the greater
economic security for the people and for an American democratic policy at home
and in foreign relations.

V

V
t J
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PROGRAM OF PARTY BUILDING

1.

Improve and increase the role of our party press as a party builder as well as
a mobilizer for struggle

—

(a) The membership of the J. & L. Club shall undertake a quota of 50 new
Worker readers in 1947.

(&) In consultation with the community concentration clubs, each shall work
out its dwn quota for Worker readers among steel workers.

(e) We shall arrange four major mass distributions of the Worker among
the steel workers during 1947 as follows :

1. In January or early February.
2. May Day edition.
3. Labor Lay edition.
4. November election edition.

(d) The J. & L. Club shall have a weekly bundle for mailing and sub-getting
follow-up. This is to begin at once with a weekly order of 5 copies, to be in-
creased later to 10 copies. Visiting for subs is to be arranged by club members
with the aid of comrades from other clubs.

( e ) Increase party influence through building up a much larger mailing list
of selected people from the mills and community, to be reached with party litera-
ture and to otherwise keep in touch with regularly.

if) Greatly increase the distribution of Marxist pamphlets and popular writ-
ings by personal and direct contact with the workers.

(9 ) The J. & L. Club in close cooperation with the community clubs shall under-
take to establish regular delivei*y routes of the Worker to steel workers in the
respective communities.

(ft) The club is to hold frequently spaced Sunday house affairs and forums
for propaganda purposes for our sympathizers and for the good and welfare
within the club.

* 4.^*
®ac-k comrade in the J. & L. Club should cultivate a group of the most active,

intelligent, and disciplined workers from his shop, department, or union for party
building.

O') The club should work out with the concentration clubs the issuance and
distribution of leaflets at the gates where comrades work.

„ RECRUITING OBJECTIVES

Jrc.
e hw e at Prese

.

nt 12 comrades in J. & L. evenly divided between the SSana NS. We must strive to double our membership during 1947 and, if possible,
reach that goal by the time of the party’s national convention in July.BP-2 ; Polishing Mill (NS )—

X

;
18" Mill—1 ; Eliza—1 ; Blooming Mill—1

:

Open Learth—1 ; Labor Force—1 ; Strip Mill—1.
In addition to the above, our concentration clubs should adopt minimum recruit-mg objectives during the same period, with special emphasis on Southern GarWheel* Mesta, Byers and Oliver.

MARXIST EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF LEADERSHIP WITHIN THE CLUB

1. That our club elects an executive of three to constitute the leadership as
follows : Chairman, membership secretary, and press director.

2. That the club meets every other Friday with the executive meeting on
alternate Fridays (from 7 : 30 to not later than 10 p. m.

)

3. That we adopt a standing order of business as follows

:

(1) Reading of minutes and check-up.
(2) Educational program.
(3) Report of executive board and discussion.
(4) Communications and hills.

(5) Good and welfare.
4. That we establish a better understanding within the club of the role of our

party and the meaning of Communist discipline, and in this manner aim to
have well-attended meetings and a 100-percent regular dues payments.

5. That we establish in the club an educational committee which shall have as
its major responsibility to plan the educational program at the club meetings
and to organize a series of small study groups based on political economy and
other phases of Marxism-Leninism.

6. That we aim at having by the end of the year every club member a reader
of the Daily Worker and of Political Affairs.

1
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FINANCES IN THE CLUB

1. To meet our obligations to the district organization, to the Daily Worker, and
to carry on our own activities, we set out to raise a minimum of $500 during
the year. A small committee should be set up in the club to work out a budget
and a program to raise funds through affairs, contributors, raffles, etc., with
the objective of raising a minimum monthly quota of $40.

CONTROL. OVER DECISION'S

1. The executive committee should make periodical review of the club activi-

ties and report to the membership.
2. In June, during control month, our club should review the activities for

the first 6 months and make whatever adjustments are found necessary.

Mr. Httsseli

M

r. Cvetic, I show you. a photostatic copy of a docu-
ment entitled “Concentration Plan of Work for the Homestead Shop
Club for 1947,” and I ask you if you are familiar with the contents
of this document and whether you can describe the character of the
Homestead Shop Club ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes, sir. The Homestead Shop Club, as contained in
this document, is the Homestead Shop Club of the Communist Party
of Western Pennsylvania. It is the Communist Party cell which is

active in the Carnegie (111.) Steel mill located at Homestead, Pa.
It was under the direct control of Soy Hudson, district organizer of
the Communist Party, and the Communist Party member at the
Homestead plant responsible for carrying out the directives contained
in this document was Elmer Kish, whom I have previously identified
before this committee as an organizer for the Communist Party of
Western Pennsylvania in their steel-concentration activities.

- I am familiar with this particular document because it was dis-

cussed as a part of the steel-concentration program of the Communist
Party of Western Pennsylvania at several meetings of the organiza-
tional, educational, and financial committee of the Communist Party
of Western Pennsylvania, of which I was a member. The other mem-
bers of this committee, on which I served for a period of 8 years, be-
ginning with August 1945 and ending with August 1948, were

:

Roy Hudson, district chairman of the Communist Party of western
Pennsylvania

;

Andrea Hudson, membership secretary

;

Bessie Murin Steinberg, educational director;
Eleanor Sackter, in charge of steel concentration;
Joe Godfrey, treasurer of the Communist Party of western Penn-

sylvania
;

Dave Grant, city secretary

;

James Dolsen, newspaper and literature director;
And myself as finance chairman.
Mr. Russele. Mr. Chairman, I ask that this document be intro-

duced in the record of this hearing as “Cvetic exhibit No. 85,” and
that its contents be reproduced in the transcript.
Mr. Wood. So ordered.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic exhibit No. 85.”

is as follows :)
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CONCENTRATION PLAiNi OP WORK FOR THE- HOMESTEAD SHOP Ct/UB
FOR 1947

1* Pomticab Perspective

A. Political decision resolved that Homestead shall be one of the two district-
wide concentration points in steel work for the whole party in western Penn-
sylvania.

(a) Political reason is that Homestead is one of the two links in the whole
chain that makes up the steel industry that because of its historical and rich
traditional background, through its strategic position politically, economically,
and working-class organization, it can influence the whole body of links that
makes up the chain in steel, and it will play a decisive role in the shaping and
directing the course of the formation of a broad anti-Pascist, progressive demo-
cratic coalition front in western Pennsylvania.

B, The Communist Party, the party of the working class, must gear itself
into the mechanics of the complex make-up of social forces in Homstead and
area, so that we can participate and be a part of the people’s movement, to
influence the course of the movements of the working class and the people,
to initiate action on economic, political, and social issues confronting the working
class, the Negro people, and the people generally both by independent activity
of our Communist organization and through the organizations of the working
class, the Negro people, and the people. How can we play a role that will in-
crease the influence of our party, increase the circulation of our press and litera-
ture and to educate the working class to the cause of socialism and its historical
role to achieve it. To gear ourselves to this work, our plan of work must reflect
the following

:

(&) The role and responsibilities of our district committee and bureau to con-
centration work in steel generally and to our shop-club plan of work specifically.

(&) The role of our shop club and its members in relation to carrying out
the plan of work.

(c) The role of concentration forces assigned to our shop club to carry on
concentration work and aid us in the fulfillment of our political objectives.

(& ) The role of the community clubs through coordination of their plan of
work with that of our plan of work.

(e) The role of the national groups and forces to coordinate their work with
that of our work.

if) The role of the district organizational department, the district educa-
tional department, the research department, to our club.

iff) Special attention to steel concentration work in Negro, veteran, youth,
and women.
„ (Jy) Steel commission.

(i) Party cultural center—comradeship.

2. Tub Pban and Perspective on the Robe and Responsibilities of the
District Leadership to Our Onus’s Plan of Worn

A. The district bureau and through specially assigned forces assumes general
political responsibilities to the work of our club.

B. The district bureau and through assigned forces are to assist our club in
the everyday application and the execution of our plan of work.

O. The district bureau and*through assigned forces to give clarity and political
guidance to enable our club to react to the issues of the day. Our club must
react to issues in a soberly and practical manner so that we will* not trail events
and become tails of the kite, and that we shall not advance any struggles that
will place us as a head without a body. We must always weigh our decisions
with the knowledge of our strength and possibilities and the degree of the
readiness of the masses to struggle.

D. The district bureau shall invite the executive committee of our club once
every 3 months to its meeting for purposes of checking up on the work done
by our club.

\ The district bureau is responsible for the organization of the concentration
work and forces done through channels other than our shop club. These forces
are to establish relationships through consultation with the shop club chairman
and its executive committee.

-X'
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3. The Hole of Our Shop Club and Its Members in Carrying Out the
Plan op Worn

I. THE STRUCTURE OP OUR SHOP CLUB AND ITS MEETINGS

A. Our shop club is to meet once a week. The night of the meeting shall be
Tuesday. Time—8 p. m. sharp.

B. The executive committee to meet on the same night of the club meeting at
7 : 30 sharp.

C. Our shop club to elect five officers of which three shall constitute an
executive committee. The five officers are : club chairman, membership director,
educational director, financial secretary, and a literature and press director. The
chairman, membership and educational director shall comprise the executive
committee. The financial secretary is to work closely with the membership
director and the literature and press director is to work closely with the educa-
tional director.
D. The agenda for club meetings shall be as follows : (1) Dues collection (10

minutes) ; (2) reading of minutes and check-up on decisions (15 minutes) ; (3)
report of executive committee followed by discussion (60 minutes) ; (4) new
members and recruiting (5 minutes) ; (5) club education (60 minutes). Ad-
journment at 10 : 30 p. m. The club must strictly adhere and cooperate to carry
out this agenda.

E. The membership director shall act as chairman at meeting when the reg-
ular chairman is absent.

U. THE ROLE OF OUR CLUB TO ESTABLISH ITS POLITICAL RELATIONSHIP AS A COMMU-
NIST ORGANIZATION WITH THE WORKERS IN THE SHOP AND IN THE COMMUNITY

A. Our club to strive to have a mailing list of 100 workers in the next 6
months. That once a month we mail them a copy of the Worker and a copy of
the pamphlet of the month.

33. That the members of our club be assigned to establish political contact
with the most political reliable contacts for visiting purposes. The members
are,always to have in their possession subscription blanks for our press, a copy
of the press, and literature when visiting these contacts. All other contacts
to be given over to the concentration forces assigned to our territory.

O. The members of our club to participate in the sale and distribution of the
Worker on May 1 and Labor Day editions on a mass scale.

D. ’ Our club to hold an educational and political social affair once every 6
weeks at which the contacts are invited to attend. We should center these affairs
around the occasions as May 1, our party anniversary and the celebration of
the Socialist Revolution. We should now begin to prepare to arrange an affair
around the anniversary of Karl Marx and the Communist Manifesto in March.

E. Our club to pledge to get subs for the Worker in the next 6 months.
F. Our club pledge to get recruits in the next 6 months. •

TTT - the role op our shop club members, in the shop, workers' organizations,
AND ALL OTHER PEOPLE'S ORGANIZATIONS

A. The club shall have full knowledge of all organizations our members are
affiliated with.

B. In all genuine workers' and people’s organizations our comrades should
display themselves as loyal and as the best fighters for their organizations. We
should become involved in the day-to-day activities of these organizations.

C. Our club should be aware to all issues—economic, legislative, political, and
social. Learn' to react on these issues so that the workers' and the people’s
movement will develop around these issues. For example, how can we effectuate
an FEPC*movement? How can we best advance a movement on a legislative
program (housing, against inflation, Negro rights, and the defense of the gains
made by labor) ? How can we contribute to the coming struggles on the wage
demands? We must always keep in mind that the labor movement must assume
leadership in these struggles.

D. Our club to work in the manner that will enable the bringing the rapid
development of the independent political action of labor and the progressive
forces. In what manner can we advance the development of a broad labor and
progressive democratic coalition front.

E. We should urge all our members to become members of mass organizations.’
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IV. THE ROLE OF OUR' SHOP CfcUB IN EDUCATION OF OUR MEMBERS TO BECOME BETTER
COMMUNISTS AND OUB TASKS IN THE TRAINING OF READERSHIP

A. Our club shall continue its present educational program conducted in club
meetings.

B. Our club to stress? the need for self-study. At club meetings to have avail-
able the basic works of Marxism-Leninism, the 'literature dealing with the de-
cisions and the program of action of our national committee. The members
should be urged to buy and possess these pieces of literature.

C. Our club to organize a system whereby new members are visited for purpose
of speeding the active participation of these new members in the carrying out
of the work of the club.

3D. Our club to organize a series of week-end classes for purpose of training
club leadership.
E. Our club to prepare now to organize this summer’s vacations of our com-

rades that wherever possible to have a 2-week class for some of the members and
a 1-week class for others.

V. OTJR SHOP CLUB AND FINANCES

A. Our club to assure that at no time shall any of our members be more than
3 months in arrears in their dues.

B. That our club pledge to raise $500 this year for our operating fund, for our
contribution to the Daily Worker and our obligation to the district party organ-
ization.

C. To help our club to realize this quota we should organize a financial system
whereby $40 a month will be raised.
The following can be organized :

(a) A club sustaining fund, this fund to be established through voluntary
contributions from members and sympathizers.

(Z>) A day’s pay contribution by all members for the Worker and the Daily
Worker.

(c) By the regular holding of house parties.
(d) By holding raffles and offering the basic works of Marxism-Leninism as

prizes.

S. THE ROBE OF CONCENTRATION FORCES ASSIGNED JEO THE WORK OF OUR PLAN OF WORK
A. These forces through voluntary and special assignment will distribute

leaflets, pamphlets, and the Worker at the plant gate.
B. These forces will assist our club in the general distribution that will take

place on the community scale.
O. These forces will aid our club in the visiting of our contacts.

4. The Hole of the Community Party Clubs and Their Coordination of Work
With Our Plan of Work

A. This phase of work will have to be developed in the light of the absence
of any community clubs in Homestead and area.
B. Bightfully we have members in our shop club that should properly bemembers of a community club. However we should not now decide that these

members be transferred to a community club. At this time to do this would
weaken our work instead of strengthening it. We should have it established that
in due time this transfer will take place.

\ *C. The community clubs in the county and city will aid our club in visiting
\ workers that work in Homestead and live in the vicinity of those community
\ clubs.

\ D. We should have a system whereby those members of the party working in
\ other shops and not members of active clubs should be invited to attend meetings
\

of our club. This will enable these members to keep abreast with the active
\ work of our party.

\
5. The Rous of National Group Forces and Our Concentration Work
The Homestead area the Slav people constitute half of the total population.

Great possibilities exist to work among these people to influence them to play
an active role in the building of the broad labor-progressive-demoeratic coalition
front.’
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B. In Homestead is located the seat of ^reactionary, profascist organs and
organizations of the Slavanic people. Our party and the progressive forces have
a jgreat "task to overcome the influence and effects these organizations have over
the Slav people.

. _ _ . , .

O. The national group forces possess a great asset to aid our club m playing
a role among the Slav people. The events and developments in the Slavic
countries in Europe are of great historical importance. It must be mastered of
how to convey these events to the Slav people in Homestead and area.

6/ Th:e Role of the District Organizational Department,' the District
Educational Department, and the Research Department to Our Club

A. The district organizational department;
(a) Close relationship to be established between the district organizational

department and our shop club, its membership director and its financial and
dues secretary. « _

(&) Efforts to be made to train the membership director and the financial and
dues secretary of enabling them to fulfill their functions.

(e) The district organizational department to show an active interest in the
personnel problems of our club. To step in when any members of the club are
beginning to show signs of becoming disinterested.

*B. The district educational department:
(a ) This department to display an active interest in the educational program

of our shop club.
(b) This department to work in close relation with the educational director

of our shop club. To train him to function as an educational director and to
assist him in carrying the educational program of our club.

’ (e) This department to develop an educational program of the fundamentals
of Marxism-Leninism with steel as a background.

(&) This department to work closely in directing and assisting the literature
and press director of our club.

O. The district research department: „

(a.) This department to commence work on enabling our shop club to be
equipped with a minimum of knowledge of the history and background of the
people and the working class in our area, its rich struggles that we can draw
lessons from. To begin to use basic understanding on the physical make-up of
the steel industry, economically, politically, financially, organizationally (mo-
nopoly on one hand and the organization of the steel workers on the others).

Mr. Russell. Mr. Cvetic, I show you a photostatic copy of another
document, entitled “Bylaws of the Western Pennsylvania District

of the Communist Party, IJ, S. A.,” and ask if that was one of the docu-
ments obtained under the provisions of the search warrant previously
mentioned ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes, sir.

Mr. Russell. Mr. Chairman, I ask that this document be introduced
into the record as “Cvetic Exhibit No. 86,” and that its contents be
made a part of the transcript of this hearing.
Mr. Wood. So ordered.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 86,”

is as follows :)

BYDAWS OP THE WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA DISTRICT OP THE
COMMUNIST PARTY U. S. A.

* Introduction

The Communist Party, Western Pennsylvania District, having been formed
at a Convention called for the purpose of establishing a District Organization
of the Communist Party and having accepted the Constitution and preamble of
the Communist Party, U. S. A., adopted at the National Convention July 2S,

1945, does not hereby adopt these Bylaws in accordance with the provisions of
that Constitution.

A
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ARTICLE X. NAME
The name of this organization shall be the Communist Party, U. S. A., Western

Pennsylvania District.
ARTICLE II. ORGANIZATION

Section 1. This organization shall comprise all clubs of the Communist
Party organized in and carrying on activities in Western Pennsylvania.

SEC. 2. All such clubs, now existing or which may hereafter be formed, shall
be chartered by the District Committee, which shall determine jurisdiction ofsuch clubs.

ARTICLE m. local ORGANIZATION

Section 1. The basic organization of the Communist Party is the Club, which
shall be organized on the basis of a community, township, city, rural com-
munity or shop basis.

Sec. 2. The officers and executive committee shall be elected each year by
the membership by secret ballot. Except for newly organized clubs, those
elections shall take place in January of each year.

Sec. 3. The clubs shall meet at least twice monthly and shall establish
Executive Committees to function continuously and develop activities under
the direction of the Executive Committee. Those committees shall include an
Educational Committee and a Membership Committee.

Sec. 4. Every club shall have the following minimum number of officers

:

President, Secretary and Treasurer. Those officers shall be members of the
Club Executive Committee, the size of which shall be determined by the various
clubs. The club shall decide on whatever additional officers it needs.

Sec. 5. Subdivisions of the District such as County, City, or Section Organi-
zations shall be composed of all clubs within the subdivisions.

Sec. 6. The subdivision Council shall be the highest body within the sub-
division and shall be composed of representatives from all clubs elected at
regular club meetings by majority vote, the basis of representation to be de-
termined by the Council, except for newly organized subdivisions, where the
representation shall be decided by the District Committee in consultation with
the clubs concerned.

ARTICLE IV. DISTRICT ORGANIZATION

Sec. 1 . The District Convention is the highest body of this organization. It
shall convene annually and shall be composed of delegates elected by the clubs
chartered by the District Committee. Delegates shall be elected on the basis
of the numerical strength of the clubs, the basis to be determined by the District
Committee.

Sec. 2. The District Committee shall be elected by secret ballot and majority
vote of the District Convention and shall have the responsibility of carrying out
the Convention decisions and directing the activities of the Party until the
next Convention. The number of members of the District Committee shall be
determined by the District Convention.

Sec. 3. To be eligible for election to the District Committee, a member shall
have been a member of the Party in continuous good standing, for at least
two years.

Sec. 4. A member of the District Committee absent for two consecutive meet-
ings without sufficient reason that is acceptable to the Committee, shall cease to
he a member of the District Committee. The District Committee shall he
authorized to elect replacements for such vacancies, or vacancies caused by
deaths, illness, transfers, etc., keeping in mind the balanced composition of the
Committee. The clubs shall be notified of all such changes in the Committee.

Sec. 5. The majority of the members of the District Committee shall con-
stitute a quorum for the transaction of business.

Sec. 6. The District Committee represents the Party in the District and
has the authority to make decisions on any problem facing the District between
Conventions. The District Committee oi'ganizes and supervises the various
departments and committees, conducts the organizational and educational work
of fhe Party, establishes and charters all necessary subdivisions such as County,
City or Section organizations, and administers the District treasury.

Sec. 7. Special District Conventions may be called by majority vote of the
District Committee or by written request of Clubs representing one-third of
the membership of the District.
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« Sec: 8. TIfe District Committee shall * meet at least once, every two months
and shall keep regular minutes of its proceedings. A summary of those minutes
shall he burnished promptly to each club. -

- Sec.. 9. A District Board shall be elected by the District Committee froth
among its members, the number to be determined by the District Gommittee.
The Board shall carry out the decisions and work of the District Committee
between meetings and shall be responsible to the District Committee for all Its
actions and decisions. The District Board shall decide on the frequency of its
meetings. The District Committee shall elect a chairman and such other officers
as it decides are necessary. Those shall all be. responsible to the District Com-
mittee and may be replaced or removed by a majority vote of the District
Committee.

ARTICLE V. FINANCES

Sec. 1. The District, County, Club or any other organized subdivisions of the
Communist Party shall have regular audits of their financial transactions for
each calendar half-year" and shall submit those financial reports to their mem-
bership.
Bocal organizations of the Communist Party, whether club or Subdivision,

shall furnish a copy of each financial report to the District Committee and the
District Committee shall furnish copies of its financial report to each Club and
subdivision of the Communist Party.

Sec. 2. Membership dues shall be the same as those for the organization,
nationally as provided in the National Constitution. The dues shall be divided
as follows : 20 percent to the club, 10 percent to the County or other local sub-
division, 20 percent to the District and 50 percent to the National Office.

ARTICLE VI. AMENDMENTS

These Bylaws may be amended by majority vote of any regular or special
District Convention or by majority vote of the District Committee between
Conventions.

ARTICLE vn. CONSTITUTION AND DISTRICT BY-LAWS

It shall be the responsibility of the District Committee to see that every**
member of this organization shall have copies of the National Constitution and
the District Bylaws.

ARTICLE VUI. LOCAL BY-LAWS

Bocal clubs and subdivision organizations of the Communist Party may estab-
lish Bylaws in conformity with the National Constitution and District Bylaws.
Adopted : August 19, 1945.

Mr. Russell. Mr. Cvetic, I show you a photostatic copy of a docu-
ment dated August 10, 1950, from the national office of the Com-
munist Party of the United States, signed by Joe Brandt, for the
defense committee, and ask if this is also one of the documents obtained
under the provisions of the search warrant previously mentioned m
this hearing?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes, sir.

, Mr. Russell. Mr. Chairman, I ask that this document be introduced
into the record as Cvetic exhibit No. 87, and that its contents be
made a part of the transcript of this hearing.
, Mr. Wood. So ordered.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 87,”

is as follows

:

Communist Party,, U. S. A., <

National Office,
, *

t

1 New Yorlt, V. V., August 10, 1950.
To Alt Districts: /

j

\
. .

h
t .

u Dear Comrades : A fe\v da^s ago you received from the national3 office -a memo;
dealing* with the special campaign for $200,000 in defense of our party and* its.

leaders. The national defense committee, discussing in what way they can help
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is this compaign, has made the following suggestion to the national secretariat,
which was accepted.

In order to carry on the various legal fights in the case of the 11, we were
forced to print certain legal documents, briefs, and the record of the trial. The
cost of printing these documents has run into tens of thousands of dollars. In
the course of printing these documents, we found that it would cost just as much
for us to print a few thousands more than the number required by the courts
and the Government. We, therefore, have now at our disposal 2,000 copies of
the main brief presented before the circuit court of appeals, selling for $3,
and 4,000 copies of the brief on the jury challenge presented to the same court
selling for $1. We also have at our disposal 200 sets of the record of the entire
trial, comprising 21 volumes to a set, which sells at $300. These three docu-
ments are of historical value not alone to the members of the legal professions
but to all people interested in the struggle for democratic rights in America.
Especially is this true of law libraries, public libraries, law offices, civil-rights
organizations, liberals, professionals, and trade-union leaders interested in the
struggle for civil, constitutional, and democratic liberties. Within a short period
of time, these documents will be in great demand.
These documents cannot be gotten anywhere at the moment and they cannot

be reprinted unless they are printed in quantity since the cost of printing is very
high. This is especially true of the trial which has over 24,000 words in 21
volumes, and only 210 sets are on sale. The other 96 sets that were printed
have been disposed of in accordance with the requirements of the courts and
our attorneys.
The defense committee, therefore, has made the following suggestion, and we

wish to present it to each district : that you undertake to sell as many of these
printed legal documents as possible, the proceeds to go toward your quota in
the $200,000 fund drive. We have already had experience of individuals paying
for a set of the trial record to be placed in libraries, and other individuals buying
the brief, rather than making an outright contribution, and mailing these briefs
to interested parties.
The national secretariat, in agreeing to this suggestion from the defense com-

mittee, however, qualified this proposal with the request that these documents
not be sent to the districts, except a sample of the brief and challenge to the
jury (which you have already received) in advance; that the districts instead
either buy from us for cash any number of those documents, sell them, and we
will credit that to your quota on the fund drive, or else that you get commit-
ments from individuals who are interested, and we will mail it to them c. o. d.
In addition to the financial help which can be gotten from the sale of these

documents, it is also important to bring these documents to as many people as
possible in order to acquaint them with the issues involved in the case of the 11.

Please discuss this matter in your leading committees and inform us as soon
as possible whether or not your district will take advantage of this proposal
to help you raise your quota in the fund drive.

Comradely yours,
Joe Brandt

(For the Defense Committee).

Mr. Russell. Mr. Cvetic, I show you a photostatic copy of a docu-
ment dated August 9, 1950, on the letterhead of the national office of
the Communist Party of the United States, addressed to all districts,

and signed by Gus Hall for the national secretariat and Betty Gannett
for the National Youth Commission, and ask you if this is one of the
documents obtained under the provisions of the search warrant exe-
cuted by the Pittsburgh Police Department?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes, sir.

'

Mr. Bussell. That document pertains to the Labor Youth League;
does it not ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes.
Mr. Etjssell. I believe you have previously testified to the Commu-

nist character of the Labor Youth League?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes, sir. The Labor Youth League is the Communist

Party youth organization which replaced the American Youth for
Democracy, which, in turn, replaced the Young Communist League.
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Mr. Bussell. Mr. Chairman, X ask tliat this document be introduced
in the record of this hearing and that its contents be copied into the
transcript as “Cvetic Exhibit No. 88.”
Mr. Wood. It is so ordered.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 88,”

is as follows :)

To All Districts:

Communist Party, IT. S. A.,
National Oeetce,

Netc YorTc, N. Y., August 9, 1950.

' Pear Comrades : As you may already know, the Labor Youth League wUl hold
its first national convention in the city of New York, September 1-4. The 14
months that have elapsed since the organizing conference of the LYL fuUy bear
out the correctness in launching the LYL as an advanced youth organization dedi-
cated to the defense of the interests of the young generation, educating the youth
in the spirit of marxism, in the ideas of socialism.

In the past 14 months the LYL has shown its capacity to give leadership to
large sections of the youth around their economic needs, for the rights of the
Negro youth, and especially in the fight for peace and freedom. As a result it
has attracted many thousands of young militants, Negro and white, and it has
made some significant advances in securing the adherence of young workers from
industry. It has played a significant role in stimulating unity of action in many
centers throughout the country of young people and their organizations, and it
recognizes that the fight to unite the young generation against war and fascism
is paramount to prevent the Hitlerite brutalization of the American youth.
This convention of the LYL is of great significance and merits the support of

all advanced fighters for peace, especially that of our party. For this conven-
tion will not only summarize the issues confronting the youth at this moment
in our country’s history, but it will map out the responsibilities of the LYL in
the fight to prevent world war III, against the ideological poisoning of the
minds of America’s youth with national chauvinism and jingoism, and advance
a program that can protect the lives and the future of America’s youth. It will
also spell out how to further build the LYL, train new youth leaders, extend the
circulation of its splendid publication. Challenge.
There is no doubt that the keenest interest must be displayed by the party

leadership and membership in the deliberations of this convention, and that its
decisions become the property of the party as a whole.
For this reason, we want to recommend a number of steps that should be

taken now to help popularize this convention in the ranks of our party and to
express our fraternal solidarity with the youth.

1. Under separate cover we are sending you some discussion material issued
by the LYL which should become the property of at least the active personnel
of our party. *

2. That you have a complete review of the status of youth work in your State
within the next few weeks.

3. That you discuss forms of greeting the LYL convention and consider utiliz-
ing the fraternal greetings subscription to Challenge by individuals, clubs, sec-
tions, and State committees.

4. That you made preparations now for a meeting of your State committee to
receive a report of this convention, with the objective, of improving in an all-
sided way the party’s leadership to youth work, the strengthening of State youth
commissions, etc.

Comradely yours,
Gus Hall

(For the National Secretariat).
Betty Gannett

(For the National Youth Commission).

Mr. Bussell. Mr. Cvetic, I show you a photostatic copy of a docu-
ment headed “Memorandum on deportation and Justice Department
policy,”, and ask you if it is also one of the documents obtained at the
time of the execution of the search warrant mentioned herein.?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes, sir.
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Mr. Bttssekl. Are you iamiliar the contents of that docu-
ment? * >

Mr. Cvetto. Yes, sir. .

Mr. Bussell. Could you identify the person who prepared that
document? ’

*

Mr. Cvetic. I have seen a similar document which was prepared by
Abner Green, executive secretary of the American Committee for the
Protection of Foreign Born, and whom I have previously identified
before this committee as a member of the Communist Party of the
United States of America.
Mr. Bussell. Mr. Chairman, X ask that this document be intro- k

duced in the record of this hearing as Cvetic exhibit No. 89, and X ask
that its contents be made a part of the transcript.
Mr. Wood. So ordered.
(The document above referred to, marked “Gvetic ExhibitNo. 89,” is

as follows:)

Memorandum on Deportation and Justice Department
.
Policy

Since the end of the war, the Immigration and Naturalization Service has
launched a campaign of repression against noncitizens who are guilty of tech-
nical violation of the immigration laws.
In many instances, the Justice Department refuses to use the discretion it is

authorized to use under the law and insists on prosecuting noncitizens. Non-
citizens who are active in the progressive political and labor movement have
been selected for special arbitrary treatment. A few of these cases are

:

Steve Tandaric : A veteran of the International Brigades, charter member of
the United Steelworkers of America, Local 1010, in Indiana, Steve Tandaric
came to the United States from Yugoslavia in 1911. In 1937 he went to Spain
and reentered the United States illegally in 1989. Because of his labor activi-
ties, he was blacklisted by employers and was unable to secure employment in
the steel mills. Therefore, he assumed an alias and, in filling out a question-
naire in a war plant in 1942, answered the question, “Where were you born?” by
saying “Chicago.” In August 1944 Tandaric applied for citizenship and volun-
tarily made a full report of his life history. In September 1944 he was arrested,
convicted, and sentenced . to 2 years for saying he was born in Chicago. In
October 1944 he was served with a deportation warrant for entering the coun-
try illegally in 1939. Tandaric is at present serving his 2-year term in the
Federal penitentiary at Terre Haute, Ind. An application for Tandarie’s parole,
for which he was eligible in November 1946, has just been denied by the Justice
Department.
John Nabeshka came to the United States from Russia in 1912. He is mar-

ried to an American citizen and is the father of two American-born children.
Pie was arrested in June 1946 at 9 a. m. at his place of work and held for depor-
tation to the Soviet Union on the ground that he was a member of the Commu-
nist Party. Nabeshka is a leader of the United Shoe Workers Union in Lynn,
Mass. His arrest at his place of work was unnecessary and carried out as an
antilabor measure. The Justice Department knows that it cannot deport
Nabeshka since the Soviet Union refuses to accept any deportee who left that
country before 1918. Nabeshka, meanwhile, is free on $500 hail.
EJmanuel Fitharotjlis is secretary of the Federation of Greek Maritime Unions.

He has been assigned by his union to represent it in the United States and to
protect the rights of Greek seamen in this country. The Justice Department has
repeatedly refused to extend Pitharoulis’ stay here and is constantly seeking
to force his departure from the United States. Protests by trade unions and
other organizations has so far forced the Justice Department to permit Pitharoulis
to remain for another 6 months. His stay here will now terminate in March 1947.
Joe Weber was brought to the United States, from Yugoslavia at the age of

9 in 1913. For 25, years he worked to organize coal miners, machinists, shoe
workers, steel workers, and farm-equipment workers. Weber had been led
to believe that he was an American citizen* on the basis of his father’s naturaliza-'
tion. However, after his father died in 1943, he found out that/his father had
never become an American citizen. Last year, during the strike of farm-equip-
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merit aworkers; Joe Weber was indicted for 1 having claimed . to ' be an American .

citizen. At the same time, deportation proceedings were started* against hinr
oh the ground that:, in 1939, while attending a convention of the Farm Equip-
merit-Workers Union in San Francisco, he went across * the' border to Calienter;

for a 4-hour visit and; thereby, ^reentered'the country illegally^ v
;

Peter Hauisiades faces deportation to Greece- on the ground of his former i

membership in- the Communist Party. special statement- on this case, is at- %

ta’ched: (Attachment not a part of "subpenaed document:)* - . ;

January 20, 1947.

Mr. Russeld. I show you a photostatic copy of a document entitled*'

^Memorandum of the State Review Commission,” which contains the »

subheading “Regarding tWneed 'for increased'vigilance in combatting
;

the aitacks of the FBI on the democratic -rights, of Communists andv
all Progressives.” I ask you if you are/familiar with the contents of. %

this document and whether’ or not it was one of the documents ob-
tained under the provisions of the search warrant' mentioned /previ-

ously during the course of this hearing? \ ..

Mr. Cvetic. I am familiar with- the contents of this document,,*
Which was obtained under the search warrant from a desk" in Steves
Nelson’s office in the Communist Party headquarters in Pittsburgh.

;

x

’Mr. Russeix.-TMs document pertains to the"Communist Party feel-/"

ing regarding the Federal Bureau of Investigation, does it.hot?
Mt/Cvetic. Yes. -

Mr. Rttsselx,. This document also outlines the strategy and method^/
to be employed by

ri

Communists when they are approached by FBI"
agents, as well as what to do when a Gommunist is served with a-t.

subpena, a search warrant, or a warrant of arrest, does it.not? * *

Mr. Cvetic. Yes, sir. “

, ^
.Mr. Russeeii. Mr. Cvetic, I note that on page 2 of this document'"

you -are referred to as a “spy” t»y the Communist "Party, along with a,

r

person^ named" Nicodemus and Angela Calomiris. Calofairis as*’

referred to as one of the Government Spies, which would indicate that
,

tfie Communist Party considers the Government df *the 'Uhited rStates
'*

as analienhody to it, and particularly does this seem so when we read
on pages 4 and 5 of the document that the Communist Party regards .

informants within its ranks as- “enemy agents:”* ' ’
' — / .

,'I^fr. Gvbtxc:; That is correct. ,
'

> \ ' \ T

Mr. RussEEu.:f Mr. Chairman,.! ask that, this document; be intro-/
duced in the - record as Cvetic exhibit Fo. 90, andthat, itS contents ,"

be made a part,of the transcript of this hearing.
Mr. Woph. .^ordered.

,
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v (The*document;above referred sto‘5 marked “Cvetic^Exhibit No., 90,??
*
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MteMORANritjaf 01*- the? State Review Commission -Regarding* the Need foiv*
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'
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*Jn the face :of the ever-growing: sentiment and movement; among the American?

;

people for American-Soviet negotiations to ban and A- and H-bombs, to end the,

cold war and prevent the outbreak;of a shooting,war, Wall Street has stepped up;
its - offensive against democratic- liberties here at home./..This is inf line: with *

Secretary of State Aclieson’s call for “total diplomacy.”. It reflects the weakness *

and- desperation of American imperialism in view of the unmistakable strength* %
of the camp of peace,, democracy,:and socialism; .JBig business* is determined -to*

silence every advocate of; peace, to-stifle the, rising smuggles 0f American *labpr»*

G3i7fc—50—pt.* 3- A-ii
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and tHe Negro people. ' Tliis^ explains the frantic activities of the FBI as a -major-
spearhead of reaction’s offensive against the democratic rights of all Americans. ,

It has become a matter of public knowledge, openly admitted and boasted;,
about, that the FBI has over many years engaged in the practice of sending itsu
spies into the ranks of the Communist Party and various progressive- organiza--
ti'ons. The purposes of these nefarious activities are: (1) to compile lists of
names for harrassment and punitive actions ; (2) to sow confusion, dissension,.. >

and factionalism within the party and instill lack of confidence in the party-:
leadership and its policies; and (3) to facilitate reaction’s efforts to illegalize
the Communist Party and ban all progressive movements.
The activities of the FBI are not confined to Communist or so,-called left:;

organizations. It has compiled lists and records of individuals and organiza-
tions who have in the past or at present shown the slightest signs of liberalism,,
who have even in the mildest manner shown some enthusiasm for the New Heal..
This includes individuals and organizations from among labor, from among the*
Negro people, from among the ranks of scientists, teachers, artists, and in alls
professional fields. This governmental Gestapo represents one of the most
important agencies for the intimidation and persecution of all Americans who*
stand for peace and are opposed to fascism.
The testimony of Baymond P. Whearty, Acting Assistant Attorney General,,,

connected with the Criminal Division of the Department of Justice, before a.

congressional subcommittee, shows how far-reaching are the activities of the*
FBI and the threat they pose for the very existence of American democracy. He
admitted that the FBI has 21,105 cases pending of individuals accused of “sub-
versive” activities. He divides this number into two categories—some 12,000*
cases that the FBI is ready to have prosecuted, depending only on the outcome-
of an eventual appeal to the Supreme Court regarding the Folejr Square verdict

;

and another 9,000 or so which the FBI holds in abeyance for the moment, since*
they are reluctant to reveal their stool-pigeon witnesses in a courtroom. :

These activities of the FBI coincide with, and are an integral part of, the*
drive of reaction to pass the Fascist Mundt-Nixon bill. It is likewise in line*
with the announcement of the House Un-American Activities Committee that it
is undertaking the publication of a bible of so-called subversives which they
estimate will include 1,000,000 names.
A recent example from Lancaster, Pa., shows the true role and danger to the*

labor movement from the activities of the FBI. The FBI, with the connivance
of the BCA corporation, had a member of TJE3 Local 124 brought from her job-
into one of the company’s offices, where she was grilled and threatened by an*
FBI agent, in an effort to have her become an informer against her fellow*
unionists.
A very noticeable feature of the work of the FBI is that they particularly-

speeded the process of sending stool pigeons into the ranks of the Communist
Party and other progressive organizations during the period of the American--
Soviet-British-Alliance to smash Nazi Germany and Fascist Japan. This was at
a time when thousands of American Communists were sacrificing their lives on3

the battlefields in defense of our country and its people. This also was the
'

period in which the FBI showed a lack of enthusiasm for ferreting out and prose-

-

cuting Nazi supporters and saboteurs of the Nation’s war effort, numbers of whom
were to be found in leading industrial and political circles. Angela Calomiris,.
one of the Government spies who testified for the prosecuton in the Foley Square-
trial, admitted that she was first approached to become an FBI agent a little over'
2" months after the United States entered the war and fought together with the*
Soviet Union and other countries to defeat Nazi Germany. Matt Cvetic of Pitts-
burgh has admitted he joined the Communist Party as an FBI spy in February-
1943.
The FBI has become increasingly powerful in the past few years, operating-

like a giant octopus whose tentacles stretch out to all parts of the country. It
not only has a whole network of agents operating from some 50 offices throughout
the country, but coordinates and centralizes the information gathered in by-
stool-pigeon set-ups of local and State police departments, corporations, various
reactionary-led organizations, certain labor bureaucrats, etc. Here in Chicago*
it receives invaluable aid from both the red squad and the labor detail of the-
Chicago police department. While it is an agency within the Department oL
Justice, it has unusual powers, acting as a law unto itself; even holding a club-
over the heads of all other "governmental bodies.- A move has been on foot for-
sdme time *to extend further its powers by converting the- FBI into a separate^
independent department outside of the jurisdiction of the Djepa^tment of Justice?
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How- extensive have "been the activities of the FBI can be gleaned from the
following few: facts : *

,

1. The funds allotted to the FBI have increased immeasurably over the years.

*

Its budgetary request for 1951 is $57,400,000. With these funds, it intends to
increase its stalf to 11,019 of which 4,602 are FBI agents. Of the total of 92t> •

additional personnel requested by the Department of Justice, 702. are for the FBI. „

In addition to its regular agents, the FBI enlists .the services of large numbers
of individuals as informers and agrees to pay their expenses—often people in-,

volved in various crimes and for who the 'FBI promises protection for services
rendered to it (examples—the spies Nicodemus, Cvetie, etc.).
- 2. Since 1924, when the Fingerprint Division of the FBI was established, the
number offingerprints on record grew from 810,188, to 113,057,485. Only a small
part of these are of criminals (93,415,550 are noncriminal). During the year
of 1949 alone, over 3% million prints were received, c -c

. 3. Under the Loyalty Act, 3,000,000 Government employe.es and job applicants
have been investigated. Questions were raised about 11,619 people. The FBI
claims that evidence warranted a study of some 7,342 of these. A number of
these people have been dismissed or harassed to the point where they themselves
quit.

4. It is an acknowledged fact that the FBI illegally engages in wire-tapping,
rifling of mails, and other forms of snooping.

5. Its agents are secured from among college and university graduates who"
have specialized either in law or as accountants. Bach agent is in charge of 14,

cases on the average, being assigned to collect information upon each case.
Here in Chicago, as elsewhere throughout the United States, FBI agents have

engaged in snooping under the.guise of hunting for “subversives.” Usually the
practice has been to Visit neighbors or janitors and inquire about the personal
lives and habits, the political opinions, and the general activities of progressives
living in the given building. There have been eases where FBI agents have
approached janitors and demanded of them that they gather up regularly and
turn over to the FBI, all newspapers, letters, communications, documents, and
other material that the given progressive throws into the garbage. In some
cases, FBI agents have visited employers or relatives seeking additional informa-
tion about given, progressives. There are instances where FBI agents have
phoned or visited homes of progressives under false

,
pretenses (posing as repre-

sentatives of insurance firms, credit houses, etc.) in order to inquire into the’
personal lives and connections of individuals.
Although this is not a general practice, in several cases, FBI agents have

come directly to the homes of progressives, shown their badge of identification,
sought entrance in order to grill the individual and to look around or search the
premises. These activities of the FBI are in complete.violation of the law. The
Constitution of the United States states :

“The idght of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and,
effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violatedr and
no warrants shall issue not upon probable cause, supported by oath or affirmation,*
and particularly describing the place to be searched, and the persons or things
to be seized.” (Article IV, Bill of Bights to the United States Constitution.)

In accordance with the above, and after due consultation with lawyers well-
versed on issues associated with civil liberties. Communists and all progressives
who are approached by FBI agents, no matter what the circumstances, are
advised to conduct themselves as follows : *

1. Do not talk. You are not compelled to talk, to answer questions. Don't
try to outsmarts them by engaging in discussion or answering questions, no>
matter how innocently this may appear. Be under no illusions that you cam
create sympathy or understanding. You will get in no trouble if you don't
talk—you may unwittingly fall into a trap if you do talk.

2. Hermit no officer or fbi agent to enter your hohe unless he presents;
a search warrant. If he Should ring the bell or knock on your door, step
outside your door entrance and see him in the hallway. If he should have a
search warrant, be sure to read it over carefully to make sure it is an appropriate
document and that it specifies the purposes and nature *of things to be searched,,
before such officer or agent is admitted. Search warrants are only issued under
a court signature and seal.

3. For purposes of arrest, officer or agent must present a warrant for
arrest. Such a warrant does, not require;you to admit the officer or agent into
your home.
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r &* Go NO' PLAGE WITH ANf PERSON WHO DOES NOT HAVE A WARRANT FOR' TOUR
arrest. Do not voluntarily agree to go to the police station or FBI head-
quarters, and so forth. ,

5. A SUBPENA SERVED ON YOU DOES NOT MEAN* YOU MUST ACCOMPANY PERSON'
SERVING SAME OR SURRENDER TO HIM ANY DOCUMENTS OB MATERIAL. All yOU Ueedi
do is accent it. A subpena will indicate ivheh and where you are to appear or,
'ibherV find tirtiere you are to produce certain documents, records,* Or other 1

material.
6. Contact the Civil Rights Congress and its lawyers; At the earliest

possible moment, call or contact the CiVil Rights Congress, so that you may be*
properly advised as to* your rights and receive necessary counsel. It is impera-
tive that the rights accorded citizens under the Constitution be rigidly insisted?
upon*

* * * * " * *

; This memorandum of tlie State ^Review Commission oh the activities - of the
FBI has been issued in order to alert all Communists ahd progressive-minded*
ihdividuald and organizations to the serious menace to democratic liberties'
contained in the spying, harassment, intimidation, and persecution carried on
by this American version of a sup.er-Gestapo.

.

M

The fact that the FBI is especially concerned with destroying the Communist
Part^ is itself a tribute to the fact that our party is the vanguard of the struggle'
fbr peace, in defense of the rights of labor and the Negro people, against the
growing threat of fascism. Its efforts to cause harm to our party can be defeated,^
providing :

,

1. We publicly unmask the FBI as an instrument of reaction, alert the
American people to the danger from this source, and help to forge the broadest*
united front of struggle against its Fascist-like activities.

2. We develop within our party the utmost vigilance among our entire member-
ship, in all party clubs and sections, in all party committees and among tho&e
entrusted with party leadership.
The development of the necessary vigilance in our ranks, which has nothing

in comrdon with being hysterical or panicky, will make it difficult for enemy
agents to worm themselves into our party and into positions of responsibility
and help detect and render harmless those who may have been sent in already.*
Affiohg other things, vigilance requires

:

1. Raising the political and ideological level Of understanding of our entire
party membership and developing aresolute struggle for the line of our party.

2. Pursuing a Bolshevik approach to the development and promotion of forces
for'leadership, especially from among workers and Negroes, based on the critefid-
&0 well formulated by Dimitroff in 1935. .

3. Developing a greater knowledge by the leadership of all our members with
the view of combating and eliminating weaklings, opportunists, chrCerists, and
degenerates who may have at one time or another found their way into* our ranks.

4. A consistent struggle for those Leninist principles of party organization

:

inner party democracy
;
criticism and self-criticism ; democratic centralism ; dis-

cipline and upholding of parts' unity ; combating bureaucracy and all expressions'
o£ factionalism ; vigorous opposition to all forms of opportunism and deviation1

from the line of the party. 1 '

£>. While at all times working to recruit and build^our party as the highest
1

grodriti and present-day activities and characteristics of all proposed for member-
ship: All possible recruits should be discussed by the branch 5 or its leadership1 '

dhd be approved before admittance into the parly.
6. Ah uncompromising struggle must be waged against impermissible loose1

talk and gossip ; against building up of membership lists and bandying about of'
names in complete .disregard of the times we live in ; against unwise use of tele-
phones and mail as a substitute for direct, personal contact ; against sloppy1

faethods of work and failure to check on fulfillment of decisions. The latter point5

Is of extreme importance. Proper check-up strengthens the party and helps cor-
rect weaknesses. Failure to check up .often serves as a convenient cloak behirLd
which enemy agents cover themselves. ’ <

The past few years especially have demonstrated that our party and its1

embers liave stood, firm,' have weathered every attack of the ehemy unflinchingly.
Wd can confidently face the future, despite the fact that the' road ahead may
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* be strewn with new challenges, new difficulties, new .attacks. We know: that
American imperialism is desperate—it is frantic. It raves and rages—not
.out of strength, but out of weakness. To the extent that we build the broadest
united front of struggle for peace, democracy, security, and progress—to the
extent that we build and strengthen our party, broaden its influence and its ties
with the people, in the first place, with labor and the Negro people—to that

^extent can and will the drive of monopoly capital toward war and fascism
be upset and defeated.

Mr. Russell. Mr. Cvetic, I show you a photostatic copy of a docu-
vment which .contains the addresses of the various Communist Party
headquarters in the United States, as well as the name of the person
who is the principal officer of the Communist Party in the various

:
regions of the United States. I ask you if this is also one of the
documents secured under the provisions of the search warrant pre-
viously mentioned in this hearing?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes; sir. This was obtained under the search warrant

from a drawer in Steve Nelson’s desk.
Mr. Russell. Mr. Cvetic,.could you tell "us whether or not there

have been any changes made in the various secretaries and chairmen
yyhpse names appear on this list, by the Communist Party ?

Mr. Cvetic. I know that in the district of western Pennsylvania,
.William Albertson was removed as .secretary and transferred to De-
troit, Mich., and was replaced by a Communist Party member who was
transferred to Pittsburgh from Brooklyn, N. X.

^
The new secretary’s

name is in the hands of the city detectives of Pittsburgh and can’he
^obtained by this, committee from that source.

. ;

Mr. Bussell. Mr. Chairman, I request that this document be in-
* troduced inthe record of this hearing as Cvetic exhibit No. 91, and'that
its contents be made a part of'the transcript.
Mr. Wood. So ordered.

.

(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 91,”
'is as follows:) *

.

... *

I. New England: 80 Boylston Street, room 546, Boston, 16/ Mass. "Manny Blum,
chairman

;
Dave Bosenberg, secretary.

2. New York : 35 East Twelfth Street, New "York 3, N. X. Robert Thompson,
chairman; William Norman, secretary.

3. Eastern Pennsylvania : 250 South Broad Street, room 710, Philadelphia, Pa.
Philip Bart, chairman ; Bob Klonsky, secretary.

4. Maryland-District of Columbia: 220 North Liberty Street, Baltimore 1, Md.
Phil Erankfeld, chairman ; George Meyers, labor secretary.

Washington, D. O. : 527 Ninth Street NW., room 301, Washington, D. O. Roy
Wood.

5. Western Pennsylvania: 417 Grant Str.eet, room 426, Pittsburgh 19, Pa.
Steve Nelson, chairman ; William Albertson, secretary ; Andy Onda, labor
secretary.

6. Ohio : 1426 West Third Street, room 203, Cleveland, Ohio. Martin Chancey,
organization secretary ; Joe Brandt, labor secretary-

7. Michigan: 900 Lawyers Building, Detroit 26, Mich. Saul Wellman, acting
chairman ; Tom Dennis, acting organization secretary.

8. Illinois: 208 North Wells Street, room 201, Chicago, 111. Claude Lightfoot.
9. Minnesota: Post-office box 714, Minneapolis, Minn. Martin Mackie, chair-

man ; Carl Ross, secretary.
For telegrams : The Worker, 324 Hennepin Avenue, room 801, Minne-

apolis, Minn.

10.

Indiana : 29 South Delaware, room 31, or post-office box 932, Indianapolis,
Ind. George Sandy, chairman.

II. Oregon : Post-office box 185, Portland 7, Oreg. Mark Haller, chairman.
,12. Northwest: 614*4 First Avenue (or post-office box 332), Seattle 4, Wash.

Henry Huff, chairman ; O. VanLydegraf, secretary.



13. California (Arizona, Nevada) ; 042 Market Street, room 701, San Francisco
2, Calif. William Schneiderman, chairman; Louise Todd, secretary.

Los Angeles : 124 West Sixth Street, room 525, Los Angeles, Calif. Dorothy
Healey, chairman ;

Ben Dobbs, secretary.
Arizona: 716^£ East Washington Street, Phoenix, Ariz. Morris Graham,

chairman.
14. New Jersey: 33 Park Place, room 304, Newark, N. J. Martha Stone, chair-

man; Joe Fisher, secretary.
15. Connecticut : Post-office box 10 or 840 Main Street, Bridgeport, Conn. Mike

Russo, chairman ; Sid Taylor, secretary.
18. Wisconsin: 617 North Second Street, room 902, Milwaukee, Wis. Andrew

Remes, chairman ; Esther Eisenscher, secretary.
19. Colorado (New Mexico-Wyoming) : Post-office box 2691 or 929 Seventeenth

Street, Denver 1, Colo. Art Bary.
21. Missouri: 1041 North Grand Street, St. Louis, Mo. Jim Forest, chairman;

Helen Mussel, secretary.
22. West Virginia : Post-office box 1345, Charleston, W. Va.
23. Texas : Post-office box 4085, Houston, Tex. Ed Hardy.
24. Louisiana: Room 417 Godchaux Building or Post-office box 2727, New Or-

leans, La. Irving Goff, chairman.
25. Florida : Post-office box 2732, Tampa, Fla. George Nelson, chairman.

, 26. Virginia : 11 North Linden Street or post-office box 132, Richmond, Va.
Alice Burke, chairman ; Dave Bennett, secretary. ,

27. Alabama: Post-office box 1891, Birmingham 1, Ala. Sam Hall, chairman;
Andy Brown, secretary.

28. Oklahoma : Post-office box 245, Oklahoma City, Okla. Allen Shaw, chairman.
29. North and South Carolina: Box 62, Chapel Hill, N. C. Junius Scales, B.

Friedlander.
31. Georgia: Post-office box' 4836, Atlanta 9, Ga. Homer Chase, chairman.
30. Montana: Post-office box 77, Butte,. Mont.. Jack Lucid, chairman.
32. Nebraska: 5407 South Twenty-ninth Avenue, Omaha 7; or post-office box

445, Omaha 1, Nebr. Warren Batterson, chairman.
35. Utah : 75 Southwest Temple Street, Salt Lake City 1, Utah. Wallace Talbot,

chairman ; Josephine Douglas, secretary.

Mr. Russell. Mr. Chairman, I have no further questions.
Mr. Wood. The subcommittee stands adjourned.
(Thereupon, at 12 : 50 p. m. on Thursday, September 28, 1950, the

hearing was adjourned.)



mposls OP THE COMMUNIST/ PARTY OF WESTERN
PENNSYLYANIA—PART 3, BASED UPON TESTIMONY
OF MATTHEW CYETIC AND DOCUMENTS OF COMMUNIST
PARTY OF WESTERN PENNSYLYANIA

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 13, 1950

United States House of Representatives

,

^Subcommittee of the Committee on TJn-American" Activities,
'Washington

,,
D. G.

EXECUTIVE SESSION

The subcommittee of one met, pursuant to call, at 10 a. m., in room
:226, Old House Office Building, Washington, D. C., Hon. Burr P . Har-
urison presiding.

Committee member present: Hon. Burr P. Harrison.
Staffmember present : Louis J. Russell, senior investigator.

Mr. Harrison. Mr. Jones, will you hold up your right hand and
?be sworn. Y on solemnly swear that in the testimony you are about to

.give you will speak the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
^truth, so help you God?

Mr. Jones. I do.

TESTIMONY OP WILLIAM JACKSON JONES

Mr. Russell. Mr. Jones, you are employed as an investigator by
:the Committee on Un-American Activities, are you not?

Mr. Jones. I am.
Mr. Russell. On October 6, 1950, did you subpena certain docu-

ments from one Matthew Cvetic, a former undercover agent of the

^Federal Bureau of Investigation?
Mr. Jones. Yes, I did.

Mr. Russell. Mr. Jones, I show you a document entitled* “In-

structor’s Outline for Orientation Course,” prepared by the National
,-Education Commission of the Communist Party, U. S. A., and ask

you if this is one of the documents which was subpenaed from Mr.
‘Cvetic on October* 6, 1950 ?

Mr. Jones. This is one of the documents I subpenaed from Mr.
'Cvetic on that date.
, .Mr. Russell. Mr. Chairman, I ask that the contents of this docu-

ments copied into the transcript of this hearing and that it be marked
‘“Cvetic Exhibit No. 92.”

Mr. Harrison. It is so ordered.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 92,”

3s as follows :)

3073
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INSTRUCTOR’S OUTLINE FOR ORIENTATION COURSE
(Prepared by: National Education Commission, Communist Party, TJ. S. A.,

35 East Twelfth Street, New York City)

Foreword to the Teacher

I. Inundertaking these new members’, classes, your object should be:
1. To develop certain* basic knowledge about the party : its theory and organi-

sation
;
its policy and program

;

2 . To instill a respect, devotion, and loyalty to the party;
3. To lay the foundations, and stimulate the desire, for further continuous

study of party theory and for the regular reading of ;the party press;
4. To help integrate the new members as rapidly as possible into his or her

party club and into the life of theparty.
,

II. In teaching these classes, your method should aim at

:

1. Tying up the content of the discussions with the new members’ own ex-
perience.

2. Drawing on the present experience and past history of the American peo-
ple and especially of the working class in America, using current materials from
the Daily Worker.
^3. Affording the new member experience in active participation in collective

discussion

;

4. Encouraging the new member to feel responsible for the free expression of
his questions, doubts, and disagreements, with a view to their clarification.

* III.. In preparing for these classes, your approach should be

:

1*. To master the material, so that -you are not bound by the notes you make,
but can develop the content as flexibly as possible;

2. At the same time, not to expect to know all the answers -without exception,
or to try to makeithe student, think you do (he will respect you more for admitting
your lack.pf knowledge on a given point, and,proposing to have it ready the next
-time, than for any attempt to bluff)

.

- 3. To familiarize yourself as far as possible with the background and experi-
ence of the new members, both as a way of Understanding their difficulties, help-
ing them to make their best contributions to the discussion;

4. To be constantly on the alert for individual problems and achievements in
the course of the class, so that these can be handled in such a way as to continu-
ally raise the level of the class.

IV. In developing the subject matter of each class you should

:

1. Constantly refer to and. exposecurrent misconceptions about one or another
question. The members will understand" the main ' questions better if they are
-explained; on the basis pf refuting wrong ideas which exist—e. g. “imperialism
means owning colonies “socialism means dividing everything up”; etc.

2. All the main points iireach lesion* shbuld* be -hammered horde by pointing
out and exposing the anti-Marxist theories and policies of . Browder/ For
.example' in Wesson one :. .The class struggle *versus Browder’s revisionist policy
.>9^ class collaboration ; in lesion two : The reactionary nature of American im-
perialism versus Browder’s falser theory about the inherently intelligent and
progressive role of American imperialism

; in 1 lesson three : Our ultimate goal
of socialism versus Browder’s abandonment of the goal of socialism ; in lesson

ffthr* Marxigt-Beninist conception pf the party versus.Browder’s liquidation
rpfjdie Communist Party ; §tc. .

, h
-

V V. Tn* using fhe outline please bear in mind that :

‘

V / 5

^ilh notbe possible fo coverdn each session every point developed' in the
Jhtline for fhat ^session. The instructor should use his' Judgment, depending onthe level of development of the particular class being taught,, an deciding how
91dch rth6 in the . outline is to bp developed in -each session. '

,

-

\ jK n

ls ' m^endfed"that these classes for hew member/ should'go as deeplyand fully into various theoretical questions as would be *done, for exampin' fnh
*4°?l&§r r coursje *om Bthe * fundamentals ofMarxism. ; Thei instructor should, aim at

-
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" Tmi CHARACTER op PRESENT-DAY AMERICA
Session 1 ^ ; »v ,

- ; 4 ;
" *

WHY DID .TOW JOIN THE PAETY? -

1. After a brief introduction, which should serve to introduce tlie main ob-
jects of the class, the above question should be placed before the students:

^
(a) It will help “break the ice,” and get them involved at once in .discussion^
(b) It will help the teacher to get useful,knowledge about them.
2. Two cautions

:

‘ (a) Do not let this part of the lesson drag, . „
(b) At the same time, this is a good time to begin establishing the idea of full

answers. Guide questions, such as: “What do you mead by * *T 9 and
“What makes you think that * * *?”, will help to draw the student out.

3. The answers to this question will probably deal with one or the other ox
these main objectives :

' "

(a-) To solve immediate problems : Discrimination, economic insecurity, war,
etc.

(b) To bring about the ultimate, goal of the transformation of society, through
the establishment of socialism.

4. In summarizing this part of the discussion, the teacher should show that
both these goals require, to begin with, a fundamental analysis of' the country
as it is today, because : , ^

(a ) They will not be reached by the “drawing up of blueprints”.; but
v

(b) They must rest on the knowledge of: (1) What is to be fought, against
(2) what forces are at hand for the fight. , .

,
, ,

I. THE COUNTRY WE LIVE ITT
f

(a) The United States is one of the largest countries in the world with a
population of more than 130,000,000. Its boundaries stretch almost 3,0Q0 miles
from coast to coast and extend northward from the Rio Grande bordering Mbxico
to the Canadian border. Within, this vast territory there is an enormous wealth
Of natural resources—coal, iron, silver, lead, water power, wheat, cotton, tobacco;
corn, pasture land for cattle and livestock of all kind, etc. . „

* ' ’

(b) The United States is the' greatest industrial nation in the world. "It

TeadS all other countries in the output of coal; iron, steel, cotton, automobiles;
manufactured goods of various kinds. The enormous capacity of American In-
dustry to produce was revealed during' the war when almost $200,000,000,000
worth of goods and services were produced or made available. -

"
/

'

II. THE UNITED STATES IS A CAPITALIST COUNTRY

(a) Private ownership of means of production by numerically small capitalist*

lass. -
* ' ' *

(b) Capitalist production for sale and not for satisfaction of needs of people.

It is production for profit and notfor use. -
>

•

(c) Working class completely divprce.d from ownership of means of production

;

owns only its own labor power; compelled to sell its labor'pbwef to capitalists

for wages in order* to live'. Approximately' 45 to 50 million wage workers in1

the United States although not all are employed. „ /
' '* '

(&) The labdr power of workers when applied in production creates a, surplus
value;' appropriation of this surplus by capitalists—exploitation1 of workers—is

the source of capitalist profit.
t ^ ,

(e) v Power in Country rests in hands'of capitalist class. *

HI. CONTRADICTlOlsTS of CAPITALISM
^

i
* S 1

( a ) The basic contradiction of the capitalist system is‘that* between? the
social'character of production and' the priVate nature of appropriation.*:

* (b) This reflects itself in contradictions *between : ' <m .. : / . . 1 ' *
f
't

Organization of production , within' the ' factory and the anarchy, or plan-
lessness, of production in capitalist societyas a whole. ' - t ,

^

* .. .Tendencies, toward unlimited expansion of production and a? constants
narrowing down of consumingpoweranchpitalisb society. - .

'
;

' ;« 1 - +'*<-
1 .*

. Constant .struggle between two basic/ classes—bourgeoisie^ and*proletariat
(o) These contradictions prove not only- the * desirability>*but % also* the ih-~)

eyitability.of' socialism * as the only* way ;1mwhich- these'/ contradictions cam be
Solved. ^ I > : U > A *

" j t * 1 ^
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IV. MASS UNEMPLOYMENT IS . AN INEVITABLE FEATURE OF CAPITALIST PRODUCTION'

.
(®) pevelopment of capitalist industry and agriculture, accompanied by ever-

increasing use of machinery and other methods to increase labor productivity,,
constantly displaces part of working force. Growth of monopoly ruins small
industry and throws employees out of work. Ruin of small farms divorces^
farmers from land.

(&) Capitalist production thus creates ah “industrial reserve army” of un-
employed workers. Unemployment a permanent feature of capitalism, a necessity
for capitalist development. In past, industrial reserve army periodically re-
absorbed in industry when production expanded and again thrown out during:
crisis and depression.

(c) In imperialist era, and especially since capitalism has entered a periods
of general crisis of entire system, the industrial reserve army of unemployed
has been transformed into chronic mass army of unemployed which (except
during wartime) is not reabsorbed in industry even when production reaches;
its highest levels. Two and a half million unemployed at peak of “prosperity”
in 1929; 17,000,000 unemployed at lowest point of 1929-32 crisis; average of*
8,000,000 unemployed during whole period of New Deal.

v. CYCLICAL ECONOMIC CRISES ARE INEVITABLE UNDER CAPITALISM

(a) In fierce competitive struggle for profits, capitalists are constantly com-
pelled to introduce more developed methods of production, to increase produc-
tivity of worker in order to cut production costs ; leads to anarchy of production,
i. e., production without plan and without regard to ability of market to absorb*
everything produced.

(b) Tendencies toward unlimited expansion of production in order to secure*maximum profits come into conflict with narrowing market determined in last
analysis by low purchasing power of exploited masses.

(c) As total production expands, there is necessarily a constant decrease in*
the ability of the workers and farmers to buy back the products of industry*
and agriculture because of their exploitation. This leads to period of relative-
overproduction.

(d) The ability of capitalists to sell their products leads to periodic crises
of overproduction. In the past such crises took place on an average of every-
10 to 12 years.

(e) In this period of the general crisis of capitalism, cyclical economic
crises occur more frequently and take on exceptional severity and acuteness;
because of whole series of new factors—existence of chronic mass army of*
unemployed, existence of chronic agrarian crisis, chronic underutilization of*
full productive capacity, policies of trusts and monopolies^ (superprofits, arti-
ficial maintenance of prices, etc.). Crisis of 1929, 1937; maturing elements of
inevitable new crisis in next period.

vr. THE CLASS STRUGGLE

(a.) The development of capitalist production leads to concentration and cen-
tralization of wealth on one side and the growing impoverishment, insecurity of*
the masses on the other.

( & ) Leads to sharpening of class antagonisms and class struggle

:

With development of industry, working class grows in numbers, strength,,
and consciousness. The antagonism and struggle between the two basic-
classes in modern society—working class and capitalist class—grow and
become more intense.
The middle classes are constantly being ruined by development of capi-

talist production and hurled into ranks of proletariat; vacillate between
working’ class and capitalist class.
Working class is most revolutionary class; it is the leader of all ex-

ploited sections of people—Negro people, farmers, etc. Created by capi-
talism, it is the grave digger of capitalism.

(c) With the growth of the working class, the workers learn that they havecommon interests in the fight against the capitalist class. They form trade
unions and fight for the immediate interests of the workers—for better wages,
Shorter hours, better conditions of work. Their struggle with the capitalist
clqss grows in breadth and sharpness.

(d) In the course of this* struggle the workers learn that they must use not
only

,
economic but political weapons. They find that the political institutions.
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of capitalism—what we call the state—are dominated by the capitalists, 1 . e.,

the police, the Armed Forces, the legislative and administrative bodies. The
workers enter the arena of political as well as economic*battles. We see this

taking place in the United States today.
„ „ . ...

(e) This class struggle also takes place on the theoretical front against tne

theories and ideology which the capitalists develop in order to justify their

system of exploitation.
(f) However, by themselves and from their experience alone, the workers

cannot learn the need for socialism. Through their experiences alone they can-

not rise above the level of a trade-union consciousness. .

(g) The working class needs a political party to give them this socialist

consciousness, to make them see the need of socialism as a result of their day-

to-day struggles. This is the TOle of the Communist Party, which is composed
of the most advanced workers, and which develops the socialist consciousness

of the workers in the course of the leadership which it gives to the daily struggles

of the workers for their immediate needs.

Heading Material

For student: Communist- Manifesto, chapter 1.

For instructor : Socialism, Scientific and Utopian, by Engels, chapter 3.

Session II

TSCE UNITED STATES IS AN IMPERIALIST COUNTRY „ > t

1. American economic life dominated by trusts and monopolies—the 6tt

(a) More than in any other capitalist country in the world, industry in the'

United States is monopolized and trustified—steel trust; aluminum trust, etc.

Estimated that industries dominating economic life of country centered in

hands of 60 families—Rockefellers, Morgans, du Fonts, Fairless, Girdler, Ford,

Wilson, Stettinius, Pew, etc. In 1937 there were at least 900 products in pro-

duction of which four companies accounted for 75 percent or more.

(1) Growth of trusts and monopolies driving -small business out; be-

tween 1900 and 1939, 16,000,000 new businesses started of which 14,000,000

died. '
. *

(2) War increased power of trusts and monopolies in economic life of

country ;
there are now 500,000 fewer small businesses than before the war.

(b) No longer any separation between control of banks and control of industry

:

(1) Morgan bank now controls many industries.

(2) Rockefeller money (made in oil industry) now controls first na-

tional bank.
, ^ . . _ . ,

( G ) Eight groups of financial capitalists (i.e., capitalists who control both'

banks and industries) dominate economic life of country. They consist of J. P.

Morgan & Co. ; Kuhn, Loeb & Co. ; Rockefeller interests : Mellon family, du
Pont family ;

three regional finance-capitalist groups in Chicago, Boston, and
Cleveland. '

-
. ^ .

(<Z) Following First World War, American capitalists stopped borrowing from
European capitalists and began lending money abroad and making foreign

investments. Today such foreign investments (export of capital) are even
larger and more important source of profit for American capitalists than export

of manufactured goods.
. ,, . _ ... . ,

(e) American trusts and monopolies participate m world cartels with trusts-

and monopolies of other countries to divide up markets, fix production quotas, set ,

prices, establish spheres of influence, * etc. Investigations during war showed
tie-up’ of American trusts in chemical, electrical, rubber, etc., industries with;

German and Japanese trusts in cartel arrangements.
(f ) The United States shares in the possession of colonies which are divided

up among the imperialist powers. It has as colonial possessions: the Philip-

pines, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands. Equally important is the hidden
economic and political domination of nominally independent countries by Amer- !

ican imperialism,-especially.the Latin-American countries. - - - ' *

II. WECAT IS IMPERIALISM?

(a) “Imperialism is a special historical stage* of capitalism. ^ * “The
substition of monopoly for free competition is the fundamental economic feature *

of imperialism. Monopoly manifests itself in five main forms

:
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*
:

t{

(1) Cartels, syndicateA arid' trusts ; tlie concentration/ of production* hav-^
ing reached the stage "which- gives rise to these monopolistic combinations*

; "of the Capitalists

;

“2. The monopolistic position of the big banks; three to five gigantic banks*
,

manipulate the whole economic life of' America, Prance, Germany

;

‘*3. Usurpation of the sources of raw material by the trusts arid 5 the finan-
cial oligarchy (finance capital is monopolistic industrial capital' merged witlr
hank capital) ;

“4. The [economic] partition of the world among’ the International cartels*
has begun. The international cartels which dominate the whole world mar-
ket, dividing it “airiicably” among themselves—until war brings about a

r
redistribution—already numbers over 100. The export of capital, a spe^
cifically5 characteristic phenomenon distinct from the export of commodities
under nonmonopoly capitalism, is closely bound fip with the economic arid*
territorial partition of the world.

“5. The territorial political partition of"the world [colonies] is completed.”—Lenin, Collected Worlcs , vol. 19

—

Imperialism and the Split in Socialist
Movement, p. 337.

* III- IMPERIAL!S2ir AND WAR
() "Wars are inevitable result of economic and political contradictions of

capitalism sharpened and accentuated in imperialist epoch; contradictions be-
tween imperialist countries; contradictions between imperialist countries and
colonial and dependent countries; contradictions between bourgeoisie and pro-
letariat. "

.

() Communists are not pacifists. They distinguish between two kinds of
wars*:

“(T) Jhst wars : Wars that are not wars of conquest bpt wars of libera-
*' tion waged to defend the people from foreign attack and from attempts to*

enslave them, or to liberate the people from capitalist slavery, or, lastly,-
to- liberate colonies and dependent countries from the yoke of imperialism;'
and

u
(2) Unjust wars* Wars of conquest, waged to conquer .and enslave for-

* eign countries, and foreign nations.
“Wars of the first kind the Bolsheviks supported! As to wars of the, sec-

ond kind; the Bolsheviks maintained-that a resolute struggle must be^ waged
against them ’ to' the point of revolution and the overthrow of ones’ own im-

: imperialist governments ,—History of OJPSU, pp. 167-168.

Co) Communists do not adopt a fatalist attitude to the outbreak of war.' They
mobilize the people to expose and fight against every policy or action making for
iriaperialist war. *

? / IV. THE 'POLITICAL ESSENCE OF IMPERIALISM IS REACTION

‘"The political struggle of the new economy, of monopoly capitalism (im-s
perialism is monopoly capitalism), is the turn.from democracy to political reac-
tions Democracy corresponds to free competition; Political' reaction corre-r

SpOnds to monopoly. ' ?

1 “To separate ‘foreign politics’ from politics in general, or, still worse, to con-’
trast foreign politics to home politics, is fundamentally wrong* un-Marxian arid>
Unscientific. Imperialism' strives to violate! democracy, strives; toward reaction
bbth. in foreign politics arid home politics.” (Lenin, voL 19, p. 229.)-
" This’striving of imperialism to reaction, when not checked and defeated,; resultsr

in the establishriaent of fascism. . >

M " v; WHAT IS*FASCISM ‘ ‘

u ’ "
’

1 f

f
-,

¥
r ( «/) * Fascism in power is the open terrorist dictatorship* of themost reactionary^
most-chauvinist,-and most imperialist elements*of finance* capital;

*

-

' '
'

;

(b) Fascism established to realize the policies of imperialism, to maintain the*
rule of finance capital against threat of people against that rule; attempt to
shift burden of crisis upon toiling masses > and preparation for imperialist war.
Expression of decline of capitalism and inability of bourgeoisie to rule in old way.
f><(cy In United .States: danger of fascism stems frpm reactionary' mohopoly
capitalists^spreadhiedad-by/NAM—du Fonts, Morgans; Mellons; Hoover; Hear^t-
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aMcGownickfPatterson press'; .tlieir , alliance .with; Southern,.Bourbons i?ho seek
preservation of Southern feudal * institutions,; activity of Fascist organization^.
>- (d) Reactionary, profascist forces carrying pn renewed driye against, all

ipopular liberties ; to smash .unions; rob Negro people of wartime gains; divide
,dabor^and ^veterans promote anti-Semitism ; red-baiting and new anti-Gommuhi^t
legislation. * ^

* C - r , t

VT. ^BOURGEOIS DEMOCRACY AND FASCISM:

(a ) Bourgeois democracy a concealed form of dictatorship of bourgeoisie.
;

(.6) Limitations of ^bourgeois ^democracy : Universal suffrage allowed as long
,as control of capital"assured ; deception of masses through corruption.of parties,
.^control of press, radio, etc. ; lack of material guaranties to enforce rights to free
speech, free press, free assembly, etc.; restrictions on franchise—-poll tax, resi-
dence qualifications, white primaries, etc.

(c)’ Working class nQt indifferent to the .form of bourgeois rule. Reject
Trotskyite position, that there is no diffei’ence between bourgeois democracy" anfd
^fascism merely because

u
both* are forms of capitalist rule. Fight with all demo

-

; cratic elements of nation to protect and extend democratic rights and Gerties.
„ (d). Communists

(
do not wage struggle against fascism and for democracy id

„ prder to perpetuate bourgeois rule but to create better conditions for the fight
to establish socialism. Struggle for democracy an indispensable part of struggle
for socialism : “It would be fundamental mistake to suppose that the struggle for
democracy can divert the proletariat from the socialist revolution, or obscure

v
or

overshadow it, etc. “On the contrary, just as socialism cannot be victorious
unless it introduces complete democracy, so the proletariat will be unable to
prepare for victory over the bourgeoisie unless it wages a many-sided, constant,
*and revolutionary struggle for democracy” (Lenin) .

4 * *

VII. READING RODE OF WORKING CRASS IN STRUGGLE FOR DEMOCRACY

v (u) Working class most resolute, dependable,.and leading force in .strugglefor
democracy and against Fascist reaction; must strengthen independent role and
activities, display

T
greater political organizing initiative, forge national and

international unity of forces of labor.
(1>) Working class must strengthen ties with its natural allies and all demo-

cratic forces ; working farmers, Negro people, veterans, youth, women, ‘intel-
lectuals, city middle classes and their democratic.organizations.

(c) Labor should cooperate with those capitalist groupings who, for one or
anqther reason, objectively at times promote democratic aims (Wallace, etc.).
But in so "doing, labor must * rely on its own strength and -unity and upon its
alliance with the true demorcatic, anti-Fascist forces. -

. i

VIII. THE FIGHT FOR FURR SOOIAR, ECONOMIC, AND POLITICAR EQUALITY* ’FOR NEGRO
people; for unity of negro and white

(a ) 'American imperialism has established and maintains a ,speciai, oppression
of the 13,000,000 Negro people in the United States. Negro people denied fights
which whites have enjoyed for generations. Subjected to special discrimination
not. directed against .any o,ther sectionof the people. Uisci*imination all;ects vnot
only Negro workers but whole Negro people including sharecroppers, farmers,
*small-business men, professionals; And>relatively small and weak Negro capitalist
class. Whole Negro people deliberately kept in position of economic, social, and
ipolitical subjection by American imperialism. "

*

(&) Forms of *oppression, exploitation, and discrimination : - Segregation and
-^Jim Grow (in housing, trains, restaurants, schools, theaters, public ^places.
Armed Forces, etc.; discrimination in employment-^-first to be n fired, last to-be

v hired) ;
limiting employment to hardest and most menial tasks denial of right

to vote in South through poll-tax and -white primaries; denial of constitutional
rights (to serve/om juries, etc.) ; lynching and police terror against individual
/Negroes /and whole Negro communities as in- Columbia, Tenn: continued insults
in newspapers, radio, movies, etc. .

J ^
“

>(c) s therefore,.Negro people as- a whole—not only-Negro*working class—are an
.ially of the working* class ; working class must take leadership inifightdo^ establish
and strengthen this alliance by fighting for Negro rights.

i'
(:
d) American *imperialism ’maintains -special oppression of-Negro people -as

part. .of its “divide and rule” strategy. Theory of “wjiite .supremacy” (white
-chauvinism) "identical -with and serves' same ends As racist ’ theories of ^Hitler.

r 'n'o .i. ii
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"Object is to set white against Negro, prevent united struggle of both against the
-common enemy—American *imperialism, monopoly capital.

(e) Practices and ideas of race supremacy, white chauvinism, harm not only
Negroes. They are weapons aimed at white workers also. “Labor in white skin
can never be free so long as labor in a black skin is branded” (Mars). Hence,
white workers must defeat ‘‘divide and rule” strategy of imperialist ruling class

by lighting Jim Crow, segregation, and discrimination of Negroes; cement Negro
and white unity by purging its ranks of alb expressions; ddeas, and practices of
white chauvinism ; by joint struggle for full social, political, and economic equal-
ity, for Negro people.

(/) The labor movement has special obligation to open doors of trade-unions
to Negro workers on basis of full equality; to take leadership in fight for jobs,

for equal pay, equal seniority and promotion, for advancing Negroes to leadership
in labor movement.

( g ) As most advanced and most progressive class, working class must rally

people in decisive struggle to wipe out foul crime of lynching, to demand the death
penalty for lynchers, to drive poll taxers from political life, to end the poll tax.

(h) As most advanced, vanguard section of working class. Communists deeply
conscious of obligation to Stand in forefront of struggle for Negro rights; to merci-
lessly expose and remove every expression, conscious or unconscious, of chauvinism
in ranks of party, to be foremost educators of the people in shops, unions, com-
munities, against prejudice, chauvinism, hate, for unity and solidarity.

(£) In course of the struggle for Negro rights, the Communist Party advances
only ultimate program for final and complete solution of Negro question ; points
to TJ. S. S. R. as model and lesson of Socialist solution—only socialism forever
banishes national prejudice, race hatred, inequality, and oppression ; only social-

ism consolidates and guarantees for all time full and complete equality, voluntary
fraternal brotherhood, and free union of all nationalities.

Reading Material

For student: The Nature of Capitalism, by Anna Rochester; chapter 8 on
Monopoly.
For instructor : Imperialism, by Lenin ;

chapters 7—10. United Front Against
„Fascism, Dimitroff.

* Session III
WHAT IS SOCIALISM?

1. Features of Socialist system of economy:
* (a) Means of production owned in common by workers and farmers; basis

for exploitation of man by man, eliminated.

{ b ) Production for use and not for profit
;
social product of labor appropriated

by society.
(c) Working class is master of the country ; works for itself and not for class

exploiters ; exploiting class abolished.
- (d) Power in the country rests in the hands of the working class which is in
alliance with farmers—dictatorship of proletariat.

; II. SOCIALISM IS A REALITY ON ONE-SIXTH OF EARTH’S SURFACE IN U. S. S. R.

(a

)

Victory of revolution on November 7, 1917, established rule of working
class, began task of reconstructing economy on Socialist basis.

(&) Victory of socialism eliminates contradictions jof capitalism. No con-
tradiction between social production and private appropriation. Means of

v production owned in common. Production has socialist character. Social
\ products of labor appropriated by society.

\ Organized planned economy to improve material conditions of people replace^
\ anarchy of production, planlessness of capitalist production.

Unemployment, insecurity, and crises eliminated for all time.
Abolition of poverty of people Increase in wealth brings rise in material

and cultural conditions of people.

s Elimination of antagonistic classes by abolition of capitalist class and replace-
ment by fraternal collaboration of workers, farmers, socialist intelligentsia.

' III. FINAL AND IRREVOCABLE VICTORY OF SOCIALISM IN INDUSTRY AND AGRICULTURE

\ (a) Soviet Union today an advanced industrial power; industrialization
necessary as a secure foundation of Soviet power. Establishment of large-scale
socialist industry made Soviet Union independent of capitalist powers. Achieved
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[
’^through 5-year plans which , led to unparalleled rise in Soviet production and

r ^showed superiority of socialist' economic system. Industrialization opposed
.by Trotskyites and Bukharinites who are today agents of fascism and counter
*revolution.

(&) Agriculture reconstructed on socialist basis through collectivization which
; "transformed small peasant economy to large* socialist agriculture equipped with

-modern machinery and destroyed basis for restoration of capitalism.

XV. SOCIALIST DEMOCRACY IS HIGHEST FORM OF DEMOCRACY,

( a ) The present Soviet constitution, adopted in 193d, goes far beyond any
- democratic state document in world history because it is based oh the socialist
•ownership of the means of production and the elimination of exploitation of
man by man.

(fc) It promulgates and guarantees - genuine liberty for the people. The
^ -Soviet constitution, as the" greatest charter of liberty mankind ever developed,

|

provides—
j

Bight to work—guaranteed, employment and payment.
Bight to rest and leisure.

^ Bight to maintenance in old age, in case of sickness or loss of capacity to
work.

Bight to an education. - *

For women, equal rights with men in all spheres.
Freedom of religion and separation of church and state:; freedom not to

worship.
Freedom of speech, press, assembly; freedom of street demonstrations and

processions.
Universal, equal, and direct suffrage by secret ballot.

(c) No other country in the world establishes such rights and implements
"them by providing the material means for their realization.

J

Compare with
limitations on democracy in United States and formal nature of rights without
material guaranties.

(d) National oppression abolished; complete equality and harmony of nations
within Soviet Union. v J

*

(e) New task for Soviet people is to advance from socialism to communism.
iSocialism is first stage of Communist society based on principle: From each
:according to his ability, to each according to the quantity and quality of his
labor. Under communism, society operates on the principle: From each accord-
ing to his ability, to each according to his need.

V. CONSISTENT ANTI-FASCIST PEACE POLICY OF SOVIET UNION ‘

(t&) Bole of the Soviet Union in the war against fascism in which it made the
greatest sacrifices and the.most decisive contributions to the joint war effort
^of the Big Three and thus played the most outstanding role* in saving world
•civilization from fascist barbarism.

& (ft) The role of the Soviet Union in realizing the people’s aim of an enduring
peace is equally decisive ; in the fight for a lasting peace the people of the world
willi.find in the Soviet Union their most consistent and firm champion.

"

(c) The firm and consistent anti-Fascist peace policy of the Soviet Union is the
^historic policy of that country ; it is the fundamental aim of foreign, policy pro-

v idaimed from the. very birth of the Soviet Union.
^ {&) The Soviet Union is the only country in the world which has, or can

pursue a consistent anti-Fascist peace policy. It does, and can do, this because
of its very nature* as a Socialist country in which the exploiting classes were
overthrown and have been completely abolished, where all the means of produc-
tion are owned by the people, where class antagonisms have been abolished and
replaced^* by the friendly collaboration of the Socialist workers, the Socialist
farmers, and the Socialist intelligentsia.

(e) As a result of all this, by the living example of the Soviet Union, the idea
of socialism as an answer to the problem of the tormented masses gains ever
wider popularity and enthusiastic, support among the masses in all countries.

VI. RELATION BETWEEN THE STRUGGLE FOR IMMEDIATE DEMANDS AND ACHIEVEMENT
OF OUR ULTIMATE GOAL

(a ) Material objective conditions in America ripe for socialism. The American
people are not yet politically conscious of the necessity of replacing capitalism
"with a Socialist system. However, the victories of the Socialist Soviet Union,

A
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j*Wri S\? s,t;riiggles -in >thi^ country, make ,it imperative that we constantly point*
,o

#
u£ tJ^e necessity ofeyentually establishing a ‘Socialist system as the answer tp

.unf^ployment arid crisis, etc
1.'

; T

"' ‘

( 6
’)' 'Tri "the struggle for the program of peace and democracy, jobs and security,

fayprap^e cpjiditiohs^ are created for the masses q£ our people to recognize on

so0 ‘ ^
^®^ces> the need for the eventual reorganizajtion of

' —Resolution
(c) “We*shall assist this /processhy tevery available educational means, taking

full cognizance of the growing interest of the American people and its working
class in the historic .experiences Of the ^Soviet people in the building of a hew
*S6eialish society, which has played the decisive role in the defeat of Hitler Ger-
fhariy- ahdxhe Axis. We shall aim to convince the broad masses that the eventual
elimination Pf t}1® profit system and the establishment of socialism in the -United
^tates'Hvill Usher in;a "new - and higher type of derriocracy arid a free road to-
unlimited' and stable social progress because it will end exploitation of "man by
man and nation by nation, through the establishment of a society without op-
pression and exploitation -(resolutiohof cohvehtion) .

^

' -
)

- ^
' v> ^ ’ v Reading MateriAiv ^ ^

For student : Stalin on New Constitution. A. B. Magil, ?Socialismt—What’s,in It
for You? *

' c,

o* For instructor;: Frederick Engels, Socialism : Scientific* and Utopian. i

SSfessioiv im v ; ; >

fiBOLE OP THE COMMUNIST PARTY
* r

: i s
'

.
, 5 ;

*

, - <
-

,
-

-r: s
dr The,Communist party-—Political party of the working class :

jx, (hl ^Vithout a poiitical party representing both immediate and historical class:
interests of the working class impossible to achieve socialism. .

'

r “AJfl Upder ^capitalism \yorking, class onlyconsistent progressive and revolution-
.ary class. 'Historic mission: Elimination of capitalism arid building classless,
socialist society. * ^ ..

^

Capitalist class—exploiting arid ruling class—owner of means .of*

^ro.ductiohi controlling economic and political life of
t
comitry.

-;-v<v ’*;,(§) Working class—exploited class, compelled to hire out to owners of*
means of production. Specific class

;
created .hy capitalism?;

(
constantly ip—

creasing in size; trained, organized, and disciplined by capitalist production*
itself. .... - . . v ^ ,

(3) Middle class, not homogeneous class, represents diverse social*
groups-—fa-rmers,

-

c small-business men, ^professionals, etc.—constantly vacil-
>m- Hatingbetiv^eu capitalist class and working class. Can become revolutionary*
J forceionly under leadership of working class. ^ t

( o ) History of rise and development of working* class emphasizes working
plass &annot 'arrive at Socialist consciousness without *Communist Party.
> -5 v (P) -Working class by itself can achieye only level; of .trade-union conscious-

ness. Necessity of combination to overcome division in own ranks in
' competition for jobs, wresting concessions from employers, attending to-
put a limit to capitalist exploitation. Struggles for improved working con-
ditions, shorter hours, higher wages, labor legislation, etc., trade-union,

* struggIes*for better terms in sale of labor' power, r
-

(2) Working class, under capitalism has historic mission to emancipate-
v* mankind from all exploitation through abolition of capitalist system and

\
- building.of socialism. j Cannot ibe achieved »by trade-union struggle. Trade-

union struggles do ;not/in fhemselves educate working class to understanding:
/necessity for, andhow to abolish capitalist system, to achieve,socialism. *

(3) Socialist consciousness, understanding of ' conditions for emancipa-
- ‘tio'n .of working cla£s, does not arise spontaneously -in day-to-day struggle
against capitalism. Only Communist Party * embodiment of Socialist ideol-

. ' ogy, ; can: imbue working class with understandings of its , real position and
historic tasks.

r, w -r;(40 Task of Communist Party to dmbue< working class with Socialist,
consciousness. Merging of -struggles > of -working class with science of:
socialism through leadership of Communist Party.

\ --.a *’ " J|
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( '> f n. .COMMUNIST PARTY MARXIST VANGUARD s
OF THE WORKING CLASS •

\ j .(a) v Communist Party : .
Class-conscious advanced ' section of the working

[

class, conscious element in all working-class struggles; understands laws of

\
capitalist development and conditions for emancipation of working class,

f jCl) Hole: To facilitate political and organizational development of work-
’

v
ing class/ defend interest's of workers in alt phases of social life; "help
^develop most effective forms of struggle to defend working-class interests

;

strengthen organizational and fighting" capacity of the working class.;

strengthen unity of working class and its allies; expose and defeat alien
ideologies, which penetrate, ranks S(of working class; prepare working class
for fulfillment of historical objectives.

^ (2) Party performs role of vanguard not" by just reflecting and recording
/existing conditions and trends among working class; not by lagging behind
spontaneous struggles or ideology of backward sections; hut by indicating

.> solution* of important theoretical, political, economic, tactical, and organiza-

* >
tional questions at each stage , in struggles of working -class.

/ .(3 ) ^
Communist Party must learn to combine defense of immediate interests

with systematic propaganda' for socialism in day-to-day struggles.

<
’(£) Hole of vanguard .can be performed only by a party guided by an ad-

• vanced social science. Communist Party bases all its policies and actions on
only scientific theory of working, class—^Marxism-Leninism!

. (1) Theory as a guide to action. Without mastery of Marxism-Leninism
'J

m and its. systematic application to concrete historical conditions In country
_ and, "to changing events, impossible to give leadership to' complex problems

facing working class and Nation, imnossible to achieve socialism.
' (2) Communist practice whelps to further advance and develop Marxist-

* Leninist the.ory ‘‘in accordance with the substance of the theory.”

in.,CONSTITUTION OF COMMUNIST PARTVkSTABLISUES-T,ENINIST.CONCEPTS OF MARXIST
VANGUARD ,IN PROGRAM, PRINCIPLES AND RULES WHICH GOVERN LIFE AND FUNCTION

' OF COMMUNIST PARTY
,

"

> (a) Concept of Communist Party membership : Acceptance of program, mem-
bership? in a club, attendance at meetings, reading of press, regular paymept of
dues, activity on behalf of program and -policies «of party. ^ <

(1) Necessity to conduct a consistent struggle.'to develop a -Communist
membership in keeping with historical tasks of party. Importance of trans-

A forming present membership ’ into active Communists understanding party

g
, policies and tasks, and ready to assume responsibilities in carrying out

a \ tasks of Communist organizations.
.

'
'

'

(2) Hights and duties of member explained in constitution of Communist
" Party U. A.

" '

((Z0 Ba$ic forms of Cojmmunist organization : Constitution establishes shop
and community clubs as basic forms of party organization^ 1

(1) Necessary to establish shop clubs in all key shops ; means of strength-
ening roots of party in basic industries, improving mass- work of Communist

l
shop workers, influencing and winning workers for correct policies and
actions.

K * '

(2) Necessary to build community clubs as mobile community organiza-
/ ^ tions, able to know membership, fo involve them in working out policies and

' tasks, supervising mass activity of every member, developing; independent
mass activity .in working-class communities as part of winning accepted

, ; role in anti-Fascist coalition movements in neighborhoods.
* ,J

( 3
)

' Establish vinclustrial form of club organization as transitional forms
' in industries where party too weak to establish shop clubs, and in industries
under reactionary and Social-Democratic leadership. ,

* /(c) Democratic centralism: Constitution establishes democratic centralism
aS fundamental guiding principle of Cpmmuriist organization. j 1

;

_

*
'

' (1) ' Democratic centralism represents a system of party organization
which combines the conscious and active participation of the membership
in the life of the party and the best forms of centralized leadership in the
activity and struggles of the! party and tlie working class.

(2) Weakening of inner -.party democracy, and
B
development of, jmreau-

i
, , crafism .in ,the CPA.

^
’Democratic ,centralism not centralization pf“power”

' ^
' in hands of "party bureaucracy ' dominating, membership, hut

( stable ;;Com-

63178—50—pt. 3 6
~ '*'**'"'
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munist leadership which centralizes all Communist activity and guarantees
unity, of action- of organization; rests -upon broadest inner -democracy.

(3) Relation of inner 'democracy to principle of democratic centralism.
Membership participation in formulating policies and tasks. Election of
leadership by membership and responsibility of leadership to membership.
Subordination of minority to majority in executing tasks once decision made.

(4) Unification and centralization of Communist activity under control
and guidance of highest party organs (national convention and national
committee between conventions) indispensable condition for performing
vanguard role.

(d) Communist discipline: An integral part of democratic centralism, guar-
antees unity of will and action of Mai’xist vanguard.

(1) Essence of Communist discipline: Subordination of will of individual
or minority to majority decision. Weakening of Communist discipline during
period of revisionism, part of weakening of inner democracy.

(2) Communist discipline does not exclude criticism and conflict of
opinions. Must be based upon broadest and freest discussion, freedom to
express differences and discussion of controversial questions—until ques-

( tions decided. Once decision made, must be carried out by all without
reservations. Right to appeal decision to higher body, but obligation to
carry out decision while appeal is pending.

(3) Impermissibility of factions and groupings in party. Importance
of unity in Gommunist ranks. Monolithic character of Communist Party.

(4) Communist discipline not imposed from above, is voluntary and self-
imposed. Fundamental condition for maintenance and preservation of disci-
pline : Full understanding of Communist policies, confidence in correctness
of Communist policies, devotion and loyalty to cause of working class.

(e) Criticism and self-criticism: Indispensable principle for training and
developing condition for maturity and progress of Marxist vanguard.

(1) Disclosure of mistakes, their causes and means of correction, criteria
of mature Communist Party, helps to steel Communist vanguard. Most
important means by which to train and develop Communist cadres.

(2) Complete absence of criticism and self-criticism during revisionist
period led to glossing over of mistakes and weaknesses, to bureaucratic meth-
ods of work and leadership, to obvious difficulties in training and steeling
Communist personnel.

XV* COMMUNIST PARTY BECOMES STRONG IN STRUGGLE AGAINST OPPORTUNISM

1. Party not only instrument of working class to help it more effectively com-
bat capitalist offensive, but main instrument through which to undermine and

- combat all bourgeois and petit-bourgeois influences and ideologies which pene-
trate working class.

(a) Working class living in capitalist environment subject to the influence
of capitalist and petit-bourgeois and other nonproletarian sections which sur-
round working class.

(b) Working class cannot be won for socialism without undermining and
defeating capitalist and petit-bourgeois ideological influences in ranks of work-
ing class.

2. History of Communist movement: History of the struggle against alien
class influences which penetrate the working class and through it into the
Communist Party. ^

(a) Communist Party must conduct consistent struggle against all opportunist
expressions and trends of both right and left variety within Communist Party.

( b ) Struggle on two fronts in American Communist Party : A struggle against
\ bourgeois and petit-bourgeois ideology and influences which infiltrate into ranks

of Communist Party (struggle against Xiovestonism, Trotskyism, and Browder).
(c) Failure to conduct struggle on two fronts weakens Marxist vanguard, its

ability to undermine bourgeois and petit-bourgeois influences in working class;
its ability to perform role of vanguard of working class.

READING MATERIAL

For student : Constitution of Communist Party, TJ. S. A.
For instructor: Stalin—“Foundations of Leninism,” chapter on the party

history "of CPSU, pages 353-363.
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TMMEDLATE JEOGEAM OF COMMUNIST PABTY

This entire session should be devoted to a discussion of the 'present policies

of the party as outlined in the main reports to the national committee by William
Z. Foster, Eugene Dennis. These reports are available in pamphlet form and
can be supplemented by leading articles and editorials in the Daily and Sunday
Worker. These policies should be discussed and analyzed in relation to the main
tasks of the district, section, or club.

ERRATA

'Please 'take special 'note of^com-ectioiiS' listed beloto and make your penciled

insertions in the outline. .

Page 4, section IV fb) : “In past, industrial reserve army periodically ab-

sorbed * * *” should read “partly absorbed.”
. Section V (d) should' read “the inability, etc.”

Section V (

a

) : After “productivity of workers in order to” add, “to increase

the rate of exploitation.” '

, ^ . ,

Page 5, reading material: Second line should read, “Socialism, utopian, and
Scientific.”

(End of Gvetic exhibit No. 92. ) t

Mr. Rtjssell. Mr. Jones, I show you another document,' entitled

“Fundamentals of Marxism,” consisting of nine lessons, which is

issued by the Coriimunist Party to assist *teachers of classes in the

fundamentals of communism, and ask you if this is also one of the

documents which you subpenaed from Mr. Cvetic on October 6, 1950 ?

Mr. Jones. Yes, this is one of the documents X subpenaed from
Mr. Cvetic.
Mr. Russell. Mr. Chairman, I ask that the contents of this docu-

ment "be copied into the transcript of this hearing and that it be

marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 93.”

Mr. Harrison. So- ordered.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 93,”

is as follows :)

TABLE OE CONTENTS

Lesson X. Introduction—Maralst-Lfenimst theory.

Lesson II. The general features of the capitalist

Lesson FI. The class struggle.-

Less;n IV. The state -

Lesson V. Imperialism—present-day capitalism

, FIRST SESSION

Lesson V. imperialism—present-day capitalism

, , , ,
- SECOND SESSION

Lesson VI/ The Negro question - —
Lesson VII. Socialism
Lesson VIII. The Communist Party —

Lesson IX. Strategy and tactics

i Page numbers refer to pagination in original document.

Fundamentals of Marxism

Page*
1
4
8
12
IS

22

21a
24
28
32

( ,
. INTRODUCTION - *

.

The purpose of this outline is twofold: (i) To assist teachers of classes in

fundamentals of coxnmunismT and (2) to aid individuals in pursuing a similar

^°In
S
general^

S
the Outline is intended to fill the .need for an “intermediate”

course, in the principles of Marxism, in contrast to new member classes on the

one hand, or more advanced or specialized classes on the other. It is felt

that, such a course of study, whether in a class or by the individual, would
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be of value both for members who have had only limited previous study, andl
for those wishing >to review pertain fundamentals of ^Marxism. There is at.
present a great demand for such a review course for older members as part'
tof the vtask of .completely wiping out our ,past revisionist ierrors, us well, as to*
jmeet the need 5°f newer members who have never had the opportunity for such.
'iS
5i
dy

l
llas been made, therefore, *to. prepare an outline which can be*

adjusted do the capacity and level of the
,
individual or group ^using“ it, Nine*

(topics^are. included, although it is .suggested that at least one of these—imperial-ism be given two sessions in any class. This, would hoping the total number of*
sessions to 10. ,

' ^

With regard to its use for classes, however, we wish to emphasize that the*
outline is not intended as a blueprint; but rather' as* a guide' and, aid to the*
feacher.

„ ,It is .clear that classes in fundamentals must be adopted to the-
particular composition and needs of each class. Not every class—probablynpt any class—will be able to cover all the material included in the outline.However, this material is intended to help the teacher cover the material as-thoroughly as possible, since the first prerequisite of a good teacher is to be-
?vf}} gr^pa?®d 111 tbe .content of the, course. With this as a basis, each instructor-
will find it necessary to adopt the outline, the reading, and the questions for-
discussron to the.level gnd needs of the particular class, singling out the mostimportant points which seem to be required in the group involved.

' '

a
Jt iS 1

l
e
?
0^n

t

ize(^ t3iat the reading selections are rather long for certain topics.-An effort has been made to divide them into more*or less essential references andsupplementary material ^however, each instructor, will want to check the refer-e?
ce^wl

J
h eye to assigning those most suitable to the ciass involved He**aIso beep .an eye open fpr additional current references as they appear

,iS h
Pefw to methods of teaching it is suggested that? class discussion;guided by the teacher will prove most .fruitful. The discussion can be centered:ai‘pund questions raised by the students, bearing in mind the main material to*be covered, and around questions suggested in the outline or wbrked out by the-

thrm^°flVow^
e
<r

inS^ftor
*
Sl
^
OUl? secure the-answors to^problems-tin °utoh driving out the students, making added remarks wlien' iiOcessary to-clarify the questions under discussion, rather than delivering fiengthy lectures^on tne topic. However, it may be desirable to open a session with a brief sum-

mark feSr previously discussed or to end ,a session with concluding sum-

.

seD
?
inais of teachers handling this course under the leadershipsof -thei _co.unty educational director or other county leaders should be organized!,a

^.
unty s

^
ale* An interchange of experiences, both with,regard'“^hods of teaching and content, would be of great assistance in training a

'

of the classed
teachers for tl;e PaL*ty> an<* would undoubtedly improve the level

stpfents, whether involved in a clas^ or not, may find the outline ~

l
all

?e i.
n directing their reading and in posing problems for consideration.

e
??aged an

?y,
in s^-stn^y, however, it is urged that an.effort be made to discuss the material with other comrades in his club, or in,the*-LvUJLILj «

^a,?ionai:j Educational Commission, Communist Party.~ ' ' -United ‘States of America. /'
:

-

* Jantjabx 9, 1946.

- * Lesson I

Introduction—Marxist-Leninist Theory

I. THE IMPORTANCE OF MARXIST-LENINIST THEORY

pipnt
revolutionary theory there can be, no revolutionary move-

> ; * ;
“pkenin, What Is To BeI)pn&T

“Theory is the experience of the labour movement in all* countries taken, in.its/general form;: Of course, theory becomes immaterial if it is not connectedwith revolutionary practice, just as practice gropes in the dark of its path is;not illumined by revolutionary theory. But theory ^ can become “ the Neatesttbe llal>or movement if it is built up in indissoluble connection- withrevolutionary practice, for it, and it alone, can give to the movement confidence.
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the* powe’rof orientation, and" an understanding' of the; inner connection between
events; for it, and it alone, can help us in our practical* work to discern howr
and in which direction clashes are moving, not only at the present' time but also
liow arid in which direction they will move’in the near future.”

—Stalin, Foundations of Leninism,.*

“The role of the vanguard can be fulfilled only by a party that is guided, by an
advanced theory.” ,

i , —Lenin, WliaPIs To BeLonet
B. Marxism-Leninism makes possible the scientific study of historical de-*

velopment. . ^

“People* make their own history ; hut what determines their motives, namely,
the motives of people in the mass ; what gives rise to the clash of conflicting ideas*
and endeavors

;
what is the sum total of all those clashes among the whole mass

of human societies ; what the 1 objective conditions of material life that form the*
basis of all historical .activity of man ; what is the law of the development of'
these condition^—to all these matters Marx directed attention, pointing the way
to a scientific study of history as a unified and true-to-law process despite its
being extremely variegated and contradictory.” —Lenin.

C. “Our teaching is not a dogma but a guide to action.” —Engels.

“The immediate task of this theory is to reveal alb the *forms of antagonism
and exploitation in modern society, to trace their evolution, to prove their transi-
tory nature, the inevitability of their transformation into another form, and in
this way to serve the 'proletariat so that it may put an end to every hind of exploi-
tation as quickly and easily as possible. „

•

—Lenin, ‘What the Friends of the People Are, etc.

XX. MARX AND BNGELS FOUNDERS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIALISM

A. Development, of human society conditioned by development of productive
forces. '

- -
s

?—Production necessary for existence of man. .—What are productive forces and production relations? *—Given mode of production corresponds to given stage of human society.—Mode of production determines social, political, and intellectual relations
of mankind. *

.

B. “The history of hitherto existing society is the history of class Struggles”
(Communist Manifesto.) .—Origin of classes with origin of private property—those who have and

those who have not.—Basic classes in former historical systems, basic classes in capitalist society.
C. Analysis of laws of capitalist development shows necessity of socialism.
Marxism “laid the essence of modern capitalist economy, explaining the manner

in which the hire of the laborer, the purchase of labor power marks the enslave-
ment of millions of propertyless people by a handful of capitalists, the owners
of the land, factories, mines, etc: It showed that the whole trend of the develop-
ment of modern capitalism is toward the ousting of small production by large,
and the creating 'of the conditions whielvmake a socialist system of society pos-
sible and inevitable.” 1 '

"
’ —Lenin.

—Social character of production—material basis for,new socialist society.
—Capitalism progressive in origin, becomes reactionary. Capitalist rela-

r tions retard further development of productive forces.* ( Give examples
from the present-day ; unemployment, etc.)—New social, form required—socialism—to liberate the productive forces

;

and this has already arisen in the Soviet Union. *
t \ ,

in. LENIN CONTINUED AND DEVELOPED- MARXISM IN THE EPpCBC OF IMPERIALISM

- (See Introduction to Eoundations of Leninism by Stalin.) -
- /

; r . tiv. TECE NECESSITY Tp STRUGGLE FOR CORRECT THEORY. AND FOLICV - *
*

A. Constant .pressure pf nonsopialiSt , antiwoik \ng’ clas's ideology^upon the labor
movement and the party of the working class, which requires vigilant struggle to
maintain correct Marxist theory and practice.
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- B. Recent mistakes of the American Communist movement were due to the
pressure of such anti-Marxist ideology.
“The source of our past revisionist, errors must he traced to the ever active

pressure of bourgeois ideology and influences upon the working class. The failure
&n our part to conduct a sustained struggle against those bourgeois and petty
bourgeois influences permitted their infiltration into our ranks and sapped our
proletarian vitality.” (National Convention Resolution on the Present Situation
and Next Tasks—Communist Party Convention, August 1945. ) ,

- C. Necessity to combine intensive study of theory with application of theory
to concrete problems we face and then to test this policy in action, against exper-
ience of working class.

D. General nature of present errors of American Communist Party was “right
opportunism”—“revisionism.”
“To determine its conduct from case to case, to adapt itself to the events

of the day and to windings of political trivialities, to forget the basic interests
of the proletariat and the main features of the entire capitalist system, as
well as the whole capitalist evolution, to sacrifice their basic interests for the
sake of real or would be advantages of the moment—such is the policy of revi-
sionism.” —Benin, Marseism and Revisionism.
Reading

:

Communist Manifesto, chapter 1.

Socialism, Utopian and Scientific— (Engels), chapters I and XI.
History of the CPSU, middle of page 114 to bottom of page 126.
Foundations of Leninism— (Stalin), introduction.
The Struggle Against Revisionism— (Foster), part 1, September Political

Affairs .

Additional reading

:

* Lenin—Karl Marx.
Lenin—Marxism and Revisionism.
Lenin—Differences in the European Labour Movement.
Lenin—Three Sources and Three Component Parts of Marxism.
(These four references may be found eitaer in Vol. XI, Selected Works or

in Marx-Engels—Marxism.

)

Lenin

—

What Is To Be Bone

?

Chapter Ilj sections A and B ; chapter 111,-
sections A, B, E.

Suggested questions for discussion : -

1. Why should we “take the time” to study Communist theory?
> 2. Why do we say that Communist theory—Marxism-Leninism—is scien-

tific?
' ' -

3. What is “revisionism”? Why has the American Communist Party mader
" mistakes in theory—deviated from Marxism-Leninism?

4. How can we guard against such errors in the future? '

Lesson II

The General Features of the Capitalist System

I. BASIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CAPITALIST SYSTEM OR PRODUCTION

I A. Commodity production : Goods are produced for exchange, not for use.
(1) This type of production dominates the economy.
(2) A, system of money has come into use as a measure of value, a standard

of price, a medium of exchange, and a means of repaying debt.
B. Producers are wage workers :

(1) They sell their labor power as a commodity.
(2) They do not own either the materials and tools necessary for production

nor the product of their labor.
• C. The means of production are owned and operated by the capitalist class for
profit.

* H. SURPLUS VALUE THE'SOURCE OF PROFIT

A. A commodity has both 3 use value and exchange*value. Its ; exchange value
is determined by the amount of socially necessary labor required to produce it*

B. Labor power is a special type of commodity in that it is capable of creating
Value over and above its own value.

*
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; C. Surplus value is that value produced by the worker above and beyond the
value of bis labor power, i. e., bis wages.

„ *

“The wage laborer sells bis labor power to the owner of land, of factories, and
'instruments of labor. ‘The worker uses one part of the working day to cover the
expense of maintaining himself and the family (wages), while the- other part
of the day the worker toils without remuneration, creating surplus 'value for the
capitalist, the source of profit, the source of -the wealth of.the. capitalist, class!*
•"(Lenin).

XU. THE LAWS OF CAPITALIST DEVELOPMENT

A. The basic contradiction of capitalism—social production and private appro-
priation.

' *

“Before capitalistic production, i. e. f in the Middle Ages, the system of petty
industry obtained generally, based upon* the private property of the laborers in
their means of production ; in the country, the agriculture of the small peasant,
freeman, or serf ; in the towns, the handicrafts organized in guilds. The instru-
ments of labor—land, agricultural implements, the work shop, the tool—were the
instruments of labor of single individuals, adapted for the use of one worker, and
therefore of necessity small, dwarfish, circumscribed. But for this very reason
they belonged as a rule to the producer himself. To concentrate these scattered,
limited means of production, to enlarge them, to turn them into the powerful
lovers of production of the present day—this was precisely the historic role of
capitalist production and of its upholder, the bourgeoisie. * * * But the
bourgeoisie * * * could not transform these puny means of production into
mighty productive forces without transforming them at the same time from means
of production of the individual into social means of production only workable by
a collectivity of man. * * *
' “The products now produced socially were not appropriated by those who* had
actually set in motion the means of production and actually produced the com-
modities, but by the capitalists. * * *

“This contradiction [i. e., between social production and private appropria-
tion—ed.] which gives to the new mode of production its capitalist character
contains the germ of the whole of the social mitagonisms of today.9 *

—Engels, Socialism, TJtopia/n and Scientific.
* B. Consequences of this basic contradiction

:

'

(1) Manifested in the antagonism between capitalist and working classes.

(2) Organization of production in individual factory anarchy in production
in society as a whole where competition prevails.

(3) Formation of industrial reserve army of workers displaced by increasing
use and improvement of machinery; an instrument to force the value of labor
power (i. e., wages) down.
„ (4) Inevitability of periodic crises under capitalism, based in the last analysis
upon the limitation of the market compared with the unlimited possibilities of
expansion of production.
“The extension of the market cannot keep pace with the extension of pro-

duction.”
“Crisis is a rebellion of social productive forces against the capitalist system

of commodity production and private appropriation.”
(5) Tendency to increasing concentration, to monopoly; ultimately tendency

for capitalist state to take over direction of production.
“But the transformation either into joint-stock companies and trusts, or into

state ownership, does not do away with he capitalistic nature of the productive
forces.” —Engels, Ibid.

“* * * The bourgeois reformist view that monopoly capitalism or state
monopoly capitalism is no longer capitalism but can already be termed ‘state
socialism’ or something of that sort is a *very widespread error. The trusts, of
course, have not created, do not create now, and cannot create full and complete
planning. But however much of a plan they may create, however closely capital-
ist magnates may estimate in advance the extent of production on a* national and
international scale, and however systematically they

^
may regulate it, we still

remain under ^capitalism-^capitalism, it is time, hr its hew stage, but still un-
questionably capitalism. The proximity of such capitalism to socialism should
serve for the real representatves of the proletariat as an argument proving the
nearness, ease, feasibility, and urgency of the Socialist revolution, and not at all
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as' an argument for" tolerating repudiation of Such a revolution or for making
.capitalism more attractive, in which work hll the reformists are engaged.”

s

/ —Lenin, State and Revolution.

“State ownership of the productive forces (under capitalism^ed.) is not the
resolution of the conflict but concealed within it are the technical conditions that
form the elements of thait solution.” < >—Engels, Ibid

.

IV. SOCIALISM THE ONLY SOLUTION

A. “The proletariat seizes political power and turns the means of production
into state property.”
' B. Main characteristics of socialism.

(1) Production for use, not profit.^

(2) Labor power is not a commodity
(3) Abolition of classes—exploiting and exploited. . .

C. ISTo contradiction between social production and private appropriation
then exists.

(1) No crises.
(2) No unemployment.
D. The Socialist economic,system in practice—the U. S. S. R. has proved ability

of socialism to eliminate crises, unemployment, insecurity, and poverty.

;V« - REVISIONIST ERRORS MADE BY THE AMERICAN COMMUNIST PARTY IN CONNEC-
TION WITH THE ANALYSIS OP CAPITALIST SYSTEM OF PRODUCTION

* - A.. In. latter 1920’s, Lovestone developed the theory of American exceptipn-
alism ; i. e., that capitalism in the United States was expanding in such a way
that it would not be subject to the impending world crisis that was- predicted
by the Communist movement. This^ viewpoint was finally, rejected in 1928,- just
1 year before the crisis struck throughout the world; including the United States.
B. In recent period, Browder’s thesis included “utopjam economic perspectives’’

in which American capitalism would be able to avoid a postwar crisis through
expansion of its foreign market

,
on . the one hand and doubling the wages of

the workers on the other, which would be achieved because of the “intelligence”
of the capitalist class./ This was not based on a Marxist analysis flowing from
the profit motive as the driving force of the .capitalist system, and the implicar
tions of such an increase in wages in' terms of its effort on profits /also if dis-
regarded the limitations upon and results of the expansion of foreign trade.

“Browder’s line is a relection of the Marxian economic doctrines. Browder
has developed bourgeois theories, of the liquidation of the capitalist cyclical and
general crisis; he rejects Marx’. theory of surplus value and of the exploitation
of the workers. Thus, for the past 2 years our party ; has made no criticism
whatever of capitalism as a system, of human exploitation, not has it chal-
lenged the blood-wrung profits" of the' employers. ? * * * When Browder
adopted so glibly the slogan of “free enterprise”, he accepted in practice most
of bourgeois economics along with it. *.,*'*”’

. .

-^E6£tef , The Struggle Against Revisiomsrd.

, , VI. POSTWAR ECONOMIC PERSPECTIVES AND THE TASKS OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY

(See Eoster. The Menace of American Imperialism, pp: 9-12.)

r .( See National Convention Resolution, sec. 4, pts. Ill, IV, V, VI.)
Reading

:

Engels, Socialism, Utopian and Scientific

,

eh. Ill Marx, Value Price and
Profit,. chs. VI, VII, VIII, IX, KIIX, and XIV. -

? ^ Communist Manifesto, chapter, 1. -
,

* r
. * National Convention Resolution on the, Present Situation and the Sfexi

.
- Tasks,, pf. 1, sec. 4..< V.- t * /- ;

. * V ;
!

4 - Foster, The Menace of American Imperialism, pp. 9-12. / ’

. ,

* .Additional reading : .
'

. . £ - -
_ \ * , . -

^

*

r
- Leontiev, Political Economy

,

1 through^ VII.
.

t* \ * Dennis, Report, to. Rational Committee, .section * on./Economic Perspectives
.and Markets. , , * -• . r ,> -

. v*.'-
. . .. . <

*

- *
. ^

p Mqrxy Wage J&abour and Cfapftai. ^ ,
* / ' *A'. /:

’«

%

Lenin, jKarl Manx, sections on Marx’s Economic Doctrine and on Socialism.
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Suggested questions for discussion:
1. What is capitalism?
2. Why are crises inevitable under capitalism? Why is socialism the

only real solution?
3. Why was the postwar economic perspective for the United States as

put forward by Browder incorrect?
4. What should be the policy and program of the American Communist

Party with regard to the post-war economic outlook of the United States?
Ps it possible, among other things, to win a rise in the wages of the workers
in this period?

Lesson III

The Class Struggle

I. THE CLASS STRUGGLE THE DRIVING FORCE IN HISTORY

A. Since the end of era^of -primitive communism, society"has been divided into
classes.

’ —Classes determined by relation toward means of production.—“What is meant by classes in general? It is what permits one part of
society to appropriate the labor of another. If one part of society ‘ap-
propriates all the land, we have the classes of landlords and peasants.
If one part of society owns the plants and factories, shares .and capital,
while the other part works in these factories, we have the classes of
capitalists and proletarians.” —Lenin.

/ B. In all class societies, the exploited classes struggle with the exploiters—class
struggle is the key to past history and present events.—Give, examples of class struggle out of history.

n. CLASSES AND CLASS RELATIONS UNDER CAPITALISM I ROLE OF THE WORKING CLASS

^ A. Antagonism between the forking class and the capitalist class—the /two
basic .classes under capitalist. : ^
i (1) Existence of bitter class struggle-rr-giv.e examples.

(2) Position of intermediate classes, including the urban, middle class, and
-the /farmers. '

*
* i

: ^

'“-.“There is a middle stratum, there is the technical intelligentsia among which
.there are very good and.very honest people. Among them there are also dis-

honest and .wicked people, fhere are ,all sorts of people among them. , But /first

/of all mankind is dividedunto rich and poor,' into property owners and exploited;
.and to * abstract oneself from the, antagonism between rich and poor means
^abstracting oneself from the fundamental /tact.” . , > ,

* *

-
-ji .

1

* i ;v , > —rStalin, Wells 'Interview.
B. The working class—leader of all exploited classes—in the; struggle .to

•abolish capitalism. .

.
^
“In, order to transform the world it is necessary to.have political power. This

can bedone' onlyfiy' a great class which" will take "the place of the capitalist
‘class and Vecome the sovereign master as the latter was before. This class is
ithe working-class;”* r ' ,* * * ^ t ^ *.. -»*** - /»«

-<n > S - .
»

* t. » ---Stalin—Wells Interview.

“Only the proletariat—by Virtue Of its ecohoinicrble'iri lafge-scale productionT-
is capable of- Reading all, the foiling and exploited masses* who. are" exploited,
"oppressed, crushed* by" th

(

e> bourgeoisie not less, and often more; than the ’ pro-
letaidat/but 'who are incapable of carrying *oii 'the struggle, for .their freedom

’of 'its ‘existence, ,

i

t4 tieing‘prepared for this,'work and is provided' with 'both *the

(
6'pportun.ity

s
"and

?

power to i)ei
:form ^ ifc.^/While5

. the capitalist class bVealcs *up
and

:ktomizes the peasantry' and [ali thepetfcybimrgeois’ strafcaVit welds together,^t€-s/naAa/%.Sa'^es:’tK^ ,t^n/^ro^tariat:” ; / V'.'/j,,! j

Cvdn « /x 'i.r -jt T V* ** e > . *,_ --ill, t « -is v/ i*n , t

<. i i** d- '<\i i » bln* *«**. jk ^ , d
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V

in. THE DEVELOPMENT OF- THE CLASS STRUGGLE .

A. With the development of industry, the working class grows in numbers,
strength, and consciousness.

“The great industry masses together in a single place a crowd of people un-
known to each other. Oompetition divides their interests. But the maintenance
of their wages, this common interest which they have against their employer,
unites them in the same idea of resistance—combination. * * * ‘ The com-
binations at first isolated * * * (form into) groups, and, in the face of
constantly united capital, the maintenance of the association becomes .more
important and necessary for them than the maintenance of wages. * *

In this struggle—a veritable civil war—are united and developed all the elements
necessary for a future battle. Once arrived at that point, association takes a
political character.” —Marx, Poverty of Philosophy .

B. Role of the trade-unions

:

(1) Struggles forimmediate interests of the workers.
(2) Schools for communism.
(3) Limitations of the trade-unions: “Trade-union politics” are not the same

* as Communist politics. * -

“Trade-unionism does not always exclude ‘politics’ altogether, as some
imagine. Trade-unions have always conducted political (but not Social-Demo-
cratic ; i. e.. Communist) agitation and struggle.”
“However much we may try to give to the economic struggle itself a political

character, tve shall never be able to develop the political consciousness of the
workers (to the degree of Social-Democratic, i. e., Communist consciousness) by
confining "ourselves to the economic struggle, for the limits of this tash are too
narrow.” ;—Lenin, What Is To Be Done.

C. The class struggle is essentially a political struggle requiring the leader-
ship of a political party of the working class—the Communist Party.

(1) The historical necessity for such a party to unite the spontaneous
struggles and movement of the working class with the scientific Socialist theory-
in an organization that would serve as the vanguard of the working class in
its historic mission of achieving socialism.

“The history of all countries shows that the working class exclusively by its
own efforts is able to develop only trade-union consciousness ; i. e., it may itself
realize the necessity for combining in unions, for fighting against the employers,
and for striving to compel the government to pass the necessary labor legislation,
etc. The theory of socialism, however, grew out of the philosophic historical
and economic theories that were elaborated by the educated representatives of the
propertied classes, the intellectuals. According to their social status, the founders
of modern scientific socialism, Marx and Engels themselves belong to the bourgeois

* intelligentsia

<

-
,

* ,

„ —Lenin,, Is To Be Done .

“A Marxist Party is the union of the working class movement with socialism.”—History of the GPBTJ.

Today this union has occurred in virtually all nations and 'is embodied in the
Communist Parties, the Marxist vanguard of the working class.

(2) The responsibility of the party to develop the political consciousness, of ^
the workers.

“Very often the economic struggle spontaneously assumes a political character,
that is to say * * * without the intervention of the class-conscious Social-
Democrats (i.e., Communists). For example, the economic struggle of the
British workers assumed a political character without the intervention of the
Socialists. The tasks of the Social-Democrats (i. e Communists), however,
are£xto.t ;exhausted* by pollti^al^ agi(ation>jqn

f
the economic-field h .tfieir ^ta^k 4 isvto

convert trade-union politics into the' ‘Social-Democratic (i.e.,' Communist)
political struggle/to utilize the flashes of political consciousness which gleam in
the minds of the workers during their economic struggles for the purposes of
raising them to the ’lever of" Social-Democratic (i.e.. Communist) political con-
sciousness * *

“Glass political consciousness can be brought to the workers only from without,
that is, only outside of the economic struggle, outside of the sphere of relations
between workers and employers. The sphere from which alone it is possible to
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•obtain tbis knowledge is tbe sphere of relationships between all the various

•classes and strata and the state and the government—the sphere of the inter-

relations between all of the various classes.”
“The Social-Demoeratic (i. e., Communist) ideal should be not a^ trade-union

^secretary but a tribune of the people , able to react to every manifestation of

"tyranny and oppression, no matter where it takes place, no matter what stratum
•or class of the people it affects ; he must be able to group all these manifestations
into a single picture of police violence and capitalist exploitation; he must be
,able to take advantage of every petty event in order to explain his socialistic

^convictions and his Social-Democratic (i. e., Communist) demands to all, m
order to explain to all and everyone the world-historic significance of the struggle

.for the emancipation of the proletariat.” „ _ _ _—Lenin, What Is To Be Done .

(Note.—In the period when this was written the Communists were still known
mnder the name of Social-Democrats.)

JIV. MISTAKES OF THE AMERICAN COMMUNIST PARTY IN THE RECENT PERIOD IN
CONNECTION WITH THE FOREGOING

“Browders line is a rejection of the Marxian principles of the class struggle.

•Comrade Browder denies the class struggle by sowing illusions among the

workers of a long postwar period of harmonious class relations with generous-

iminded employers ; by asserting that class relations no longer have any meaning
•except as they are expressed either for - or against^ Tehran ; by substituting

.for Marxian class -principles such idealistic abstractions as the 'moral sense,

‘enlightenment/ ‘progress!vism/ and ‘true class interests* of the big monopolists,

as determining factors in establishing their class relations with the workers.
=$ * . —Foster, The Struggle Against Revisionism.

Tendency to submerge the independent and leading role of the labor movement
in electoral struggles and generally in the winning of the war to subordinate
labor to leadership of the bourgeoisie.

Failure to sufficiently respond to the oppression of other sections of the people

such as the Negro people, or to the special problems of youth, the farmers,

and so forth.
Tendency to liquidate the- vanguard role of the Communist Party.

V. FUTURE TASKS

Need to strengthen the independent role of labor as well as its alliance with
other strata of the people (Negro people, farmers, etc.) and to build the vanguard
of the working class, the Communist Party.
Beading: *

Stalin-Wells 'interview, i „

Communist Manifesto—chapter II. ?

Lenin, Karl Marx—section on the class struggle (inMarx-Engels Marxism)

.

Lenin, Left Wing Communism, chapter VI.
Additional reading: _ , ^

„

Lenin, What Is To Be Done?—chapter II, and chapter III, A, C, D, E, F.
History of the CPSTJ—chapter II, sections 1 and 2.

Suggested questions for discussion:
1. What is a class? - . . _

2. What is it the historic mission of the working class to achieve socialism?

Why is this class the leading force in the struggle for this objective? .
-

3. What is the role of the trade unions in the class struggle?. Or the
Communist Party? What is the difference, between “trade union” politics

and Communist politics? . *

4. Speaking roL the irecent^rev-isionnof -MarxistvLeninist^theo^y^deyeloped >.

by the Communist Party of the United States,,the National Convention Beso-
lution on the present situation and next tasks states : “This revision * *. *

led to revision, of the fundamental laws of the class struggle and to mini-
mizing the independent and leading role of the working class.” Explain.

^
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IiESSON TV >

The State

X. MAEXIST-LENINIST DOCTKIKE OF THE STATE

A. The origin of the state.
(1) The state arises at a definite stage in historical development—rise of

priyate property and division of society into classes.
“The state, therefore, has not existed from all eternity. There have been

societies which managed without it, which had no conception of the state and
state power. At a certain stage of economic development, which was neces-
sarily bound up with the cleavage of society into Classes, the state became a
necessity, owing to the cleavage.”

* —Engels.

(2) The state as an instrument of class rule—instrument for oppression of 3*

one class by another.
B. Role of the state.
(1) Class nature of state—regardless of its particular form—an instrument

pf domination of the ruling class over the oppressed class.
*

II. FORMS OF THE BOURGEOIS STATE

A. Bourgeois democracy.
(1) Veiled form of dictatorship of bourgeoisie.
Bourgeois state exercises dictatorship at certain times indirectly, and at these

‘times, maintains a certain degree of democratic rights.
In the bourgeois republic, according to Engels, ‘‘Wealth wields its power indi-

rectly, but all the .more effectively.” Lenin adds : “At the present time, im-
‘ perialism and the domination of the banks have developed into an unusually
fine art, both those methods of defending and asserting the omnipotence of wealth
>£n .democratic republics of all descriptions.”

(2) Bourgeois democratic form of the state best suited to the bourgeoisie in
ithe period of its rise and development.

(3) Limitations of bourgeois democracy. ,

(4) Real nature of bourgeois democracy as dictatorship of capitalist class
exposed in periods of crisis or sharp class conflicts.-

(5) “We are in favor of a democratic republic as the "best form of the state
under capitalism, but ive have no right to forget that wage slavery is the lot of
the proletariat even in the most democratic bourgeois republic —Lenin.

‘ (6) American capitalist democracy in practice.
B. Fascism. -

(1) Open and terroristic dictatorship of bourgeoisie. - j

(2) Substitution of “bourgeois democracy” as one form of class combination '

and dictatorship over the proletariat by another- state form—open terroristic
dictatorship. *

-

* (3) The form of Tule of big monopoly capital*in period of decaying capitalism. u
Give historical examples: Germany,* Italy. * * '

- *

"

Fascist trends in all capitalist countries. -
0/ Struggle for bourgeois democratic rights. k

(1) Working class cannot be indifferent' us to* what kind of political regime
exists in a country. : ** , : , ^ f

s

When Engels says that in the democratic republic * * * the state remains
‘a 'machine for the oppression Pf one class by another* 'this by no means signi-
fies thafc the form of oppression is a -matter of indifference to the proletariatA wider, freer and-more open form-of the class struggle and of class
^oppression"enormously*'assists? the proletariat in its struggle for -the abolition of
classes.” ^

:*
.

Sy' i
^

* V
" 5—:^ninl*8t&te and devolution.

... (2 Mpst.fight to defend
, and 'extend democratic rights wrested from capital-

_igm .as ^instrument to, unite, people in struggle, against, fascispn. V
1

t V
'

-

Reject and
v
expose -Trotskyite jpogifipn that /there Is po important differ-

ence between* bourgeois democracy and fascism
5

merely because both are forms
of capitalist rule. This leads to denying the need to struggle against fascism
and results in actual active aid to fascism. (E. g., Spain, France, etc.)

(4) Struggle for democracy essential to struggle for socialism.
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i

l

“It would be a fundamental mistake to suppose that the struggle for democracy
can divert the proletariat from the Socialist revolution, or obscure' or overshadow*
it,* etc. On the contrary, just as socialism cannot be victorious unless it introduces

,

complete democracy, so the proletariat will be unable to"prepare for victory, over
the bourgeoisie unless it wages a many-sided, constant, and revolutionary struggle >

for democracy.-” -

- - —Lenin, Selected WorJcs.

3XT. THE STATUE foklowinO the sociaetst kevoeutioh

, A. The “dictatorship of the proletariat is the state during the transition period
between capitalism and socialism.”

(1) The historic role of the dictatorship of the proletariat is the destruction"
of capitalism and the organization of socialism.
“The dictatorship of the proletariat *

.

* * is a special form of class alli-a

ance between the proletariat, the vanguard of the toilers, and the numerous non-
proletarian strata of the toilers (the petty bourgeoisie, the small masters, the
peasantry, the intelligentsia, etc.) or the majority of these; it is an alliance
against capital, an alliance aimed at the complete overthrow of capital, at the
complete suppression of the resistance of the bourgeoisie and of any attempt on
their part at restoration,,an alliance aiming at the final establishment and con-*
solidation of socialism.”

—Xienin, Selected, WorTcs (as quoted by Stalin).
“The dictatorship of the proletariat, if we translate this Latin, scientific, his-

toric-philosophical expression into, more simple language, means just this; only
one definite class, namely the urban workers, and the industrial workers generally,
is capable of leading the wholemass of toiling and exploited people in the struggle’
to throw off the yoke of capitalism, in the course of this overthrow, in the struggle
to maintain and entrench its victory, in the work of creating a new Socialist sys-
tem, in the whole struggle for the complete abolition of classes.” .

'

—Lenin;' Tbl&S
" (2) The dictatorship of the proletariat is a new type of state, a new type of

democracy. s
j ,

“The Working class cannot simply take possession of the ready-made state
machine and use it for its own purposes.” - s w

,

' —Marx, The Civil War in ’France,
What is required is “the shattering of the former state power and its replace^

ment by*a new and really democratic state* * *
^ —Engels, Introduction to the Civil War in France.'

“The* dictatorship “of the proletariat cannot be ‘complete’ democracy, a’ democ^
racy for all, for rich and pbor alike; the dictatorship of the proletariat -'must be'
a. state that is democratic in a. new way^^against the bourgeoisie’ ( State and
Revolution, Lenin). * * * “Detnocracy under the capitalist system is a
capitalist democracy, the democracy of an exploiting minority based upon the
restriction of the rights of “the exploited majority 'and directed against this?
majority. ** * Under- the dictatorship of .the proletariat, democracy is
proletarian democracy—the democracy of the exploited majority based upon the
restriction of the rights Of the exploiting minority and directed against this
minority.” * * *

-
„

- - -
c r

"
- ; * —Stalin, Leninism, volume -I.

B. With the abblition of exploiting classes, the socialist state wilt “wither'
away.” i H

. '* *

(1) “As soon as there is no longer any class of Society to beheld in subjection

;

as soon as, along with class domination and the struggle for individual existence
based on the former anarchy of production, the collisions and excesses arising
fjpom these have also been ^abolished, there is nothing more to be repressed wfribh
would make a special repressive force really necessary. ’ * * * The inter-
ference of, the state power in social relations become superfluous fin one' sphere
after another, and then peases of itself.* The governfnerit of persons is replaced
by the administration of thirigs and the direction of the process of production.
The state is not ‘abolished’, it withers away” " \ " —Engels,.Anti-V#hring.

(2) “This ^however, requires modification as it applies to the specific Oxternai
situation facing* the socialist 'state ‘in the Soviet Union today. Engels was
discussing the development of the socialist state’ in general on the assumption
that socialism has been victorious in a majority of countries. * * *”

—Stalin.
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“But it follows from this that Engels’ general formula about the destiny of the*

socialist state in general cannot be extended to the partial and specific case*

of the victory of socialism in one country only, a country which is surrounded by
a capitalist world, is subject to the menace of foreign military attack, cannot
therefore abstract itself from the international situation and, must have at its;

disposal a well-trained army, well organized punitive organs, and a strong in-
telligence service—consequently must have its own state, strong enough to

defend the conquests of socialism from foreign attack,”
* « —Stalin, From Socialism to Communism*.

C, Anti-Marxist “theories” of the state in relation to socialism :

* (i)* Social-Democratic : That socialism cam he achieved ^without the prior
conquest of political power by the working class—that socialism can gradually"
"evolve” out of capitalism without establishment of a state directed by the work-
ing class which will replace the capitalist state.

(2) Anarchist Syndicalist : Anarchism holds that the state should be “abol- ^
ished—that there is no need for a state in building socialism—that any form*

of state is undesirable—that political action is unnecessary. Syndicalism holds*

that all state functions will be performed by the trade unions’ organizations

—

that political action looking toward the eventual conquest of state power by the*

working class is therefore unnecessary.
M

D. Trotskyist struggle to destroy the Socialist state: Repudiation of the dic-

tatorship of the proletariat, which led to the active fight to overhrow socialism,,

the joining of the Trotskyite and Fascist forces.

(1) “What is the dictatorship of the proletariat according to Trotsky?”
“The dictatorship of the proletariat 'is a power which enters ‘into hostile^

collision * * * with the broad masses of the
*
peasants’ and seeks the solu-

tion of its ‘contradictions’ only on the arena of the world proletarian revolution*
In what respect does this ‘theory of permanent revolution’ differ from the well-

known theory of Menshevism which repudiates the concept : Dictatorship of the*

proletariat? *

“In 1 substance there is no difference. * * * Permanent revolution is an
underestimation of the peasant movement which leads to the refection of Benin's

theory of the dictatorship of the proletariat.”
* - —Stalin, October Revolution Tactics

,

1924.

(2) This rejection of the dictatorship of the proletariat, and of the possibility

of building socialism in one country led to an active struggle against the Socialist

state by the Trotskyites.
“Trotskyism * * * ceased to be a political trend in the working class

* * * from the political trend in the working class that it was 7 or 8 years
ago, Trotskyism had become transformed into a wild and unprincipled gang of
wreckers, diversionists, spies, and assassins acting on the instructions of the*

intelligence services of foreign states.” —Stalin, Mastering Bolshevism, 1937*

XV. ERRORS OP THE AMERICAN COMMUNIST PARTY WITH REFERENCE TO THE STATE;

“Tendencies to obscure the class nature of bourgeois democracy.”
—National convention resolution.

Uncritical approach to the Roosevelt administration.
- “We Communists began to carry on the historic struggle against fascism,,

for democracy and national freedom in a way that was not clearly distinguish-

able from that of the bourgeois Democrats and bourgeois nationalists, forgetting
the class character and limitations of bourgeois democracy and nationalism-.”

* - —National convention resolution*

Reading

:

Benin, State and Revolution

,

chapters I, II, III (secs. 3* and 5)* and
chapter Y.

.. r
Benin, Left Wing Communism

,

chapter VII. , 1
j

Gommimist Manifesto—last two pages of chapter IB
Stalin, Foundations of Leninism, chapter IV.
Stalin, From Socialism to Communism, pp. .49-57*
Dimitrov, Worlcing Class Unity—BnhvarTc Against Fascism,, chapter R
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Additional readings - - r

Lenin, State and Revolution, chapters IV and VI (sec. 2).
Stalin, The'October Revolution and Tactics , chapter II (in Leninism), ,

Engels, Origin of the Family, chapter 9, especially pages 205-£l7 (139—147,.;
- old ed.).
> Questions for discussion

:

1: What is the state ?-

2. -What is- the difference between bourgeois democracy and fascism?, Why
is this difference a matter of* concern and importance to the working class?

3. In simple words, what is meant by the dictatorship of the proletariat?
4. What mistakes did the Communist Party of the,United States recently

.
. make .with respect to the question of bourgeois democracy? How did this:

affect the work of the party ?

, .
' LESSON V
Imperialism:—Present-Hat Capitalism

It is suggested that this topic be,covered in two sessions.)

First session

4 I. WHAT IS IMPERIALISM ?

A. Pinal and/or highest stage of capitalism.
(1) Approximately since the beginning of the twentieth century, world capi-

talisin has reached the stage of, imperialism. .

(2

)

‘

"Transformation of industrial capitalism into finance * (monopoly)
capitalism.

‘ Examples of this development in the United States : Abolition of chattel
slavery, rapid growth of mining and manufacturing, growth of large-scale in-'
dustry, of trusts and corporations ; drive for colonies, etc.

„

H. MAIN FEATURES OF IMPERIALISM

A. Economic features

:

(1) Monopoly capitalism as' basic feature of imperialism—concentration
and centralization of capital, leads to monopoly. Free competition trans-
formed to monopoly—trusts, syndicates, cartels.

( a ) Monopolies play decisive role in economic life (give examples).
(2) The fusion of banking and industrial capital—rise of finance capitals
(3) Export of capital as distinguished from the export of commodities.
(4) The economic partitioning of the globe among the international trusts^
(a-) Struggles for spheres of influence among the trusts.
(b) United S-^tes imperialism and its role in the formation of interna-

tional trusts.
Struggle over oil (Standard Oil and Royal Dutch Shell).

, Struggle over copper. »

General Electric and German Electrical combine.
.Give further examples.
(5) Division of world among capitalist powers.
(a) Inevitability of imperialist armed conflicts. K ^
(Examples illustrating this five features from Lenin's Imperialism—New
Data by Varga—ch. VI.) ,

B. Political features

:

“Politically, imperialism is, in general, a .striving toward violence and, reac-
tion"—Lenin.

. ,

“Imperialism is the epoch of finance capital and of monopolies, which intro-
duce everywhere the striving for domination, not for freedom. The result of
these tendencies is reaction all along the line, whatever the political system, and
an extreme intensification of existing antagonisms in this domain also particu-
larly acute becomes the yoke of national oppression and the striving becomes
the yoke for annexations, i. e., the violation of national independence.. * * *"

—

Lenin, Imperialism. .

“* * * the political features of imperialism are reaction all along the line,,

and increased national oppression, resulting:from the oppression of the financial
-oligarchy and the elimination offree competition. * * —Ibid.
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III. IMPEEIAUSM IS “DYING” CAPITALISM^ r * ' " '** " r

A. Imperialism completes dll material prerequisites for Socialist
,
reorganiza-

tion of society. .

’ '

“It is clear why imperialism is moribund capitalism, capitalism in transition

to socialism : Monopoly which grows out of capitalism is already capitalism
dying out, the beginning of its transition to socialism. The tremendous sociali-

zation of labor by imperialism;• * * * y means the same thing.—Lenin. -

iv. imperialism intensifies the main contradictions of capitalism

A. The economic contradictions of capitalism become more severe.
With the domination of monopoly in economic life, there develops a chronic

surplus of capital and chronic mass unemployment due to the monopoly policies

of restricting production, and maintaining of monopoly prices.
The contradiction between consuming power and producing power becomes

even sharper.
Economic crises become even more severe.
As the entire world is drawn into the sphere of imperialist expansion; crises

become world-wide in character. *
' V

T

With the withdrawal of one-sixth of the world from the sphere of imperialist
exploitation, the economic contradictions facing’ the' capitalist world became even
greater. ' \ x

>

Development of the ‘‘general crisis” of capitalism.
*

B. All aspects of basic class antagonisms are intensified.

v Intensification of the class struggle—growth of revolutionary movements..
Antagonism between the imperialist powers.

* t

- Antagonism between .big powers and colonial and dependent peoples—growth '

of the liberation movements in colonial and semieolonial countries.
Antagonism between imperialist powers and the Soviet TTnion.
(Give examples from present day for each of these points.)

V. INEVITABILITY OF WARS IN ERA OF IMPERIALIS

M

r“War is the extension of- politics by other, i, e., forcible, means.”
just and unjust wars : How determined. ,

Possibility of preventing* the outbreak of any particular war through the
struggle for a correct foreign policy. Conditions and forces exist which if

properly utilized and united in struggle can hinder the outbreak of war and
make possible an enduring peace. The extent to which the outbreak of war can
be hindered, the duration of the peace, depends upon the outcome of the struggle
of contending forces. *

. ,

Only final and absolute guaranty of peace is the establishment of socialism.

VI. IMPERIALISM AND THE ROLE OF SOCIAL DEMOCRACY
v

A. On the basis of “superprofits” wrung from exploited colonial and semi-
colonial nations, the imperialists bribe a section* of the working class in their
own nation—they create an “aristocracy of labor” tied to the capitalist class.

B. Political privileges and “sops” are also given to reformist leaders Of labor.
O. This provides the^ economic and political basis for right opportunism in

the labor movement, in addition to its earlier class base, i. e., the influence of
petty bourgeois ideas within the labor movement*
Reading

:

M Lehin, Imperialism, chapters' VII,< VIII, IX/and X. '
"

Stalin, Foundation of Leninism, introduction and first two pages of chap-
ter I.

J

' i-“

Short Course History of the CPSU, pages 167—172.
Additional reading

:

Lenin, “Imperialism and the Split in Socialism,” Selected Worlcs, volume -

XI. - ^
Lenin,, Imperialism, chapters I through VI.
Varga, The Great Crisis , chapter II, first four pages. a

. Varga, Udib Data on Lenin’s Imperialism;
*

! ' i
-

Suggested questions for discussion,: * ^

1. What is imperialism? , Is it a ^‘policy” of the monopoly capitalists?'
2. Why is imperialism “dying” capitalism?
3. What effect does the development of imperialism* have on the main

contradictions of capitalism?
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, 4. What is the relationship* between* imperialism and right opportunism
** in the labor movement? - ^

"

* . ,5. 'What is the Communist attitude, toward' wars in the era of imperialism?
Is another World'war “inevitable”? /' -

" ' ^
* Lesson W -

*

Imperialism—Present-Pat Capitalism—Continued
Second session
VII. THE MIX.ITAEX DEFEAT OP ^ASOISAf AND ITS EFFECT UPON WORLD IMPERIALISM

A. Weakens reaction and.fascism everywhere, opens, the way for the complete
destruction of fascism in Europe and Asia; weakens world imperialism as a
whole. **

- ^
-

13. Has resulted in the relative strengthening of American imperialism Amer-<
ican imperialism becomes the most, powerful, imperialist force in the world
threatening the aspirations of the people of the world for' peace, democracy,, and;
jU’Ogress. . ' r

-

'

" C. Has given impetus, to the national liberation struggle of all oppressed
nations.

33. Has brought forth a new anti-Fascist people’s, unity in Europe, marked
by the formation in a number of countries, of democratic governments represent-
ative of the will of the people.
E„ Has. enhanced the, influence, and unity of labor on a. world scafe.

* F. Has increased the strength and influence of the Soviet Union.,
^Examples should be given of, each* of,fh©m:) ^ *

VIII. MISTAKES OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF *THE *UNITED STATES IN CONNECTION
W^TH IMPERIALISM

“In the recent period, especially since dapuary 1944r these mistakes, consisted
in drawing a number of ' erroneous conclusions, from the, historic, significance
bf the Tehran accord. Among these false conclusions was the concept that
after the military defeat of Germany,* the decisive sections of big capital would
participate in. the struggle to complete the destruction of fascism and would
cooperate with the working people, in the. maintenance of ‘ postwar national
unity. The reactionary class nature ohfinance capital makes; these,,conclusions
illusory.. This has been amply * demonstrated by recent events revealing the
postwar aims of the trusts, and cartels, which; seek imperialist aggrandizement
and huge 'profits at the expense of the people.

“This revision of Marxist-Leninist theory regarding the role of monopoly capital
led to other erroneous conclusions such as to

~ *
.

* * the possibility of achiev-
ing the national liberation of the, colonial and

, dependent countries through
arrangements between the great powers. ^

‘

—National convention resolution.

“Finally, this right-opportunist deviation also tended to.ignone, revise, or vir-
tually discount the fundamental contraditions of capitalism, declaring wrongly
that £he changed and changingforms of their expression Indicated that they had
ceased to operate in the period of the general crisis of capitalism.”

—National convention resolution.

IX. RESPONSIBILITIES AND PRESENT TASKS OF THE AMERICAN
' COMMUNIST PARTY IN

- c
’

- THE STRUGGLE FOR AN ENDURING PEACE

A. The, fight to check the reactionary policies of American imperialism.
B. Forces that can be* mobilized for- anti-Fascist national, unity.
G. The most immeftiatenigsues;- . >

,
Reading: ^ ‘

, _ . .
.

,

* Foster-, The Menace of American Imperialism (pamphlet)*.
*

, - National convention resolution on the Presents Situation and, Next. TasTcs,
part I, sections 1, 2, 3, 4;,and partII, Sections 5 and,- 6. . , _ . . ,

Puerto Bico and the Struggle Against United States Imperialism, Political
Affairs, October 1945- , * - _ .

Correspondence between Prestes ,and Foster, Political Affairs , October
1945.

r ^

~ ‘ ’ vv
n * 03178—50—pt.‘3-7 ' * * *

*
. r. - ...
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Suggested questions for discussion:
1. What has been the effect of the military defeat of fascism upon world

imperialism? Upon American imperialism specifically?
2. What mistakes did the Communist Party of the United . States make

in its attitude toward imperialism in the past period?
3. What are the main tasks faced by the American Communist Party

with respect to American imperialism in the next period?

Besson VI

The 'Negro Question

I. IMPORTANCE OF THE NEGRO QUESTION

A. Relation of the struggle for the liberation of the Negro people to liberation
of the working class.

(1)

“Babor in the white skin can never emancipate itself where labor in the
black skin is branded” (Marx).

B. Negro people powerful and indispensable ally of the working class, as a:

basic part of struggle for democracy and the fight for socialism.
C. Status of the Negro people in America today.
(1) How the Negro people ax*e oppressed.
Economic oppression ; discrimination in employment, etc.

,
Political oppression—discrimination in civil rights, suffrage, etc.
Special Oppression—discrimination in housing, education, transportation,

recreation, etc.
(2) Enforcement of discrimination by Jim Crow laws and customs, and by

violence, the worst form of which is lynching.

II. THE NATIONAL CHARACTER OF THE NEGRO QUESTION

A. The Communist approach to the national question.
(1) The Marxist definition of a nation; common history, territory, language,

culture, and economic life.
“A nation is a historically evolved, stable community of language, territory,

economic life, and psychological make-up manifested in a community of culture.”
Marxism and the National Question by Stalin.

(2) The right of nations to self-determination.
“The right of self-determination means that a nation can arrange its life accord-

ing to its own will. It has the right to arrange its life on the basis of autonomy.
It has the right to enter into federal relations with other nations. It has the
right to complete secession; Nations are sovereign and all nations are equal.

—Stalin, II)id,

(3) The Soviet solution of the national question.
The right of self-determination of nations.
Complete equality in every sphere of life.

The Soviet Union—a voluntary federation of nations.
B. The national character of the Negro question.
(1) National characteristics of the Negro people in, the light of the above

definition.
(2) The fight for national liberation of the Negro people—for full equality.
(3) The necessity for further study and analysis of the question was recognized

by the national convention of the CPUSA.
“Above all, we must deepen the theoretical understanding of all Communists,

Negro and white, on the fundamental nature and far-reaching implications of
the Negro question and conduct a vigorous struggle to root out every manifesta-
tion of open or concealed white chauvinism in our own ranks. As one step toward
this end, we should create a special commission to undertake a basic study of
the conditions and trends of the Negro people in relation to the broad social,
economic, and political movements in America and the world today, and, in the
light of Marxist-Leninist theory; to formulate a comprehensive definition of
Communist policy and program on the Negro question.”

IH. THE STRUGGLE FOR NEGRO LIBERATION

A. The goal : The right of self-determination.
B. The main immediate demands as outlined by the national convention

CPUSA—including

:
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“Defend the wartime gains of the Negro workers in industry.”
“Insure full benefits of all veterans legislation to Negro veterans; guarantee

jobs, opportunity, and security for all returning veterans and war workers,
regardless of race, creed, or color.
“End Jim Crow, establish permanent FEPC on State and National scales.

Abolish the poll tax and the white primary. End every form of discrimination
in the Armed Forces. * * ~ *

“Establish full and equal opportunity for schooling, including college education.
* * * Adopt special safeguards for guaranteeing education, vocational train-
ing, and job opportunities for Negro youth. * *

Need for maximum mobilization of all democratic forces behind these demands,
with special emphasis on the role of labor.

C. The problem of combating white chauvinism.
(1) What is white chauvinism?
Any act, attitude, expression, conscious or unconscious, based on the concept

of white superiority.
(2) Elimination of white chauvinism in all its forms—the duty of all Com-

munist Party members—the special responsibility of white party members.

XV. MISTAKES IN EEOENT POHCY ON THE NEGRO QUESTION BY THE CPUSA

“The opportunist errors of our former general policy limited the effectiveness
of Communist work on the Negro question. This was especially expressed in our
glossing over the national character of the Negro question, and in our un-
warranted illusion that the big bourgeoisie themselves would carry forward
after VE-day the wartime gains of the Negro people. * * * ”

“It is true that we continued to proclaim our uncompromising demand for full

Negro rights, and in many cases fought hard and effectively against Jim Crow
practices, especially in the interests of the war effort. However, the struggle
for the national liberation of the Negro people as fundamentally related to
the whole struggle of the working class against capitalist exploitation and
oppression was often lost sight of.

“Moreover, our revisionist policies narrowed the scope and weakened the vigof
of such struggles, even causing us at times to soft-pedal the struggle to eliminate
Negro discrimination in the Armed Forces. * * *

« * * * the abolition of the Communist organization in the South * *

undermined the foundations for consistent and effective struggle for the needs
and aspirations of the masses of the South, especially the Negro people. * * * ”

—National convention resolution.

Beading

:

Stalin, Marxism and the National and Colonial Question, chapters X and II.

James Allen, Negro Liberation (pamphlet).
National Convention Resolution on the Present Situation and Next Tasks,

section 7 in part II.
Claudia Jones, article, January 1945, Political Affairs .

Chekalin, The National Question in the Soviet Union (pamphlet)

.

Additional reading

:

Stalin, The National Question, The October Revolution and the National
Policy of the Russian Communists, The National Question (extract from
series of lectures).

Allen, Reconstruction and The Negro Question in the United States.

Suggested questions for discussion

:

1 Why is the Negro question of importance in the struggle for the libera-

tion of the working class?
2. What is a nation? What is meant by the right of nations to self-deter-

mination? How has this principle been applied in the Soviet Union?
3. Why do we consider the Negro question a national question? What

conclusions follow from this for our policies ? What mistakes did our party
recently make on this question?

4. What is white chauvinism? How can white chauvinism be combated?
5. What main tasks face our party in the struggle for the liberation of the

Negro people?
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‘

" A. Establishment of -the political power* of the working; class—the foundation
of Soviet power.
‘ (1) Achieved1 through^ Revolution—i. e,, a fundamental change in the.

class control ofsociety.
'

B. Socialization of the means of production.
* O. The principle of economic planning and the operation of the national econ-
omy by and for the people through their : State organisations.

X>. Socialism—the first stage ‘in development- toward Communism.
(1) Elimination of classes under socialism; laying" the basis for r the final

elimination of : all remnants of class differences.
(2) Abolition of exploitation of man by man. Elimination of capitalist

remnants ih economy and in the minds of the people.
E. The principle of distribution in a socialist society : from each according

to his ability to each according to the quantity and quality of his labor.
E. In a Communist society, products are distributed on the basis 1 of -“From

each- according tp hi^ ability to each according to his needs.”

IX. SOCIALISM, IN XHU SOVIET UNION

A. Victory of socialism,has been achieved in the Soviet Union.
(1) Socialist system of economy in Soviet Union—Industrialization; col-

lectivization of agriculture.
(2) Elimination of antagonistic classes in the Soviet Union.
(3) The Soviet Constitution reflects the present social relations and the

final victory of socialism.
B. Soviet Union—a community of nations living in harmony—national

equality. 1

C. The foreign policies of the U. S'. S
J

. R. (outline policies since inception)

.

(T) The foie ofthe Socialist Soviet Union in the war against fascism.
(2) The Red Army of the, Soviet Union.
D. Victory of socialism in Soviet Union (in one country) split world, economy

into two systems.
s

(X) Break in imperialist chain. s

II. PREREQUISITES FOE SOCIALIST REVOLUTION

* A. Objective conditions. «

(1) Development of modern productive forces.
* “So long as * the total social labor only yields a produce which buf slightly
exceeds that barely necessary fqr the existence of all p so long, therefore, as
labour engages all or almost ali of the time of the great majority of the mem-
bers of society—so long, of necessity, this society is divided into classes side by
side with the great majority, exclusively bond slaves to

;
labor, arises: a class,

freed from directly productive labour, whiclvlooks after the general affairs of
society * * * etc. It Is therefore the law of division of labour that lies
at the basis of division into classes * * * But if * * * division into
classes has a certain historical justification it has this, only for a given period,
only under given social condition. It was based upon the insufficiency of pro-
duction. It will be swept away by the complete development of modem, pro-
ductive* forces * * * Ixhe abolition of classes * * * presupposes * * *
the development of production carried out to a degree at which the appropria-
tion of the means of projection and of the pzroducts, mid with this, of political
domination, Of the monopolyi of cultute and: of intellectual leadership by a
pmrticular class of society, has become not . only sttperfluous but economically,
politically, intellectually, a hindrance to development”—Engels, Socialism,*, Utopian and Scientific.

; (2) The effect of the development Qf imperialism.
“Now we must say that objective conditions fbr the revolution exist through-

out the whole system of imperialist world economy, which is an integral unit;
the existence within this system of some countries that are not sufficiently
developed from the industrial point of view cannot form an insurmountable
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Obstacle to the revolution * - * * because the system as a whole has already
become ripe for revolution.*” -

,

t —Stalin, Foundation of Leninism,

\
The “front,of capitalism” will hepierced first “where .the chain of imperialism

is weakest”, not necesssarily in the most developed nation industrially.
* Possibility 'of achieving socialism in one (or a few countries) as aresult of ’the
•uneven development of capitalism.

B. Subjective conditions.
* Cl) Readiness of the working-class to fight for socialism.

(a) Working class must learn necessity for socialism through their own
-experience and with help of the Marxist party.

(b) Existence of a “national crisis affecting both the exploited and exploiters.”
“It is not sufficient for revolution that the exploited and oppressed masses

understand the impossibility of living in the old way and demand changes ; for
revolution it is necessary that the exploiters should not be able to live and rule
jLn the old way. Only when the Slower classes” do not want the old and when
the “upper classes” cannot continue in the old way, then only can the revolution
he victorious.”

—Lenin, Left Winy Communism, etc.

(2) Existence of a Marxist-Leninist party capable of leading the working
.class and the majority of the people to the achievement of socialism.

( Or) Bole ofparty in helping working class to see the need for socialism based
on their own experience.

3V. ERRORS OF ‘THE CFUSA WITH: RESPECT TO ‘SOCIALISM

“Browder’s line is a rejection of the IMarxian-Leninist perspective of socialism.
Obviously, if world capitalism, under the leadership of Comrade Browder’s
beneficent American monopolists, can overcome its inner contradictions and
produce an era of well-being and capitalist progress such as Browder sees
ahead, the whole question of socialism is reduced to a ;mere abstraction.
Browder accepts this logic and has abandoned the advocacy of "socialism even

:in a purely educationaPsense. * * *”

—Foster, The Stmiggle Against Revisionism .

'

'Reading

:

The Soviet Constitution.
* Mistory of the CPST7,, chapters 3, 6, 7.

Stalin,From Socialism to Communism, chapters 1, 2, and chapter r3 part 4.
Stalin, Foundation of Leninism, chapter III, part 3.
National convention resolution on the Present Situation and Neat Tashs,

part 1, section 4.

Additional reading

:

History of the OPSTJ, chapters 8, 9, 1.0, 11, and .12.
- Stalin, The October Revolution and Tactics in Leninism.

Readings in Leivinism
, volume on the Proletarian Revolution.

Stalin, Problems of Leninism, ^chapters 4,and 5.
Suggested questions for discussion

:

* 1. What is >socialism? Communism?
2. Why was socialism victorious in the .SovietUnion ?

*

3. What is a revolution? What are the essential preconditions for the
socialist revolution’?

4. How does the struggle for immediate demands help ,to develop each of
the subjective conditions for socialist revolution? In this connection, what
mistakes did theAmerican Communist,Party make in the recent period,?

,, Lesson VII

The Communist Party-
. ,

I. WHAT IS THE PARTY?

" A. The political -party of the working class. .
:

\
1. Without a political party representing the vanguard of the Working class,

representing both the immediate "as well as historical class intereSts of the *work-
-ing class, it is impossible for theworking class to achieve socialism.
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2. The party rises and grows out of the conditions and struggles of the working
class under capitalism—the party in the United States springing from American
soil. (See preamble to constitution, CPUSA.)
' 3. The party is the vanguard of the working class, but it can win this position
in the eyes of the workers only through proper tactics and strategy. Its policies
must be tested in action.

- In the United States it is essential that the Communist Party eliminate
obstacles to proper relations with labor movement which developed under the
revisionism.

B. Main features of the Communist Party which mark it as a party of a new
type, distinct from the social-democratic parties

:

1. The party as a vangtiard of the working class: the highest form of organ-
ization of the working class ; a political guide on the path to socialism.

(a) “The party must stand at the head of the working class; it must see
further than the working class ; it must lead the proletariat and not follow
in the tail of the spontaneous movement.”—Stalin, Fundamentals of Leninism.

(b) The party must also embody the connection of the vanguard with the
working class. “The party cannot be only a vanguard detachment. It must
at the same time be a detachment of the class, closely bound up with it by
all the fibers of its being.” —Stalin, Ibid.

2. The party is an organized, detachment of the working class, with its own
discipline and unity of will and action.

(a ) Principles of membership in the Community Party (quote from the
constitution of the Communist Party of the United States and discuss the
meaning of these sections) :

(1) Who can be a member? (Constitution of CPUS, art. II.)
“Any resident of the United States, IS years of age or over, regardless of

race, color, national origin, sex, or religious belief, who subscribes to the
principles and purpose of the Communist Party, shall be eligible for member-
ship” (sec. 1).
“Any person eligible for membership according to section 1, who accepts

the aims, principles, and program of the party as determined by its constitu-
tion and conventions, who holds membership in and attends club meetings,
who is active on behalf of the party, who reads the party, press and litera-

ture and pays dues regularly, shall be considered a member” (sec. 2).

, “An applicant for membership shall be endorsed by at least one member
of the Communist Party. Such application is subject to discussion and deci-

sion by the club to which it is presented” (sec. 3.).

(2) The rights and duties of party members—see article IV, Constitution
of the CPUS.

( b ) The basic form of party organization—the party club, see article VI,
Constitution of the CPUS.

(c) The party is organized on the basis of the principles of democratic
centralism—see articles VI, VII, Constitution of CPUS.

(1) The minority subordinates itself to the decisions of the majority.
(2) The membership elects the leading committees of the party and carries

out the decisions of these leading bodies as the seat of authority between
conventions, which are the highest authority of the Communist Party.

(3) The role of leadership in the Communist Party.
( d) The source of unity and discipline in the Communist Party.
“Iron discipline in the party is impossible without unity of will and with-

out absolute and complete unity of action on the part of all members of the
party. This does not mean of course that the possibility of a conflict of
opinion within the party is thus excluded. On the contrary, iron discipline
does not preclude but presupposes criticism and conflicts of opinion within
the party. Beast of all does it mean that this discipline must be ‘blind’
discipline. On the contrary, iron discipline does not preclude but presup-
poses conscious and voluntary submission, for only conscious discipline can
be truly iron discipline. But after a discussion has been closed, after criti-

cism has run its course and a decision has been made, unity of will and
unity of action of all party members become indispensable conditions with-
out which party unity and iron discipline in the party are inconceivable.”

- — Fundamentals of Leninism.
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(e) The practice of criticism and self-cHiicism.
“The attitude of a political party toward its own mistakes is one of the

most important and surest ways of judging how earnest the party is, and
how it in practice fulfills its obligations toward its class and the toiling

masses. Frankly admitting a mistake, ascertaining the reasons for it,

analyzing the conditions which led to it, and thoroughly discussing the means
of correcting it—that is the earmark of a serious party, that is the way it

should educate and train the class, and then the masses.”—Benin, Selected Works

,

volume X.

^ m. THE PART'S" Aim THE STRUGGLE AGAINST OPPORTUNISMS

A . Necessity for waging uncompromising struggle against opportunism from
both the "right” and the "left.”

B. The Communist Party is strengthened in the present struggle against

revisionism.

IV. PREVIOUS ERRORS OP THE AMERICAN COMMUNIST MOVEMENT LIQUIDATIONISM

"The dissolution of the Communist Party and the formation of the Communist
Political Association were part and parcel of our revisionist errors and did in

fact constitute the liquidation of the independent and vanguard role of the
Communist movement * * *

"A flagrant expression of this* liquidation was the abolition of the Communist
organization in the South * * *

“The correction of our revisionist errors demands the immediate reconstitu-

tion "of the Communist Party and guaranteeing the reestablishment of the

Marxist content of its program, policies, and activities.”

—National convention resolution on the present situation and next tasks'.

Vi PRESENT TASKS IN CONSOLIDATING AND STRENGTHENING THE COMMUNIST PARTT
OF THE UNITED STATES

See reading material—thp Foster and Dennis articles, and the national con-
vention resolution in particular.

' l

'

_ «

In carrying out our organizational tasks, the key consideration to be always
borne in mind is the necessity for concentration of all party work toward estab-
lishing its main political influence and strongest roots among the working class,

especially in the basic industries and large shops. ' - ,

“* * * the key to fulfilling . our Communist responsibility to -the working
•class and the Nation is not only in correct policy but in* our ability to carry out
this correct policy. That is where we must adhere to a fixed course—not through
more talk but above all a fixed course of action. * ^

«** >:< * /pQ make the American working class conscious of its role as the
best defender of the interests of the Nation and all the working people, and to

prepare it to assert its independent organized power, is not only the central task
•of our party today but a responsibility which can be fulfilled in life itself. * * *
f "We Communists must adopt a program of concentration tasks as part of that
necessary fixed course from which we must not deviate. * * *”

—National convention report on the constitution of the Communist Party
of the United States.

Reading

:

Williamson, Report on Constitution of CPUSA—September 1945 Political

Affairs.
Foster, Building the Communist Party

—

The ‘Worker

,

September 23.

Foster, The Struggle Against Revisioism, September Political Affairs
(1945)—part II.

Resolution of Present Situation,and Next Tasks

—

National Convention—
part II, ibid,

Stalin, Foundations of Leninism, chapter VIII {The Party), chapter II
{The Method)

.

^

History of the GPSUW—Pages 46-52.
Eugene Dennis—“America Needs the Communist Party,” October Political

Affairs.
John Williamson—The Reconstitution of the Communist Party—Septem-

ber Political Affairs.
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Additional reading : „

Lenin, Left Wing Communism, mi Infantile Disorder, chapter II and IV
*&nd appendix section IV. .

Tborez, Organizational Problems of the Communist Painty 0i France

—

August 1945, Political Affairs.
Suggested questions for discussion

:

1. What is meant by the statement that the Communist Party is the van-
guard of the *working Class?

2. What is democratic centralism ?
*

8. On what is thh tmity and discipline of the Communist Party based?
4. What is Communist criticism and self-criticism? What is its role?
5. What is meant by the struggle against “right” and ‘left” opportunism?
6* Wliy did our past revisionist policies lead to liquidationism?
7. What main tasks do we face in building the party in the next period?

Lesson Lk

.Strategy and Tactics

I* STRATEGY AND TACTICS—SCIENCE OP WORKING CLASS LEADERSHIP

A. -Main aim : Winning majority of the working class for the revolutionary
struggle against capitalism—for socialism.

B. The main characteristic of Leninist(Strategy and tactics.
1. “The main thing now is that the Communists of every country ^should quite

consciously take into account the fundamental tasks of the struggle against op-
portunism and “left” doctrinairism as well as the concrete peculiar features which
this struggle assumes and inevitably must assume in each separate country dn
accordance with .the peculiar features of its economics, politics, culture, national
composition, its colonies, religious divisions, etc. * * * Now all efforts must
-be concentrated on * * * seeking out- the forms of transition or approach to
the proletarian revolution.” —Lenin, Left-Wing Communism, pages 71—72.

2. "Essence : Find main link"which will set large numbers ofmasses into motion
and prepare them for final struggle.

xr. strategy

A. Dependence of strategy on the theory and program of Marxism.
1. “From a study of the objective processes of capitalism in their development

anil decline, the theory of Marxism Arrives at the conclusion that the fall of fhb
(bourgeoisie and the seizure Of power by the proletariat, and the replacement of
capitalism by socialism, are inevitable. Proletarian 'strategy may be consid-
ered truly Marxist only when it maizes this fundamental conclusion of the theory
<of Marxism the basis of 'its operations.”—Stalin, Strategy a/nd Tactics of Hussion Communists.

B. Principal features of strategy—plan and direction of party policy during an
entire historical period. Direction of main blow and distribution of forces. Re-
naains unchanged during entire period, changes only with new stage of revo-
lution. , .

“The most important task of strategy is to determine the main direction to be
-taken by the movement of the working class, the direction along which the pro-
letariat can most advantageously deliver its main blow against its enemy imorder
to achieve this aim- outlined in the program” (Stalin).

*C. Strategic leadership involves the .mobilization of all possible allies for
the working class, and of all splits in the ranks of its enemies during the given
period.

^ ,

“It is possible to conquer this most powerful enemy only by exerting our
efforts to the utmost and by necessarily, thorpughly, carefully, attentively, and
skillfully taking advantage of every ‘fissure,* however small, in the .ranks of
our enemies, of every antagonism of interests among ’Vhe bourgeoisie of the
various countries, among -the various groups or types of bourgeoisie of the
various countries, by taking advantage of every possibility, however small, of
.gaining an ally among the masses, even though this tally be temporary, vacillat-
ing, unstable, unreliable, and conditional.” / Vf*

T

„ ,

- ?—Lenin, Left Wing Communism
, etc.
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in. TACTICS

A. Tactics subordinate to strategy—deals with forms of struggle and forms
of organization or working class, changing with new tasks and new political
situation.
“At each stage oY development, at each moment, proletarian tactics must

take account of these objectively .unavoidable dialectics of human history, utiliz-
ing, on the one hand, the periods; of political stagnation, or periods when things
are moving at a snail’s pace along the road of so-called ‘peaceful’ development,,
to increase the class consciousness, strength, and fighting capacity of the ad-
vanced class

;
on the other' hand, conducting this work in the direction of the

‘final aim’ of the movement of this class.” —Lenin, Marx-Engels.—Marxism*.
B: What determines tactics?
1. “In determining its line of tactics, each Communist Party must take into

account the concrete internal and external situation, the correlation of class,
forces, the degree of stability and strength of the bourgeoisie, the degree of
preparedness of the proletariat,, the position taken by the various intermediary
strata in its country, etc. The party determines its slogans and methods of
struggle in accordance with these circumstances, with the view to organizing
and mobilizing the masses on the broadest possible scale and, on the highest
possible level of this^struggle.’’—^Program of the Communist International.

2. Tactical tasks of the Communists—developing partial and immediate, de-
mands corresponding to everyday needs of workers—united' front tactics toward
class mobilization and exposure of monopolists, reformists, etc. ,

*3. Tactical leadership involves.:
(u) Utilization of the proper forms of struggle needed1

at the time, under
* " the given circumstances;

(b) Location of the single “link” in the chain of events which if grasped
properly will lead the way to strategic successes.

4. The difference between revolutionary and reformist tactics.

IV. THE TACTICS OF THE SEVENTH WORLD CONGRESS

' A. Seventh World TCongress develops new tactical orientation:
1. To direct main blows and concentrate all forces for struggle against main

enemy of humanity, fascism. r
1

; 2.* Tasks of working class assume new character—forms of 1 united front and
people’s fronf develop. ‘

-

' Working class united, front—labor unity.
The anti-Fascist people’s front—broad coalitions 1 of all' opponents of fascism

Und reaction. ,
«

. V
*

(Give historical examples of the application of the* united front and anti-'
Fascist-front tactics throughout world, during the war against fascism and
today.) -

f v

.

%
B. Relationpf people’s front tactics, and the struggle for socialism.

' 1. “In the struggle to defend' against fascism the bourgeois-democratic, liberties,
and the, gains of

f the toilers, in the* struggle to overthrow Fascist dictatorship, the,
working class* prepares its forces, strengthens its fighting,contacts ,with its allies,"
and directs the struggle toward the goal of achieving real ^democracy of the

1

toilers—socialism.”
, t

‘
*

2. The struggle for socialism in the present* period does not mean elimination
6f 1 iinmediate demands but is intimately related.

'

' V. OUR PROGRAM OF ACTION^TODAY

A. Tasks of theAmerican working class in the struggle for weldingtogether and-
c'onsolid'ating broadest coalition of all' anti-Fascist and democratic forces against
imperialist reaction. . i

1. Elaborate by summarizing our program, of' action as contained in the
national resolution “The Present' Situation and the Next Tasks.”

B. Relationship of this program of action to the struggle for- socialism.
- l. ( “However, this program of action will help the working Class and the people
as a' whole to meet their urgent immediate practical needs, enhancing* generally?
their strength and influence in the nation. In the* struggle for the program for"
peace and democracy,, jobs, and security; favorable conditions are created for1

the masses of our people to recognize, on the basis of their own experiences, the
need for the eventual Teorganization of society along Socialist lines.—Resolution of national convention, GPUSA.
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VI. RELATION OP OUR TACTICS TO REVISIONISM

A. “Our opportunism abetted by fact that in the midst of energetically sup-
porting and waging this national liberation war, we often confused the woods
for the trees, and tended to evaluate or raise short-term tactics and transitory
phenomena to the level of strategy or a ‘new theory’ ”—-Eugene Dennis, Report
to national convention, June,' 18.

(1) Forgot Renin’s warning: “To determine its conduct from ease to case, to
adapt itself to the events of the day and to the windings of political trivialities, to
forget the basic interests of the proletariat and the main features of the entire
capitalist system as well as the whole capitalist evolution, to sacrifice these basic
interests for the sake of real or would-be advantages of the moment—such is the
policy of revisionism. And it obviously follows from the very essence of such a
policy that it may assume an infinite variety of forms and will give rise to one
or other variety of revisionism, each time when there is some ‘new’ question,
or when there is more or less unexpected and unforeseen turn of events, even
though this turn changed the basic line of development to but an insignificant
degree and for but the shortest period of time.”—Renin, Mara?, Engels, Marxism, page 77*.

Reading : ,

Stalin, Foundations of Leninism ,
chapter VIII, Strategy and Tactics.

History of the CPSU, chapter III, section 3, pages 62-77.
Dimitrov, WorJcing Glass Unity , Bulwarlc Against Fascism (Report to

Seventh World Congress of the Communist International), pages 17-40,
59-88.

Renin, Left Wing Communism, An Infantile Disorder (Principal Stages in
the History of Bolshevism), chapters VIII, IX, and X.

Resolution on the Present Situation and Next Tasks, National Convention,
CPUSA, sections 1 through 5*

Additional reading:
Renin, Two Tactics of Social ^Democracy, -

Readings in Reninism Volume on 'Strategy and Tactics (Review, chapters
VI and VIII).

Suggested questions for discussion

:

1. What is the foundation of Reninist strategy and tactics? Why are
* they necessary? >

2. What is the difference between strategy and tactics?.

4 „
3. What is the difference between Reninist tactics and reformist tactics?

Between Reninist tactics andl those of the “left” opportunists? ,

4. What errors in tactics did the Communist Party of the United States
make in the previous period?

5. What is the present tactical line of the American Communist Party?
How is this related to the struggle for socialism?

Corrections of Fundamentals Outline

Page 2, point B :
“Those who have and those who have not”—scientifically in-

exact. Should read : “Those who own the social means of production and those
who are compelled to labor in order to produce a surplus for the owners.” “The^
exploiters and the exploited.”
Page 2, point C

:

Marxism “laid the essence.” Should read “laid bare * *

Analysis of laws, etc., after the words “necessity of,” include “and the forces^
driving to socialism.”
Page 3, point D : “Present errors” should read “past errors.”
Page 4, point A 2 : “A system of money” etc., system of money is meaningless,.

Money as measure of value, etc., existed long before capitalism.
Point II C : “Beyond the value of his labor power, i. e., his wages—” should

read : “Value of his labor power represented by his wages. Wages are not the
value but the price of labor power.”
Page 5, point B 3 : “To force the value of labor power (i. e., wages) down.,r

Again wages are not the value but the price of labor power.
Page 5, point B 5 : “Ultimate tendency for capitalist state to take over direc-

tion of production”—incorrect formulation—too categoric—too sweeping. The
tendency is for the development of elements of state capitalism—the intervention
of the state in economic life to a greater or smaller extent.

&

*
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*‘Tendency to increasing concentration”—concentration and centralization
4

are not tendencies but results from absolute law of capitalist accumulation.
Page 6, point V A : “Finally rejected in 1928.” Uo. Finally rejected in 1929.
Statement of theory of American exeeptionalism too narrow. Denial of im-

pending cyclical crisis was conclusion. Lovestone drew from theory of ex-
ceptionalism. The theory itself claimed that development of American monop-
oly, technique, and reserves exempt the U. S. A. from the contradictions of
capitalism, and provide possibilities for organized planned economy of ex-
tended prosperity, etc.—the “golden age” or “Victorian age.”
Page S, point 1 A: “Since the era of primitive communism,” more correct-

era of tribal communal society. The word “communism” should not be used in
characterizing the primitive societies in order to distinguish from modern com-
munism with which it has nothing in common. (See Political Economy in the
Soviet Union and Letter of Stalin, Kirov, and Zhdanoff on the Teaching of

^ History.)
Page 9, point B 2: “Schools for communism” does not explain itself neces-

sarily. Should have been developed in the outline.
Point B 3 : Historical limitations of trade-unions cannot be limited to compari-

son of “trade-union and Communist ‘politics’ ” in an abstract way. The main
A point involved is the historical impossibility of the trade-union struggle by itself

to (a) permanently consolidate the economic position of the working class,

(b) to abolish the source of exploitation and oppression, (c) to develop
Socialist consciousness.
Page 12, point IX A 3 : In view of paramount importance of the question today,’

limitations of bourgeois democracy should have been fully developed instead of
„

being merely stated. - '

’

Page 13, points B 1 and 2 : Incorrect definition of the Fascist state. It is not
the “open and terroristic dictatorship of bourgeoisie” as a whole. It is not
merely the “substitution, of bourgeois democracy * * * by another state
form—open terroristic dictatorship.”

;

The above distorts the class content of the Fascist state.
It is the open terrorist dictatorship of the most reactionary, most imperialist,

most chauvinist section of finance capital.
Page 13, point III A 1: “Destruction” is too broad—too abstract. More pre-'

cise and correct formulation is to overcome andjerush the resistance of the
bourgeoisie.
Page 18, point I 2 : As formulated it is incomplete and unintelligible. Finance

capital is the product of fusion of two elements, industrial and banking capital.
Page 18, point II 5 : “Division of world among capitalist powers” should read

* * Among imperialist powers and the’ struggle for redivision of the
world.” That completes the link to the next point—imperialist wars as wars
for redivision.
Page 19, section IV A : “As the entire world is drawn into the sphere of impe-

rialist expansion” doesn’t make sense. Should read : “As the entire world is

involved in one world economic chain as a result of the export of capital and
division of the world.”
Page 19, section IV, A : On the question of the general world crisis of capitalism.

What should be emphasized is (a) begins with World War I and October
Revolution,* with, one-sixth of world removed from sphere of capitalist exploita-
tion, (b) general decline of capitalism on world scale, (c) no room for further

^ expansion. Then follow with the fundamental contradictions of capitalism in
I

^ its imperialist stage.
* Page 20, section VI: This section must be extended to include (a) the last
war and the collapse of the Second International, (b) the struggle of Lenin and
the Bolsheviks against the social imperialists and the centrist Kautsky, (c) the
distinction between just and unjust wars, etc.

v The last point (c) can serve to introduce the politically necessary bridge be-
\ tween the teachings of Lenin and Stalin on imperialism and imperialist war

and the possibility of just and progressive (national liberation) wars in the
epoch of imperialism.
From there we should proceed to analyze the character of the war against

Fascist imperialism, which is entirely lacking in the outline.
Page 22, point VIII: “Mistakes * * * in connection with impei'ialism”

—

too abstract. Content of section deals with reactionary class nature of monopoly
v

capital. Should read: “mistakes * * * in connection with class character
and role of monopolies.”
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Page 28, point III A 2: “Possibility- of achieving, socialism in one”—eliminate
“(or a few countries).” Should read:, “in one country.” Reason: The question,
involved is precisely the possibility of socialism in one country. Trotskyism 1

(permanent revolution theory) insists, that it is impossible in one country; but
must develop simultaneously in all or in a number of Advanced countries.
“As a result of the uneven development of capitalism.” Cannot be left at

that in the outline. Since it is an extremely basic question it should be developed.
1

Page 28, point III, B This section confuses the objective and subjective pre-

'

requisites of a revolutionary situation. Point R belongs under objective prereq-
uisite. Points la, and 2a (onp. 29) belongs under subjective*
Page 31, point I. hr. “The basic form of party organization—The PartyClub,”,

This, formulation is insufficient. It is necessary to emphasize the shop organiza-

'

tion which is not generally regarded as a club. Party Branch might be more
inclusive and embrace the shop- branch and neighborhood or community club.
Page 31, point 1, c. 2 : Necessary to include the party convention as the highest

and supreme party authority. Leading bodies are higher authorities between
conventions.
Page 34v point II„ C : After “and” (in next to last line) include “utilization.”

Mr. Russell. Mr. Jones, I show you another document, which con-
cerns the Pennsylvania, edition of the Daily Worker,, and which in-
cludes a breakdown of the. various Communist clubs and sections of

1

the Communist Party of Western Pennsylvania, and X ask you if that
is: also one of the* documents which you subpenaed from Mr. Cvetic
oii October 6, 1950 ?

Mr, Jones., Yes,, it is.

Mr. Russell., Mr. Chairman,, I ask that the contents of, this, docu-
ment be copied into the transcript of this hearing', and that if be-
marked “Cvetic Exhibit Ko. 94.” , ,

Mr. Harrison. It' is so, ordered.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic^ Exhibit Ko. 94,

is as follows :)'
:

Coar^ruNiST Party of Western Pennsylvania

Pittsburgh; pa.

For a long time now, our party memberships has been hoping for a Communist'
newspaper of its own which, could give much, more space to the problems of ther
workers and other common people of western Pennsylvania.
We now have such a newspaper.
Every Friday the people of western Pennsylvania will be able to obtain the^

Pennsylvania edition* of the Worker. The western Pennsylvania editor of this;
paper is our own district chairman, Comrade Roy Hudson. Am editorial corn-*
mittee> under his leadership^ has been established.. This will guarantee that
both State and local’ problems of the people* will be adequately covered in the'
pages; of the Worker. Many* new features are being added to the paper to make
it of interest to all members of a worker’s family.

j The Pennsylvania edition of the Worker now becomes our most important*
instrument for mobilizing our party members and other workers for a people’s,
victory in 1948. With this paper, we can treach many, niany more* workers with
our party program for the defeat of* Fascist reaction in 1948, for a new people’s-
political party, for the defense and extension of our democratic rights and civil;
liberties including the defense of our own party, for abolition of discrimination*
against the Negro people and other minority groups, for price control and a higher
standard of living, for crushing the warmongers and for peace in. the world
for ; a; long time to come; The Pennsylvania edition of the Worker, if properly*
utilized, can be our best educator for socialism.
- Increased circulation of the Pennsylvania'Worker amongst the steel workers,
coal miners, electrical, and other workers will increase the possibilities of their
unibns." playing' a progressive role* The larger the circle of readers for the
'Worker, the more we will be, able to recruit for and build our party.Now that we have the Pennsylvania edition of the Worker, we must guarantee*
that it becomes permanent, that it is read by many more pfeople* thau the> originals
Worker was, and that we make possible its playing of a major role as an edu-
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fcator and organizer for the Communist Party in western Pennsylvania in its
" leadership of the struggle for peace and progress.

That is why we have decided to organize this Pennsylvania Worker campaign,
a Campaign to get 750 renewals and new subs and an additional 500 copies per
wee^k in bundle orders. If we succeed in this task, and succeed we must, then
w,e will have on January 1, 1948, a circulation of 1,1S8 subscribers and 78o in
bundle orders, or a total circulation of 1,973. And this is only a 4o-percent
Increase over our last year’s circulation.
A successful campaign will guarantee two things': First, that the Penn-

sylvania Worker will become permanent; and secondly, that the basis will have
been laid for achieying positive results in the above-mentioned political tasks..
The following chart shows approximately, club by club, what the problem is,.

' whatmust be done, and Suggested club and Section objectives for your considera-
tion :

Club and section

Campaign quotas Tf successful, our total cir-
culation will bo

—

Subscrip-
tions Bundles Total iHHS Total

40 no" 97 40 137
25 70 66 24 i r91
,25 •65 53 25 78

35 20 55
!

62. 30 92
'25 15 40 25 45 70

15 - 35 30 15 j45
igggK iff 10 30 • 20 10 30

j! JO 25- 25 10 35
10 25 19 15 34

Iff 10 25. 15 10 ^25
iff £0] 20 10 . 10 20

5 15 ii

;

5 16
b5 15

,

20 5 25

325 190 515
;

448 235 :6S3

35 20 55 40 ' 60
20 15 35 23 38
15 10 25 16 /•'Buff 26

' 10 10 20 11 10 21
10 20 15 15 - 30
10 10 20 a—TiB 10 20
5 5 10 . 10 10 £0

75 475 115 75 190

45 25 70 52 25 77
20 20. 40 24 30 54
*20 15 *35 22 f 25 47
15 10 - 25 15 15 : 80

' '65 155 103 85 188

35 85 51 * 35 86
:s^rB m 5 15 , 10 5 15

5 15 10 5 15mmi 5 20 -49 5 24

..
75

'

50 125 80 50 130

'20 37 72
10 25 15 Ba <25
10 11 21
10 20 10 ^.ivBn 20

5 5 10 5 10

. 70 50
,

120 78 65
'

143

40 30 70.' 46 35 81
35 25 ' 60 :39 40 79
JO 10

‘

20 13

,

10 23
5 5

V 10' 6 5 11
5 5 10 '7 f5 : 12

-90 70 160 106 90 196

“ 258 185 443

„ North .Side —
Squirrell Hill
South Side

’ Professional
East Liberty
Club 90
Lawrencoville
Penn Township
Student
J. &L

* Hazelwood .

Pittsburgh

* Bcntlyvillo
California
Washington
Clarksville
Monnesspn

' Canonsburg_ t :

„ Coverd^lo—*

Washington

McKeesport
JDuqyesne t

•— „

Homestead
Clairton

Monongahela

' East Pittsburgh
- Women , .

Serbian.-
Wilmerding

"East Pittsburgh

New Kensington I

Rural Ridge
, Oakmont
Springdale
Tarentum —

Allegheny 1

Erie
•Farrell
Johnstown
Ambriflge
Portage

District ,

Miscellaneous/- — — —

—

Total
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In order to accomplish this task, we propose the following to be considered
by each section committee and club executive committee. These suggestions are
to be used as a basis for developing the club and section plans of work

:

1. The next meeting of your section committee and your club shall discuss this
campaign, and work out how you will achieve your own objective.

2. Both the club and the section committee must elect a press director who will
take charge of this campaign as well as other press work. However, this cam-
paign is the direct responsibility of the club president and club executive com-
mittee, as well as of the section organizer and the section committee.

3. Where to get subscriptions

:

(a) Our own membership. In our district, over 50 percent of our membership
does not get the Worker. Every member of every club can and must be convinced
to subscribe to the Pennsylvania Worker. As we register our membership for
1948, we must ask each and every one to become a subscriber. Without this
weekly paper, our membership cannot get the necessary knowledge and answers ^
to the big political events of the day. They must get this paper, and read it, in
order to be able to convince nonparty workers of our program and mobilize them
for action.

;

(&) Visit the list of those people whose subscriptions have expired or will
expire in 1947 and in January 1948, and get them to renew their subscriptions. ^

(0) Assign members of the club to visit all club contacts for subscriptions.
Ask every club member to draw up a list of his personal friends in the

'Community, in his shop and union, and in his mass organization. Ask him to -

visit these people. Check up on him every week to see if the assignment is being
carried out and what the results are.

j

(e) The club or section should call a meeting of all our members who belong
to a certain bnion or mass organization to discuss this campaign and to work out i

the steps for getting subscriptions from the members of that organization. We
should keep in mind that many members of language organizations have children
who can read English.

(f) The district wall print a leaflet which the club should mail to all contacts
with a sample copy of the Pennsylvania Worker. This will introduce the paper to
your contacts. This leaflet can also be used for selected distribution at concen-
tration shops and areas.

( g

)

. Sections should consider the organization of special squads who will,

during the campaign, go visiting contacts in our concentrations in the steel and
coal areas, and in the Negro community.

4. Bundle orders.
(a) Every club should get a minimum bundle of five copies a week. Certainly

every club has at least five contacts to whom a copy could be sold once a week.
(&) Some people may want the paper but for some reason, do not want

to receive it through the mail. The club must deliver the paper to these people
every week.

(c) Delivery routes can be established, especially in projects as well as in
communities. Now that the bundle arrives on Friday, the club can arrange for
delivering the paper on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday. This will make the ^
establishment of a route easier.

(d) Each club should try to get at least one newsstand in the community to
take a bundle of five papers, with the guaranty that the club will give credit for
what is not sold. After a certain time goes by we will see that bundle increase.

(e) Our comrades working in shops should be talked to as to whom they can
sell a copy of the paper every week.

(/) Arrangements should be made to sell the paper either before or after
a membership meeting of every union and mass organization that takes place in
the community. Once a week, the paper should be sold at the shop gate where
we are concentrating our activities.

5. During this campaign for the Pennsylvania Worker, we must also obtain
100 subscriptions to the Daily Worker as well as increase our Daily Worker
bundle orders by 100. Most of the above suggestions can apply to the Daily
Worker also. But one thing we must guarantee, and that is that every member
of the club executive, of the section committee, of the district committee, and
all party members who are stewards, board members, and officers of unions and
mass organizations become regular readers of, and subscribers to, the Daily
Worker. Those who do not read the Daily Worker regularly cannot be effective
In their leadership to their organizations and the people generally.

6. This campaign for our press is so important that our party has decided
to give special recognition to those of our members who deliver the goods. We
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have therefore decided on the following prizes to be distributed when the cam-
paign is concluded, on the basis that— ’

A 1-year subscription to the Worker equals three points.
A 6-month subscription to the Worker equals one point.
A 1-year subscription to the Daily Worker equals five points.
A 6-month subscription to the Daily Worker equals two points.
A 3-month subscription to the Daily Worker equals one point.

(a) The club with the highest number of points: Special recognition at a
press conference in the district which will be presented by an editor of the
Daily Worker and Worker.

(b) The comrade in the district with the highest number of points (minimum
required is 150 points), 1 week’s free vacation, winter or summer, at a worker’s
camp, or its equivalent.

(e) The comrade in the district with the second-highest number of points,
a set of Lenin’s works, or its equivalent.

(d) The comrade in the district with the third-highest number of points, two
books, autographed by the authors, or its equivalent : Philip S. Foner : History
of the Labor Movement in the United States. William Z. Foster : American Trade-
Unionism.

(3) For every,comrade in the district who gets a minimum of 15 points, any
book by Howard Fast.

:

With the reactionaries in our country working overtime, our tasks are much
greater than ever before. The building of our press is a key job that we must
carry through in order to win the masses. If we put our.noses to the grindstone,
our press objectives will be accomplished.

Rot Hudson, District Chairman;
Wm. Albertson, District Secretary

;

Ben Careatuers, City Chairman,

Campaign Committee.

Mr. Russell. Mr. Jones, I show you another document, entitled
“Memorandum onYouth Work and Policy,” dated November 29, 1945,
and ask you if this is also one of the documents which you subpenaed
from Mr. Cvetic on October 6, 1950 ?

Mr. Jones. Yes; it is.

Mr. Russell. Mr. Chairman, X ask that the contents of this document
be copied into the transcript of this hearing, and that the document
be marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 95.”

Mr. Harrison. It is so ordered.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 95,”

is as follows :)

Memorandum on YoUth Work: and Policy

(Adopted by national hoax’d, November 29, 1945)

The dangerous neglect by the party of work among the youth during the period
of revisionism would be completely disastrous if continued at present. The gen-
erally increased consciousness of party responsibilities toward the youth and the
.establishment of a national youth commission and youth commissions in many
States must now be taken as the starting point for a serious change in the develop-
ment of this phase of our party activity.

This memorandum is intended to clearly define our policy in regard to the main
aspects of youth work and to lay the basis for systematic direction of this work
by our national and State committees.
In its drive toward world domination, American imperialism, and the Truman

administration will to an increasing degree strive to regiment the youth for re-
actionary purposes and thus, open the way for the most reactionary and Fascist
elements to try and secure a mass base among the youth, unless this threat is
successfully met by the labor and progressive forces of the Nation. The grave
dangers of i*eactionary influences among the youth are evident in the efforts being
made to turn veterans, of whom a majority are young people, against labor

;

in the Hearst-backed Youth for Christ movement, and in the recent high-school
outbreaks of anti-Negro violence in a number of States that are increasingly
coupled up with attacks on labor and Red baiting.
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-b ^2£e°ver* monopolies. and .the administration sh^w a callous disregard
for tne evermore acute problems of employment, job training, education, and
veteran needs that face millions of youth and threaten them with the prospect
°£ be

}
ng another “lost generation?' These problems must be faced bbldly and

effectively by labor, theyouth movement, and our, party, by ^aggressively develop-
ing a program for jobs, training, and education for youth.
Fundamentally AmericanYouth emerge from this war with a-deeper anti-Fascist

consciousness and with aspirations? toiv the future that can, despite the efforts
„
o* be readily^ transformed into a strong youth movement as -part of the
ahti-FaScist democratic camp. It primarily on the basis -of struggle for theirown needs and in the fight against such measures to mobilize youth for imperial-
ist purposes as Truman's proposal for military training that the youth can be
mobilised' for the ahti-Fascist democratic coalition and as a close ally of labor.

smuggle youth will also gain the experience and* understanding this gen-
* elation lacks because it didhot participate in labor struggles and the Youth move-
f

before the war. They will be won for democracy instead of reaction.The basic task before dll labor and progressive forces rand particularly theCommunists is to win and finite the youth for the struggle against fascism andwar, for jobs, security
, and democracy. We can learn much from the experiences

A/-b0A2e
j;
ica5 ?

r°atl1 movement of the 1930’s, We can also leam from othernations from the disaster of Germany where fascism won the .youth, as wellas from the inspiring examples of France, Yugoslavia, Italy, liberated Ghina,where the youth wfere ih the forefront of the anti-fascist movements.The main tnsbs of the party are—
" 1 * in establishing faint adtioh ana unity of the broadest sections of youthon specific issues and a broad minimum anti-fascist democratic program.

2. Support and build tile organization and activity of the most advanced anti-
Faseistyouth—the American Youth for Democracy.
4.T,
3

'

J

3®!,610!* ®ystematic Communist Party work and Marxist education amongthe youth >imd:give party guidance and direction to young Communists activeKamong the youth. ^

WIN THE TOUTS FOE AN ANTIFASCIST PROGRAAI

^be vast majority of American youth (workers and students) and their
organizations, can be united in effective action both on a national and local
scale on a broad minimum program and various specific issues. Our party must
strive consistently to help promote unity of action aimed at the mobilization ofexisting democratic organizations of youth and their collaboration with the labormovement. This, of course, calls for aid in strengthening all democratic organi-

2? y011^ &nd helping to influence them toward effective participation inthe broad coalition of anti-Fascist democratic forced. Here it is only necessaryto indicate the most immediate minimum responsibilities :

"

.
C®) HelP t0 build and strengthen the movement of youth and student organ-izations for united support on a national and local scale to the World Federa-

tion of Democratic Youth and its program recently established at the WorldYouth Conference in London. The United States delegation, a representative
one, apparently played a very constructive role on the basis of a fully unifiedposition.

- Mobilize and unite all the youth, including students and their organiza-
tions, on the widest basis against the imperialist policies of the Truman admin-
istration, with particular attention to the building of a movement against theTruman proposals for universal military training. Help to establish a broadnetwork of youth and student committees composed of youth leaders and veteransagainst the specific proposals before Congress, while making clear that we arenot against the principle of military training for youth.
.

Help to influence and direct the labor movement as well as youth organ-
izations to take up the fight for the economic and social needs of youth andpromote joint action between labor and youth on these problems.

SUPPORT AND BUfCD THE ATD
2. The more advanced and consistent anti-Fascist youth, in the first placethe working-class youth, must be organized in an effective independent move-ment closely allied with labor as the necessary bacldbone of a 'broad, unity of amajority of youth and their organizations. This is essential because the majoryouth organizations, though democratic in character, are adult-led andbourgeois-dominated and, therefore, subject to inconsistencies and vacillations.
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•^Moreover, they do aiOt represent the majority of young people. .They must be
'stimulated, and .influenced in the direction .of anti-Fascist unity especially by
.strengthening the influence of independent [organization of consistently 'progres-
sive and-advanced sections of youth:andstudents.

.Today idve most important tand 'effective ch annel for '.organizing (and promoting
^effective ^action :of the -advanced anti-Fascist youth as the American 'South for
.Democracy. It would be the crassest mistake to minimize the importance of
-this organization or to fail to give it effective assistance tin overcoming its
present critical situation. The party, like the labor movement, must help it

to develop as an organization :of -substantial membership and influence.
« It is 'being built asra progressive, interracial, antKFascistand anti-imperialist
.organization endeavoring to 'draw -its membership in the first place from among
xworking youth, young rveterans, theStfegro youth, and progressive students. In
its membership, leadership, and activities, it strives toward developing the unity
*of r Communists rand youth of other progressive political views and nonparty
youth who are prepared to participate in an advanced -anti-Fascist and prolabor
'youth organization. It aims at being closely identified with the broad progres-
sive labor andpeopled movement which includes the Communists, striving -partic-
ularly to promote close collaboration with the progressive trade-union movement.

Its program and activity will ~be *based -primarily upon militant struggle for
the needs of youth which are closely linked to the problems of labor and the
people generally and upon 'education of the youth in an 'anti-Fascist, anti-im-
perialist working-class spirit. Its practical activity today emphasizes the fight
for jobs, .training, and education for .youth and veterans ; against universal mili-
tary training; for full economic social and political equality for Negro youth;
for world.yOuth unity in the 'World "Federation of Democratic Youth and for
unity of the American youth ahd their organizations around these same ques-
^tipns. It .should be influenced to aggressively combat fled baiting, pacifism,
:and other reactionary influences amongthe youth.

The AYD should develop the most varied activities *and forms of organiza-
tions based upon the needs cCnd interests of young people in .education, culture ,

” recreation. Xt, however, does not aim at competing in the promotion of social
and recreational activities “with any other youth organization, hut its unique
character is expressed precisely in the fact that it aims to he a popular,, interest-
ing youth organization combined with militant struggle and consistent education.
While opening Its membership to all youth interested .in any .aspect of its

activity or program and promoting the most diversified forms of popular educa-
tion, the AYD strives to develop a basic understanding of modern society (of
monopolies, imperialism, the role of labor, etc.) .and particularly directs youth
to explore the possibilities and problems .of the future .that are being opened up
“by the discovery of atomic power and the growing influence of the democratic
forces, including the Soviet Union.
Such an approach to education and activity will .afford an opportunity to the

Communists to present their views on all questions of interest to the youth,
including the Marxist approach to establishing a new ,social order.. Advanced
young people desiring to engage in basic study, including the study ,of Marxism
have, .in the AYD, the opportunity to voluntarily-develop such study within the
organization. The present programatic position of the AYD which stands for a
"new world” in which “insecurity, poverty, want, and oppression have been
.abolished” is a generally adequate programatic basis for promoting widespread
discussion and consideration of the future in the light of the democratic and
Socialist forces at work in the world today.
"The building and strengthening of the AXD which is already widely accepted

as one of the family of youth organizations, will immediately effect the entire
course of the youth movement to no small .degree. It will strive to promote unity
of the existing youth organizations and particularly to crystalize and broaden
forces and forms of organization .of the more advanced anti-Fascist youth and

, students.
Xn this connection, we wish to direct attention "to two particular aspects -of

extending organization of the most progressive and .consistently anti-Fascist
forces of the ,yo,uth movement,:

(to) The possibility already .exists and is being discussed iu some student
circles of the-early development of an independentanti-Fascist student organiza-
tion of federated character representing the omostprogressive section of the stu-

* dent bpdy and much inore extensive 'than 'heAXD intercollegiate division. This
'.‘is very.Important in .the light of theanticipated return to the colleges of nearly a

63178—50——pt. 3 8
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million veterans. We, of course, wish to promote unity of the entire democratic
student body on a broad democratic program and various issues. What is being
projected here is the aim of bringing together the more advanced anti-Fascist
forces within this movement into a new organization of a federated type. The
building of AXD college clubs and Communist work among the students should
therefore, be directed toward helping progressive students to realize the objective
of establishing a broad national federation of independent progressive student
elul)s of various types, including the clubs of the AYD, on a progressive anti-
Fascist program.

( & ) In the South the strengthening and building of the Southern Negro Xouth
Conference by all labor and progressive forces, including the CP is imperative to
develop a broader moyement of progressive Negro and white youth in the South.

,
r
®J
a^lon to the AXD, the party should specifically give assistance through

:

{a) Improved guidance to Communists active in the youth movement
(&) Training and assigning personnel, especially from among returning vet-erans to the youth movement. s

MobiIize^uPP°rt in the labor-progressive movement to the AXD and its
activities

; particularly to build its membership, carry through its activities,
circulate its literature, etc. *

(d) Publicizing its activities in the party pressand other mediums.

WIN THE AMERICAN YOUTH TO THE COMMUNIST PARTY
Fulfillment of its responsibilities to the Nation and to the youth requires that

sha
}
x

,

<3
)

i
;
asti?ally improve its work and organization amongthe youth. It must be established that responsibility for work among the youthana concern with youth problems Is the responsibility of the entire partyorganization and all of the committees.

p
-

The main character of Communist work among the youth should be twofold:
.
.„„

strengthen our masswork among the organized youth, especially in rela-

oiL“ctor.
b

l
dlDg t:h® AYr) this time and giving the necessary direction andassistance to your Communists and the entire^ party organization in properlyunderstanding the fulfilling of these responsibilities.

Recruiting young people to the party cm a mass scale, aimed at making® pai
t?

a 1?c
!

re .y?ITthful organization, developing Marxist educationamong the youth, and training personnel for Communist work among the youthboth m the mass movement and the party itself.
is Pr

J
esent a tendency to see only one side of this responsibility, that is,

fnof- T011
^?£

the ?arty witb a consequent failure to appreciate the
^ tbe party are basically directed to influencing the massesthe y°utb. Tendencies toward a sectarian approach to youth work or

ll

'pnl
<

?
at-°niSt attithdes toward the AXD must be vigorously combated,

i i crii

e
*l?L

a
v?

0n
+l
ld^able di

.
scussion In party ranks on the question of reestab-

*he ^?utb Communist League as well as considerable divergence ofp
^

an
-P^1ey ln tbe youth field. The prolongation of this discussion without

answer bas only served to disorient the party and Communists
bnl

y -^n
l
OV

?
n
?
entA This is Particularly true wherever the discussion

t0 taj^tbeform of posing the question of whether there

n rA f °f a YCJP ratber tban
.
considering the real problem of whatbest forms of organized Communist work and Marxist education among

i
s ou^ considered opinion that a XCD should not be reestablished

;

that this would tend to be a step backward rather than moving forward to findforms for the most effective work of the Communists among the youth. Moreover,a? eX
?T?

rie^e bas indicated that a XCD tends to become a Communist Partyor the youth rather than a genuine nonparty mass organization. There is need
t01 caief^ul consideration of all problems of organization and activity among theyouth by our party especially seeking those methods which in practice haveproven to be effective. Only more extended experience will fully answer the ques-tion of what forms of activity and organization are most suitable. The followingapproach is proposed :

6

1* The p.
atipnal committee and all State committees of the party must estab-lish functioning youth commissions representing leading party forces fromvarious fields of work including comrades active in youth work. In setting upthe commissions special attention should be given to enhancing their ability toCo^miin 'st

_
education among the young workers, special attention tocollege youth, and helping influence and guide all sections of the youth move-

Xouth (^mmiss?on
y°Uth director must be assigned to work with the National
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*

l

V

*

2. Regional conferences of party leaders and forces active in youth work shall

* be convened in the East, Midwest, and west coast on the basis of this memo.
- 3. The National and State youth commissions should undertake at their first

task to develop a discussion throughout the party on youth problems, the youth
movement and the responsibilities of the labor and progressive movement in-

cluding our own party.
, _ , . , ,

4. Special literature and other material directed to youth should be issued by
our party. The circulation of such material will in itself help to orient the party
toward a better understanding of its responsibilities.

5. Xn the coming party recruiting drive special emphasis must be placed upon
recruiting young workers.

. . n _ ,,
6. Youth committees and special educational activities for young people should

be established in all party clubs where this is feasible, whether community, in-

dustrial or shop dubs. *

^
7. Party clubs or groups should be established immediately among college

students under the guidance of competent party leadership and one of the most
important immediate tasks before them is to develop a network of student

Marxist study groups on a broad informal basis. .... _

8 Party “Young Peoples Clubs” or “Youth Clubs” should be established where
advisable. Such clubs now exist in a few cities, composed largely of leading

* young Communists active in the youth movement. These clubs should be open to

any young people joining the Communist Party if they prefer to enter them
instead of the regular community clubs. At the present time, pending further

consideration and experience, these clubs apparently serve a useful purpose in

bringing our active youth forces together, in giving them guidance and Marxist

education. At the same time we strongly warn against permitting such clubs to

hamper the development of other new form's of activity or organizations, against

allowing these clubs to become an excuse for avoiding full responsibility for youth

work by other party organizations; and against a tendency to remove young
Communists from mass work by involvement in inner party work related to these

S
^^ttentUiu should be given to achieving the integration of young people into

the’re«ular party organization especially in the shop and industrial organizations

with special study groups and other activities developed in and around the party

club to meet the needs of young Communists and young people interested In study-

ing Marxism in a systematic way, and to stimulate their activity around youth

problems.

Mr. Russell. Mr. Jones, X show you a document headed “Discus-

sion outline for the fight against the Mundt-Nixon bill,” which was
issued by the national educational department of the Communist
Party, and ngk you if this is also one of the documents which you
subpenaed from Mr. Cvetic on October 6, 1950 ?

Mr. Jones. Yes. This is one of the documents I subpenaed from
Mr. Cvetic on October 6, 1950. ...
Mr. Russell. Mr. Chairman, I ask that the contents of this docu-

ment be copied in the transcript of this hearing, and that it be marked
“Cvetic Exhibit No. 96.”

Mr. Harrison. So ordered.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 96,”

is as follows :)

Discussion? Outline for the Fight Against the Mundt-Nixon Dill

(Issued by national educational department. Communist Party)

I. AN ATTEMPTED BLITZ TO DESTROY THE BILL OF RIGHTS

Comrade Eugene Dennis, general secretary of tbe party, rightly characterized

the sudden passage of the Mundt-Nixon bill in the Senate .Judiciary Committee
bv a 12-to-l vote as an attempt to engineer a “Pearl Harbor on the Bill of

Rights,” a sneak attack before the people can organize a defense. This method
is typical of the Fascist-minded reactionaries like Mundt, Nixon, and Ferguson.

They know that, if time is allowed for the people to be clear about the real

nature of the bill, and organize their forces, it cannot and will not pass. Because
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of these blitz tactics, the most urgent attention must be paid 1

to the issue. Itmust be the -No. 1 issue for all ’Communists, all progressives, all labor organiza-
tions* Only quick, 'decisive, militant, unsparing efforts rcan tdefeat this police-
state measure which represents a grave peril to labor and the people.

XI. A GESTAPO POLICE STATE BILL TO OUTLAW THE COMMUNIST /PARTY AND -DESTROY
ALL PROGRESSIVE LABOR UNION'S AND -PEOPLES ORGANIZATIONS

Mundt-Nixon bill is a -Fascist measure. H is a hundred times worse than
-the Taft-Ilartley sbili. It is .a thought-control "bill. Senator Banger >said. “This
bill, if enacted, would constitute the greatest threat to our American civil liberties

- since the .alien sedition law of 1796.” This is stating It mildly. The hill would
- outlaw the Communist Party and -Other organizations. If the JVXundt billbecomes
law, the Bill of Rights would be dead and buried.

XII. THE COMMUNIST PARTY WOULD NEVER COMPLY WITH SUQH $A BILL
William Z. Foster, as chairman of the party, has stated during the last fight

-against this bill that, if it were passed, the Communist Party would, never complywith this bill because it is Illegal and unconstitutional. This remains theparty s position. Foster .gave .three reasons why the party would not comply.These were :

1 *
. A. Would not perjure itself -by admitting any resemblance to the Hitler-like
caricature of its nature and purposes set forth, in the hill.

-2. Would not become an accomplice in proposed murder of Bill of Rights.
3. Would not expose its members to persecution and blacklisting in .employ-

IV. MAIN -FEATURES OF THE BILL

" S. 2311 is fentitled “The Subversive Activities Control Act of 1950.” iSection .2makes a legislative finding” that there is a “world-wide revolutionary politicalmovement ’ whose nature -and purposes fare described ^according to Hitler'sMein JZwnpf caricature.
-

Note that this section rof the bill is so fantastic that it states ias “fact” chargesthe prosecution did not even dare to make in the Foley .Square frame-up.\®n the .basis of this big lie, the bill would .make Certain requirements of Ca)Communist political organizations,” and (b) “Communist-front organization

s

.”

EVERYBODY KNOWS THERE IS ONLY ONE “COMMUNIST POLITICAL 'ORGANIZATION” INTHE UNITED STATES AND THAT IS THE /COMMUNIST PARTY
Section 7 would require the Communist Party, within 30 days after enact-

W1
n
h -Pie Att

£
rney General—giving past and present namesand addresses of all its members, the sources of its funds, and record ofexpenditures. *

Section 8 would subject individual Communist Party members to fines andimprisonment if they did not individually register in the event that their nameswere omitted from this list. Sections 5 and 6 would prohibit Communists fromhoming Government jobs, running for public ^office, securing or using a passportana so forth.
,

Section 11 would require the Communist Party to stamp all its mail and pub-
, locations with what amounts to a “poison” label.

^Gommiimst-front organizations” would he subject to similar though slightlymodified restrictions. Any organization, trade-union, peace group, fraternal
society, etc., whose program or policy coincides in any way with those of theParty;?ul

.
d

J?.
6 ^uired to register, although not to give the namesand addiesses of its individual members. If its officers refused to comply,memhersMp tn such, .organization would become illegal

, and individuals whofailed to resign promptly would also be subject to fine and imprisonment.
, ™f?

c
£
lon r* Power in a three-man. President-appointed Board the powerto determine which organizations shall be known as “Communist political or-ganizations, and which as “Communist-front organizations ”

..*3^dafds/°«5n^l^ tbis
^
det

S
:cmi

:

nation delude -the extent to which its poli-cies effectuate the policies of a foreign government”— (Lead peace) “the extentto policies do not deviate from those of such foreign government orof -the communist political organization”—^-cad peace, equalri|ht“otheraspects of CP immediate program) * * * “the extent to whioh it
disclose its membership - * * Ud its meeting are secJl’’^c%li

'
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V. BTT.T, HOT AIMED ATT COMMUNISTS AIONE ATSTi LABOR AND. PROGRESSIVES * * ' *

- PARTICULATtEX MILITANT UNIONS

1. The fake description of the nature of the Communist movement and the other
provisions of.this, bill would give power to a, politically appointed, hoard, according
to. Senator Langer,.to “outlaw associations of citizens whose views are considered
by it to be dangerous. Under these, vague powers,, trade unions and other or-
ganizations, which may seek to* alter the, status quo, or oppose this or that govern-
ment policy by lawful means—would be branded as traitorous, agents; of, foreign-
governments or movements” * * **

2. Senator Kilgore in a letter to Chairman Pat McCarran of the Senate JudL-
eiary Committee said, that, the Mundt bill was; fundamentally a sedition bill' and
that “such, bills would enslave, labor and should be called slave bills-.”

3. SCere.it must be pointed,, out that labor unions, particularly progressive-led
-unions yj are, more vulnerable. to attach, todays than in 1948. This is- so. because of
the* expulsions, from the CIO and similar red-baiting attacks in the A. F. of L.
Dy referring, to- Murray's statements, progressive unions that, have been ex-
pelled “for following the CP line” could be called Communistrfront organizations^
and be ordered to register.

VI. THE FAKERY THAT THE MUNDT Dim IS AIMED ONLY AT MAKING THE COMMUNISTS
WORK OPENLY

1‘ Prom the outset Mundt has tried" to create the impression that the bill Is not.

intended to* outlaw* the Communists. . It would only make the Communists'
•“operate in the open'.”* This is a huge fake, as was, proven in the Daily Worker
-editoriaL on March 7, 1950. Said* the editorial:

“Let's follow the Senator’s logic as. he tries to- put over this, measure. This,
bill provides for lO years in.aail and, a $i0;000 fine, for persons who seek to* es-

tablish a totalitarian dictatorship under the domination of any foreign govern-*
ment, foreign organization, or individual., Mundt’s bill then specifically states
that the Communist movement seekG to carry out the above aims.

‘/Then the bill provides for the- registration of the CP and every*-QP member
.and every organization, which’ the- House unrAmericans; chose to call, a ‘com-
munist front.* *

.“ ‘Come out into; the* open and admit you are; a criminal,who should spend 10;

.years in jail'—that is*what the bill- says in so. many words.”
2. Mundt says, that, be* only wants? to make Communists register* as do Re-;

publicans, and Democrats. This* is i fakery too. Democrats, and Republicans?; are.

not obliged to register., Registration of Democrats, or Republicans is voluntary.;
USTo, citizen is* obliged, to* register hisapolitical affiliation under present laws. Rut
If this goes?through , it willnot, be long before everyonewill be obliged to, register^

•first his political- affiliation,, next his,religious; faith.,

, On the question* of, working, openly, if, must be* said that the Communists do,

work openly. Whenever they keep their membership private, it is because every
•organization has a right to, keep the membership'private.* -Labor unions do not
make their lists public and, regard, efforts* to do so> as threatening a blacklists

Thfact.the CIO, pointed out in 1$49 •
.

“The provision in the bill that resistance to efforts* to. obtain membership lists

Is,a hallmark, of a ‘Communist political organization? is?particularly objectionable
to labor organizations which have, learned through long; experience that the sub-
mission „of such..lists is the first step to >a blaclclist, through which an organization
may be completely destroyed.?’ t

4.

Under present conditions,, it is difficult to. make one’s political affiliation

known. If Mundt is: really interested, in having Communists function fully pub-
licly, then he, should accept the challenge of the DW editorial March 9, 1950,
which called on him “to- introduce a- hill, immediately declaring it,to be a crime
•for any employer—public or private—to discriminate against any employee,
because of Communist affiliation and setting up.machinery to make the prohibition
effective.” x

yir. TtTEr. TO OUTLAW THE. PEACE MOVEMENT:—CURB LABOR'S GROWING STRUGGLES—

r

WHO’S RESPONSIBLE 3?OR IT? .

The Mundt bill is another*long and decisive step in the process of fascization
of the country. Wall Street imperialism is driving toward fascism as part of its

drive to war. The war drive has been stepped up and in consequence the attacks
on civil liberties have become ever sharper.

* * * * *
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1. Wall Street imperialism wants the Mundt bill to stop the growing peaces
movement which has been spurred forward by the announcement to produce the
H-bomb and is finding strong expression in demand for negotiations with the
Soviet Union and for the ending of the cold war.

2. The Mundt bill is also the answer of reaction to the miners’ victory and to
the growing strike movement which is taking place despite and often against
the policies and wishes of the labor bureaucrats.

3. The Mundt bill is the attempt of reaction to crush the movement of the
Negro people for civil rights.

4. The Mundt bill is a sign of the fears of Wall Street of the growing economic
crisis in the country.

5. Responsible are not only the Republicans like Mundt, Nixon, and Ferguson,
but also the Democrats. The vote in the Judiciary Committee included Truman
Democrats like Frank Graham, Kilgore, and others. They received the green
light to support the bill from the Truman administration in the speeches of
Attorney General McGrath who called upon the Supreme Court to reverse the
Schneiderman decision and from Truman’s press conference of March in which
he took full credit for launching the anti-Communist drive.

Vm. FOR FEPO NOW NO MUNDT BILL

To defeat the Mundt bill, it is essential to take up another national issue of
civil rights—the fight of the Negro people for civil liberties. The fight against
the Mundt bill is intimately tied in with the fight for an FEPC now. They are
in reality two sides of the same fight against the repression of the people and
for the maintenance and extension of civil rights. The FEPC issue is being
sabotaged by the same forces that are pushing through the Mundt bill. The fight
for FEPC must be renewed. Now is the time for pressing for the widest mobili-
zation around the issue for FEPC now—no Mundt bill.

IX. UNITY ON THE WIDEST SCALE IS POSSIBLE AND NECESSARY
' The fight against the bill is already under way. The National Committee To
Defeat the Mundt-Nixon Rill is in action again. Offices have been opened at

F street NW„ Room 514, Washington, D. C. The immediate attack on the
bill from all quarters shows that it is possible to achieve the widest front against
the bill. This is also imperative since it must be expected that the Hearst-
sponsored American Legion conference will go into action in behalf of the bill.A wide, unprecedented line-up can be achieved if

—

(a) the issues are made clear
and if the demagogic arguments are effectively answered especially that it is only
aimed at the Communists ; that it is merely to get them “to work in the open”

;

that it has been modified to meet objections regarding constitutionality, etc. It
should not he taken for granted that the bill is known. It should be quoted
and sections should be explained carefully, precisely, in line with arguments given
in DW.

2. Effort must be made to link this bill with the fight for peace; That is
central. The Mundt bill is aimed to silence the peace forces. This must be
explained clearly to the people. Reaction wants war. The bill would bring'war nearer. It should also be linked with relief, rent control, wage increases, etc.
In each organization it should be shown how the Mundt bill would stifle the
fight for the needs and demands of these organizations’

3. Effort should be made to reach all organizations, particularly from below,
reaching the branches of local organizations and individuals 'without regard to
political opinion ov diffcvcnees on other Questions. It is important to involve
all kinds of people and make them active and leaders in this fight.

4. Effort must be made to reach social-democratic workers, members and
branches of the Liberal Party, ADA, and similar organizations under reformist
leadership.

5. Everyone should be lined up—city and town councils, city councilmen, aider-men, State legislators, etc.
In order to line up these forces consideration should be given to Open Letters

to public officials such as mayors, city council, etc., asking them to take a stand.
It is also advisable to address open letters to such organizations as ADA and
other so-called liberal bodies where they fail to act.
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x. MIUTANT trade-union and working-crass action decisive tor vtctorx against
MUNDT BILL AND FOR FEPO

But to win, tlie unions and particularly tbe progressive unions must step
forward into leadership in this fight on a scale like and even far greater than the
Taft-Hartley fight.

1. Local unions must he lined up. Shops must he rallied, noon-day meetings
should be held addressed by union representatives, shop stewards, etc. Shop gate
meetings should be held.

2. Resolutions, telegrams, petitions and other forms of protest should he
adopted for the FEPO Now and No Mtjndt Bui.

3. Delegations should be sent by shops to Senators and other Representatives,
etc. These should be the first steps leading quickly to conferences in which unions
play a decisive role, to big rallies, demonstrations , parades, and for other protest
actions.

It should be clear that in this fight only the widest participation of the people
can win.

< 4. In neighborhoods, various means must be considered to interest and arouse
the people. In addition to those already indicated, such measures should be
considered : Radio broadcasts ; meetings around chain stores with loud speakers

;

baby-carriage parades ; Saturday leaflet distribution, meetings, parades, etc.^ in
big shopping streets, transportation points, etc., house-to-house canvassing

;

letters to editors and chain letters and similar broad grassroots methods.

'

_

‘ 3X WHAT THE CP CHUBS SHOULD DO IMMEDIATELY

1. Discuss the issue-j-clarify all members—get the widest mobilization and*
make it central for the next* period; See that it is taken up and line of action
worked out for each club and individual. Every member must be involved. The
greatest initiative should be given to club functionaries. Every encouragement
and praise Should be given to clubs and individuals for results achieved in rallying
people. Functionaries should remember this is a people's fight and the rank-and-
file must be aroused and organized, including CP members.

2.

- Combat two dangers:* Underestimation of the dangerous character of the
bill or. of the danger of passage of the bill, and the other danger—fatalism that
it can't be defeated.
* 3. On the basis of this fight, raise the financial quotas and push forward the
drive for the press. *

'

^

,
' MATERIAL

: 1. Follow Daily Worker and Worker for news, editorials, etc.
2. See public affairs committee bulletin for practical directives of the party

in the fight. * *

. 3. The National Committee To Defeat the Mundt Bill, 930 F Street NW., room
514, Washington, D. C., for material for mass distribution, speakers, etc.

4. On the connection of Mundt bill, FEPC, and the fight for peace and democracy
see pamphlet by Joe Clark on H-bomb ; also pamphlet by Bob Hall on FEPC.
Mr. Russell. Mr. Jones, I show you a document entitled “Two

Speeches by Joseph Stalin,” which, according to the introductory note
contained in the document, have been translated into the English lan-
guage for the first time. The two speeches were made by Stalin in
1926, according to the introductory note. I ask you if this is one of
the documents which you subpenaed from Mr. Ovetic on October
6, 1950?
Mr. Jones. Yes; it is.

Mr. Russell. Mr. Chairman^ I ask that the contents of this docu-
ment be copied into the transcript of this hearing, and that the docu-
ment be marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 97.”

Mr. Harrison. So ordered.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 97,”

is as follows :)
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TWO SPEECHES BY JOSEPH STALIN

On Work in the Reformist Unions and United Front

(Translated for the first time in English),

Issued by National Education Department, Communist Party, 35 East Twelfth
Street,, New York 3, N. *5T. March 1950

INTRODUCTORY NOTE

The two speeches of Comrade Stalin, made in 1926, are from his Collected5

Works, volume 8, and are translated into English for the first time. The first
speech on the Anglo-Russian Unity' Committee was* delivered mainly as an
attack on the position of Trotsky and the Trotskyist opposition, which called
for the withdrawal of the Russian trade-unions from their alliance with the
British unions after the betrayal of the 1 general strike by the General Council
of the British unions.
Comrade* Stalin opposed’ this step on the grounds^ indicated in the* speech,

since it would cut oft contact of the Russian unions with; the British trade-union
masses. The alliance was broken a year* later, in 1927, on the1 action of the
British reformist leaders*. In this speech, Stalin not only restates but further
-elaborates the teaching- of Benin on work in the* reformist unions, stressing
particularly the harmfulness* of attempting* to* skip over the backwardness of
the workers. He points, out the necessity of the Communists, working in the
midst of the masses, assisting them to overcome their political and theoretical
backwardness. The united front, is the- instrument for this: purpose, provided
that tyro ,condition^ are fulfilled : the* right of criticism of the reformist leaders^
whether right or* “left” leaders, and activity to* win; away the workers in the
reformist unions^ from their leaders, both* of wJiiQh the* Russian, unions success**
fully- did by their united-front policy. The speech, therefore^ also, makes impor-
tant contribution, to, the policy of the* united front.
In the second speech. Comrade $taiin direqtsr his fire against right opporT

tunist views of the representative of thei British, Communist Party, at the time
J. T. Murphy. Murphy objected to the criticism, of the British* reformist leaders
by the Russian trade-unions, especially the declaration of the Russian trade-
unions against the betrayal of the British miners by the leaders, of the British
General Council. Here again, Stalin sets forth the Leninist views;*of ,the necesi
sity of working perseveringly among the masses in the reformist trade-unions,
hut doing so along Communist lines, and not relying upon spontaneity to effect
a change in the policies and leadership; of the tmicms, Stalin also brings:forward
the important idea of Lenin, that, time and experience are necessary for the
workers to learn the correctness of Communist policies and slogans and adopt
them as their own, and that, if the 'masses? do nofc do. so< at once, this; is no. proof
by itself that they are incorrect..

WlERIAM WEINSTONE;

, . J . . THE ANGEO-RUSSIAN TJNITX COMMITTEE X

Bp.ee.ch delivered by Joseph Stalin at the Joint Plenum of the Central Committee;
and the Central Control Committee 2 of the. Communist Party of the Soviet
;Union (Bolsheviks) , July 16, 1926 :

1 The Anglo-Russian Unity Committee was created at the initiative* of the AU-Union
Central Council of .Trade Unions- at .the Anglo-Eussian trade.-Union conference held* m-Bondon, April' 6-8; 1925. The^ AnglO;Russian Unity Committee consisted of the chairmenand secretaries of the All-Union Central Committee of the Soviet Union (AUCCTU) and 1

the General Council of the British Congress of Trade Unions^ and, e fix addition,, three mem-
bers of each of these organizations. The Committee ceased to exist in the fall of 1927 due
to ;thar treasonable policies of th4 reactipnaby.leaders of the English trade-unions.
,

J
,
n of the CC and the CCC of the All-Union Soviet Communist Party(AUCP—(B) ). was held July 14—28', 1926* The, Plenum' discussed the* communication

of the Politburo about decisions adopted by ifr in connection with the general strike inEngland and events m Poland and China, and- reports on the results of reelection of’ Soviets?on the case of Baskevich and others, on the unity of the party,, on housing construction, on
khc campaignfpr grain procurement. At the plenum’ J. V. Stalin delivered speeches ,on thecommunication of the Politburo* about the decisions; taken by it in connection Svith eventsm England, Poland, and China, on the report of the Presidium of the CCC of the AUCP- (BYconcerning the case of Baskevich and other, on the unity of the party, and on other questions.The Plenum approved the actions of the Politburo of the CC and the delegation of the ECCIconcerning the international problems and adopted a number of decisions on the mostimportant problems of general government and economic upbuilding, inner party life and

of workers. The plenum expelled Zinoviev from membership of the Politburo ofthe CC. (For resolutions of the Plenum, see “AUCP— (B) in resolutions and decisions of
5o3-i2

S

lT'
conferences ’ and Plenuins of the CC,” part II, 1941, Russian edition, pp.
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. - Comrades, we are living In the period of the -gathering of forces, a period of

winning the masses and preparing the proletariat for new battles.
;
But the

masses are to be found -in the trade-unions. The trade-unions of the West, the
majority of them, are at present more or less reactionary* What are we to do
about the trade-unions? Should we, can we Communists, work in reactionary
trade-unions? ThisIs the substance of the question posed by Trotsky in his letter

published recently in Bravda. There is, of course, nothing new in this question.
It was hrought up prior to Trotsky some 5 years ago by the “ultra-leftists” in
'Germany. Yet Trotsky has found it necessary to state the problem anew. And
how does he answer this question^ Allow me to quote from Trotsky’s letter.

"“The entire present-day superstructure of the .British working class—in all of
Its shades and groupings—forms an apparatus which serves as a brake on the
revolution. This foreshadows for a long period of time a restraining pressure
upon the framework of the old organizations and the formation on the basis of
this

1pressure of neto revolutionary organizations (See Bravda, No. 119, Hay
.26, 1926.1 „ „ r

„ It follows from this that we must not work in the '‘old” organizations if we
do not wish to put the “brakes on the revolution.” Now, occording to this view,
either we already find ourselves in a period of immediate revolutionary situation
and must at once create new organizations of the proletariat instead of “old ones,’”

instead of the trade-unions, which is, of course, wrong and foolish, 6r else this
view holds that we must over an, ‘‘extensive” period of time gradually replace
the old trade-unions with nnew revolutionary organizations.*”
This is a signal to organize in place of the existing trade-unions those very

“revolutionary workers’ unions” about which the “ultraleft” of Germany spoke
some 5 years ago and against which Lenin spoke .so decisively In his pamphlet
‘‘Left Wing Communism, an Infantile Disorder.” This is in reality

;
a signal- to

'substitute the present trade-unions with “new,” seemingly “revolutionary' ’ or-
ganizations.; hence, a signal for withdrawing from the trade-unions.
Is this a correct policy? It as incorrect in its very essence. It is basically

incorrect because it is in conflict with the Leninist conception of leadership of
the masses. It is incorrect because the trade-unions of the "West, despite their
reactionary character, are the most elementary, the most comprehensive organi-
zations of the most .backward workers, hence they are the widest mass organiza-
tions of the - proletariat. We cannot go to the masses, we cannot win over the
masses. If ^ve bypass these unions. To accept Trotsky’s viewpoint would mean
lobar the way for the Communists to the many millions' of masses ; it would mean
to hand over the masses of workers to be devoured by Amsterdam,

3

by the
Zassenbachs, and the Oudegests*
We heard here from the Oppositionists references to Comrade Lenin. "Will

you permitme also to quote Lenin’s directives.
“And we cannot but consider the ponderous, very learned, and frightfully

revolutionary disquisitions of 'the German Lefts on why Communists cannot
and should not work in reactionary trade-unions, why it is permissible to
refuse to do such work, why it is necessary to leave the trade-unions and to
create in “their Stead brand-new, clean little' ^workers’ unions,’ invented by ex7

cfeedingly nice (and, for fhe most part, probably, very youthful) Communists,
etc., etc., to be equally ridiculous and childish nonsense” (Selected Works, vol.
X,Left-Wing Communism, rp. 90,) %
And further:
"“But we wage the struggle agaiust the *Uabor aristocracy’ in the name of the

masses of the workers and in order" to attract them to our side; we wage the
struggle against the opportunist and social-chauvinst leaders in order to

3 The reference is to the Amsterdam International *of trade-unions, founded .in July 19l&
at the international congress In Amsterdam. This International consisted of the reformist
trade-unions of the majority of western "European countries and the American Federation
bf Labor. * The Amsterdam International carried ''out a reformist policy, openly cooperated
with the bourgeoisie in the International labor bureau >and in various icommittees of thfe
League of Nations ; fought against the united front in the labor movement and was hostile
-to the Soviet Union, as a result of which its influence in the working-class ,movement kept
oh declining. During the Second World War, the Amsterdam International actually stopped!
functioning. In connection With' the formation of the World Federation of Trade Unions,
the Amsterdam International was liquidated in December 1945- (Note by National Educa-
tion Department : The AFL joined the Amsterdam International at the beginning but with-
drew later <and rendered its • supper fc' as 'againt .the Red trade-Union International.)

4 Zassenbach and Oudegest, secretaries 'of fhe Amsterdam International of reformist
trade-unonS, leaders of the*right wing of the International.
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attract the working class to our side. To forget this most elementary and self-
evident truth would be stupid. Rut the German ‘Left* Communists are guilty
of just this stupidity when, because of the reactionary and counter-revolu-
tionary character of the heads of the trade-unions, they jump to the conclusion
that * * * it is necessary to leave the trade unions! to refuse to work
in them! to create new, artificial forms of labor organizations ! This is an
unpardonable blunder equivalent to the greatest service the Communists could
render the bourgeoisie*’ {Selected Worhs, vol. X, Left-Wing Communism, p. 93).

I think, comrades, further explanation is superfluous.
Now the question has arisen of skipping over these trade-unions of the

West which have not outlived their reactionary traits. This question was
dragged to the platform by Zinoviev. He quotes Martov and tries to convince
us that our viewpoint of the incorrectness of skipping over—the viewpoint that
it is impermissible for Marxists to skip over the backwardness of the masses,
over the backwardness and reactionary character of their leaders—that this
viewpoint is Menshevist. I maintain, comrades,

s
that this crude maneuver

of Zinoviev with reference to Martox only proves\one thing—of the complete
departure of Zinoviev from the Leninist line. I shall attempt to prove this
later along.

Generally speaking, can we as Leninists, as Marxists, skip over a movement
which has riot yet run its course, skip over the backwardness of ' the masses?
Can we turn our backs on them, bypass them, or must we get rid of such phe-
nomena by means of a tireless struggle among the masses against these con-
ditions. This is one of the basic questions of Communist policy, one of the
basic questions of Leninist leadership of the masses. The Oppositionists spoke
here of Leninism. Permit me to refer to,prime sources, to Lenin.
The scene takes place in April 1917. Lenin is polemicizing with Kamenev.

Lenin does not agree with Kamenev, who overestimates the role of petty
bourgeois democracy. But Lenin also does not agree with Trotsky, who did
not attach sufficient importance to the role of the peasant movement and was
for skipping over the peasant movement in Russia. Here are Lenin’s words:

“Trotskyism: ‘No Tsar, but a workers* government.’ This, surely, is wrong.
There is a petty bourgeoisie, it cannot be ignored. But it is made up of two
groups. The poorer of the two is with the working class” (Lenin’s Collected
Works, vol. 20

—

Speech at the JPefrograd Conference in April 1917, p. 2,07) .
e

“Had we said : ‘No Tsar, but a Dictatorship of the Proletariat—it would have
meant a leap over the petty bourgeoisie” [Emphasis by Stalin] (Lenin’s Col-
lected Works, vol. 20—Speech at the All-Russian Conference in May 1917,
p. 287).e

And further:
“But are we not in danger of falling into subjectivism, of wanting to ‘ship’ the

bourgeois^democratie revolution—which has not yet been completed and has not
gone through the peasant movement—and thus to arrive at the Socialist
revolution ?

“This danger might threaten me, were I to say: ‘No Tsar, but a worhers ’ gov-
ernment.’ But I have not said this, X have said something, else. * * * In my
theses I have absolutely insured myself against any shipping of the peasant
and other petty bourgeois movements which are still in existence, against any
playing with the ‘conquest of power’ by a workers’ government, against any kind
of Blanquist adventure, for I directly referred to the, experiences of the Paris
Commune.” (Lenin’s Collected Works, vol. 20

—

Letters on Tactics , pp. 123-124.)
[Emphasis by Stalin.]

It would seem clear, then, the theory of shipping over a movement which has
not yet run its course is a Trotskyist theory. Lenin is not in agreement with
this theory. He considers it advehturist. ' *

And here are a few more quotations taken from the works of a certain “very
prominent” Bolshevik, whose name I shall not mention for the moment, but who
also fights against the theory of skipping over.
“On the question of the peasantry, over which Trotsky is Skipping’ all the

time, we would be committing the gravest errors. Instead of the beginnings of
an alliance, we would be having a complete falling apart.”

Lenin, Works, 3d ed., vol. XX, p. 182. This page refers to Russian edition;paF«s -English volume are given in text of this speech.
Lenin, Works, 3d ed., vol. XX, p. 253. This page refers to Russian edition;pages m English volume are"given in text of "this »speech.
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'
' And further

' *

"Such is the ‘theoretical’ basis of Parvisism and Trotskyism. This ‘theoretical*

basis was Tater made into political slogans such as, for example, the slogan
‘Without the Tsar, but a government of the workers.’ This slogan at the present
time, 15 years after it was issued, when together with the peasantry we have won
-Soviet power, sounds* rather respectable. ‘Without the Tsar’—that’s good. ‘A
government of the workers*—that’s still better ! Put if we remember that this
slogan was advanced in 1905, then every Bolshevik will agree that at that time
this slogan-completely skipped over the peasantry.”
And further : .

“But the ‘permanentists’ in 1905 wanted to tag the slogan ‘Down with the Tsar
and for a government of the workers.’ But where is the peasantry? Don’t we
we have the painful spectacle here of a' complete ignoring of the peasantry in
such a country as Russia? And if this is not skipping over the peasantry, then
what is it?”
And further

:

“It lacks an understanding of the role of the peasantry in Russia, a skipping
over of the peasantry in a peasant country. Trotskyism has not been able to
-understand the role of the peasantry in the international revolution.”
You will ask, and who is the author of these stormy quotations against

Trotskyism and against the Trotskyist theory of skipping over? The author of
these stormy quotations is no other than Zinoviev. These quotations are taken
•from his book, “Leninism,” and from ah article by Zinoviev on “Bolshevism or
Trotskyism.”
How could* it happen that a year ago Zinoviev was able to understand the

anti-Leninist nature of the skipping over, while now, a year later, he has ceased
to understand it? This happened to him because then he was, so to say, a
Leninist/while at present he is hopelessly stuck' with one*foot in Trotskyism and
with the others in Shlapnikovism, in “workers’ opposition.” 7 And now he is

"teetering between these two oppositions and is forced to appear here on this

platform with Martov in his hands. And who is he arguing/against? Against
-Lenin. And for whom? For the Trotskyites. This is how far Zinoviev has
fallen.
Some will say that all this concerns the question of the peasantry, that it has

no relation to the trade-unions in England. But this is wrong, comrades. What
-has been said of the unsuitability of the theory of skipping over in polities has
direct bearing on the trade-unions in England and in Europe generally ; it bears
a direct relationship to the problems of leading the masses, to the problem of

the ways and means of freeing the masses of the influence of reactionary
reformist leaders* Trotsky and Zinoviev, following the theory of skipping over,

are attempting to skip over the backwardness of the British trade-unions, over
their reactionary traits, and are trying to get us to depose the General Council
of the British Trade Unions from Moscow without the English masses. And we
insist that such a policy is stupid, adventurism*, that the reactionary leaders of
the British trade-union movement must be deposed by the very toa.sses oi the
British trade-unionists themselves with our 'help

;

that not ' skipping over the
reactionary nature* of 'the trade-union dealers is demanded, but aid to tbe British
trade-unions to rid themselves of such leaders.
You see that there does exist a connection between policy in general and policy

in reference to the trade-union masses.
And are there no directives on this from Lenin? Listen to this

:

“Trade-unions represented enormous progress for the working class at the
beginning of the development of capitalism as the transition from the disunity
and helplessness of the workers to the rudiments of class organization. When
the highest form of proletarian class organization fiegan to arise, viz, the revolu-
tionary party of the proletariat (which does not deserve the name until it learns
to bind the leaders with the class and with the masses into one single indissoluble
whole), the trade-unions inevitably began to reveal certain reactionary traits,

a certain craft narrowness, a certain tendency toward becoming nonpolitical, a

t “The Workers Opposition”—an antiparty, anarchistic-syndicalistic group. which existed
in Russian Communist Party (B) and was headed by Shliapnikov, Medvedev, etc. This
group formed during the second half of 1920 carried on a struggle against the Leninist line
of the party. The tenth congress of the Russian Communist Party (B) censured “the
workers opposition” and resolved that the propagandizing of ideas of an anarchistic-
syndicalistic nature was incompatible with membership in the Communist Party. Later
the -remnants of the defeated “workers- opposition” /became, interlocked* with*- counter-
revolutionary Trotskyism. ‘ ”
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certain inertness, etc. But the development of the proletariat did mot, and could
not, anywhere in the world, proceed otherwise than through the trade-unions,
through their interaction with the party of the working class” (Lenin’s Selected
Works* vol. X, Left Wing Communism, pp. 90-91)

.

And further

:

“To fear this ‘reactionariness,” to try to avoid, it, or skip it, is the greatest
folly, for it means fearing to assume the role of proletarian vanguard, which
Implies training, educating, enlighting and drawing into the new life the most
backward strata and masses of the working class and the peasantry.” (Lenin’s
Selected Works, vol. X, Left-Wing Communism, p. 91.)

' This is how things stand with the theory of skipping over in relation to the
trade-union movement. Zinoviev had better not come here with Martov in his
hands. It would have been better for him to have kept silent concerning the
theory of skipping over. It was not necessary for Zinoviev to swear by Trotsky's
name. We knew even without that that he had departed from Leninism toward
Trotskyism.
- That is how things stand, comrades, with Trotsky’s theory of skipping over
the backwardness of the trade-uhions, over the backwardness of the trade-union
movement, of skipping Over the backwardness of the mass movement in general.
Leninism is one thing.
Trotskyism is something different again.
We have now come to the question of the Anglo-Russian Committee. It has

been said herb that the Anglo-Russian Committee represents an agreement, a bloc
of the trade-unions of our country and the trade-unions of England. That is
'entirely true. The Anglo-Russian Committee represents a bloc, an agreement
between our trade-unions and the English trade-unions, and this bloc is not de-
void of political character.
This bloc has before it two task's. The first task consists of establishing a con-

tact between our trade-unions and the trade-unions of England, of organizing a
movement of unity against the offensive of capital, of widening the existing
breach between Amsterdam and the British trade-union movement which we
shall widen by all means possible-; and finally .it consists of preparing the. condi-
tions^ necessary for pushing out the reformists from the trade-unions and for
Winning Over the trade-unions of the capitalist countries to the side of
Communism.
The ‘second task of this bloc consists in organizing a wide movement of the

working class against imperialist Wars in (general, and ragainst intervention In
the affairs of our country on the part of the most powerful Imperialist states of
Europe in particular, Especially that of England.
The first task was discussed here in sufficient detail. I shall therefore not

"dwell upon it. DC should like to say here .a few Words about the ;second task,
Especially that part which has to -do with Intervention in our country on the
part rof the English imperialists.

SoUie of the Oppositionists fstate that it is not worth talking about this latter
task of the bloc of our trade unions and the English trade unions ; that this task
is not an Important one. Why, may we ask? Why is it not worth talking
rhbout? Is the task Of defending the security of the world’s first Soviet republic,
which is the mainstay and base -of the international revolution, not a revolu-
tionary task? And are our unions independent of our party? And do we
adhere to the point of view of the independence *of :our Unions, holding that the
state is one thing and the unibns another? aSTo, as Leninists we do tuot and can-
nbt fake such a position. Every worker, every worker ^organized Into trade
unions, must be Concerned with the defense of the worlds first Soviet republic
/against intervention. And if the trade unions, even though they be reformist,
is it not clear that this is to he welcomed ? On to the Menshevist path stumble
those who think that bur -unions are not able to handle problems of vstate. This
is the position bf the “Socialist Herald” CSozialisticheski Vestnilo) ,

8 We cah-mot accept such a position. .And if the reactionary trade unions of England are
ready to form a bloc with us against the counterrevolutionary imperialists of
their country—then why should such a bloc not be welcomed?
,

1 underscore this side of the matter because opr Opposition, which is trying
I?,

tlie -^gto-Russian Committee, should understand that at least,
that it is adding grist to the mills of the interventionists.

Herald” Rossini o^itichasten Vestmk)—a hmernzine—the organ of thek ^hitO emigrants : founded by Martov in February 1921., Until.March 1933 itwas being published m Berlin ; from May 1933 to June 1940 in Paris : and at the presenttime it is published in America (USA). The Sozialistichesten Vestnifc is a mouthpiece ofthe most reactionary imperialist circles.
moumpiece or
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And so the Anglo-Russian Committee is a bloc of our trade-unions with the
reactionary trade-unions of England for the purpose, firstly,, of strengthening
fhe ties of our trade unions with the trade-union movement of the West and
revolutionizing it, and secondly, for the purpose of struggling against imperialist
-wars in general and against intervention in particular.

But is it possible in generals—and .this is a question of principle:—is it possible
in general to form political blocs with reactionary trade-unions? Are such blocs,

generally speaking, permissible for Communists,?
This question confronts us directly and we must here resolve it. Some think

such blocs are not permissible^our- Oppositionists think so. But the Central
Committee of our Party think such blocs are permissible. The Oppositionists
mention Lenin’s name here. Let us refer to Lenin.

“Capitalism would not be capitalism if the 'pure’ proletariat were, not sur-

xounded by a large number of very mixed transitional types, from the pro-
letarian to the semiproletarian (who earns half his livelihood by the sale of his
labor power), from the semiproletarian to the small peasant (and petty artisan,
.hahdici’aft worker and small proprietor in general), from the small peasant to

the middle peasant, and so on, and if the proletariat itself were, not divided into
more or less developed strata, divided according to territorial origin, according
to trade, sometimes according to religion, and so on. And all this makes it

necessary—absolutely necessary—for the vanguard of the proletariat, for its

class-conscious section, the Communist Party, to resort, to manoeuvres and com-
promises with the various groups of proletarians, with the various parties of
the workers and small proprietors. The whole point lies in Knowing hoio to

•apply these tactics in such a way as to raise and not lower the general level of

proletarian class consciousness, revolutionary spirit, and ability to fight and to

-conquer” (Leninas Selected Works, vol. X. Left Wing Communism, pp. 115—116).
- And further

:

“It is true that the Hendersons, the Clynes, the MacDonalds and Snowdens
•are hopelessly reactionary. It is also true that they want to take, power in their

-own hands (although they prefer a coalition with the bourgeoisie), tlm£ they
want 'to govern* according* to the old bourgeois rules and, when they do get into

-power, they will certainly act in the same way as the Scheidemanns and Noskes.
All this is true. But the logical conclusion to be drawn from this is not that
-to support them is treachery to the revolution, but that in the interests pf the
-revolution, the revolutionaries in the working class should give these gentler

men a certain amount of parliamentary support” (Lenin’s Selected Works, vol.

"X, Left-Wing Communism

,

p. 128)

.

And thus, according ta Lenin it follows that political agreements, political

'blocs of Communists with reactionary leaders of the working .class are entirely

possible and permissible. Let Trotsky and Zinoviev remember this.

But for what purpose in reality do we need such agreements?
ITor the purpose, of obtaining access to the working masses, for the purpose of

^enlightening these masses regarding the reactionary nature of their political

and trade union leaders, for the purpose* of tearing away from the reactionary
leaders those portions of the working class which are moving toward the left

.-and becoming more revolutionary; hence, for the purpose of heightening the
fighting ability of the working class as a whole. Eor this reason blocs of such
'a nature may be formed only on the basis of two fundamental conditions : when
4;here are safeguards for the freedom of criticism of the reformist leaders, and
when there are safeguards which allow for winning away the masses from the
reactionaiT leaders. Here is what Lenin says regarding this :

"The Communist Party should propose to the Hendersons and Snowdens that
-they enter into a ‘compromise,’ an election agreement, viz, to march together
^against the alliance of Lloyd George- and the conservatives, to divide the seats

in Parliament in proportion to the number of votes cast for the Labour Party
-and the Communist Party respectively (not at paiiiamentax'y elections, but in a
especial ballot) ,

while the Communist Party retains complete, liberty to carry on
^agitation, propaganda, and political activity. Without the latter condition, of

-course, no such bloc could be concluded, for that would be an act of betrayal

;

>the British Communists must insist on the secure complete liberty to expose
the Hendersons and the Snowdens in the same way as (for 15 years, 1908-17)
the Russian Bolsheviks insisted on and secured it in relation to the Russian
Hendersons and Snowdens, i. e-, the Mensheviks” (Lenin’s Selected Works, vol.

>r
,
Left-Wing: Communism, p. 128)

.
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And further

:

“The petty-bourgeois democrats (including the Mensheviks) invariably va-
cillate between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat, between bourgeois democracy
and the Soviet system, between reformism and revolutionariness, between love
for the workers and fear of the proletarian dictatorship, etc. The proper tactics
for the Communists to adopt is to utilize these vacillations and not to ignore
them; and utilising them calls for concessions to those elements which are
turning toward the proletariat in accordance with the time and the extent they
turn toward the proletariat—while simultaneously fighting those who turn
towards the bourgeoisie. As a result of the application of correct tactics,

men-
shevism in our country became and is becoming more and more disintegrated ,

the stubbornly opportunist leaders are beco'tning isolated
, and the best ivorlcers ,

the best elements among the petty-bourgeois democrats , are being brought into
our camp” (Italics by Stalin) (Lenin’s Selected Works, vol. X, Left-Wing Com-
munism, pp. 116-117)
Such are the conditions for forming a bloc, without which no blocs of any

kind, no agreements of any kind are permissible with the reactionary leaders
of the trade-unions. Let the opposition remember this also.
The question then arises, does the policy of our trade-unions correspond to the

conditions spoken of by Comrade Lenin. I think that it fully corresponds to
these conditions.

First, we have fully maintained for ourselves complete freedom of criticism
regarding the reformist leaders of the English working class and have utilized
this freedom with a completeness which has not been used by any other Commu-
nist Party in the world. Secondly, we have obtained access to the working
masses of England and have strengthened our ties with them. Thirdly, we are
successfully winning away and have already torn away from the reactionary
leadership an entire detachment of the English working class. I am referring
to the breaking away of the miners from the leaders of the General Council.
' Trotsky, Zinoviev, and Kamanev have very studiously tried here to bypass
the question of the Conference of the Russian and English miners in Berlin and.
of their Declaration.3 And yet this is the most important single fact of recent
times. Who are these people, Richardson, Cook, Smith, Richards ? Opportunists,
reformists. Some of them call themselves left, others right. Let them. His-
tory will reveal who of these was or was not more to the left. It is difficult for
us to determine this at present. But one thing is clear. That these wavering
reformist leaders, who are leading 1,200,000 striking miners, have been torn
away by us from the General Council and have been connected as links of a chain
with our unions. Is this not a fact? Why is the opposition silent about it?
Is it possible that the opposition is not happy about the successes of our policy?
And the fact that Citrine now writes that he and the General Council are agree-
ing to the convocation of the Anglo-Russian Committee, does this not result from
the fact that Schwartz and Akoulov have succeeded in bringing over Cook and
Richardson to their side, while the General Council, frightened by the prospect
of an open fight with the miners, was forced to give in for the convocation of the
Anglo-Russian Committee?
Who can deny that all these facts speak of the success of our policy, that

all this speaks of the complete fiasco of the policy of the opposition.
And- so blocs with reactionary leaders of trade-unions are permissible. They

are necessary under certain conditions. Freedom of criticism is the first of
these conditions. It is being fulfilled by our party. The tearing away of the
working masses from the reactionary leaders is the second condition. This-
condition is also being fulfilled by our party. Our party is right. The oppo-
sition is not right.
The question is, what else do Zinoviev and Trotsky want of us? They want

that either our Soviet trade-unions should break with the Anglo-Russian Com-
mittee, or else that they should, from here, from Moscow, depose the general
council. But this is foolish, comrades. To demand of us that we should from*
Moscow, by bypassing the trade-unions of the English workers, bypassing the-

9 The conference of representatves of the British Federation of Miners and the Miners*'
Union of the USSR was held in- Berlin July 7, 1926. The Conference discussed the problem
of continuing the campaign for help to the English miners who were struggling against a
lockout. The conference adopted a declaration “To the workers of the world” with an-
appeal for their energetic support of the English miners, and recognized the need for the-
speediest convocation of the Anglo-Russian Unity Committee. For the maintenance of
contact and for the realization of unity of revolutionary action of the Union of Miners of
the USSR and the International Federation of Miners, the conference deemed it desirable-
to create the Anglo-Russian Miners Committee.
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English trade-union masses, 'bypassing the English trade-union cadres, that
we should, skip, over them and from here, from Moscow we should overthrow
the general council now. Isn’t this silly, comrades?
They demand a demonstrative break. But is it so difficult to understand

that this will bring nothing but confusion?' Is it so difficult to understand
that in, making such a break we lose contact with the English trade-union
movement, push the English trade-unions into the arms of the Zassenbachs
and Oudegests, that we shake the foundations of the tactic of the united front,
gladden the hearts of the Churchills and the Thomases, and receive nothing in
return but embarrassment? Trotsky takes, as the starting point of his policy,
affected gestures (gestures made for the sake of effect) and not actual people,
not specific, living workers living and struggling in England, but rather some
sort of idealized people, without flesh, people that are supposed to be revolu-
tionary from head to foot. But is it so difficult to understand that only sense-
less persons can base their policy upon ideal, unreal people? Bo this is why
we think that the policy of affected gestures, the policy of overthrowing the
general council of Moscow, by means of Moscow’s forces only, is a ridiculous^
adventurist policy.
A policy of gestures is a characteristic trait of Trotsky’s entire policy over

the whole period that he has been in our party. The first application of this
policy we saw during the period of the Brest-Litovsk peace, when Trotsky did
not sign the German-Russian peace agreement but made an affected gesture
against the agreement, assuming that by means of a gesture it is possible to
arouse the proletarians of all lands against imperialism. That was a policy
of gestures. How dearly we bad to pay for that gesture, you comrades know
very well. Who benefited by this affected gesture? The imperialists, the Men-
sheviks, the Social Revolutionaries, all those who tried to smother the Soviet
government, which at the time had not yet become strong enough. And now
a similar policy of affected gestures is being offered us with regard to the
Anglo-Russian Committee. There is the demand for a demonstrative, a showy
break. But who will benefit by such a showy gesture? Churchill and Chamber-
lain, Zassenbach and Oudegest. They want It. They are waiting for it. They,
the Zassenbachs and the Oudegests, would like us to break demonstratively with
the English workers’ movement and thus lighten the task of Amsterdam. They,
the Churchills and the Chamberlains, want a break in order to facilitate their
intervention, to obtain a moral argument in favor of the interventionists. So
these are the people to whose mills our oppositionists are adding grist.

No, comrades, we cannot follow this adventurist road. But such is the fate
of the “ultra-left” phrasemonger. Their phrases are leftist in nature, but in
reality they aid the enemies of the working class. They start out to the left
and arrive at the right. ' No, comrades, we shall not follow this policy of gestures
for effect, we shall not accept it today much as we did not accept it during the
Brest-Litovsk Treaty. We shall not follow it because we do not wish our party
to become a toy in the hands of pur enemies.

n. ON THE ANGLO RUSSIAN COMMITTEE SPEECH AT PRESIDIUM, EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE,
C. I., AUGUST 7, 1926

Comrades, prior to Murphy’s speech, the CC of the CPSTJ (B) received a letter
from the CC of the CP of Great Britain which protested against the well-known
statement of the AUCCTU (All Union Central Committee of Trade Union).10 It
seems to me that Murphy is repeating here the arguments of that letter.
Murphy expresses mainly formal considerations against the appeal, among

them the argument that controversial questions were not subjected to prior agree-
ment with the British CP. I admit that this last consideration of Murphy’s has
its merits. The Communist International has at times had to adopt decisions
without prior agreement with the CC of the Britism CP. But this was to be ex-
plained by force of circumstances : the urgency of certain problems, the impossi-
bility of quickly contacting the CC of the British CP, etc.

As far as Murphy’s considerations and arguments regarding the AUCCTU and
its declaration, we must say that they are completely wrong. It is wrong to
state that the AUCCTU committed a formal error in issuing its appeal because

10 The statement of the AUCCTU was an appeal to the working class of all countries
concerning the betrayal of the general strike of the British workers by the reformist leaders
of the Labor Party and of the General Council of British Trade Unions. This appeal was
adopted by the IV Plenum of the AUCCTU, June 7. 1925, and published in “Pravda**
N—130, June 8, 192G.
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by so doing it has presumably taken upon itself tbe funqtions of the Profintern
or tii Comintern. Tbe AUCCTU, has of course, the right to issue an appeal, just
as much as any trade-union or other organization. How can anyone deny this
elementary right; to thaAUCCXU?
Even more erroneous is the argument that the AUCOTU, by*issuing- this appeal

has usurped the rights of the Profintern or of the Comintern, that the Profintern
and the Comintern are the ones which have been harmed. I must say that the
appeal of the ATJCCTU was issued, with the knowledge and approval of the
Profintern and Comintern. This, explains the fact that neither the Profintern nor
the Comintern have thought of accusing the AUGCTU of violating rights belong-
ing to them. In speaking in this case against the AUCCTU, Murphy as. a matter
of fact speaks against the ECCI-and the Profintern.

Finally, we must consider entirely impermissible Murphy’s statement that the
criticism of the general council by the AUCCTU and in fact the very issuance oi
its appeal constitutes “meddling” in internal affairs of the British CP, that the
AUCCTU, as a “national organization” must not allow such “meddling.”

It is extremely bad that Murphy repeats here the argument made by Pugh
and Purcell at the Paris meeting of the Anglo-Russian committee. Such “argu-
ments” were putforward a few days ago by Pugh and Purcell and Citrine against
the delegation of the ATJCCTU. This fact alone shows that Murphy is wrong.
One must not, because of formal reasons, overlook tbe substance of things, the

real essence of the matter. A Communist cannot act in this way. The cause
of the British miners would today be in far better shape, and the incorrect
actions of the general council would stand exposed if along with the AUCCTU,
criticism of the general council had been made by the national associations of
trade-unions of other countries, France, Germany, etc. Tbe issuance of tbe
appeal by tbe AUCCTU containing, tbe criticism of the general council was there-
fore not an error but a real service to. tbe British workers.
This is all I wanted' to say on the formal aspect of Murphy’s speech.
I could limit myself to these remarks. However, Murphy does not limit him-

self only to the formal aspects. In fact, Murphy makes the formal side serve
him for the purpose of attaining certain important objects which are not at all
formal. His tactics here consist of attaining definite decisions on the substance
of the matter while hiding behind formalities,, using certain formal discrepancies
in the tactics of the ECCr toward that end. Therefore it will be necessary lu
say a few words on the substance of Murphy’s arguments.
What is Murphy really after? Roughly speaking, he is trying to get the

AUCCTU to stop its open criticism of the general council, to force the AUCCTU
to shut up and “Stop meddling in the affairs of the general council.”
Can this be accepted by the AUCCTU, or by1 our party, or by tbe Cl?
No, it cannqt. Because, what does it mean to compel the, AUCCTU to keep

quiet? How will this silence of the AUCCTU be understood' at the moment
when the general counsel is organizing the isolation of the striking British
miners and is preparing their defeat? To keep silent In these circumstances
would mean to. hush up the sins of the general council, to hush up its be-
trayal. To hush up the betrayal by the general council under conditions where
the general council and the AUCCTU are in alliance in the form of the Anglo-
Russian Committee* would *mean- to* give, silent approval? of this, betrayal. Hence
it would mean sharing with the general council the. responsibility, before the
workers movement of the entire world, for the betrayal of the general council.

Is it still necessary to. prove that the AUCCTU would be committing political
and moral suicide if it were to take this, road, if it were to give up even for
one moment the open criticism of the betrayal by the general council?
Judge for yourselves. In May the general council called oft the general

strike,; thus betraying; the English, working class in; general and the British
miners in particular^ In June and July,, tbe general council didn’t move a
finger toward helping the striking miners.. Furthermore, the general council
was doing everything within its power to prepare the defeat of the miners
and punish the “disobedient” Federation of British Coal Miners. In August
at the Paris meeting of the Anglo-Russian Committee, the leaders of the general
Council refused to discuss the. proposal made by tbe representations of theAUCCTU about helping the British miners, in spite of the fact that the agenda
of this meeting submitted by tbe AUCCTU was not objected to by the general
'council. We have, therefore, a whole line of betrayal by tbe general council
which has become entangled in. rotten displomacy, and yet Murphy demands
that the ACCTU should shut its eyes to all these infamies and seal its lips
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No,- comrades, the AUCCTU cannot take this road because -it does not want to
commit suicide.
Murphy thinks it would have heen wiser had the appeal against the general

council been issued by the Profintern, as an international organization* while
the AUCCTU, as a “national” organization might have issued a short resolu-
tion endorsing the appeal of the Profintern. Prom a strictly formal point of
view Murphy’s plan represents a certain departmental, architectural orderli-
ness. Prom this angle, the, suggested procedure of Murphy is understandable.
But from a political, point of view Murphy’s procedure will not stand criticism.
His plan of procedure would not have given even one-hundredth part of the
political effect of exposing the general council, and politically educating the
British working masses, which was, no doubt achieved by the appeal of the
AUCCTU. The point is that the Profintern is less known in the ranks of the
British working class than the AUCCTU, the former is less popular than the
latter, hence the right of the former is incomparably smaller than the weight
of the latter. But from this it follows that it was precisely the AUCCTU* as
the more authoritative organ in the eyes of the British working class, that
had to come forward with the criticism of the general council. It was im-
possible to act in any other way, if one aimed at hitting the bull’s eye in ex-
posing the betrayal by the general council. Judging by the howls which arose
among the reformist leaders of the British labor movement in connection with
the appeal of the AUCCTU, it may be stated with certainty that the bull’s eye
was hit, by the AUCCTU.
Murphy thinks that open criticism of the general council on the part of the

AUCCTU may lead to the break-up of the bloc with the general council, to the
collapse of the Anglo-Russian Committee. I think that Murphy is wrong. The
collapse of the Anglo-Russian Committee in view of the very active aid given
to the coal miners by the AUCCTU, just must be considered as ruled out, or al-
most ruled out. It is precisely this circumstance which explains the fact
that no one fears the collapse of the Anglo-Russian Committee as much as the
representative of the majority of the general council. Purcell and Hicks of
course, are going to use the danger of a collapse. But one must be able to tell
the difference between blackmail and the actual danger of a collapse.

It must be remembered that the Anglo-Russian Committee is for us not just
an aim in itself. We have entered and shall remain in the Anglo-Russian
Committee not unconditionally, but under certain conditions, one of which is
the right of free criticism of the general council by the AUCCTU, as well as
the right of free criticism .of the AUCCTU by the general council. We cannot
renounce the freedom of criticism for the sake of respectability and for the sake
of maintaining the bloc at all costs.
What is the purpose of the bloc? It is to organize joint action by the members

of the bloc against capital in the interest of the working class, joint actions of
the members of the bloc against imperialist wax*, for peace among nations. Well,
then, how shall we act if one of the members of the bloc or certain leaders of
one of the parties in this alliance violate the interests of the working class,
betray them, and thereby make it impossible to carry out joint action? Should
we, indeed, praise them for such errors?

Consequently, there must be cidticism, the liquidation of errors by means of
criticism, so as to restore the possibility of joint actions in the interests of the
working class. Hence the Anglo-Russian Committee makes sense only if there is
a guaranty of fi*eedom of criticism. It is said that criticism may lead to the dis-
crediting of some reactionary trade-union leaders. What of it? I don’t see
anything bad in this. The working class will only gain thereby if the old leaders
who beti'ayed its interests were discredited and replaced by new leaders devoted
to the well-being of the woxking class. And the sooner the removal of such
reactionary and untrustworthy leaders and their replacement by new and better
leaders, free of the reactionary ways of the old leaders, the better. However,
this does not mean that it is possible with one blow to break the power of the
reactionary leaders and in a short while to isolate them, replace them with new,
revolutionary leaders. Certain neo-Mai*xists think that it is sufficient to make
a single “revolutionary” gesture, one noisy prank, to break the power of reac-
tionary leaders. Real Marxists cannot and do not have anything in common
with such people.

Others think that it is sufficient for the Communists to advance a correct line
to have the wide masses of workers turn away instantly from the reactionary
reformists, and at once unite around the Communist 'Party.* This is entirely

63178—50—pt. 3 9
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wrong. This way of thinking is the way of neo-Marxists only. In reality there
is a great interval of time between the elaboration of a correct party line and
the situation in which the masses adopt this line, and accept it as the correct
one. In order that a party lead the many-millioned masses, it is not enough
just to have a correct line ; what is needed in addition is that the masses become
convinced by their own experiences of the correctness of the line, that the
masses should adopt the policy of the party and its slogans as its own policy and
its own slogans and begin putting them into life. Only under this condition
can a party which has a correct policy become the real leading force of the
class.
Was the policy of the British CP correct during the general strike in England ?

Yes, it was. Why then didn’t it succeed at once in getting the millions of strik-

ing workers to follow it? Because these masses have not yet become convinced of

the correctness of the policy of the CP. And in a short period of time it is not
possible to convince the masses of the correctness of the party policy. This is all

the more impossible of achievement by means of “revolutionary” gestures. Por
this, time is needed, and untiring energetic work exposing the reactionary
leaders, and politically educating the backward masses of the working class, to

promote new people of the working class to leading positions.
It is not difficult to gather from this why it is impossible to destroy at one

stroke the power of the reactionary leaders of the working class, why time is

needed for this, and tireless work along the line of educating the millions of the
working class. But even less does it follow that it is necessary to stretch out
the matter of exposing the reactionary leaders for decades, not to think that this
exposure will come of itself, spontaneously and without offending reactionary
leaders and without any breach of the “sacred rules” of respectability. No,
comrades, nothing ever comes by “itself.” The exposure of the reactionary
leaders and the political enlightenment of the masses must be performed by you,
yourselves, by you Communists and other left political workers, leaders, by
means of untiring work among the masses for their political enlightenment.
Only in this way will it be possible to accelerate work of revolutionizing the
broad masses of the workers.

Penally, one more remark concerning Murphy’s speech. Murphy persistently
stressed the specific peculiarities of the labor movement in England, the role
and significance of traditions in England, and, as it seemed to me, hinted that
the usual Marxist methods of leadership may be found unsuitable in England
because of these specific peculiarities. It seems to me that Murphy is setting
out here on a slippery road. Of course, there exist specific peculiarities of the
British labor movement and they must certainly be taken into consideration.
But to elevate these peculiarities to the status of principles and make them the
basis of activity would mean to adopt the viewpoint of people who consider
Marxism inapplicable to British conditions. I do not think Murphy has anything
in common with such people. But I want to say that he is close to the border
line beyond which begins the elevating of English peculiarities into principles.
A few words about Humboldt’s speech. In his rejoinder, Humboldt said that

criticism should not be abstract. But how does this apply to the ATTCCTU
and the ECCI whose criticism is very concrete. Was the criticism of the
heroes of “Black Friday” “abstract”? Of course not, because this criticism is
now being repeated by anyone who is not lazy, long after “Black Friday” 31

has passed into history. Why then must the criticism of the betrayal by leaders
of the General Council during the general strike and later, after the continuing
miners’ strike, be called bare? Where is the logic here? Is betrayal during a
general strike less disastrous than during the period of “Black Friday”?

I am against Humboldt’s proposed method of individual criticism, if this
method is being proposed as a basic approach. I think that our criticism of the
reactionary leaders must be a criticism from the point of view of the general
line of leadership and not from the point of view of the individual traits of
these leaders. I am not against using individual criticism as an accessory,
auxiliary means. But I am for using principled basis for our criticism. Other-
wise instead of a principled criticism there may arise brawls and personal
squabbles which cannot fail to lower the level of our criticism to the detriment
of the interests of the matter.

(Printed for the first time.)

w The heroes of “Black Friday”—the reactionary leaders of the British trade-unions

:

railway (Thomas), miners (Hodges), and transport (Williams), who called off the solidar-
ity strike of the KR and transport workers, which was called for April 15, 1921, for the
purpose of supporting the striking coal miners. The day of the calling off of the strike

—

Friday, April 15, 1921—has been named “Black Friday” by the British workers.
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Mr. Russell. Mr. Jones, I show you a document entitled “Plan ofWork of Rational Committee, C. P. TJ. S. A.” for the period July 15
*'9, . B'Dor Lay, 1950, and ash you if this is also- one of the documents
which you subpenaed from Mr. Cvetic on October 6, 1950?
Mr. Jones. Yes

; it is.
Mr. Russeuc.. Mr. Chairman, I ask that the contents of this docu-ment be copied into the transcript of- this hearing, and that thedocument be marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 98.

:”
Mr. Harrison. So ordered.*
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 98” is

as roiiows;)

Piax op Wore: op National Cosesuttee, Cosiseuktst Party, U. S. A
Jtjlx lo to Labor Lax, 1950

’’

^^rvention of Wall Street imperialism and its bipartisan com-bination in Washington against the people of Korea confirms the correctnessof our party s analysis made during the entire past period and emphasized at ourlast national committee meeting. Our party showed that the Wall Street mono-polists, growing ever more desperate in the face of the rising strength of theworld peace camp and the expanding resistance of the American^f
?l?

1

1

islll5r Sie?+Fing for war to enslave the whole world. The aggressive armedattack against the people of Korea, and United States imperialist TntlrvtnSonAsia^ clearly shows that American imperialism has now entered°p
,

en m il

i

tary Pbase of its preparations to unleash World War IH threat--embroil the whole world in a new world holocaust
*

The war in Korea provoked by United States imperialism has aroused theanger and strengthened the vigilance of the world forces for peace, championedby the camp of democracy and socialism, including millions ofVeopte inTr owncountry. All those who strive for peace recognize that at this moment thepe^C^an a
-*£i

nust be advanced by a twofold fight. (1) By a resolutefight to demand the withdrawal of imperialism forces from Korea in order toenable the people there to achieve national unification and liberation withoutmte
T?T

r
tf
nC
« simultaneously extending the movement to prevent" oi Id war III by fighting for United States-Soviet agreement, for the necessifvand possibility of peaceful coexistence and competition on a world scafe of thetwo social systems, and extending the demand fox* the seating of the representa

“S0*6?™8 t0
fit

peace appeal initiated by the peace forces in our country •
the building of the laboi* conference for peace and other hvnnri ^ *-

for peace; the fight to defend civil
tary, Eugene Dennis, and the freedom of the 11 ; the defense of thTconditions of the workers and their trade-unions, and the buildin«- of ourparty and the working-class press.

uuuamb or our
The membership of our party, and the millions of workers and Nesrro masses

'

must be imbued with confidence that it is possible to stop the Wall StreetOgres’sion m Korea and save world peace. To help heighten the aualif-v ryework to realize the perspectives set by our national committee^
7
the followVn?national plan has been adopted for the period from July 15 toLahnrUnv S?should be the basis of concrete and practical plan“to be formAkted byZhltote

I. IDEOLOGICAL TASKS
Every single member of our party must be equipped politically with the necas-saiy aiguments to combat the intensified barrage of Wall Street Monaeandiaimed to confuse and divide the ranks of the A^erican workint clSss It^vSCommunist must be in a position to clarify and answer all questions railedby the workers m the shops and communities, to show how the true interest of
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tlie American working class and people, the true interests of our nation, are
protected, only in the struggle against Wall Street imperialism. From this

standpoint we propose the carrying through of the following tasks

:

1. The immediate holding discussions in all clubs on the imperialist character

of the attack on Korea, to be based on Comrade Gus Hall’s pamphlet (for which
the educational department shall prepare a brief outline). To, supply added
information, the educational department will prepare each week supplementary
material for the use of the clubs, speakers, and functionaries. Fullest use must
be made of the material in the Daily Worker and the Worker.

2. By August 1, a program of ideological discussions must be carried through
with all national leaders of trade-unions and other mass organizations (political,

civil rights, Negro fraternal, women, youth, cultural, etc.) with the aim of
bringing these discussions to their own memberships. These discussions must
help to show them that by speaking out against the war in Korea, a war con-
trary to the interests of the people in the United States, they defend the
interests of their own membership.

U. AGITATIONAL PROPAGANDA TASKS

1. That we issue and help circulate the following pieces of literature in mass:

quantities : Complete by August 1 the sale and distribution of the 465,000 copies
of Gus Hall’s pamphlet Hands OJf Korea and Formosa ; to issue and sell 200,000
copies of the pamphlet under preparation explaining the meaning of the world
:peace appeal to outlaw atomic weapons; to help distribute the speech of Paul
.Robeson to the National Negro Labor Conference in 200,000 copies ; to prepare
is. new pamphlet dealing with current questions and answers on Korea to be
distributed in 400,000 copies.

2. That we issue and circulate in smaller quantities the following pamphlets

;

A pamphlet containing Kim Ir Sung’s article on conditions in Korea, the state-

ment by Andrei Gromyko, etc.; Eugene Dennis’ 21 questions and answers on
the fight for peace; Elizabeth Gurley Flynn’s pamphlet on Eugene Dennis
and Eugene Debs—war prisoners ; and the pictorial pamphlet on the Foley Square
trial.

3. During this period, the utmost attention shall be paid to the building of the
circulation of the press and the issuance of mass agitational material. To
accomplish this, we decide to : . -

(a) Issue two 4-page folders (this may be issued as Daily Worker supple-,

fnents) for national distribution in large quantities on Why Wall Street Is

Attacking the Colored Peoples of Asia and on Unmasking the Wall Street Claim
That It Is Acting on Behalf of the UN.
" (Z>) That all districts shall immediately undertake to bring about an in-

crease in the Daily Worker circulation by working out specific tasks to be under-
taken and accomplished during this period.

TTT- BEACHING AND ACTIVIZING THE MILLIONS IN THE STRUGGLE FOB PEACE AND
DEMOCRACY

1. To encourage the participation of Communists and non-Gommunists in the
writing of letters to the editors of the commercial press, to take issue with their

editorials, articles, etc. Maximum efforts shall be made to secure participation

in forums, debates, radio symposiums oh all questions pertaining to the fight

to save world peace.
. J ,

2. To encourage all forces to speak out in every possible way against United
States imperialist intervention in Korea and for world peace.

(a) Individual leaders of trade-unions, Negro people’s organizations, religious

groups, women, youth, professional and cultural groups, must be urged to speak
out on all levels. These leaders, both as individuals and in the name of their
organizations, shall be urged to express themselves' in whatever way they
choose for an end to the aggression in Korea, for restoring the UN to its

original purpose by seating People’s China, etc. Messages containing such
statements to local Congressmen, and especially to the President of the United
States, are especially important.

(b) Full support shall be given to the efforts of the Labor Conference for
Peace to secure 1,000 trade-union leaders by August 1 from the shop-steward
level on up, to eosign its statement on Korea.

(c) Full support shall be given to the efforts of World War II veterans from
the Pacific theater to voice their protest against American intervention in
Korea and Asia.
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(&) Pull support shall be given to carry through the community and.'church
activities—especially local and state-wide conferences—projected at the Mid-
Century Conference of Peaceful Alternatives at its sessions in Chicago.

.

3: The following mass* activities “ require maximum . 'support ~ and * encourage-
ment: n

- * - ' *
1

^ i ^ ^
‘ ^

. . (a) Support the, efforts of the Labor *Conference for Peace to organize mass
protest 'demonstrations in New York, Philadelphia,; Cleveland, Detroit, Chicago,
Los Angeles, and Seattle during the week of August 1—7 (the anniversary of
.Hiroshima). - . .

*
'

_ ;

u ’ *

'
c

'
(h *) Support -the efforts to organize 'a mothers delegation

1

to Washington. .

(e) Support the efforts to organize a mass delegation of Negro people’s lenders
^to Washington to demand the stopping of the imperialist attacks on* the .colored
'peoples of the world to keep America at peace; for the immediate passage of
'FEPC and the,defeat 'of the Mundt bill. "

.
" % ./ - ^

,J

(d) “Support the sending of* representative delegations to the United Nations
\demauding-that it. return to its original purpose outlined in the,UN Charter. :

(e) Join with all forces desirous, of organizing a. Congress for the repeal of
the draft.

* ^ , U -
1 ’

(<7 ) Extend and 'support all movements for Presidential amnesty for Eugene
Dennis and all other political prisoners, as well as for the reversal of the Poley
^Square decision. >> > a . - - ^

XV. INTENSIFX DRIVE.^FOB 6,000,000, SIGNATURES, TO THE, WORLD. PEACE APPEALS

1. In the center of all activities for peace is the task, to help secure the
>5,000,000 signatures for the world peace appeal. The national, committee peace
plan'outlined the major stages in this connection.,

p
Within,the framework of that

‘plan August 6 should be the next stage for : *
' - ' 1 '

; (d) Completing the second million signatures—with particular emphasis on
concentrating to secure these signatures in;the shops, in the lbcal unions, through
jcanyassing , each apartment house and block,” through securing signatures
churches and other mass organizations. „ ,

: . „
* ; ,

* . V;
, (b) ‘To organize nationally—on the"week end of August 5-6 1,000 open-air

'^allies and shop-gate^ meetings:—with booths and tables
vfor streetcorner- cbllee-

'tion of signatures.
s * "i f ^ ^

September 4 (Labor Day) is the next milestone to secure the third iuillira
signatures.

2. As part of the campaign to.secured,000,000 signatures, every effort shall he
exerted to build np peace committees in the shops, unions, communities, organi-

izatiQns, etc.-r-thus to organize the powerful sentiment' for peace into movements
to wage the struggle on a day-to-day basis. * . . * .

.In this .connection full support shall be given to the establishment of a well-
functioning Labor Conference for Peace in at least 30 cities .throughout, the
country. In these cities, to help organize a minimum of 500,peace committees in
shops and local unions, drawing .into the activity, of these peace committees
,large numbers. of nonparty trade-unionists around the collection of signatures
and the other activities outlined by the Labor Conference for Peace.

’

3. Pull support shall also be given to the PIC and the Labor Conference for
Peace in their efforts to send delegates to the World Peace Conference-in October,
‘including 100 trade-union delegates.

4. Wherever conditions permit, efforts shal be directed to unite all organiza-
tions—churches, youth, trade-unions, Negro people’s organizations, . women’s

* organizations, pacifist groups, etc.—into local councils, for peace.
We urge that.the above decision J)e immediately discussed and that the State

plans and control tasks for the next 6 weeks be forwarded to the national
committee.

J , Comradely yours,
National Organizing Department.

Mr. Russell. Mr. Jones, X show you a document entitled, ecA Guide
to the Club—Its Role in Building the United Front in 1950—A Hand-
book for Community Club Officers,” prepared by Carl'Dorfman, and
issued by the national organization department of the. Communist
Party, and I ask you if this is also one of the documents which you
^ubpenaed from Mr. Cvetic on October 6, 1950 ?
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Mr, Jones. Yes; this is one of the documents I subpenaed from Mr.
Cvetic on October 6, 1950.
Mr. Russell. Mr. Chairman, I ask that this document be intro-

duced as Cvetic exhibit No. 99, however, it is requested that the ’con-
tents of the document not be copied into the record for the present.
This, with your permission, will be done at a later date.
Mr. Harrison. It is so ordered.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 99,

77

is filed herewith.) 1

Mr. Russell. Mr. Jones, I show you copies of letters dated June 7,
July 6, July 7, and July 28, 1950, all written on the letterhead of the
National Office of the Communist Party, IT. S. A., and ask you if these
four

^
letters are also documents which you secured from Matthew

Cvetic on October 6, 1950, through the service of a subpena?
Mr. Jones. Yes

;
these documents were secured by . subpena on

October 6, 1950, from Matthew Cvetic.
Mr. Russell. Mr. Chairman, I ask that the contents of these letters

be copied into the transcript of this hearing, and that they be marked
“Cvetic Exhibits 100, 101, 102, and 103,57 in chronological order.
Mr. Harrison. So ordered.
Mr. Russell. Mr. Chairman, it should be noted .that three of these

documents, that is, Cvetic exhibits’ 100, 102, and * 103 all pertain to
.
thepeacepetition drive presently being conducted by the Communist
Party. Cvetic exhibit 102 is signed by Carl Reinstein, treasurer of
the Communist Party, and in the first paragraph charges the United
States with having committed an act of imperialism in Korea.

(The documents above referred to, marked, respectively, “Cvetic
Exhibit 100, 77 “Cvetic Exhibit 101,77 “Cvetic Exhibit 102, 7> and “Cvetic
Exhibit 103,77 are as follows :)

Cvetic Exhibit No. 100

(Letterhead of Communist Party, U. S. A., national office, 35 East Twelfth
Street, New York 3, N. Y.)

1 Steve Nelson,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

June 7, 1950.

Lear Steve : I should like to raise with you one important question—and that
is finances. You have been responding quite well to all of the appeals that we
have made on funds and I am sure that if you have not sent more in, it is due
to difficulties regarding finances that hot much more than this* has been raised.
However, let me impress you with a fact that I am sure you will understand.

In stating it, I am not exaggerating this question at all. We are in a crisis.
This applies to all three phases of the appeal that we have issued. The Daily
Worker and the Worker in the first place, who are now operating on a week-to-
week basis ; the whole question of the party defense, the appeal coming up June
21 and loans that have so far been entaUed as a result of the lag in the fund
campaign, as well as operating needs.

I should like to urge your consideration of the emergency that we now face.
In recognition of your problem within the district, I should like to have you
understand that the problem I am posing now in truth transcends district heeds.
Therefore, the remaining $2,371 owed in the fund drive by the western Pennsyl-
vania district to the center should be regarded as a special undertaking to help
meet this crisis.

i See p. 3155.
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I know that merely to state the problem is to get your immediate cooperation
and would like very much to get from you a favorable reply in the form of

funds at the beginning of next week when we will he really in an emergency.
Comradely yours,

Henry Winston.
P. S.—We are awaiting a report on peace activities.

Cvetic Exhibit No. 101

(Letterhead of Communist Party, TJ. S. A., national office, 35 East Twelfth
Street, New York 3, N. Y.)

July 6, 1950.

Peak Comrade Steve : Have just finished a discussion with comrade Winston,
in which we reviewed the critical status of finances here in the center. With-
out going into details, it was felt that the comrades should be aware that the fund
for defense and the Daily Worker are extremely low, in fact dangerously low.

It is with tne above in mind, that contact is being made with those districts

that have not fulfilled their quota in the fund drive, to do so immediately.
For your district it means the sum of $2,000.
Please reply immediately.

Comradely,
1 Care Heinstein.

Cvetio Exhibit No. 102

(Letterhead of Communist Party, IT. S. A., national office, 35 East Twelfth
Street, New York 3, N. Y.)

Jury 7, 1950.
Steve Nelson,

District Wo. J, Western Pennsylvania.
Dear Comrade: In a memorandum sent out by Comrade Mike Russo dated

May 6, dealing with our dues control for the first 6 months of 1950, it was pointed
out how important it was to achieve the fullest mobilization of our membership
in the crusade for peace/ Events and experience have shown thus far how long
overdue this campaign was. Now with the open intervention of American im-
perialism in Korea, it becomes necessary to step up the fight for peace a hundred-
fold.

This requires, the fullest mobilization of our members. It is in this context that
we view the dues control in your district with anxiety. What causes this concern
is the status of dues collections in your district, as we approach the half-way
mark in the control period. To be specific and up to date, we have received from
your district in the month of June a number of dues payments that when analyzed,
represent average dues payment of some 61 percent. This, added to the 20
percent average for the first 5 months of the year does pot reflect the proper
utilization of the proposals set forth in the memorandum.
We desire therefore to establish the status of the control in your district at

this time. Also to hear from you on the plans to get 100-percent control.
Also how about some news on the peace campaign?

Comradely,
Carl Reinstein, Treasurer.

Cvetio Exhibit No. 103

(Letterhead of Communist Party, U. S. A., national office, 35 East Twelfth
Street, New York 3, N. Y.)

July 28, 1950.
Western Pennsylvania.
Dear Comrade : According to our records, you owe us $50 for peace petitions.

We would like to restate that in order to assure prompt delivery of same, we
paid for them in advance.
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It becomes difficult, therefore, to purchase additional material when districts

such as yours do not meet these commitments. " ^

It’ is urgent that you foi’ward the above sum at once,
* —

Comradely yours, - ,
:c

Cake Reinstein.

Mr. Rttsseld. Mr. Jones, I show you another document, which does

not have a title but which consists nf three and a quarter pages and
pertains to the Stockholm peace pledge and the eftorts made by the

Communist Daily Wprker to gain support for the so-called peace
campaign. Is this also pne of the documents which you subpenaed
from Mr. Cvetic on October 6, 1950?
„ Mr, Jones. Yes

;
it is. - * :

' Mr. IRussele. It should be noted that the first paragraph of this

document makes a point of certain Daily Worker headlines having
been copied from that paper and inserted on the front page of a
recent.issue of the CIO News. This document expresses the hope that
through the use of the Daily Worker headlines in the CIO News,
workers who look at the headlines will draw a different conclusion
fr.om that intended by the CIO News.
The first paragraph of this ^document also refers to the “enemy”

without exactly describing the nature of the enemy, or who or what
it is.

, . The fourth paragraph on page 8 of this document expresses the
opinion that if the Daily Worker were read by 100 percent of the
membership of the Communist Party, the effectiveness of the Commu-
nist Party in the United States would be tripled. \
* Mr. Chairman, I.would like to point out that we have recently been
refused access to the mailing list of the Daily Worker by the Post
Office Department.
I ask that the contents of this document be copied into the transcript

of this hearing and that it be marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 104.”

Mr. Harrison. So ordered.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 104,”

is as follows :)

Cvetic Exhibit No. 104

' Now on the Daily Worker. I think all of us wiU agree that never in the
history of the Daily Worker has it risen to the heights that it has in the recent

period. We know from letters we have received from our readers, from the
comments of party leaders and organizations, that the way that the Daily
Worker has led the campaign for peace, on the Stockholm peace pledge, and the
way it has reacted to the Korean events, has been welcomed in our party like

never before. The Daily Worker is really doing a splendid job in fighting for

the building of a broad peace front of the American people. The enemy appre-
ciates this also. And never has there been in this country such attention paid
to the Daily Worker, never has there been so much republished in all newspapers
from the Daily Worker; newspaper after newspaper with editorials on the
Daily Worker ;

photostats of headlines from the Daily Worker, etc. The recent
issue of the CIO News had the entire front page given over to photostats of
headlines from the Daily Worker since the outbreak of the Korean events and
in the middle resolution of the so-called International Confederation of Labor.
They thought that is enough—that all they have to do is look at it and the
workers will draw their own conclusions. But I think that many workers will
draw different conclusions from what they want them to.

Then we have a most serious effort on the part of American imperialism

—

and we should not underestimate this danger—an effort to suppress the Daily
Worker all over the country.
One might ask, Why is the enemy so concerned about our paper? Here is a

paper which has a weekly circulation of only about 75,000; here is a paper
which, I am ashamed to say, has a daily circulation at this moment only of
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about 17,000 or 18,000. This is a little newspaper in this tremendous ocean of
thousands of daily newspapers who day in and day out spread their lies, in this
ocean of radio broadcasts every minute of the day, in the movies, television,
etc.—and yet they have to try to suppress this little voice. Why? The reason
is obvious, and that is, that they appreciate, and I think: they appreciate even
more than many of us do, the power of the Daily Worker and the worker.
,
We are very proud of the fact that 1,250,000 signatures for the Stockholm*

peace appeal have been collected in this country. How were they collected? If
it were not for the leadership of our party, the activity of our party, and the
sparking of this campaign by the Daily Worker ; if it had not been for the day-in-
and-day-out campaign of the Daily Worker on this peace appeal, it would not
have been possible to collect these signatures. Certainly it would not have been
possible if the Compass had been the organ of the peace movement in this country,
because, what has the Compass ever had to say about the Stockholm peace appeal?
They have never endorsed the Stockholm peace appeal; they have never given
publicity to the campaign, and, if anything, the kind of policy they have been
pursuing would have reacted against the Stockholm peace campaign.
And so, the enemy appreciates this ; they understand that if they can still the

voice of this paper, if they can suppress it, then they think they will be able to
crush the further unfoldment of the Stockholm peace campaign and all the
other issues the progressive forces are fighting on in this country.

I think we must understand that as we develop our method of the united front
in the fight for peace, the Daily Worker and our party are an essential part of
that united front. It is our party and the Daily Worker which give leadership
to the progressive forces in that united front. It is that line and policy which
enable us to build that united front and to move from higher to higher levels,
and to the extent that the role of the Daily Worker is weakened in this fight, to
the extent the role of our party is weakened in this united front, to that extent
the united front will be weakened and we will fail in our objectives.
Any policy which is put forward in any circles of our party of the kind that,

well, we have got to put over this Stockholm peace pledge and everything else
has to be sacrificed—that is a wrong policy, that is the crassest kind of right
opportunism on the part of any Communist who will put forward that policy,
because it is obvious to anyone who participates in this fight for peace that unless
you are equipped to give the answer and convince and argue with workers,
unless you are equipped with Marxism-Leninism and its application to every-
thing as it happens every day, you are not going to be able to give leadership
to the peace fight. j

In this respect, the national committee has just made what I consider to be a
historic decision, in order to solve the problem of the circulation of our paper,
because the fact is that in this recent period, precisely when our paper has
reached new heights, precisely when the enthusiasm for the paper has increased,
the circulation of our paper continues to decline, and it is the opinion of the
national committee that there is only one reason for this, and that reason is
that the leadership of our party and the membership of our party does not under-
stand the role of the party in the fight for peace and the role of the paper in the
fight for peace, does not understand it in practice; and that is why the party
from top to bottom does not give leadership to the problem of increasing the
circulation of our paper, daily and weekly.
We think that so long as we continue just to talk about it, so long as we

continue to raise it, so to speak ideologically, so long as we only confine ourselves
to such measures, we will never succeed in changing the situation with respect
to circulation.
And so we have passed the following decision for immediate execution by all

organs of the party: Every single party club in our party must immediately
undertake to take a bundle of from two to five Daily Workers, minimum, on a
daily basis; and secondly, that every party club must undertake to take a
weekly bundle of the Sunday Worker; and here we do not set any minimum
figure.
Why is this important? I think we should understand that the time has come

when we must shift the basis for the distribution of our paper. In the past
decade the basis of distribution of our paper has become twofold: (1) Subscrip-
tions ,and (2) newstands. The basis of distribution by party organizations taking
bundles has more and more declined and today is a minor method of distribution
on the part of the party. This is a most dangerous method of distribution, espe-
cially in the present period. I think I do not have to give you a blueprint to
convince you that it is going to be increasingly difficult to get subscriptions for
our paper. The fact is that we are getting increasing numbers of cancellations
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of the paper of those who are now subscribers, you should see some of the let-

ters saying, we agree with your paper 100 percent, but we cannot afford to
take your paper through the mails any more because we are afraid we will lose
our jobs. And while the Daily Worker is going to fight for every inch of legality
and the right to have subscriptions and get the paper just as long as this is

possible, at the same time we must understand that we are building the basis of
our paper's distribution on sand if we rely mainly on this method of distribution.

I would also like to state that this method of distribution grew up during
the Browder period—this tendency to rely upon newstand distribution and United
States mails, rather than upon the party membership. It was a revisionist
concept, running away from party responsibility and the independent role of the
party and of each party member and organization.
We have got to change it drastically. We have got to change it now.
There will be some who will say that we are making a very mechanical deci-

sion, and they will say that by making this kind of decision what will happen
is that the papers are going to pile up in the party clubs, they will not be dis-
tributed, debts will pile up, and we will have a big difficulty on our hands. I say
that is just defeatism. That is just pessimism. That is not a Communist ap-
proach to this problem. When someone says that he is merely saying he is not
going to give leadership to this question. He is not going to organize it. Be-
cause no one can tell me a club executive or section committee or county com-
mittee or district committee cannot solve a problem of a party club taking from
two to five Daily Workers every day and distributing them. If we cannot solve
that problem, how are we ever going to solve the big problems we have to solve,
to say nothing of the fact that we want to establish socialism here in the biggest
imperialist country on earth.

I say it is possible to solve it. It was solved in the past. When I joined the
party in the early 1930’s this was the practice. Every club took a bundle. It
was normal procedure. Nobody would conceive of anything otherwise. Every
party club hdd a bundle of Daily Workers* it was on every agenda, and there was
an apparatus for distribution. Section and district committees gave regular
check-up on this problem.

This kind of approach we have got to have in the party and our national com-
mittee is going to judge the work of our districts in this respect, the work of our
counties and sections and clubs, to the extent that this decision is carried out.
We are going to check up on it and demand from week to week how many clubs
are taking bundles, how are they circulating it, what experiences are they having,
and demand regular payments and not allow a piling up of debts.

I think all of us as Communist leaders are very much concerned with a key
organizational problem that is in the first place also a political problem, and that
is : How can we involve the maximum number of party members in the work of
our party? This is our great bottleneck in our work, that we only involve a rela-
tively small percentage of party members and all of us are always trying to solve
this problem. If we solve this problem, we would be solving every other party
question. I think that if we understand the relationship of the circulation of
our Daily and Sunday Worker to this key political and organizational problem,
we will find one of the main solutions to it. And that is that if we had a situation
where every party member read the Daily Worker every day. I say that would
do more than anything else we can do to involve every party member in party
activity. Who are the party members today involved in party activity? Who
are the actives? They are the people who read the Daily Worker. That’s who
they are.. And the so-called inactive members usually at most are the people who
get the Sunday Worker and do not read the Daily Worker everyday. If we
want to solve our problem in a drastic way of raising the ideological level of our
membership and give daily leadership to our membership, and involve them in
activity, we have got to guarantee that every party member at least, to say
nothing of nonparty people we want to win, becomes a regular reader of the Daily
Worker. I say without fear of contradiction that as we approach this goal of
100 percent readership of the Daily Worker by our membership, we would be
tripling the effectiveness of the Communist Party in the United States.

I think that is the kind of approach and understanding we must have, and I
think we have to have the idea that a Communist leader who does not give
leadership on this question is not a real Communist leader but is only half a Com-
munist leader. A party club that does not fulfill its task on this question is not
a true club, but only half a Communist club.
We have a situation in our party where unlike the bourgeoisie, we enforce our

constitution. We fight to enforce it. It is a living document, a fighting document.
How many of us will remember that we have a clause in that constitution that
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says, “Every party member shall be a reader and circulator of the Communist
press?” That is in our constitution even though many of you may not know it
or may have forgotten it. Are we enforcing it? It is dear we are not. That
part of our constitution is almost a dead letter and I think we have got to fight
to enforce the party line, our party’s policy, and that means a basic fundamental
change in the activity of our party and approach of our party with respect to the
circulation of the Daily and Sunday Worker.

Mr. Russell. Mr. Jones, I show yon another document, entitled “The
World Speaks Out for Peace,” with a subheading, “A manifesto of
French Protestants,” and ask you if that is one of the documents
secured under subpena from Mr. Cvetic, and which document was one
of those secured from the Communist Party headquarters in Pitts-
burgh by Mr. Cvetic ?

Mr. Jones. Yes; it is.

Mr. Russell. Mr. Chairman, I ask that the contents of this docu-
ment be copied into the transcript of this hearing, and that the docu-
ment be marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 105.”
Mr. Harrison. So ordered.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 105,”

is as follows:)

[Peace Information Center, 222 West Twenty-third Street, Hotel Chelsea, New York City 11]

THE WORLD SPEAKS OUT FOR PEACE
As Christians We Sign the World Peace Appeal—A Manifesto of French

Protestants

Amidst terrifying threats of a new war, the Stockholm appeal lias been issued.
The appeal coincides with the American Mid-Century Conference for Peace'

the condemnation of the atom bomb by the Council of English Protestant
Churches, the call of the Federal Council of Churches of the United States for
“a gigantic effort for peace” ; the appeal of the Oecumenical Council of Churches-
to the governments for an agreement on -disarmament

; the appeal of the Inter-
national Red Cross for the outlawing of the atom bomb ; the trip of Trygve Lie
Secretary General of the United Nations, to attempt a renewal of relation^
between east and west.

If we wish to be faithful to Christ, we cannot remain indifferent in this
torment. We can only approve today without reservation all efforts in favor
of peace which from now on can have a salutary effect.
We think that the Stockholm appeal constitutes an extremely important effort

toward the maintenance of peace as a result of the breadth of its distribution
and the diversity of its endorsement. It can make a step toward the reopen-
ing of negotiations and can foster international agreement.
Men in solidarity with other men in anguish and in hope, we discuss all

together to seek an issue favorable to peace, and we are resolved to combat
the fears and hates aroused by the threat of atomic war.
We are convinced that faithfulness to Christ’s gospel will pose new demands

for us tomorrow. In reply today, to this appeal, because we are Christians,
we know ourselves dedicated to pursue everyday all efforts to find again every-
thing that will contribute to the peace of the world and to reconciliation among
men.

THAT IS WHY, AS CHRISTIANS, WE SIGN THE STOCKHOLM APPEAL
Signed: Pastor Andre Aeschimann (Paris) ; Pastor Francis Bose

(Paris) ; Pastor Robert Cheradame (Saint-Quentin)
; Pastor I.

Exbrayat (Rodez-Nimes) ; Pastor Jean-Daniel Fischer (Mul-
house) ; Prof. Pierre Gardere (Rodez) ; Suzanne Grumbaeh
(Paris) ; Pastor Henri Hatzfedl (Strasbourg) ; Pastor Marc
Herubel (Rouen) ; Pastor Jacques Lochard (Montbeliard) ;Pastor Etienne Mathiot (Belfort) ; Roger Miquet, instituteur
Lille) ; Maurice de Montmollin (Paris) ; Pastor Henri Ochsen-
beim (Strasbourg) ; Claire Jullien (Paris) ; Pastor Jean Jous-
selm (Paris) ; Pastor Pongy (Nimes)

; Pastor Roland de Pury
Lyon) ; Jean-Jacques Kirkyacharian (Paris) ; Eugene Query
(Paris) ; Pastor Alfred Richard-Molard (Saint Germain).
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Mr, Rossele. Mr, Chairman, there is a great deal of valuable:
Information contained in the documents which have^ been intro-

duced this morning, particularly as it pertains to^ the aims and pur-
poses of the Communist Party at the present time. I think that
in view of the present misnamed “Peace petition campaign” being
conducted by the Communist Party, particular attention should be
paid to page 7 of Cvetic Exhibit No. 92, wherein it plainly states

that Communists are not pacifists, and that they distinguish between
two kinds of wars. The Communists’ interpretation of “just wars”
and “unjust wars” is contained on the page mentioned of Cvetic-

Exhibit No. 92.

Mr. Harrison. The subcommittee stands adjourned.
(Thereupon, the hearing was adjourned.)
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EXPOSE OE THE COMMTJHIST PARTY OE' WESTERN
‘ PENNSYLYANIA—PART 3, BASED UPON TESTIMONY
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SATUEDAY, OCTOBER SI, 1950

United States House of Betbesentattves,
Subcommittee of teds

Committee oustU

n

-

-American Activities,
Washingtons D . C*

executive session

' A subcommittee of one of the Committee on Un-American Activities
met, pursuant to call, at 9: 30 a. m. in room 226, Old House Office

Building, Hon. John S. Wood (chairman) presiding.
Committee member present: Hon John S. Wood (chairman).
Staff member present: William A. Wheeler, investigator.
Mr. Wood. Let the record show that for the purpose of this hear-

ing the chairman has designated a subcommittee consisting of the
chairman alone.

^ Mr. ^Wbceeeer. Mr.- Chairman, we have for our witness today Mr.
Matthew Cvetic, who has testified before the Committee on Un-Amerr'
ican Activities*on numerous occasions, and has fully identified himself
previously. ' “ >

Mr. Cvetic is here to describe certain .documents that were obtained
by him by virtue of’a search and seizure warrant issued by Judge A.
Marshall Thompson in Pittsburgh, Pa., from the offices of the Comr!
munist Party in Pittsburgh. Mr. Cvetic will review the documents
and place into the record his opinion as to the importance of certain

documents. - . i

\ I would also like to state that all the documents which Mr. Cvetic
will comment upon were received from him in response to a subpena
served on him.
Mr. Wood. Mr. Cvetic, will you please stand and be sworn. I .

’

Do you solemnly swear that the evidence you will give this sub^.

committee shall be the truth, the whole truth, and. nothing but the;

truth, so help you God?
t . ,

•

“ ^

~*Mr. Cvetic. Ldo. J

* Mr. Wood. ‘ Have a seat
:

-
’ ^

TESTIMONY OE MATTHEW CVETIC. ^ ^

Mr. Wheeler. Mr. Cvetic, I now hand you, a document which has
been entered into our official testimony as “Cvetic exhibit Ho. 92,”

entitled “Instructor’s Outline for Orientation Course,” prepared by
3143 J
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the National Education Commission, Communist Party, United States
of America, and ask you to state the source of said document, and
also explain to the committee the importance of this document to the
Communist Party.1

Mr. Cvetic. This is one of the documents which I received from
the Communist Party office, located in the Sakewell Building in Pitts-
burgh.
Prom August 1945 until August 1948 I was a member of the organ-

izational, educational, and financial committee of the Communist
Party of Western Pennsylvania, and in this capacity met once a week
or oftener to discuss policy for the district of western Pennsylvania.
This document was used as a guide by Communist Party instructors,

functionaries, and organizers, for the purpose of outlining courses
and classes for new party members, and for those who were being
trained in the basic fundamentals of Marxism.
I would like to call attention to page 1 of the original document,

entitled “Foreword to the Teacher,” which gives an outline of the
^purposes of this document.

X would also like to call attention to the cover of the document,
which has the notation

:

Prepared by National Education Commission, Communist Party, United States
*o£ America, 35 East Twelfth Street, New York City.

I know this address to be the address of the office of the Communist
Party of the United States.
I would further like to call attention to page 6 of the original

document, which is headed, “Session II—The United States is an
imperialist country.”
On page 7 of the original document, under the heading “Imperialism

and war,” the document, under subheading (b), states, “Communists
are not pacifists.”
Mr. Wheei^er. Mr. Cvetic, I understand this is a guide for members

of the Communist Party; is that correct?
Mr. Cvetio. That is correct.
Mr. Wheeler. In your opinion, how would this particular section

be enlarged upon by an instructor using this outline?
Mr. Cvetic. In using this outline, this section would be enlarged

upon by an instructor by pointing out the difference between the
United States Government, which the Communist Party refers to as
an imperialist government, and the Soviet Union, which they refer
to as a democratic government or a people’s government.

It would further be enlarged upon by excerpts from History of the
Soviet Union and other Marxist, Leninist, and Stalin documents, in
which the instructor would point out that the Communists oppose all
imperialist wars and support the people’s countries against what they
call imperialist aggression.
Mr. Wheeler. How do you interpret “Communists are not paci-

fists,” which appears as section (b) under the heading “Imperialism
and war,” appearing on page 7 of the original document, “Cvetic
exhibit No. 92”?

1 For text of document, see p. 3074.
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Mr. Cvetic. I can interpret this by reading further from the origi-

nal document, as follows, under the subheading (b), “Communists
are not pacifists”

:

(1) Just wars; wars that are not wars of conquest but wars of liberation

waged to defend the people fi’om foreign attack and from attempts to enslave
them, or to liberate the people from capitalist slavery, or, lastly, to liberate

colonies and dependent countries from the yoke of imperialism.

(2) Unjust wars; wars of conquest; waged to conquer and enslave foreign

countries and foreign nations.
Wars of the first kind the Bolsheviks supported. As to wars of the second

kind, the Bolsheviks maintained that a resolute struggle must be waged against

them to the point of revolution and the overthrow of one’s own imperialist

government.

X have heard Steve Nelson, district organizer of the Communist
Party, use this quote right out of the History of the Communist Party
of the Soviet Union in trying to point out that the. United States
Government is imperialistic. This phrase is parroted^ by Malik in

the United Nations, the Communist press, the Communist Party, the

fellow travelers, the Kremlin itself, and is propaganda used by the

Soviet Government in the present conflict between the United Nations
and Korea. ... .

It is a farce. The entire context is misleading. It is the usual

type of party double talk. The ideologies of communism, as taught
me by the Communist Party, based on the teachings of Lenin, Marx,
and Stalin, prove to me that the Communist Party is an inter-

national party based on world conquest, and were I presently still

employed as undercover agent in the Communist Party, I would be
compelled by the directives contained in this document to oppose my
own Government in its fight against Communist aggression in Korea,
even to the point of overthrowing the same.
The International Communist Party uses this slide-rule technique

to qualify itself during every war. For example, we have noticed

the changes that were made in the Communist propaganda line when
Hitler attacked Stalin in World War II.

In the present Korean crisis the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union is using the line that the Soviet Union, through support of the
Korean Communists, is waging a just war.
However, the whole world knows that the North Korean Com-

munists invaded South Korea, and that his led to the Korean war.
When the Communists take over a country it is not a people’s gov-

ernment as claimed by them but a part of an international dictator-

ship which parallels the Nazi dictatorship. As a matter of fact, I
have often, in Communist Party classes and discussions, heard that
the methods used by Hitler were outstanding examples of proper
technique.
On page 13 of the original document, heading II, is “Communist

Party—Marxist vanguard of the working class.” This is completely
erroneous, because I have been taught in the Communist Party that
the labor unions in the Soviet Union or any other Communist country
is a part of the Government, and that the working classes have no right

to speak out regarding labor problems, but are subject to the dictated
policies of the state.
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- On page 14 o±' the original document, under subsection
'
(b) , I

would like to place in the record the following, quoting from the
original document: :

- Role of vanguard can be performed only by a party guided by an advanced
social science: Communist Party bases all its policies and actions on only
'scientific theory of working class—Marxism-Leninism.

1. Theory as a guide to action.

On page 15, under subsection (d) 1 of the original document, I
quote the following

:

Essence of Communist discipline—subordination of the will of individual or
minority to majority decision.

"X would like to comment that this theory proves conclusively that
'the individual in a Communist dictatorship has absolutely no indi-
vidual rights, even to the extent that he is not permitted to use his
own mind.

Further, under subsection (d) 2, to prove that every member of
fjie Communist Party is bound by discipline to carry out the program
of the international Communist movement, I want to read the
following

:

Ortce a decision is made1

it 'must be carried out by all without reservations.

In other, words, the decisions of the Politburo and the Kremlin bind
-
jjll .members of the international Communist Party, of which the
TJmted States Communist Party is a part, to the discipline exerted
by the party over its members.
.

I would like to point out that I have discussed only the high lights
of this document. The party policies as set forth in this document
'actually advocate revolt.

- Mr. Wheeler. Mr. Cvetic, I would like for you to examine the
document that has been entered in the records of the committee as
Cvetic s exhibit No. 93, entitled “Fundamentals of IMarxism. 55

Mr. Chairman, this document was also received by this committee
through service of a subpena upon Mr. Matthew Cvetic.2

Mr. Cvetic, will you give the committee your opinion as to. the
importance of this document to the present Communist Partv move-
ment?

. .

' J

Mr. Cvetic. This document contains an outline which has been
prepared by the Communist Party for the purpose of assisting in-
structors, Communist Party

.
functionaries, and Communist Party

organizers who teach classes in the fundamentals of Marxism. Thedocument is an official document of the national education committee
the. Communist Party of the United States of America.
While I was a member of the educational, organizational, and finan-

cial committee of the Communist Party of Western Pennsylvania, this
original document was used to set up classes for the study of ^Marxism

nmls
-H

1 ky the educational director for the Communist Partv
ox Western Pennsylvania. .

The outline as set forth in this document is in fact a directive to
the Communist Party officials in the United States, issued by the
national board of the Communist Party of the United States ofAmerica.

4

a For text of document, see p. 3085.
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Mr. Wheeuer. Did you review this document that I have just
handed to you, Cvetic exhibit No. 93 ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes, sir; X have.
Mr. Wheeler. Will you explain to the committee your analysis of

this document ?

. Mr. Cvetxo. First, I would like to call attention to the fact that the
document bears the date January 9, 1946, on page 1. The document
is therefore dated subsequent to the national convention of the Com-
munist Party of the United States which was held in July or August
1945, and which I attended. The party, at its 1945 convention, ousted
Earl Browder and changed its interpretation of the theories of Marx,
Lenin, Engels, and Stalin.
The change made in the summer of 1945 was a tactical maneuver

because immediately after the abrogation of the Stalin-Hitler pact
and our subsequent entry into World War II, the United States and
the Soviet Union became allies against a common foe, Nazi Germany.
- During this period the Communist Party, under the direction of
Earl Browder, expressed full cooperation with our Government. The
Soviet Union, during this period, ostensibly abolished the interna-
tional Comintern, of which the United States was a part. However, I
know from iny experiences in the Communist Party that the interna-
tional Comintern was never abolished, but that it simply went under-
ground. Also, to all outward appearances the Communist Party gave
up its revolutionary practices. However, in August 1945, with the
war against Germany and Japan over, the Soviet Union once again
openly continued its international struggle to establish world com-
munism. Also, it entered into a cold war with the United States and
other free nations of the world.
Because of this it became necessary to remove Browder^ who; repre-

sented, on the surface, the Communist policy* of cooperation with the
United States during World War II. Browder was replaced by
William Z. Foster, who immediately parroted the cold-war policy
instituted by the Soviet Union. This, of course, was a familiar Com-
munist Party tactic. In 1929, for instance, when a party-line change
became necessary, William Z. Foster himself was censured and ousted
from a position of trust by the Communist International.
. Mr. Wheeler. Mr. Cvetic, you have discussed Communist interpre-

tations of Marxism, Leninism, and Stalinism with the committee be-

fore. I would like to ask you if these same interpretations were used
in Communist Party classes during the so-called era of cooperation
between the Communist Party and the United States Government?

: Mr, Cvetic. Yes, sir
;
but they were interpreted in a different way.

The Communist Party interprets Marxism, Leninism, and Stalinism
to suit the expediency of the times. Their ultimate goal is at all times
the. overthrow of free governments and the establishment of a Com-
munist dictatorship.
Mr. Wheeler. Mr. Cvetic, I call your attention to lesson I of the

-document, containing the heading, “The importance of Marxist-
Leninist theory,” subsection A, entitled, “Without a Revolutionary
Theory There Can Be No Revolutionary Movement.” 3

8 See p. 3080.

6317S—50—pt. 3- -10
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I would like for you to describe to the committee exactly how this
particular section was explained to you in the Communist Party, and
I would like,for you to continue on through the exhibit and explain
to the committee the highlights of this particular document.
Mr. Cvetic. This was explained in Communist Party classes and

discussions in this manner : “We are the party of Marx, Lenin, Stalin,
and Engels. We are the revolutionary party and the vanguard of the
working class.” And it was our duty as members of the Communist
Party to systematically educate and indoctrinate the workers and the
people as to their role in the revolution.
This was further interpreted in classes and discussions which I

attended that, unless we followed the revolutionary theory of Marx,
Lenin, Stalin, and Engels, it would be impossible to develop a current
revolutionary movement and impossible to set up a dictatorship of the
proletariat.
As an example of indoctrination of Communists, X have heard Steve

Nelson, district organizer of the Communist Party of Western Penn-
sylvania, refer to the United States as our enemy, and often refer to
Josef Stalin as ouv leader, or as our comrade.

I have also heard Steve Nelson, Jim Dolsen, and Hyman Schles-
singer, all Communist Party functionaries, state that, if we are to
have a successful revolution in the United States, we must first build
the party in western Pennsylvania, because the basic industries are
located there, and that it would be impossible to wage a successful
revolution in the United States until the party had been strongly
entrenched in this strategic area.
These deductions by Communist Party leaders were made on the

basis of the theories expressed in the document which I am now
analyzing.
On page 1 of the original document, section I, subsection C, the

following heading appears : “Our teaching is not a dogma but a guide
to action.”

This has often been quoted in Communist Party classes which I
attended to elucidate the point that the Communist Party is not a
party of theory, but a party of action, the theory being to guide the
party into a revolutionary role.

Mr. Wuceeler. Mr. Cvetic, I notice on page 3 of the original docu-
ment, Cvetic exhibit 93, references are given to several books. I won-
der if you would read the titles of the books into the record and state
whether or not you were required to read these books as a member of
the Communist Party?
Mr. Cvetic. The reading material listed on page 3 4 are entitled

:

“Communist Manifesto”
;
“Socialism, Utopian and Scientific”

;
“His-

tory of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union”
;
“Foundations of

Leninism,” by Stalin
;
“Karl Marx,” by Lenin

;
“Marxism and Revi-

sionism,” by Lenin
;
“Differences in the European Labour Movement,”

by Lenin; “Three Sources and Three Component Parts of Marxism,’*'
by Lenin; “The Struggle Against Revisionism,” by Foster, as con-
tained in part 1, September Political Affairs.
These were all required reading material for the classes which were

set up under this original document.

4 See p. 3088.
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On page 6 of this original document, under section XV, subsection A,
the following appears

:

The proletariat seizes political power and turns the means o£ production into

.state property.

My analysis of this document, based on what I was taught while
working as an undercover agent in the Communist Party, is that the
'Communist Party teaches the methods of infiltration into the labor

.movement, mass organizations, veteran groups, youth organizations,

.and other organized groups, in an effort to control the groups and
convert them into organizations which would be utilized by the Com-
munist Party to seize power.
On page 9 of this original document, under section III, subsection

,B (3), the following appears:

Limitations of the trade-unions—“trade-union politics” are not the same as
- -Communist politics.

The interpretation given me of this section is that the Communist
Party has its own program and its own role to play, separate and aside

from the trade-unions; and this was further brought out in other

-teachings and classes, where the Communist Party taught that we
-were to gain control of the trade-unions to carry our party line into

them and to use them to educate the workers in our revolutionary pro-
.gram, and also to use them as a base from which to overthrow the
.United States Government. “

In August 1945, Steve Nelson, Communist Party organizer, and
.Andy Onda, Communist Party steel organizer, were sent to western
Pennsylvania by the National Board of the Communist Party of the
United States to gain control of the big trade-union movement in

^Pittsburgh for the Communist Party.
The Communist Party considered the control of the trade-unions

in the Pittsburgh area as vital, because it was necessary for the Com-
munist Party to have control of basic industries such as coal, steel, and
rso forth. ’ .-.n

While the Communist Party gives the impression on the surface

-that it is primarily interested in trade-unions, actually the welfare of
-the unions is secondary ;

that is, unions are converted into organiza-
tions subservient to the Communist cause.

v We were also taught in Communist Party classes the procedures
'to be followed after the Socialist revolution. This is set forth on
page 13, section III, of this document, under the heading, “The State
.Poliowing the Socialist Revolution.” And I would like to quote

^ under section A:
The “dictatorship of the proletariat is the state during the transition period

between capitalism and socialism.”

The present government of Soviet Russia is the result of the Socialist

revolution of 1917 and is of course a dictatorship. However, it is not
under the dictatorship of the proletariat. It is ruled by a small group
«of dictators.

I would also like to read into the record subsectionA (1) under part
HII, as follows

:
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- The historic role of the dictatorship of the proletariat is the destruction of
capitalism and the organization of socialism. t

* This is a bare statement taught by the Communist Party that cer-
tainly reflects that they teach the overthrow of our present govern-
ment, which is a capitalist form of government. *

Mr. Chairman, there has been quite a controversy over whether the
-Communist Party is directly controlled by the Soviet Union. I would
like to read, the following into the record, which appears on page 34
of the original document under lesson IX. The quotation which I
.am about to read is from a book by Lenin entitled uLeft-Wing Gown-
nvimism” pages 71—72. The quote is as follows

:

The main thing now is that the Communists of every .country should quite
consciously take into account the fundamental tasks of the struggle against
opportunism and “Left” doctrinairism as well as the concrete peculiar features
"which this struggle assumes and inevitably must assume in each separate coun-
try in accordance with the peculiar features of its economies, politics, culture,
national composition, its colonies, religious divisions, etc. * * * Now all
efforts must be concentrated on * * * seeking out the forms of transition
or approach to the proletarian revolution.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to point out that this is taught to the
Communists here in the United States.

* The important part of the section which I quoted is the following

:

“The main thing now is that the Communists of every country
* * This would certainly prove that communism is an interna-
tional movement having as its objective the overthrow of all the
free governments of the world.
I would like to refer to the following dn page 35, section III, subsec-

tion B (3a) :

Utilization of the proper forms of struggle needed at the time under the given
circumstances.

Mr. Chairman, I have already brought out before this committee
that the Communist Party changes its interpretation of Marxism, Len-
inism, and Stalinism as the need arises," as we have witnessed in the
past 10 years, prior to World War II, during World War II, and
subsequent to World War II.

. An example of this was given to you in earlier testimony in regard
to the change-over from Earl Browder to William Z. Poster, and
other party line changes. In other words, Mr. Chairman, the Com-
munist Party interprets its teachings to fit the times as the situation

u

arises.
On page 35, subsection B (4) , the following appears

:

The difference between revolutionary and reformist tactics.

, This was interpreted to me in Communist Party classes to mean that
the Communist Party is a revolutionary party, and that those who
advocate and teach peaceful transition from socialism are reformists.
However, reformists are used and exploited by the Communist Party
through its front organizations.
Mr. Chairman, these are all the comments I have to make on this

document at this time. The document does contain the theories and
practices of the Communist Party, which would eventually lead to
world revolution.
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” Mr, IVheeler . Mr, Cvetic, I now hand you Cvetic exhibit No, 94,

which was received from you by virtue of a subpena, and ask if you
have any comment to make on this exhibit. It is entitled “Communist
Party of Western Pennsylvania, 426 Bakewell Building, Pittsburgh,
Pa. 33 6 _ .... . .

* Mr. Cvetic. This original document, which is a directive pertaining
to the Sunday and Daily Worker drive, was issued by the western
Pennsylvania office of the Communist Party, and contains a list of the

clubs and sections of the Communist Party of Western Pennsylvania
on page 2. Prom my recollection, this was for the year 1948. The
strength of the various Communist sections and clubs can be judged by
the campaign quotas and circulation as contained on page 2 of this

document.
_ .

. Mr. Wbdeeuer. Mr. Cvetic, I now hand you a document previously
entered into our records as Cvetic exhibit No. 95, and which was
received from you by virtue of a subpena. The document is entitled,'

“Memorandum on Youth AVork and Policy.53 6 Before asking you to

review the document I would like to ask you whether or not the Com-
munists consider it important to concentrate on the youth of America?
Mr. Cvetic. The Communists consider work among the youth of

greatest importance. On this I need only quote William Albertson^
the district secretary of the Communist Party of Western Pennsyl-^

vania, who stated at a meeting of Communist Party district committee
in the Port Pitt Hotel in Pittsburgh the following

:

Hitler got control of the youth in Germany before he was able to wage a
successful revolution in that country. We got control of the youth in the Soviet

Union before we were able to wage a successful revolution in 1917. And we
must gain control of the youth in the United States if we are going to wage a
successful revolution here.

Mr. Wheeler. Is that a quote from him?
Mr. Cvetic. That is a quote from William Albertson.
This document, “Memorandum oh Youth Work and Policy, 3 was

adopted by the national board of the* Communist Party on November
29, 1945. It came into being as the direct result of the decisions of the

national convention of the Communist Party of the United States held

in July or August 1945, the youth panel of which I myself attended.

It has been followed by the Communist Party since then, and was still

the basis of the party’s youth work when I left the party in February
1950. The one variation from this document has been that the Com-
munist Party has changed the name of its Communist youth organ-

ization to the Labor Youth League.
. _ _

Mr. Wheeler. Mr. Cvetic, I now hand you a document identified as

Cvetic exhibit No. 96, which was likewise received from you by virtue

of a subpena. The document is entitled, “Discussion Outline for the

Fight Against the Mundt-Nixon Bill,33 issued by the national educa-

tional department, Communist Party. I hand you the document and
ask you to make any comment you may have on it.

* Mr. Cvetic. I notice a reference in this document to an editorial of

March 1950, so the document evidently was printed by the Commu-
nist Party subsequent to the time I left. However, I am very familiar

with the program of the Communist Party against the Mundt-Nixon

6 For text of document, see p. 3110.
a For text of document, see p. 3117.
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bill, and also its reasons for waging an organized fight against this-*

bill.

When the Mundt-Nixon bill was first projected in Congress, the*
Communist Party in western Pennsylvania immediately received
directives to wage a fight against it. We held countless policy meet-
ings of the Communist Party district committee and functionai'ies for
the purpose of organizing letters, post cards, telegrams, and other-
forms of protests against this bill.

We also organized delegations to go to Washington, D. C., to protest,
against this bill. The majority of these delegations were not organ—
ized by the Communist Party as such, but the Communist Party mem-*
bers were instructed to go to their trade-unions, mass organizations,,
fraternal organizations, and wherever the Communist Party had any
influence, and attempt to have protest delegates go to Washington,

-

D. C. I myself participated in the gathering of names on petitions-
protesting the Mundt-Nixon bill, and also accompanied two or three*
delegations that came to Washington, 33. C., to make verbal protests*
to the Congressmen in Washington, 33. C.

I can state for western Pennsylvania that the organized fight against.

j^
un<^~-^xon bill, the strategy and planning of the activities in

the fight against this bill, were headed by the district organizer of the*
Communist Party, and carried out by the Communist Party district,
committee and functionaries through the various trade-unions, front
organizations, mass groups, and three or four organizations created
by the Communist Party of Western Pennsylvania for the specific pur-
pose of opposing such legislation as the Mundt-Nixon bill and other-
legislation which they felt would possibly legislate them out of busi-
ness. The Progressive Party of Western Pennsylvania also played!
an important role in efforts to defeat the Mundt-Nixon bill, and at the*
same time worked closely with the national Gominitteg > to defeat the*
Mundt bill.

One of these organizations which the district committee set up in
western Pennsylvania was a branch or unit of the National Commit-
£_ee To Defeat the Mundt Pill, and as one of the activities of this unit
the Communist Party of Western Pennsylvania organized delegations-
to go to Washington, D. C., in answer to a request from the national
office of this organization, which was located in Washington.
__ Material attacking this bill, together with petitions put out by the*
National Committee To Defeat the Mundt Bill, were made available*
to me and to other leading party functionaries in western Pennsyl-
vania by the district office of the Communist Party of Western Penn-
sylvania.
Mr. Wheeler. You mentioned that you traveled to Washington,.

33. C., to picket in opposition to the Mundt-Nixon bill. TVho supplied
the money for transportation and other expenses in connection with
your travels to Washington ?

Mr. Cvetic. The money was supplied by the district office of the
Communist Party, the UE, the American Slav Congress, the Civil
Bights Congress, the Progressive Party, the International Workers
Order, and several other Communist-front organizations.

T?he car transportation was also supplied by the Communist Party
office, the district office of the United Electrical Workers, and the other
mentioned groups.
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Mr. Wheeler. You mentioned that an organization was set up in
Pittsburgh, entitled “The National Committee To Defeat the Mundt
Bill. 5 ’ Do you have any knowledge as to where their offices were
located? .

Mr. Cvetic. In western Pennsylvania we did not have any offices

of this committee. The entire work of this particular committee in
western Pennsylvania was planned right in tlie office of the district

committee of the Communist Party in western Pennsylvania, which
is located on the sixth floor of the Bakewell Building.

It was one of the decisions of the Communist Party to use as many
Communist-front and mass organizations as possible, to give the im-
pression that there was broad mass support against this type of anti-

Communist legislation.
On the contrary—and I can.speak for western Pennsylvania—every

delegate with whom I traveled to Washington, D. C., was a member
of the Communist Party, fellow traveler, or sympathizer

;
and every

organization, without qualification, was either a Communist organi-
zation or directly or indirectly controlled by one or more members of
the Communist Party.
One of my own assignments in connection with this committee^

—

and I am speaking of an assignment by the Communist Party in
western Pennsylvania—was to work within the framework of the
National Committee To Defeat the Mundt Bill, to take necessary steps,

to secure literature and petition forms from the national committee,,
and to see that they were distributed to the various Communist Party
branches and clubs and other Communist-front organizations which,
we, as Communists, were able to influence against this legislation.

Mr. Wheeler. Did you, as a member of the Communist Party, con-
sider the objectives,of the National Committee To Defeat the Mundt.
Bill the same as the objectives of the Communist Party ?

Mr. Cvetic. I had good opportunity to compare the Communist.
Party material regarding this bill with the material distributed by
the National Committee To Defeat the Mundt Bill. On comparison,.
I would say that the National Committee To Defeat the Mundt Bill

followed throughout the Communist Party line. The National Com-
mittee To Defeat the Mundt Bill was referred to by the officials of
the Communist Party in western Pennsylvania as “one of our organi-
zations.”
Mr. Wheeler. Mr. Cvetic, you have previously stated that you.

received petitions from the National Committee To Defeat the Mundt,
Bill, with offices in Washington, D. C., and that you gave these peti-

tions to individuals to circulate and secure names thereon. I would
like to ask you what happened to the petitions after they were
completed ?

Mr. Cvetic. I advised the people to whom I gave petition forms-
to mail the completed petitions to Washington, D. C. The signed
petitions which came into my possession, I turned over to the Fed-
eral Bureau of Investigation.
Mr. Wheeler. I now show you a document entered into the testi-

mony as Cvetic exhibit No. 97. It is entitled “Two Speeches by
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Joseph Stalin.” This document was also obtained from you by virtue
of a subpena. Do you have any comments to make on this document ?

7

Mr. Cvetic. Throughout my association in the Communist Party,
speeches by Joseph Stalin and other international leaders were made
available to us to help us master the international Communist revo-
lutionary movement. The fact that these particular speeches, which
were made in 1926, were translated for the first time in English in
March I960, indicates that the contents are important now.
The original document was removed from the desk of Steve Nelson,

the district organizer of the Communist Party of Western Pennsyl-
vania.
Mr. Wheeier. Mr. Cvetic, I now would like for you to review and

comment on Cvetic exhibit No. 98, entitled, “Plan of Work of Na-
tional Committee, Communist Party TJ. S. A.. July 15—Labor Day,
1950.” s J

^
Mr. Cvetic. This document was removed from the desk of Steve.

Nelson, district organizer of the Communist Party of Western Penn-
sylvania, by myself, and later subpenaed by this committee from me.
It outlines the Communist plan in regard to the present conflict in,
Korea between the United Nations and the Communist state of North
Korea.
Reviewing this document, it is practically a summary of Malik’s

addresses before the United Nations. In other words, the program
of the Communist Party in regard to "the Korean situation is a parallel
to the Soviet Union’s position in regard to the present crisis. It
advertises the current line set forth by Soviet Russia, and the present
•camouflage program for peace.

It is also stated in this document that one of the Communist
Party objectives is to help secure 5,000,000 signatures on the peti-
tion for “World Peace Appeal.” This is commonly known as the
Stockholm peace petition. This program was principally set up to
•disarm the rest of the world while the Soviet Union and her satel-
lites are busy arming for war.
In my opinion the document in its entirety is of a seditious nature,

•and it is an official document of the Communist Party of the U. S. A.
Mr. Wheeler. The next document which I present to you for

identification is entered into our records as Cvetic exhibit No. 99,
and is entitled “A Guide to the Club—Its Role in Building the United
Front in 1950—a Handbook for Community Club Officers.” prepared -

by Carl Dorfman, and issued by the national organization depart-
ment of the Communist Party, 35 East Twelfth Street, New York 3,

/
Mr. Chairman, all previous documents referred to have been copied

into our record. However, this particular document has not been
copied, andT request that the document in whole be incorporated into
the record at this .time.
- Mr. Wood. So ordered.

- 7 For text of document, see p. 3122.
-

8 For text of document, see p. 3133.
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,
:

(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No.

99,” is as follows :)

A GUIDE TO THE CHUB—ITSROBE IN BUILDING THE UNITED FRONT UST

:

* .

*
^ 1950 ^

,

A Handbook: fob COiiiiUNiTs: Club Officers

. . » - (Prepared by Carl Dorfman)

* Issued by National* Organization Department, Communist Party,

I 35 East Twelfth Street, New York 3, N. Y.

;
“* * * the American working class, and especially its Communist vanguard,

must show itself in action as the champion of the Nation’s interests and or

peace, as the best fighter for the social welfare and progress of the immense-

majority of the American people. It must unite its own ranks in militant-

struggle and gather around itself all patriotic and democratic elements, it

must reinforce the democratic antimonopoly and antiwar coalition now emerg-
ing, and give it fighting working-class leadership. „ ^ ,

r “This is the path of unity of action, of class struggle.” (Eugene Dennis, report

\0 the Fourteenth National Convention, C. ,P. U. S. A., Political Affairs, September-

1948, pp. 791-792.)

Introduction

THIS IS A 3TA0T, COMRADES : '
^ >

the guarantee that the Big-Money Boys will not be able toestablishfascism
the guarantee that they will not be able to carry our country into World War-

Ill, an imperialist hell-bomb war, whose destruction it is difficult to content

^ that guarantee lies in the way your club of the Communist Party brings to*

the workers in the neighborhood and in the shop a cleareru grasp of how to*

fight the war danger and how to stop fascism. , ' , - ^
Mom mill your small .duly, with all dts weaknesses, be able to do such a 3001

The key lies in a clear, down-to-earth understanding of what the u/nited front

means to your cltib. ’ '

fThis is what the national committee of our party wants to discuss with you*

'in this pamphlet: How the party club can, build the united front in its area

^ This manual is for the community clubs. It does not deal with the role and*

-specific problems of the shop clubs.. However, many ideas contained herein cam
be of use to all clubs. ^ -rr ^
The forces of democracy and peace are the most powerful ones m the United

States—more powerful than those that are for war and fascism. What is*

necessary is to organize the democratic forces. The cornerstone of the work of
every Communist Party club for 1950,

shop or community , is helping to builds

the united front of the working class and all democratic forces .

What do we mean by the united front

f

What does the united front mean to a
party club? How do we go about building it in our neighborhood?

' First question first. What do we mean by the united front 9

Gus Hall states it clearly in his article on the United Front, the Key to *

Victory z

“In the final analysis, the united front is the welding together of human
beings, of individuals from general political groupings, representing many
trends in American life * * * it takes people to agree to unite for actionty

{Political Affairs,
December 1949.)

BUILDING THE UNITED FRONT IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD

Many of our party clubs are not rooted In their neighborhoods, and face the

question of how and where to start in their work. The heart of the answer is

:

what are the main problems facing the workers in your neighborhood.
The major question facing the people of the United States in the year 1950

is : WIDE WE BE ABBE TO MAINTAIN PEACE, OR WILD THE BIG-MONEY
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BOYS OP WALL STREET SUCCEED IN STARTING WORLD WAR III,an imperialist war, which will bring devastation to the United States andmajor areas of the rest of the world.
There are powerful currents for peace in the ranJcs of labor and the people

of the United States. JBven some of the world’s leading imperialists, who are
trying to help start World War III find' themselves 'compelled to make biffspeeches for renewed U. S.-TJ. S. S. It. negotiations on outlawing the H-bomb.^£ T^UrS<lay ’ F

f
bruary 16> Millard E. Tydings (D„ Md.) spoke from the floorof the Senate and called on Secretary Acheson to “try another roadway” toagreement with Russia. On Friday, February 17, Tom Connally (D., Tex.)suggested a Big Three Conference of Foreign Ministers on atomic controls.In England, on Tuesday, February 14, Winston Churchill, campaigning for elec-
t0p le
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to tbi cold war- Says the New York Times (February
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* aS e^sew^iere* ^e 3read of the A- and H-bomb underlies all other

mass desire for peace is clearly shown when even the New York Times is
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an editorial on February 16, “Mr. ChurchilVs talte of a

til V'\
G CoId ™ar ™lU appeal to an electorate yearning, Mice people in thiscountry, all over the globe, for some assurance of peace. 19

is
.i
the Problem facing the people in your neighborhood aroundwhich the greatest unity can be achieved.

I. How Caw Yotjr Club Help Establish Unity op tbce People for Peace?

mStlnUment lofpeZe^ *“ y°Ur neiSbborbo°d to expression to the

Can your club help to get together a limited number of people or organizationsto sponsor a neighborhood? ' ’

PEACE BALLOT
Calling upon President Truman

—

To outlaw the H-bomb.
To negotiate Now with the Soviet Union.
To outlaw atomic warfare and halt the cold war.

-cr?
1

’ TT?
ul£ these sponsors be willing to call a neighborhood rally against theH-bomb . Or, perhaps a mass Peace Ballot would help lay the base for andpopularize a united. Neighborhood Peace Rally.

Would it be possible at such a Neighborhood Bally to launch a still bigger and
Petition to President Truman calling upon him to undertake negotiations

^nd^^toe^l^war?^^^
68 and ^oviet Union for atomic disarmament and an

In other words, what we wish to indicate here are

:

First. The deeisive.place.wJiere the ability to hold the Wall Street warmongers™ check will be decided at the. Grass Boots, in your neigjibdrhbodr ^mk is hotjust a question of National politics or State politics, but rather, and most impor-tant, it is a question of local politics.
XS^ community problem. The fight for peace is neighborhood politics.Second. Tour club should use its own initiative and go to work now on thisquestion. Actions should not be limited to ballots, petitions, and rallies Wemust remember that people express their determination for peace in their ownway : Church groups conduct mass prayers. Some organizations send delegations

.to various political representatives. Some organizations lay wreaths commemo-
gl
I
6n theiJ lives in

.
war and Pledge tliemselves to work for

« es
? *i

nd of expression help swell the demand that we shallnot face the holocaust of atomic destruction.
In building the united front, a conference, a peace ballot, etc., should.not he an end *n ^self. One step should lead to a second. What we must develop
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tained for peace; develop joint or parallel actions of all kinds:
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?eace committees in every neighborhood. In the final analysis, our ob-
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un%te f
l
ie broadest sections of people, in the first place the worlcers

intlieUMteTs^tel^
%° ^Possible World War III and the rise of fascism
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We are just indicating here some limited forms that the united front for
peace may take. Our party can play a vanguard role in welding together that
.mass sentiment against the horror of the H-bomb in each community.

Fourth:. The v&ry right to fight for peace is itself endangered- at this moment.
The*Mundt-Ferguspja bill is designed .precisely for the purpose>of tattempting to
^stop such unity of the people as is spreading throughout the country in the grow-
ing peace movement. The right of all people opposed to a war of atomic destruc-
tion to unite their forces and voice their ideas must he defended by fighting
.against the Mundt-Ferguson bill.

In the Parent-teacher Associations, in organizations of the Negro people, in
lodges, in churches, in youth groups, in women’s organizations, in various neigh-
borhood groups, the overwhelming number of people, like the Communists, have
a common desire for peace. Communists who are members of such organiza-
tions should give a lot of thought to how they can make the best contribution
in the struggle for peace.
The form of united action for peace and the best road to it will vary from

•community to community.
The problem that each club must tackle now and Use initiative on, is how best

to help its community get on the road toward establishing such united action.
But peace is just one problem around which large masses of people in your

neighborhood can be united.
Let us examine some others.

II. A* Vitae United-Front Lesson From the Miners’ Strike

The miners have just won a great victory. They have dealt a real blow to
the -stride-breaking Taft-Hartley law. Their victory was -won in the face of
the combined assault of the mine owners, the Truman administration, the courts,
the press, and radio. Victory, in the face of such powerful forces, was due to the
heroic solidarity of the miners throughout their 9 months of battle and the united-

Jront support that was rallied behind tMs decisive strike. Trade-unionist in
Chicago, Cleveland, and other cities ; the farmers of New Jersey ; the people from
•church groups and fraternal lodges ; the neighborhood folks in Brooklyn rallied by
the ALP, the readers of the Daily Worker—all united behind this key struggle.
Tens of tons of food were sent to the miners. And, as the strike ended, this
united movement was spreading to union locals and to neighborhoods through-
out the country.

In this fight of the miners we have an outstanding example of how the
united front can be built. Our party played an important role and made a
major contribution in helping to develop this united movement. The party
clubs made house-to-house and store-to-store collections for food, explaining
the issues and obtaining participation of many new people in solidarity with the
miners. Our party members raised the issue of the miners’ strike in unions,
shops, and mass organizations.

People oncp reached—responded. They gave food. They spoke out in sup-
port of the strike. They demanded a stop to Taft-Hartley injunctions. A power-
ful united movement of solidarity arose. Vast sections of the people were
rallied in support of this working-class struggle.
* The lesson that the miners’ strike teaches us—the lesson we must not forget
is: The most important form of the united front in the communities is building
the unity of all progressive forces behind the struggles of the workers in industry.

III. Building the Organization op the Unemployed

“There is not a worker in America who does not fear the economic crisis like a
plague. This fear hangs over the industrial valley and cities of Ohio like a
heavy fog” (Gus Hall, December 1949 Political Affairs ).

The economic crisis is assuming increasingly grave proportions all over the
country. In the ranks of the Negro people, mass unemployment constitutes a
burning problem. Among the youth, the women, unemployment is mounting.
There is not a single working-class community in the country where unemploy-
ment is not a key problem right now.

What can your section or club do to unite the unemployed, to organize the
fight for increased unemployment insiirance, increased relief benefits, and to
defeat any proposed relief cuts?
Wherever there is mass unemployment, a most important form of the united

front is that of organizing the unemployed. One of the most devastating crises
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4n our history is shaping up. As it develops^the bourgeoisie will try desperately*,
through demagogs, to divert the discontent of the^unemployed masses into reac-
tionary channels,

t

•

is
J

the tirne when the progressive forces should turn major attention to
oi'San_ization of the, unemployed. Meetings of unemployed on a neighbor-

hood level. ^Delegations to relief agencies. Stopping evictions of unemployed,
^workers, ^Establishing block; or area unemployed councils. Securing the sup-
. port of the employed workers, the whole community, for the -needs of the unem-
ployed: In the course of such organization we must build, the, unity of Negrp-
^ancl white. It was through such powerful unity,, along exactly such lines, that.
_we were aple to defeat cuts in. relief, bo win increased relief, and eventually
yunemployment insurance, in the last crisis. , / ;

* * r *' # * - * * 1

te-Xotratmccftosm community action was carried through in Chicago..(From the Du Sable edition of The TVorJeer, March 19, 1950 : ) '
;

“Win Relief Aid for Aged Diabetic * ' *

“here's the story of how one Chicago community dealt with the inhuman;
"treatment of a neighbor on relief ^and won for him the assurance of continued!
aid.

m ' „
.

. , , t

“The West Side Committee for Adequate Relief ’went into action in the case-
of Ned King, 1937 West Warren Avenue, a 61-year-old Negro worker disabled!
by heart -disease and. .diabetes^ JBCe received $54.89 per month from, the welfare*
department for food, rent, etc. Nothing was allowed for personal needs, or-
;carfare. ^ .

“Suddenly the welfare department threatened to out off $8.501 tlie extra
- amount allowed for his diabetic diet. - They said that the doctor hadnot senP
*%n the (forms* to prove his neecU -

'<

- “The committee’s secretary. Diene Southall, told how they tost organized,
‘a delegation to the relief office to see what could be done—but they -got no satis-
faction there. . ,

“A leaflet was addressed to Governor Stevenson calling the case of Ned King
*to his- attention. They pointed out that this case was typical of the plight '"of
other relief clients and that immediate steps had to be taken: . ^ >’

“The leaflet called for' (1) d special session of the State legislature to consider'
additional appropriations for relief

;

(2) all State representatives and send-
' tors to spealc out against this inhuman treatment of clients ; {9) all civic-
*minded individuals and organizations to protest the relief cuts which were beirCg-
made. * .

. r

: “The entire neighborhood was canvassed with leaflets. Churches and other*
'groups were talked to about the case. An additional delegation went to Aider-man George D. Kells of the Twenty-eighth Ward, State chairman'of the Demo-
cratic Party. * .

>

“Returning to the relief office, they now got a different reception. Assurances

'

'Were given that filing’s budget would not be cut. JBLe was given carfare to go *

to the doctor when necessary. And every effort was promised to get him placed
in a convalescent home.” * .

;

The administration that is spending 20 billions oh war preparations, that
is sending additional billions abroad to prop up every reactionary administra-
tion in the world, and now wants to ship billions to Fascist Franco, cannot
claim to have no money available for its unemployed workers at home.

IV. The United Front in the Struggle for Negro Rights
* 'The Truman administration has betrayed the FEPC fight. Lynchings and.
mob violence are increasing. In the face of increased attacks on the Negro-
people, the administration has not brought one single lyncher to justice. City,.
State, and Federal agencies have failed to defend the right of the Negro peoplp
to live in nonghettoed areas. Police brutality is increasing throughout the
'country.

The growth of the Negro people’s liberation movement since the end of
World War II underscores the power and breadth of the unity that can be de-
veloped in fighting against these vicious attacks on the Negro people. A good
example is the more than 5,000 Negro and white delegates who gathered in the
civil-rights mobilization in Washington, January 1950. This demonstration
showed that the administration’s broken promises in relation to civil rights



for the Negro people is meeting resistance not only in the rantes of the Negro ,

masses hut also among increasing sections of the labor-progressive forces.
There is. growing recognition* in the pranks of the progressive white workers

^

that these attacks oh the Negro" people are part of the growth of the Fascist,
•danger in the United States and that attacks on the civil liberties of the Negrb*
people threaten the civil rights of the working class as a whole.
While the Communist “Party has made important contributions in developing

the united-front struggle for Negro rights, they are only beginnings. Clubs
must take the' initiative in every community in the fight against anti-Negro
violence, discrimination, and segregation. We have excellent examples of sig-
nificant victories in areas where this fight has been seriously undertaken.
On New York’s Lower East Side the party and a number of other progressive'

organizations were instrumental in initiating a campaign for jobs in Woolworth’s
for Negro workers. Mass picket lines were maintained in front of Woolworth’s
every Saturday for months. The importance of Negro-Jewish unity was ex-
plained to the Jewish people who constitute the majority of the community.
At the same time a .united front was built with a large number of neighborhood
organizations and leading individuals. After 9 months, Woolwortil’s was forced
to capitulate and jobs were won for Negro sales clerks. Such struggles have
keen developed in hundreds of communities throughout the country.*******
The struggle for Negro rights must be organized in each community. In one

.-area the fight may be for a local or Federal FEPC with teeth in it. In other

.areas it may be to eliminate restrictive covenants and for nonsegregated housing
projects. It may be to force the punishment of lynchers and “legal” murderers-
of Negroes. It may be to stop increased police violence. It may be to free Mrs.<
Ingram, the Trenton Six, or other victims of Jim Crow justice.

The united front for the election of Negro candidates in 1950 is already be-
ginning to shape up in many places. By linking the struggles that are developed
around issues with the -fight of the -Negro people to represent themselves in
government our party clubs can make an important contribution to the Negro
people’s liberation movement.

- Often,' powerful movements can he built around,* local issues .—The callous
discrimination against the Negro people in various city and county governments
expresses*itself in the scandalous conditions prevailing in the public schools and
the hospitals (or lack of them) in ghetto areas. Classrooms, originally built for
25 to 30 children, crowd in 50 or more. Buildings are often fire hazards. Some
of them more than 50 years old. What mother will not join her neighbors to
kelp eliminate such conditions? Many teachers, as well as the teachers unions,
will want to be part of a campaign to improve conditions prevailing in these
schools.
Here Is a problem around which the broadest unity of the neighborhood, and

of Negro and white, can be built.

Now do we go about helping to build the united front for improved school
conditions f Let’s start with the club itself. How many comrades have children
•of their own attending the school? Secondly, how many of the comrades know
parents of children going to this school—a neighbor in the house, etc. Third,
how can we best go the neighborhood on the question of improved school con-
ditions. Can we help to get a small group of parents to issue a petition to the
neighborhood?^ Or a leaflet? Is it possible to call a conference of parents,
teachers, representatives from the teachers union, and neighbors who would
kelp get improved school conditions for the children. And we must not let our
work lapse after such a conference. Such a conference is not the end of the
united front. It’s just the beginning.
Or take' another problem, which is pressing in many communities, especially

in Negro communities—that of the inadequate, poorly equipped hospitals. A
^united struggle on the broadest basis can succeed in winning improved condi-
tions and appropriations. In many cases there are already organizations and
’individuals deeply concerned over the Government’s callous disregard for the
health of the Negro people. Doctors’ and nurses’ organizations. People who
.as patients have faced intolerable overcrowding. To bring these forces to-
gether, to introduce new organizations and individuals in the fight for decent
hospital conditions, can be a major contribution of a party club.

Imagine what 20 billion dollars can do in terms of saving life, building schools,
.better health for the* people—especially the most oppressed sections of our
^population.
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3 *1?*0? dollars *s being spent to fashion death—there is nothing

left with which to build life.
*

w
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e
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r4ore .^b^n 20 billions are being spent on war preparations, the
conditions of the hospitals and schools in many communities in the United States
are disgraceful. Look around. What is the situation in your community?

V. UNITING THE NEIGHBORHOOD AGAINST ANTI-SEMITISM

The drive toward fascism whips up increased anti-Semitism. How can a
small party club, that does not have too many connections with the neighbor-
hood, help to unite the people in their neighborhood against the growth of anti-
Semitism ?

.?*
n *5? the Hotel Astor in New York, a Hearst-inspired conference

initiated by the leadership of the American Legion was attended by most Pascistgroups m the United States. (See Daily Worker, January 31, 1950.) Presentwere brazen anti-Semites, open Fascists of the Merwin K. Hart variety, who usethe claim of fighting communism as the smokescreen behind which to spread
anti-Semitism, anti-Negro, and union-busting ideas. To their shame, someleaders of the B nai B’rith, the American Jewish Committee, and the JewishWar Veterans shared the platform with these open anti-Semites.

f.
s ?£ur elu? in a

.
P°sition to do either or both of the following: (1) Help tolally the people against this would-be Fascist center, before it can really get underway; (2) get members of B*nai B’rith, the American Jewish Committee, andWar Veterans, or leading members of Jewish organizations, to urgestrongly that no Jewish leader should associate with such Fascist cabal. Alreadymany such letters are pouring into the national headquarters of these organiza-tions and are having an effect.

s

Let’s discuss the first question in greater detail. How can a club help torally and unite people against this Fascist center?
1. In what organizations are your club members? Can they, or some invited

speaker, discuss what the formation of such a center will mean to America, atone of the organization’s meetings?
2. How can you reach the Jewish organizations in your community, the

ProgiMEsssive Party clubs, organizations of the Negro people, unions, lodges,
churches, civic groups, etc.? Is there a community youth center? Can theformation of this Fascist outfit be raised at the local Democratic club meeting,
at the fraternal organization in your neighborhood?

3. Is it possible to set up a provisional committee sponsored by some com-munity organizations to call a conference of neighborhood organizations? This
conference could discuss what steps can be taken in the face of such an attemptby anti-Semitic, anti-Negro, antilabor forces to set up a Fascist center in theUnited States.
Or let us take the question of such anti-Semitic acts as the smashing ofwindows m stores owned by Jewish shopkeepers, the painting of swastikas onsynagogues, etc. Is it not possible for our party to go to work and help unite

the neighborhood store owners, various neighborhood clubs, and prominent indi-
viduals to speak out against, and demand adequate protection of local. State, andFederal agencies against such outrages?

VI. BUILDING THE UNITED FRONT OF INDIVIDUALS

In building the united front in the community, there should not be anymechanical approaches. Sometimes the united front takes the form of bringing
together the organizations in the community. But the united front can beorganized also through bringing together individuals of varying views.Some clubs say there are no organizations or clubs in their territory, thereforethey cannot contribute toward building the united front. But “the weldin®*
together of human beings, of individuals from general political groupings” also
constitutes the building of the united front. Peace committees of individuals;unemployed councils uniting individual unemployed worlcers; tenants’ or(ioniza-
tions ; all are forms of the united front.

POINTS TO KEEP IN MIND
Some of the points to keep in mind, which will help to guide our clubs inbuilding the united front, are

:

“We must be ready to join movements and actions initiated by others Oneof the most successful coalitions, the American Youth Congress, was not initiatedby the Communists.
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“We must not attempt to include our full program on every issue in every
united movement. Movements are built around a minimum number of specific'
issues.
“We must not try to hand over to a united coalition a tailor-made program

or organization. All these detailed questions must be worked out together with
other forces in the coalition.
“We must not hog the leadership. A united coalition needs a coalition also in

leadership.
“We must not join united movements with preconceived ideas of complete

unity. A coalition, a united front, presupposes differences—differences on pro-
gram, on foirn, and methods.
“We must be ready at all times to be flexible on these details. We must be

ready at all times to learn from the other forces in the united front. There is
much we can learn and profit from the experiences of others.
“We must never be the ‘We told you so’ wiseacres. We must never give the

wrong impression of gloating over setbacks and difficulties in our efforts to
expose the misleaders who are responsibility for these setbacks.
“The essence of our leadership in a united front must be mass political

education in the process of the struggle itself 3 (Gus Hall, December 1949 PA,
p. 31).

SOME DAGGERS TO THE UNITED FRONT

The worst enemies of the united front are the Social Democratic and labor
misleaders. They will often oppose the united front or, if they enter it, they
will try to sabotage it, or try to turn it away from its purpose and destroy it.

Gommunists must therefore work to build the united front from below. That
means to establish close contacts with the members of fraternal, social or
political organizations including those Headed by labor misleaders. It means
also to approach the local bodies of these organizations.
Where labor misleaders enter united fronts, Gommunists must work in sucli

a way as to prevent them from harming the struggle. This can be done by
exposing them effectively, skillfully, so as to isolate them. This can be done
not by name-calling, but by showing up their actions in relation to the issues
and the concrete struggles organized to win the workers’ demands.
We must always bear in, mind that what the Gonvrnunists see or understand

in the conduct of the misleaders , is not at once cleat- to others. Therefore, Com-
munists must worlo in such a way that the ran7c-and-file people will support their
proposals and accept criticism of the Social Democratic misleaders, if such
criticism is necessary

,
as correct and just mid in the interests of the united

struggle.

SOLVING CLUB PROBLEMS IN MASS WORK

Whatever the correct road to the united front in your neighborhood, it can be
done now. But, there are some that say : “We should build our party club first.

We have a problem of poor attendance, lagging dues payments, poor mobiliza-
tion for the sale of the Daily Worker and The Worker ; our educational woi*k
needs to be strengthened. First we have to cut down on the membership fluctua-
tion ia our club, improve the sale of literature, and then we’ll be ready to tackle
the question of building the united front.”
But what does low attendance, poor dues payments, and weak mobilization

reflect? Exactly that we have not yet undertaken in life, in practice, to organize
the people for struggle. Benin stated that a party is invincible if it is able “to
link itself with, to keep in close touch with, and, to a certain extent if you like,
to merge with the broadest masses of toilers—primarily with the proletariat,
but also with the nonproletarian toiling masses.” (Quoted in History of GPSU,
p. 362.)
We have tried to give some examples of the first steps which clubs can take

in building the united front in their areas. But these are just limited examples.
The united front can be developed around a whole gamut of problems. Around
a single issue, or several. In some areas it will take the form of bringing
organizations together. In others, bringing individuals together. But always
its aim is to unite people for action

!

THE VANGUARD ROLE OF THE PARTY CLUB

In approaching the building of the united front we must clearly understand
the “key question of defining exactly the role of the party in relation to the
mass movement. This question is sometimes posed incorrectly as the “inde-
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.pendent role of the party versus coalition.” Unclarity on this problem creates
debates and confusion that make it impossible to move our comrades, as they
should be moved, to build the party in this period.
" “In this connection, it seems to me that the basic question that should be
posed is: What kind of leadership are we giving to the mass movement? For,
when we talk about the independent role of the party, we do not mean thereby
a role that isolates us from the masses# that causes us to move ahead of them
too quickly, or to lag behind them. By the independent role of the party, we
mean that ours is a vanguard party, i. e., one that is integrally linked with the
'masses, not separated from them, helping them to move forward, and leading
them in their forward movement. We have the task of ourselves understanding,
&nd making clear to the masses, the oneness of our party with the masses, and
of showing that within this unity the party is the most advanced sector. We
must bring to the people the increasing understanding that we are the advanced
sector, not just by saying so, but by helping to increase the fighting capacity of
the people at all levels of struggle. And this we can do precisely by increasing
our own fighting capacity, and by improving the quality of the leadership we
give to the mass movement on the basis of our scientific understanding. That is

what we must grasp; and the sooner we end all talk about 'independent role of
the party versus coalition,’ the better it will be.
“The leadership of the party is ofttimes blunted, and its work is developed

unevenly, because of the failure of many of our comrades to see clearly what is
meant by the independent role of the party. Too often it is reduced merely to a
question of holding a mass meeting, of issuing a leaflet, of the sale of our press,
etc. The building of the mass movement, of the party, becomes something other
than the expression of the vanguard role of our party. But this is unnecessary,
mechanical division ; it is not an ‘either-or’ process. We must learn to see the
oneness in our party work—developing our line and activity among the masses,
and in this way, and at the same time, building our party.
“Why is this question so important today? Because it is directly tied up with

how our party can spur on the general anti-Faseist struggle ; work with organ-
ized masses

; lead those masses, and at the same time abide by democratic de-
cisions ; and, at all stages, maintain and extend the mass influence of our party,
and build it in that process. This, it seems to me is the way in which the question
of the independent role of our party should be posed. It is this approach that
should be applied by our community clubs, the general approach to apply to
-every phase of party activity.” {Henry Winston, August 1947, p. 4, pp. 737-738.)

'

A lot of thought must be given by the party to the question of “helping to *

increase the -fighting capacity of the people at all levels of struggle What does
this mean in practice? How do we go about it?

1. On many concrete issues the position of the party is more advanced than
that which the united-front movement is prepared to take at a given moment.
For example, within a united front for peace in your neighborhood there may be
many elements, including those that think the Soviet Union is equally responsible
with the United States for the fact that no stable peace develops. We should
maintain unity with such forces so long as they are ready and willing to fight
on one or another issue that will advance the struggle for peace. The party
as part of the united front would continue to help build, broaden, and strengthen
it, and at the same time work to convince those inside this movement that the
real danger of war stems from the fact that Wall Street and not the Soviet
Union or the peoples’ democracies is striving to dominate the world.

2. However, the party in its own name could issue leaflets pointing out that the
Soviet Union has repeatedly called for peace negotiations, what an atomic war
would mean, and demand that the Truman administration negotiate with the
Soviet Union for peace, disarmament, and outlawing of the hell bomb. A clear
recognition of the fact that the warmongers sit in Wall Street, that Truman is
following their dictates and thereby endangering the lives of the American people,
will give the democratic, antiwar forces, far greater fighting capacity.

Bringing the position of the party on many key questions and in varied form to
the people will win prestige for the party and build its organization and member-
ship. This can be accomplished as a result of the party’s work among the people
through the initiation of, and in the course of, the united-front struggles.
The position of the party can be brought both to members of the united-front

movement and the neighborhood- at large not only by means of leaflets, but also
with forums, sale of and canvassing with The Worker. We should make known
the position of the Communist Party on such community issues as peace, relief,
nid to strikers and many others.

%
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‘ BUILDING THE TARTY _
‘

In building the united front we must not make the error of neglecting the*
party organization. For there are those who say : “We’re all for it, it should be
done. The united front should be built. To do it, means we cannot pay too much
attention to the party organization.” But one cannot tackle the united front and
neglect the Communist Party. We would wind up with neither, the united front
nor a strong party.

In the course of such struggles, many workers come to respect the work of our
party, its sincerity, consistency, and ability—through the individual party mem-
bers they work with. Our party members must work closely with the most mili-
tant workers in the united front. In discussions with such people we should givethem literature (like George Marion's book on the Communist trial) and copies"
of the Daily Worker and The Worker. Also pamphlets on socialism. Such
people can be brought into well-organized new members classes. Many can be
recruited during the course of such a class..

Steady attention to the most a’dvaneed and militant workers, drawing them into
discussions and classes, aids these workers in getting the most important lessonsfrom their united-front struggles. In the development of clearer fighters whoImve a better understanding of the class forces involved, we help to strengthen
the united front. Attention, therefore, to the consistent growth of some of the
best forces in the united front, to the building of the party, aids in the consolida-
tions! the united front, its advance and further development.
< Correct work by the club in building the united front can mean an opportunity
for a big advance in building leadership. In our initial approach to the united
front in each club, we must get to know our membership better, what organiza-'
tions they belong to and what kind of assistance we can give them in improving
their leadership in united-front work. In some cases we may be surprised how*
rich are the mass connections of our club members.

All the campaigns of our party must he geared, to strengthen our worTc in the
untied front.-—There will be instances when a section can make a leading contri-
bution in building the united front. - For there are some issues that“can best be
organized, and the broadest forces brought into motion, on a section level.

This^ does not mean that a club should hold back, or be held back, in building,
the united front because it is waiting for the section to tackle it. Where the sec-
tion does not haye something under way the initiative of the club should be exer-*
cased and encouraged. Then later, if it will strengthen the united front, perhapsthe club can help to influence the united front in its neighborhood into a stillbroader stream developing on* a section-wide basis.
. However, the basic, fact remains—and this is what determines our main aiKproach. The ability to keep the United States out of world war III, and to stop
the growth of fascism in the United States will be decided in each neighborhoodand tn each shop. . And the way our party clubs help to build the unity of theirneighborhoods will determine how widespread and successful will be the people's
resistance movement in the United States.

v ^

SET OUR SIGHTS ON THE NOVEMBER 1950 ELECTIONS NOW
Every club has a job. to do.. There is not a single club that cannot contribute

to the united front m its particular way. “A party perishes if it shuts itself upm its narrow shell, if it severs itself from the masses” (History of GJPSU p 362)The best form and the best method, that is a problem your club, must decide
^trough t?is, type of united-front activity your small club can help to guaranteethe defeat of those Wall Street forces that want to drag the United States intoworld war III.

'

^ stop the Fascist forces in the United States means 'worlcing non?, toba?is for a broad coalition that can elect progressive Congressmen in the1950 elections. Our party can be a decisive force in breathing life into such abroad coalition.
'Bach club of the Cpmmunist Party in the United States must give immediate

attention to building the united front in the form most suited to it. Build theunited front nOto. Give this work consistent attention and leadership in AprilMay, June,
r
July, August, September, and October and your club will be makinga contribution m* its own way toward the formation of a broad coalition for theelection of a progressive Congress in ISTovember 1950.

63178—50—pt. 3 11
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Mr. Wheeler. Mr. Cvetic, -I hand you Cvetic exhibit No. 99 and ask
if you have any comments to make in regard to this document?
Mr. Cvetio. This document was removed from the desk of Steve

Nelson, the district organizer of the Communist Party of Western
Pennsylvania. While X do not recollect this document as being dis-~

fcributed while I was working as an undercover agent in the Commu-
nist Party, it does deal with the united-front tactics of the Communist
Party as set forth in 1935 by the Communist International. •

Mr. Wheeler. The next exhibit, entered into the testimony as

Cvetic exhibit No. 100, is a letter dated June 7, 1950, addressed to

Steve Nelson, Pittsburgh, bearing, the signature (typed) of Henry
Winston. I would like you to identify this document for the record,

Mr. Cvetic. I think it is self-explanatory. ®

Mr. Cvetic. This letter was removed from the desk of Steve Nelson,
and the contents deal with the fund drive of the Communist Party for;

the western Pennsylvania district.
.

" Mr. Wheeler. The next exhibit, Cvetic exhibit No. T01, is also a-

letter on the letterhead of the national office of the Communist Party,

U. S. A., dated July 6, 1950, addressed to Steve Nelson. I hand it to

you, Mr. Cvetic, for identification.

Mr. Cvetio. This letter was also removed from the desk of Steve
Nelson, Communist Party organizer for western Pennsylvania, and
is signed by Carl Bernstein. The letter is a criticism of the western
Pennsylvania district for not meeting its fund drive quota.

Mr. Wheeler. The next document has been entered into our rec-

ords as Cvetic exhibit No. 102, and it is a similar letter on the letter-,

head of the national office of the Communist Party of the U. S. A.,

addressed to Steve Nelson, district 5, western Pennsylvania, bearing
date July 7, 1950; Mr. Cvetic, will you review the letter and identify

it for the record, and also comment on it? 10

' Mr. Cvetio. The letter dated July 7, 1950, addressed to Steve Nelson,,

was removed from Steve Nelson’s desk. It speaks about the Commu-
nist Party’s peace campaign, and also refers to “open intervention of
American imperialism in Korea.”

. . . -

The second paragraph of the letter is especially significant in the
light of the recent testimony which I gave this committee with regard
to the Communist Party of Western Pennsylvania, in February 1950,

in that since that testimony, this letter indicates that the Communist
Party average dues collection for the' first 5 months of the year 1950
were only 20 percent; and since dues payments in the Communist
Party are a political responsibility, this indicates that the Commu-
nist Party membership in western Pennsylvania has suffered consicl-

erably since my appearance. In fact, the results have been so effective

that at present there are no Communist-front organizations actively

operating in western Pennsylvania outside of the International Work-
ers Order, the financial source of the Communist Party of the United
States.

. . .

Mr. Wheeler. The next exhibit, entered in the record as ' Cvetic
exhibit No. 103, is also a letter on the stationery of the national office

of the Communist Party, United States of America, dated July 28,

1950.17 •

• See p. 3136.
» See p. 3137.
» See p. 3137.
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Mr. Cvetic, -will you identify it for the record, with, any comments
you may have?
Mr. Cvetic. The letter is self-explanatory. However, the fact that

the national office of the Communist Party is asking for the sum of
$50 for the peace petitions which it sent to the Communist Party of
western Pennsylvania proves that the Communist Party was respon-
sible for the printing and distribution of these petitions throughout
the TTnited States, even though no petitions carried the name of the
Communist Party.
Mr. Wheeler. Mr. Chairman, the next exhibit, entered in our

records as Gvetic exhibit Jfo. 104, was received in answer to a subpena
served on Mr. Cvetic, as were all documents referred to in the record
today 11

I would like you to review this document, Mr. Cvetic, and make such
comments thereon as you may desire.
Mr. Cvetxc. This document, which was removed from the desk of

Jim Polsen, the Paily Worker editor for western Pennsylvania, also
deals with the Stockholm peace pledge, and must be considered in its
entirety. It indicates the real source of this peace petition.
Mr. Wheeler. I now hand you a document entered in our records

as Cvetic exhibit 3STo. 105, and ask if you have any comment to make
on that? 12

Mr. Cvetic. This document, which I found in Steve Nelson’s desk,
is from the Peace Information Center, located at 222 West Twenty-
third Street, Hotel Chelsea, Hew York City 11. It is a Christian
appeal with regard to the Stockholm peace petition. *

This document, coming from Steve Nelson’s desk, is rather odd,
because Steve Nelson, while I was working as an undercover agent in
the Communist Party, once told me I should go to church to make it
look good, but I didn’t have to believe any of the “stuff” I heard there.

I would also like to say that this document shows that the Commu-
nist Party utilizes all organizations, including religious organizations,
to help further their cause.

1 Mr. Wheeler. Mr. Chairman, I have no further questions.
Mr. Wood; Mr. Gvetic, in reviewing the Communist Party docu-

ments which you have previously turned over to this committee, it is
my opinion that the Communist Party fails to truthfully advise its
members as to the aims and purposes of the Communist Party. The
volumes of sworn testimony taken by this committee on the real aims
and purposes of the Communist Party are at great variance with the
propaganda contained in the documents which you have submitted to
us. In the light of your many years as an undercover agent for the ,

Federal Bureau of Investigation within the Communist Party* liow/
*would you summarize these documents ? ’ x Jv

Mr. Cvetic. Mr. Chairman, the propaganda which the Communist
Party issues to its members, as well as to the American public, through
the Baily Worker and other Communist publications, is comparable
to a large department store where a person can purchase everything
from drug supplies to farm equipment. I think this is illustratedby
the document which has been introduced as Cvetic exhibit No. 93,
entitled “The Fundamentals of Marxism.” Under Lesson IX, Stfat-

» See p. 3138. . ,
'

,
12 See p. 3141.
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/ and Tactics, you will find that the main characteristics of Leninist
^rategy and tactics urge Communist Party members, to “find main
\2nk which will set large numbers of masses into motion and prepare
them for final struggle.” This, Mr;: Chairman, is the main purpose
<of the Communist Party.
Today, we find the Gommunist Party: ofthe United States following

'the initiative of the Soviet Union and the Communist countries of*
Europe in sponsoring what appears on its face an appeal of people
interested in world peace, a democratic and humane peace. However,
the peace which the Communist Party sponsors in this;country .under
the auspices of the Peace Information Center and the Labor League
for Peace is a peace on theterms sponsored and directed by the Soviet
Union. It is a peace which would permit the Communist Party,of the
United States to support .wars when they are of the nature of the
attack by the North Koreans on the people of South Korea and would
permit the Communist Party to condemn as imperialist aggression
the action of the United States in repelling the North Korean attack.
A careful review of these documents, Mr. Chairman, shows that the
Communist Party considers wars to be just and unjust, depending
upon the gains that international communism derives from the out-
come. With respect to the petitions circulated by the Peace Informal
tion Center and the Labor League for Peace, you find that the
Communist Party of Western Pennsylvania paid for the petitions
which were sent into that area for collection of signatures.- It is my
understanding that your committee has found that this same condition
existed throughout the United States.
I Mr. Chairman, from an examination of exhibit 98, entitled “Plan
of Work of National Committee, Communist Party, United States of
America,” you will find that, in connection with the current peace
propaganda, it is not only the Peace Information Center and the
Labor Conference for Peace which ate leading the Gommunist propa-
ganda in this field, but in addition every Communist is urged to en-
courage all forces to speak out in every possible way against United
States imperialist intervention in Korea. In this document, * Com-
munists are instructed by the national committee to urge individual
leaders of trade-unions, Negro people’s organizations, religious groups,
and women, youth, professional, and cultural groups to express them-
selves in whatever way they choose so long as the end result condemns
the United States for its action in Korea, advocates the seating of the
Chinese Communists on the United Nations, b'r promotes the other
objectives set forthtoday by the Communists.

^ This document further urges Communists to give fulLsupport to the
'^efforts of World War'll veterans from the Pacific theater in their

‘protest against American intervention in Korea, and Asia. Whether
thi^yeterans’ group has been created or,not as yet by the Communists,
I d(hnotxknow,but this document clearly indicates that the Communists
propose^setting up such an organization to propagandize/against the
^efforts ofxpur country. This document also directs Communists to
spread thesCommunist propaganda with respect to Korea and the
seating of tho Chinese Communists through community and church
activities. One organization of this nature is the Mid-Century Confer-
ence of Peaceful Alternatives. Communists are also urged.to organize
and support a mothers’ delegation and a Negro people’s delegation to
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Washington, D. C., demanding the halting of what the Communists
call America’s imperialist aggression in Korea.
Mr. Chairman, these documents also contain national committee

directives on the establishment of the Labor Youth League, which will
be the Communist Party’s successor to theAmerican Youth forDemoc-
racy. These documents stress the value which the Communists place
upon youth. Xt is through youth that the Communists intend to train
their leaders of tomorrow. I certainly hope, Mr. Chairman, that high
^schools, colleges, and universities will not permit the Labor Youth
League to function under their auspices as certain of these educational
institutions did in the case of the American Youth for Democracy.

Several of these documents deal with the work in Pittsburgh of a
-J and L Club and the Homestead Shop Club. These directives, Cvetic
exhibits 84 and 85, deal with the organization of Communist clubs
within the Jones & Laughlin steel mills in Pittsburgh and the Carnegie
steel mills in Homestead, Pa. While the membership in these clubs
has greatly decreased since 1947 as a result of the exposure of the true
:aims of the Communist Party, the documents illustrate the value which
the Communist Party places on the infiltration of our basic industries.
Every basic industry has been infiltrated by the Communist Party.
While their number today, in my opinion, is not large, a serious threat
•to our country and its security is posed by the presence today of
Communist Party members employed in these industries.
Other of these documents, Mr. Chairman, deal with the financial

status of the Communist Party in western Pennsylvania and indicate
the damage which the Gommittee on TJn-American Activities has
-caused to the Communist Party of Western Pennsylvania through the
-committee’s exposure of the Communist Party and its true aims and
-objectives. The present low circulation of the Daily Worker clearly
reflects the damage which has been done to the Communist Party of
western Pennsylvania.

^

Mr. Wood. Mr. Cvetic, the Chair wishes to thank you for this infor-
mation and for turning over to the committee these documents, which
•will prove helpful to the committee in this phase of its investigations.

(Thereupon, the hearing was adjourned.)

X



EXPOSE OF THE COMMUNIST PAETT* OF WESTERN
PENNSYLVANIA BASED - UPON THE TESTIMONY OF
MATTHEW CVETIC (UNDEECOYEE AGENT)

MONDAY, 3VTA-RCB: 13, 1950

United States House op Representatives,
Committee On Un-American Activities,

Washington, Z). C.
PUBLIC HEARING

MORNING SESSION

The committee met, pursuant to call, at 10 :45 a. m. in room 226, Old
House Office Building, Hon. John S. Wood (chairman) presiding.

, Committee members present: Representatives John S. Wood
(chairman), Francis E. Walter, Burr P. Harrison, Morgan M.
Moulder, and Harold H. Velde.

Staff members present: Frank S. Tavernier, Jr., counsel; Donald T.
Appell and W. Jackson Jones, investigators; John W. Carrington,
clerk

;
Benjamin Mandel, director of research; and A. S. Poore, editor.

Mr. Wood. Let the committee be in order. Let the record disclose
that a quorum is present, consisting of Messrs. Walter, Harrison,
Moulder, Velde, £tnd Wood. Proceed.
Mr. Tavenner. Mr. Jones.
Mr. Wobo. Will you hold up your right hand, please. You solemnly

|

.

swear the evidence you give this committee shall be the truth, the whole a.;\

truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God ? ^
Mr. Jones. I do.
Mr. Tavenner. Mr. Chairman, on February 25, 1950, at 10 :35 p. m., i

a Plymouth coach bearing New York license 7G30-33 struck a safety
j

pylon in Pittsburgh, Pa. The car, driven by Charles Tronick, aged
;

26, of 734 Hymen Street, Bay Shore, N. Y., had as occupants Adolph
j

Hazel, aged 22, of 105-32 One Hundred and Seventy-second Street,
|

Jamaica, N. Y.
;
Raymond Shear, aged 21, of 90—19 One Hundred!

and Forty-eighth Street, Jamaica, N. Y.
; Jack Jaffe, aged 19, of 110 f

Mount Hope Place, Bronx, N. Y.; and Lillian Lewis, aged 22, of 1065
J

Monteray Street, Pittsburgh, Pa. -
j

In this vehicle there were found numerous documents which related
to the Labor Youth League of Western Pennsylvania. Also in the car
were found a spade and a box of dirt, indicating the possibility of an
intention to destroy documents by burning and covering the ashes
with dirt. The local police of the city of Pittsburgh impounded the
car and the documents that were found in it. As you will recall, a
subpena duces tecum was issued for the purpose of producing the
documents that were found in the car. In that connection, Iwould like
to -ask Mr. Jones several questions.

1275
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TESTIMONY OE WILLIAM JACKSON JONES

Mr. Tayenner. What is your fullname ?

Mr. Jones. William Jackson Jones.
Mr. Tavenner. You are an investigator for this committee?
Mr. Jones. I am..
Mr. Tavenner. A subpena duces tecum was issued by the chairman

for the production of the records taken from the car which was oper-
ated as I have just explained on the 25th of February 1950 and which
was involved in a wreck in the city of Pittsburgh. Did you serve the
subpena in that case on the chief of police of the city of Pittsburgh?
Mr. Jones. The subpena was served on February 28, 1950, and I

received these documents 'from Inspector Geizel of the Pittsburgh
Police Department.
Mr. Tavenner. These are the records you obtained as a, result of

that subpena?
Mr. Jones. These are the documents that were turned over to me.
Mr. Tavenner. That is all.

Mr. Wood. Any questions?
Mr. Walter. No.
Mr. IIarrison. No questions.
Mr. Moulder. No questions.
Mr. Velde. I have none.
Mr. Wood. Thank you.
(Witness excused.)
Mr. Tayenner. Mr. Cvetic.
Mr. Wood. Mr. Cvetic has already been sworn.

. Mr. Tavenner. Yes, sir.

Mr. Wood. It will not be necessary to swear him again.

TESTIMONY OE MATTHEW CYETIC

Mr. Tavenner. You are Matthew Cvetic?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes, I am.
Mr. Tavenner. And I believe you testified before the committee on

February 22, 1950? * 1

Mr. Cvetic. Yes, I did.
Mr. Tavenner. You have testified, I believe, regarding your knowl-

edge of the Communist Party of Western Pennsylvania and the na-
tionality commission of the Communist Party, both national and
local. At the time you testified you presented the committee, in ac-
cordance with the subpena served upon you, documents relatingto the

I
American Slav Congress, the Progressive Party, and the Civil Fights
Congress. In addition to tlie documents supplied by you, Mr. Cvetic,
the committee has obtained documents from George Dietze, who was
a Avitnes^before'the Committee on' Un-AmerichirWct-iV'ifies-lastJVfon-
day and who, like yourself, was a member of ffienOoFimimisIrParty
and at the same time air-undercover agent of the Federal Government.

]

It is with respect to the documents furnished by 3^bW^nrd^otlrer cldcu-
> ments in the committee’s possession, including those which have just
been identified by Mr. William Jackson Jones, investigator, that the
committee desires to question you.
Mr. Cvetic, one of the documents found, in the files of the Labor

Youth League which was produced' by Mr. Jones is entitled “Draft
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Principles,” which I desire to offer in evidence and have it mai'ked
“Cvetic Exhibit No. 2 ” No. 1 having been introduced in evidence when
you testified at an earlier date.
Mr. Wood. Without objection it will be admitted.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 2,”

is filed herewith.) 1
^

Mr. Tave^^er. This document reads in part as follows

:

The Tabor Youth Teague works for a peaceful, secure, and- happy life for every
young American—worker, student, veteran, farmer.

It educates youth in a spirit of devotion to the working people. It bases its

program on the proposition that the needs and desires of the youth are bound up
inseparably with the immediate and fundamental interests of the working class.

It recognizes the working class as the source of progress in the modern world,
as the defender of the democratic traditions of our country, as the force capable
of assur.ng lasting peace. Therefore, it stimulates interest in, and study of,

Marxism, Teninism, and educates youth in the principles of scientific socialism

—

the beacon light and historic goal of the working class.

I hand you this document, Mr. -Cvetic, and ask you if it is the prin-
ciples of the organization delivered at the organizational meeting held
at the Port Pitt Hotel during the summer of 1949, as to which you have
previously testified, and also ask you to identify the person who pre-
sented there principles at the meeting.
Mr. Cvetic. Mr. Chairman, these are" the* Draft Principles which

were presented' at the organizational meeting of the Labor Youth
League at Pittsburgh by Harold Orzick, the Communist Party youth
organizer in western Pennsylvania. This was in the summer of 1949.

I think, for clarity, I should point out that there is a difference be-
tween Communist-front organizations such as the Labor Youth League
and organizations which the Communist Party infiltrates, like trade-
unions. The Labor Youth League' was a front organization set up
specifically by the Communist Party for the purpose of being the
Communist Party instrument in the colleges, high schools, and so forth,

to stimulate interest in the study of Marxism and Leninism.
Mr. Moulder. Mr. Tavenner asked you who presented the principles

•contained in that document at the meeting.
Mr. Wood. He named him.
Mr. TaveisTner. I think the witness stated the name. Will you state

it again ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes. Harold Orzick, the Communist Party youth
-organizer for western Pennsylvania.
* Mr. Moulder. I didn’t hear that.

Mr. Taverner. I show you a document entitled “Program of Action
-of the Komsomol” and ask you to fully identify this document and'
•explain to the committee its use as related to the activities of the Labor
Youth League.

, ..."
Before you answer the question, I desire to ^offer it in evidence and

:aslc that it be marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 3.”

Mr. Wood. Let it be admitted;
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 3’',”

is filed herewith.) 2

Mr. Cvetic. This document, which, is the address of J. V. Stalin
;
to

-the Eighth Congress of tlie Young Communist League of the Soviet

1 See appendix.
a See appendix.
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Union, was issued by tlie education department, New York Organizing
Committee^ for a Labor Youth League, 799 Broadway

2
New York 3,

N. Y. This document, which is a speech by J. V. Stalin, stresses the
importance of the international Communist youth movement. The
Komsomol, K-o-m-s-o-m-o-1, is the name by which the international
youth organization is known in Communist circles. This document
was issued by the education department. It is used in Educational
work in the Labor, Youth League more or less as the principles of that
organization.
Mr. Tavenner. Knowing the organization of this youth movement

as you db, can you state whether or not documents similar to this were
distributed among all of the local organizations of the Labor Youth
League?
Mr. Cvetio. Yes. This particular document isJimited to the chief

organizers. It is not for general distribution to the membership. In
other words, this particular document isdimited to the western Penn-
sylvania organizer.
Mr. Tavenner. I show you another document entitled “Building the

Labor Youth League, a Guide for Club Membership Directors” and
ask you to oumine the methods of recruiting as shown in this publica-
tion, which 3/offer in evidence as “Cvetic Exhibit No. 4.”
Mr. Wood/ It will be admitted.
(The dqcmment above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 4,”

is filed herewith.) 3

. Mr. Cvetio. Recruiting for the Labor Youth League is usually
carried on under a subterfuge. For example, Communist Party
organizers are assigned to universities, colleges, and high schools to
carry the party line. In some of their work they do distribute liter-
ature, but their work in recruiting is to find, as a result of the distri-
bution of this literature, the youth who may show some sympathy
for/the Communist propaganda which they distribute. Of course*
th^y don’t immediately ask them to join the Communist Party, but
they organize dances, bowling leagues, church socials, and so on.
They don’t organize them, but attend them and organize small groups
and bring the youth closer to the Communist Party. After several
contacts they may invite'them to an open meeting of the party, where
the party line is watered down.
f Mr. Tavenner. Do you know Lillian Lewis, one of the occupants
of the automobile that was involved in the accident of Februarv 25,
1950?

J ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes. Lillian Lewis is a member of the Communist
Party of Western Pennsylvania and the organizational secretary of
the Labor Youth League in western Pennsylvania.
Mr. Tavenner. Mr. Chairman, I now offer in evidence a receipt

showing the sale of stamps to the United Electrical, Radio and Ma-
chine Workers of America, Local 623, 401 Federal Street, Pittsburgh
12, Pa., dated February 24, 1950, which was among the personal effects
of Lillian Lewis found in the wrecked automobile, and ask that it be
marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 5.”

,

*

Mr. Woon, Let it be admitted. '

*(,The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 5,” is
filed herewith.) 4

3 See appendix.
4 See appendix.
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Mr. Tavenner. Mr. Cvetic, the committee has several documents
which refer to a membership meeting, district ^conference of Labor
Youth League of western Pennsylvania. One document is a throw-
away announcing the meeting, signed by Lilly Lewis as organizational
secretary. I desire to offer this in evidence and ask that it be marked
“Cvetic Exhibit No. 6.”
Mr. Wood. Let it be admitted.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 6,”

is filed herewith.) 5

Mr. Tavenner. Another is a speech which was apparently made at
this meeting by Lilly Lewis, which X offer in evidence and ask that
it be marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 7.”
Mr. Wood. Liet it be admitted.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No . 7,”

is filed herewith.) 6

Mr. Tavenner. The last document appears to be the minutes of the
meeting held on February 12, 1950, which minutes reflect that the
meeting was opened at 12 : 30 p. m. by “Sonny.” I desire to offer this
document in evidence, and ask that it be marked “Cvetic Exhibit No .

8.”
Mr. Wood. Let it be admitted.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 8,”

is filed herewith.) 7

Mr. Tavenner. Do you know the person referred to in “Cvetic Ex-
hibit No. 8” as “Sonny”?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes. I attended meetings of the Labor Youth League.

“Sonny” is the nickname of Harold Orzick, who is the Communist
Party youth organizer in western Pennsylvania.
Mr. Tavenner. The “Sonny” to whom you refer holds what posi-

tion in the Labor Youth League?
Mr. Cvetic: vWhen I was in Pittsburgh, Sonny Orzick was the

organizer in the Labor Youth League. X understand since I left
Pittsburgh he has become in disfavor in Pittsburgh and he has been
replaced since this^ February 12 meeting.
Mr. Tavenner. The minutes of the meeting of February 12, 1950,

as shown by Cvetic Exhibit No. 8, reflect that a total of 17 people
attended., representing the areas of’Hill, South Side, McKeesport, and
one. National Labor Youth League and one fraternal representative
of the Communist. Party. A person whose name is referred to as
I
6Jerry,” according to these minutes, was' elected chairman, and a per-
son’ referred to 'as’ “Bernie” was named recording secretary. Could
you identify for the committee the true names of “Jerry,” the chair-
man, und “Bernie,” the recording secrtary ?

.

* Mr.* Cvetic. Yes. “Jerry” in the Labor Youth League is Jerry
Grushka. “Bernie” is Bernie Silas from McKeesport. I might add
here thatIknow both of these people to be members of the Communist
Party, because I ^attended Communist 'Party functionary meetings
with them in western Pennsylvania.

,

Mr. Tavenner. There were other members elected "to. the organiz-'
ing committee, shown by this report as Herbert “W.” Ed Nixon, and
Buth “G.” Do you know the* full names of these individuals?

G See appendix.
* J ~

6 See appendix. .
7 See appendix.
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Mr, Cvetic. Yes. Herbert “W.” would be Herbert Walker.

.

Mr, Tavenner. Was be known to you to be a member of tlie Com-
munist Party ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes
;
lie is a member of the Communist Party.

Mr. Tavenner. How do you know that?
Mr. Cvetic. Because I attended Communist Party functionary

meetings with Herbert Walker. And Ruth “G.” would be Ruth Gold-
worth.
Mr. Tavenner. Do you know her to be a member of the Communist

Party?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes; I do.
Mr. Tavenner. Refei’ence is made to Ed Nixon. Is he, to your

knowledge, a member of the Communist Party ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes.
Mr. Tavenner. How do you know that ?

Mr. Cvetic. I attended Communist Party functionary meetings
with Ed Nixon.
Mr. Tavenner. Is Ed Nixon his full name?
Mr. Cvetic. His full name is Edwin Nixon.
Mr. Tavenner. How do you know Ruth Goldworth is a member of

the Communist Party ?

Mr. Cvetic. I attended Communist Party functionary meetings
with Ruth Goldworth.
Mr. Tavenner. I haiid you a copy of a publication entitled “Chal-

lenge” and ask you to identify it.

Mr. Cvetic. This is the official publication of the Labor Youth
League. .

“

Mr. Tavenner. What is the date of the issue?
Mr. Cvetic. March 1950.
Mr. Tavenner. Is that the first issue of the publication ?

Mr. Cvetic. This is the first issue. This is a new publication.
Mr. Tavenner. I desire to offer the document in evidence and ask

that it be marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 9.”
Mr. Wood. I understand that is the first issue of this publication of

the Labor Youth League ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes.
Mr. Wood. Let it be admitted, without objection.
"(The document above referredto, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 9,” is

filed herewith.) 8

Mr. Tavenner. Will you look at that publication again and state
to the committee what books are recommended in this issue for reading
by the members of the Labor Youth League?
Mr. Cvetic. Here are some of the books which are recommended in

this publication for reading, under the caption : “These Books : Push
Back Horizons'; Change the World; Transform People.”
The Communist Manifesto, by Karl Marx and Frederick Engels.
Socialism, Utopian and Scientific, by Frederick Engels.
The Young Generation, by V. I. Lenin.
Tasks of the Youth, by Joseph Stalin.
Dialectical and Historical Materialism, by Joseph Stalin.
Literature of the Graveyard, by Roger Garudy.
Intellectuals in the Fight for Peace, by Howard Fast.

8 See appendix.
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The Negro People and the Soviet Union, by Paul Robeson.
The Citizen Writer, by Albert Maltz.
These are some of the books^that are listed here.
Mr. Tavenner. Mr. Chairman, all these documents are among those

identified by Mr. Jones as haying been produced, in response to the
subpena duces tecum, by the Pittsburgh Police Department.
Mr. Cvetic, I show you another document obtained from the wrecked

automobile, which is a membership break-down of the Labor Youth
League as of December 5, 1949, prepared by the National Organizing
Conference of the Labor Youth League, 799 Broadway, New York ^3,

N. Y., which I offer in evidence and ask that it be marked “Cvetic
Exhibit No. 10.”
Mr.W90D. Let it be admitted, without objection.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 10,”

is filed herewith.) 9

Mr. Tavenxer. Will you examine that document and state what the
break-down shows for western Pennsylvania and eastern Penn-
sylvania ?

Mr. Cvetic. This document, which is entitled “Membership List of
the National Organizing Conference of the Labor Youth League,” is
broken down to show number employed, college unemployed, high
school, and total. For eastern Pennsylvania there is no break-down,
but a total of 143 members is shown. For western Pennsylvania a total
membership of 43 is shown, broken down as follows: Employed,. 20

;

college, 9 ;
unemployed, 12

;
high school, 2.

This document also shows the break-down of membership of the
Labor Youth League on the west coast and other States.
Mr. Tavenner. Will you" give the committee that break-down?
Mr. Cvetic. California, Alameda County, total membership 66

,

broken down as follows : Employed, 21
;
college, 7 ;

unemployed, 19

;

high school, 19. ’
.

"California, Los Angeles, total 467 members, broken down as follows

:

Employed , 151; college, 96; unemployed, 159; high school, 61.
California, Sari Francisco, total 86

,
no break-down.

Connecticut, total membership 84, broken down as follows: Em-
ployed, 37 ;

college, 17 ; unemployed, 25 ;
high school, 5.

Illinois, total membership 256, broken down as follows : Employed,
123 ;

college, 60 ; unemployed, 53 ; -high school, 20 .

Indiana, a total of 10 members, with no break-down.
Massachusetts, total of 101 members: Employed, 44

;
college stu-

dents, 22'; unemployed, 32; high-school students, 3.

Michigan, total of 159 members: Employed, 88
;
college students,

24 ;
unemployed, 42 ; high-school students, 5.

New Jersey, total membership of 153, .broken down as follows:
Employed, 64 ;

college students, 15 ;
unemployed, 60 ;

high-school stu-
dents, 14.

' ' " *

New York, total members 2,014: Employed, 847
;
college students,

396 ; unemployed, 561 ;
high-school students, 210.

Ohio, 187 total membership, broken down as follows: Employed,
79 ;

college, 20 ;
unemployed, 72 ;

high school, 16.
Texas, total membership 18 : Employed, 4; ‘college, 10 ;

unemployed,
4

;
high school, none.

® See appendix.
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Washington, D. C.
;
total membership 58 : Employed, 35 ;

college,
10 ; unemployed, 7 ;

high school, none.
The total as of December 5, 1949, 3,660 members.
I would like to add here that from my information and contacts

with the Labor Youth League, many of these people listed unemployed
are used as part time paid functionaries by the Labor Youth League.
For example, they sent a number in the coal area 2 or 3 weeks ago,
and they are subsidized for their food and keep, and so on.
Mr. Tavenner. Mr. Chairman, the membership figures just quoted

by Mr. Cvetic are shown to be as of December 5, 1949. I have also a
statement which is undated, but which could not have been prepared
later than the middle of February 1950, which shows a substantial
increase in that membership, which I desire to offer in evidence and
ask that it be marked “Cvetic ExhibitNo. 11.”

Mr. Wool. It will be admitted, without objection.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 11,”

is filed herewith.10 )

Mr. Tavenner. I will* not attempt to read the entire statistical
break-down, but will state .that the total membership shown is 5,879
as against 3,660 on December 5, 1949. For the information of the
committee, I would like to make a comparison between these two
reports, setting forth the increases only in membership in colleges
and high schools.
In Alameda County, Calif., the December report shows 7 college

students and 19 high-school students. The increase since then is 43
college students and 4 high-school students.
InLos Angeles, Calif., the increase is 9 college students and 14 high-

school students.
In San Francisco, Calif., the increase is one high-school student.
In Connecticut the increase is one college student.
In Illinois the increase is seven college students.
In Massachusetts the increase is one college student and two high-

school students.
’ In Michigan the increase is one college student and four high-school
students.
In New Jersey the increase is two college students and two high-

school students.
In New York the increase is 337 college students and 168 higli-school

students.^
In Ohio the increase is four college students and five high-school

students. -

And in Texas the increase is three college students.
On the December 5 list no break-down was given for eastern Penn-

sylvania. The later report shows for eastern Pennsylvania 54 college
students and 12 high-school students.
The later report also includes the State of Utah with two college

students, and the State of Wisconsin 'with three college students and
two high:school students. ' '

'

Mr. Cvetic, I hand you a document prepared by the National Or-
ganizing Conference of the Labor Youth League as of December 5,

1949, which is a financial statement of its $50,000 organizing fund
drive, which I offer in evidence and ask that it be marked “Cvetic
Exhibit No. 12.”

10 See appendix.
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Mr. Wood. Let it be admitted.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 12,

”

is filed herewith.) X1

Mr. Taveistster.. Will you examine that report and state what the
status of the fund drive was reported to be for western and eastern
Pennsylvania ?

#
Mr. Cvetic. Yes. The quota in the national fund drive as of De-

cember 5, 1949, for eastern Pennsylvania was $4,000 ;
the quota to

the national office being $1,600. In other words, the report desig-
nates that of the $4,000 quota, $1,600 was to go to the national office.
Of that quota of $4,000, eastern Pennsylvania, up to December 5, 1949,
raised $300. ,

Western Pennsylvania had a quota of $800 ;
quota to national office,

$200 ;
and up to December 5, 1949, raised $62.22.

Mr. TAVENrNTER. Will you give’ the break-down of the allocation to
the various States and the amounts contributed to this fund as shown
by this report?

#
Mr. Cvetic. California, Los Angeles : Quota, $6,000 ;

quota to na-
tional office, $2,400 ;

total raised to date, $1,418.15 ;
total sent to na-

tional office, $567.26.
- Connecticut : Quota, $2,000 ;

quota to national office, $800 ;
total

raised to date, $308 ;
total sent to national office, $15.

Michigan: Quota, $3,000; quota to national office, $1,200; total
raised to date, $1,211 ;

total sent to national office, $350.
Minnesota : Quota, $1,000 ; quota to national office, $400 ; total raised

to date, $79.60 ;
total sent to national office, $31.84.

New jersey: Quota, $2,500; quota to national office, $1,000; total
raised to date, $683.25 : total sent to national office, $273.30.
New York: Quota, $30,000; quota to national office, $10,000; total

raised to date, $30,000 ;
total sent to national office, $10,000.

' Ohio : Quota, $3,000 ;
quota to national office, $1,200 ;

total raised to
date, $429 ;

total sent to national office, $120.

#
Washington, D. C. : No quotas listed, but they sent $15.95 to the na-

tional office.

Listed here also are Alameda, Calif.
;
San Francisco, Calif.

;
and

the State of Illinois, with no quotas and no results posted on this
report.
The total sent to the national office in tlie $50,000 fund drive is

$11,735.57. ‘
. .

Mr. Taveinjner. In other words, that figure is not the total amount
raised, but the amount sent to the national office ?

Mr. Cvetic. That is correct. *
1

Mr. Taverner. What amount does the report show was raised? \
Mr. Cvetic. $34,507.17, of which $11,735.57 went .to the national

$50,000 organizing fund drive. . .

Mr. Tavenotsr. Mr. Chairman, during the week of February 12,
1950, the United ‘States nationally observed Brotherhood Week. The
National Organizing Conference for the Labor Youth League also or-
dered its State organizations to stage a Negro History Week celebra-
tion. In this connection I desire to offer in evidence a letter relating
to this matter, and ask that it be marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 13.”
Mr. Wood. Without objection it will be admitted.^

A See appendix.
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(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. IS, 5 *

is filed herewith.12
)

Mr. Tavenner. The Labor Youth League files which are in the
committee’s possession contain material sent to Pittsburgh by the
national organization for this purpose. One mimeographed outline,,

entitled “How to Run a Model Meeting Around Negro History
Week,” is available to us, and I desire to offer it in evidence and
ask that it be marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 14.”
Mr. Wood. Let it be admitted.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 14,”

is filed herewith.) 13

Mr. Tavenner. This “Cvetic Exhibit No. 14,” in addition to con-
stituting a general outline for a meeting, contains questions and
answers in the form of a quiz, I would like to quote a few questions-
and answers from this outline in order to show that the Labor Youth
League is nothing but the publicity agent for the Communist Party-
One question reads

:

What political party nominated a Negro for Vice President in the thirties?

The answer being

:

The Communist Party nominated James W. Ford on its 1932 ticket, with Wil-
liam Z. Foster

(

as presidential candidate.

Another question reads

:

What constitution makes it a crime to favor any' inequality against any
people?

Answer

:

The Constitution of the U. S. S. R.

In this connection, Mr. Chairman, the committee heard Mr. Cvetic
last week quote from the Constitution of the TJ. 3. S. R. on its advocacy
of the forceful overthrow of capitalism.
This same questionnaire is used as an attack on the CIO. Fop

example, this question is asked

:

Are there any Negroes in the top CIO Executive Board ?

Answer

:

No. Ever since the removal o£ Ferdinand Smith from the National Maritime
Union no Negro sits on the top CIO Executive Board.

Another question reads :
~

What strange sight can be seen in the southern organizing drive's headquar-
ters of the CIO in Tennesese?

Answer

:

f \

Jim Crow signs labeled “Colored" and “White."

In this latter connection, Mr. Chairman, I should like to .
refer

back to “Dietze Exhibit No. 1” introduced in evidence when he tes-
tified. This exhibit was his Communist Party membership book for
the year 1944, and it designates whether the individual is white or
Negro, which is the same thing that they accuse the CIO of doing in
Tennessee.

12 See appendix.
13 See appendix.
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Dealing further with the Negro question, the Labor Youth League
files contain a memorandum, entitled “Struggle for the Rights of
-the Negro People,” which I desire to offer in evidence and ask that it

be marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 15.”
Mr. Wood. Let it be admitted.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 15,”

is filed herewith.) 14

Mr. Taatxner. This memorandum was addressed “To All Districts”
and is signed by Benjamin J. Davis, chairman, and Pettis Perry, sec-
retary, National Negro Commission.
Mr. Cvetic, is the National Negro Commission a commission of the

Communist Party?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes

;
it is. The Communist Party has a National Negro

Commission functioningin the United States.
Mr. Taveit^ster. Was Benjamin J. Davis the chairman of that Com-

mission ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes.
Mr. TavestjSter. We have a document here entitled “Struggle for the

Rights of the Negro People,” which was circulated among the mem-
bers of the Labor Youth League, signed by. the National Negro Com-
mission of the Communist Party. Is the Benjamin J. Davis whose
name appears on this document as chairman of the National Negro
Commission the same person who was recently found guilty' in a
Federal court for conspiring to forcefully overthrow the Govern-
ment of the United States ?

Mr. CvETTCy I know Benjamin. J. Davis very well, having attended
Communist Party meetings with him. He is the same person.

Mr. .Tavekzster: On the same subject, Mr. Chairman, there is a
memorandum from the national office of the Labor Youth League to all
State Labor Youth League organizations on books and pamphlets,
which I desire to offer in evidence and ask that it be marked “Cvetic
Exhibit No. 16.” .

Mr. Wood. Let it be admitted. /
*

2
?he document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 16,”
ed herewith.) 15 ^ ' *

*^Mr. Tave^jSier. This memorandum refers the State organizations to
the back cover of the January 1950 issue of Political Affairs for some
very important and basic works of interest to all leaguemembers. Po-
litical Affairs is an official publication of' the Communist Party of the
United States. ' In addition to the books and pamphlets listed on the
back cover of the January 1950 issue of Political Affairs, the memoran-
dum also recommends Marxism and the Racial Question, by Joseph
Stalin, and The Path of Negro Liberation, by Benjamin J. Davis.
Other recommended books are by such authors as Harry Haywood,
Herbert Apthekei^ James S. Allen, Elwood Dean, Philip Foner, Earl
Conrad, and Elizabeth Lawson. . , .

-

Mr. Cvetic," in Budapest, Hungary,, in September 1919, there was
held the Second Congress of the World Federation of Democratic
Youth. I have here a document obtained from the same sources
entitled “Manifesto and Resolution of the Second Congress*’ of the
World Federation of Democratic Youth,” which I desire to v offer
in evidence and ask that it be marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 1L” x

14 See appendix.
16 See appendix.
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.Mr. TV”ood. Let it be admitted, without objection.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 17 ”

is filed herewith.16!
Mr. Tavenner. In the files which you turned over to the committee

there appear ballots sponsored by the Western Pennsylvania Youth
Committee for Peace for the selection of a delegate to the Budapest
conference, which show the contestants for selection as delegate. These
contestants are shown as Peggy Russinko, Aim Perpich, and Jean
Vidmar. I desire to offer these ballots in evidence, and ask that they
be marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 18.”
Mr. Wood. They will be admitted.
(The documents above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 18,”

are filed herewith.) 17 ’

Mr. Tavenner. Air. Cvetic, will you outline to the committee any
knowledge you have of the arrangement and selection of a delegate
to the Budapest conference of the World Federation of Democratic
Youth . In other words, was it a real contest for selection by the
party’s participation in it, or not?

Cvetic. I will gladly tell the committee about this particular
campaign, because. I think it is very interesting. First, the three
people listed on this document are-members of the Communist Party
of Western Pennsylvania. I have attended many Communist Party
meetings with them.
Mr. Tavenner. Do their pictures appear as contestants for delegate

to the Budapest conference?
.

Mr. Cvetio. Their pictures appear as applicants, applicants 1, 2,mid 3. The way this campaign was organized, I f.hinh would be of
interest to the committee to show how the Communist Party organizes
campaigns and sometimes fools the American people. This particular
campaign took 2 months to set up. The delegate was selected by the
Communist Party of Western Pennsylvania about 2 months before
the campaign got under way.
Mr. Tavenner. .How long?
Mr. Cvetio. Two months. We held two or three meetings of the

nationality commission of the Communist Party and went over pro-
spective candidates on the basis of Communist Party understanding;
in other words, who would be best able to come back to the United
States and bring back here what she saw from our viewpoint. The
person who was selected long before this was prepared and before
any ballots were sent to the organization was candidate No. 2, Arm
Perpich. Ann Perpich, for the information of this committee, was
employed in the Progressive Party office as administrative secretary.
She was also employed at the Language Press at 1916 East Street;
and up until the Stalin-Tito break she was employed at the Yugoslav
Embassy at Washington, D. C. A total of $600 or $700 was raised
with this balloting and was instrumental in financing the trip of this
delegate who was selected by the Communist Party of Western Penn-
sylvania, and irrespective of .how the balloting went. I mean, we
didn’t even count ballots

; we just turned the money over to her to go
to Budapest. .

ac See appendix.
17 See appendix.
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Mr. Wood. In other words, as I understand, the other candidates
listed here were pure dummies ?

Mr. Cvetic. That is right. It was a phony campaign from the
start, just as the phony peace drives.
Mr. Tatonner. So, members who thought they were voting for

candidates for delegate actually were not voting for them at all?
Mr. Ovetic. That is right. It was' a money-raising function to

raise funds to send a delegate selected by the Communist Party of
Western Pennsylvania to Budapest.
Mr. Tavenner. I believe you said the three candidates whose names

appear on the ballots are all known to you as members of the Com-
munist Party ?

Mr. Gvetic. That is right.
Mr. Tavenner. Also included in the files of theLabor Youth League

was a checkbook which I desire to offer in evidence and ask that it be
marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 19.”
Mr. Wood. It will be admitted.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 19,”

is filed herewith.) 18

Mr. Tavenner. This is a checkbook which purports to belong to
Harold Orzick, whom you have identified as organizing chairman of
the Labor Youth League in Pittsburgh, Pa., I believe?
Mr. Cvettc. He was the Communist Party youth organizer in west-

ern Pennsylvania, and up until I left Pittsburgh he was organizer of
the Labor Youth League.
Mr. Tavenner. I hand you this checkbook and ask you to identify

the entries contained therein.
(Representative Moulder leaves hearing room.)
Mr. Cvettc. This is a checkbook of the Peoples First National Bank

& Trust Co. in account with Harold Orzick, account No. 1771.
There is an entry on June 28, 1949, “Pay to Ed Nixon, $10.”
Check No. 3, August 12, 1949, “Pay to LYL”—Labor Youth

League—“$18.22 for fund drive.”
Mr. Tavenner. Ed Nixon is a person you have already identified as

a member of the Communist Party ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes; I have.
Check No. 4, “Pay to LYL, $44 for fund drive.”
Check No. 7, “Pay to Sonny,” which is the alias of Harold Orzick,

“$30 for a trip,” destination of the trip not stated.
Check No. 8, dated October 5, 1949, “Pay to Sonny” again, in amount

of $30, for another trip, destination of trip not stated.
Check No. 9, October 13, 1949, “Pay to Lillie,” the alias of Lillian

Lewis, “$2.84 for rental of post-office box.” ,

Check No. 11, dated October 22, 1949, “Pay to George Lietze, $2 for
rent for classes, 943 Liberty Avenue,” which was the meeting place of
the Communist Party where classes were held.
Mr. Harrison. Dietze is the_witness who-testified here the other

day?
^

=

Mr, Tavenner. Yes.
Mr. Cvetic. Check No. 13, “Pay to Sonny, for expenses to Cleveland,

$5.” This is dated October 24, 1949.

18 See appendix.
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Check No. 14, November 3, 1949, “Pay to Lillie, for expenses to South
/ Side and speaker for October 30, 1949, $4.”
I Check No. 15, November 4, 1949, “Pay to George Dietze, for rent
/ for meetings and classes,” and the dates are October 30, 1949, and
I another date which looks like November 4, 1949

;
total $3.

|
Check No. 16, dated November 11, 1949, “Pay to Ruth Williams, „

30 percent of $19 for fund drive, South Side, $5.70.”
Check No. 17, dated November 17, 1949, “Pay to William Albert-

son”—and, Mr. Chairman, I testified earlier that William Albertson is
district secretray of the Communist Party of western Pennsylvania

—

“$11.40.”

* Check No. 18, dated November 22, 1949, “Payable to cash, for Sonny,
expenses for trip to Johnstown, November.21, 1949, $6.35.”
/And there is one signed check.

= / Mr. Tavjektner; I hand you a brown stenographic notebook which
Was contained in the files of the Labor Youth League obtained under
subpena as mentioned before, which I desire to offer in evidence as
“Cvetic Exhibit No. 20;”
Mr. Wood. Let it be admitted.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 20,”

is filed herewith.) 10

Mr. Taven-jSTER. Will you examine that book and see if you can
identify the persons .whose names appear therein. Are the persons
whose *names appear therein known to you?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes. I see several names on the third page.
Mr. Tayenner. Are you able to identify any persons whose names

are contained in that book as persons who attended Communist Party
functionary meetings with you and who are known by you to be mem-
bers of the Communist Party ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes. I see sevei’al names here of persons I can testify
to as attending Communist Party functionary meetings with me. I
can start on the inside cover. There is an entry UE with the name
Mugford. In Pittsburgh, I attended a Communist Party class with
Walter Mugford, who was a Communist Party organizer in UE.
This was a Communist Party class.
Mr. Tavenner. What year was that?
Mr. Cvetic. January, February, and March 1949. The

r
class was

Held at 440 Wood Street, on the third floor.
Then there is Becky Horowitz listed in this book, who is also a mem-

ber of the Communist Party.
I read these names on the basis of Communist Party membership

and with whom I have attended Communist Party functionary
meetings : -

'

Ply Schlessinger, a Communist Party member

;

Alex Steinberg, a Communist Party member
;

Martha Hubscher, a Communist Party member, whose maiden name
was Novak;
Nick Lazaris, Hotel and Restaurant Workers, whom I previously

identified as a member of the Communist Party *
.

Allen Thomas, Communist Party organizer in the Crucible Steel Co.,
Pittsburgh;
Viola—I know a Viola Schmidt active in the Labor Youth' League

who was a member of the Communist Party
;

39 See appendix.
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Glickman—I know a Herbert Glickman. He was a Communist
Party organizer in Washington County until a couple years ago ;

then
they sent him to Pittsburgh.

Mr. Chairman, those are all the names I identify in thk exhibit.

Mr. Tavenner. I now hand you a green stenographic notebook
—which was contained in the same files. I desire to offer it in evidence
and ask that it be marked “Cvetic Exhibit Ho. 21.”
Mr. Wood. .Let it be admitted.
(The.document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 21,”

. is filed herewith.) 20
*

Mr. Tayexnee. Will you examine it, please, and see if you can iden-
tify any names appearing in it of persons known to you to be members
of the Communist Party ?

(Representative Harrison leaves hearing room.)
Mr. Cvetic. I see the names of several persons I can testify attended

Communist Party functionary meetings with me. The organizing
committee is listed in first names.
Mr. Tayexner. X would like for you to mention all of these.
(Representative Walter leaves hearing room.)
Mr. Cvetic. The organizing committee for Hill : Ruth, Herb, Eddie.

Ruth was Ruth Goldworth. Herb was Herbert Walker. Eddie was
Ed Nixon.
Jerry Grushka. I know him to be a Communist Party member. His

wife, Lila, is not listed here, but she is also a party member.
Jack Begler, 1551 Dennison Street, is also a Communist Party

organizer. '

# #
*

Ida Bortz is also a member of the Communist Party. She is the wife
of Lou Bortz, who was identified by me 2 weeks ago as being a Com-
munist Party member.

.

Ruth Kish, a Communist Party member.
Joe Mankm, a Communist Party member; and his wife, Agnes

Mankin, is also a Communist Party member.
Herb Glickman, a Communist Party member.
Alex Steinberg, a Communist Party member.
(RepresentativeWalter returns to hearing room.)
Mr. Tavenner. I now hand you a list which purports to be names

and addresses of Labor Youth League members in western Penn-
sylvania, which was likewise obtained from the wrecked automobile.
I ask you to review this list and advise the committee whether or not
you can identify any of the names as persons known to you to be
members of the Communist Party, and, if so, state who they are.

First, I desire to offer this document in evidence as “Cvetic Exhibit
No. 22.”
Mr. Wood. Let it be admitted.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 22,”

is filed herewith.) 21

(Representative Velde leaves hearing room.)
Mr. Cvetic. The following people on this list of Labor Youth

League members are members of the Communist Party and take an
active part in.Communist Party work : Ann Perpich, Peggy Russinko,

so See appendix.
21 See appendix.
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Evelyn Abelson, Ida M. Lewis, Edwin F. Nixon, Lillian B. Lewis—

I

previously mentioned her as organizational secretary of the Labor
Youth League of western Pennsylvania

;
Ruth Goldworth, and Peter

Albertson, who is the son of William Albertson, the district secretary
of the Communist Party of Western Pennsylvania.

(Representative Harrison returns to hearing room.)
Mr. Tavenner. Mr. Cvetic, the Labor Youth League files contain a

form which reflects that Helen Kompus, of 510 North Negley Avenue,
Pittsburgh, offered accommodations for one New York Labor Youth
League member who was sent to Pittsburgh to work in mining. Will
you identify Helen Kompus for the committee ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes. Helen Kompus is a member of ;tlie Hotel and
Restaurant Workers’ cell of the Communist Party of Western Penm
sylvania. When I was a member of the same section, though not
the same cell, I attended many Communist Party meetings with Helen
Kompus.
Mr. Tavenner. I desire to offer this form in evidence and ask that

it be marked “Cvetic Exhibit No.. 23.”

Mr. Wood. Let it be admitted.
(Xlie document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 23,”

is filed herewith.) ?2

Mr. Cvetic. She is employed at the William Penn Hotel in Pitts-
burgh.
Mr. Tavenner. Mr. Cvetic, in reviewing the files turned over to the

committee, together with notes and memoranda which you might have
in your possession^ are you at this time able to identify any other
members of the Communist Party who are also members of the Labor
Youth League; that Is, persons known to you to be members of the

^ Communist Party?
-—~ Mr. Cvetic. Yes. 'Esther Bliss is a member of the Labor Youth'

League and is also active in YPA.
. Pearl Griffin is office secretary in the Progressive Party of western
Pennsylvania and also active in YPA

;
that is, the Youth Progressives.

Eben Matles
Mr. Tavenner. How do you spell the first name ?

Mr. Cvetic. E-b-e-n M-a-t-l-e-s. I have known him to be a Com-
munist Party member active in youth work around the University of
Pittsburgh. His wife, Maxine Matles, is employed as office secretary
in the Communist of Western Pennsylvania.
I think that covers the.known Communist Party members, as far

as I am concerned, in the Labor Youth League.
Mr. Tavenner. Mr. Chairman, I desire at this time to offer in evi-

dence as one batch other papers and documents which were obtained
in response to the subpena duces tecum to which we referred, and ask
that they be marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 24” and that they be bound
so that we can ascertain what is contained in that batch of papers.
Mr. Wood. Let them be admitted.
(The papers above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. -24,”

are filed herewith.) 23

Mr. Tavenner. Mr. Chairman, this concludes the' documentary evi-
dence that we desired to introduce relating to the Labor Youth League.

IL.

22 See appendix.
23 See appendix.
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We wmld like now to proceed to the Civil Eights Congress documents
which the committee has available.
Mr. Wood. Very well. Proceed.
Mr. Tavenner. Mr. Cvetic, you have turned over to the committee

and have previously identified certain documents of the Civil Eights
Congress, have you not?
Mr. Cvetto. Yes, I have.
IVXr. Tavenner. -Approximately when and under what circumstances

was the Civil Eights Congress formed in Pittsburgh?
Mr. Cvetto. The Civil Eights Congress of Pittsburgh was formed

about-5 years ago in the office of Hy Schlessinger. This Civil Eights
Congress m Pittsburgh was organized at the request of the district
organizer of the Communist Party. He called a- meeting, to which
he invited Tom Quinn, Communist Party member in TJE

; he invited
myself as one of the leaders in the Slav groups; Pete Karpa, Com-
munist Party organizer who invited me to this meeting, attended
the meeting; and Hyman Schlessinger attended the meeting. There
were four or five of us. They are the ones I can remember. Pete
Karpa made some of the reports and Hy Schlessinger made some,
stressing the importance of setting up a Civil Eights Congress* in
Pittsburgh.

A-t this meeting we went over the Communist Party membership in
western Pennsylvania for the purpose of deciding which Communist
Party members would be assigned to work in the Civil Eights Con-
gress. This was the framework pattern used by the Communist Party
of western Pennsylvania in setting up the Civil Eights Congress.

3Vfr. Tavenner. Is it not true that on IMay 27, 1948, an open hearing
on civil rights was held in Pittsburgh?
Mr. Cvetic. That is true.
Mr. Tavenner. There has been found in the data you have made

available to the committee a letter in the files of the Civil Eights
Congress dated April 24, 1948, which contains the names of the pub-
licity committee. I desire to offer this letter in evidence and ask that
it be marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 25.”
Mr. Wood. It will be admitted.
(The document* above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 25,”

is filed herewith.) 24

Mr. Tavenner. Will you look at thatletter and state to the com- -

mittee the names of those selected for the publicity committee?
Mr. Cvetic. Those selected to serve on the publicity committee were

:

Bernice Hecker; Marian Wallace/ Dr. Barron; ‘myself; Dorothy
Albert; and Chester Washington.
Mr. Tavenner. Can you identify any of those as persons known to

you to be members of the Communist Party ?

Mr. Cvetic. Of these names I know Dorothy Albert to be a member
of the Communist Party.
Mr. Tavenner. How many people attended this meeting of May

27, 1948, as ilearly as you can recall?
Mr. ‘Cvetic. About 200.
Mr. Tavenner. Mr. Chairman, I have asked this question in order to

bring out that on the following day a wire was sent to Senator Wiley,
chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee, which I now desiffe to
introduce in evidence as “Cvetic Exhibit No. 26.”

See appendix.
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Mr.'Wood. It will be admitted.
(The document above referred to, marked “Svetic Exhibit No. 26,”

is filed herewith.) 25

Mr. Tavenner. The wire reads as follows

:

Mat 28, 1948.
Senator Alexander Wilet,

Chairman, Senate Judiciary Committee,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D . C.:

One thousand persons meeting Friday evening Wesley Center AME3 Zion Church
unanimously scored Mundt-Nixon bill as exceedingly dangerous to American
democracy. Call upon you to defeat bill in committee.

Pittsburgh Civil Rights Congress,
TuoaiAS Qitinn, Chairman,

" -MSSSTm: b7 Schultz, Acting Secretary.

Mr. Cvetic, I now hand you a copy of a communication to Senator
'Wiley, also dated May 28, 1948, which I offer in evidence as “Cvetic
Exhibit No. 27.”

Mr. Wood. It will be admitted.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 27,”

is filed herewith.) 26

Mr. Tayenotr. Will you please read this communication to Senator
"Wiley and identify the signers of the petition whom you know to be
members of the Communist Party ?

Mr. Cvetic. Ben Arshan.
• Mr. Tavennek. First will you read the contents of the petition to
Senator Wiley. .

. Mr. Cvetic. This petition, which contains about 50 signatures, is

addressed to Senator Alexander Wiley, chairman, Senate Judiciary
Committee, Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

:

Mundt-Nixon bill undermines American democratic principles. Its parallel

to German Nazi legislation is alarming. Imperative defend Bill of Rights ; defeat

Mundt bill in committee.

It is signed by about 50 people, of whom the following are Communist
Party members

:

Ben Arshan, who is a doctor, an optometrist;
Frances Dewey Begler, the wife of Jadk Begler

;

Alma Robinson, the wife of Joseph “Sonny” Robinson;
Ben Careathers, Communist Party organizer in western Penn-

sylvania
;

.

Dorothy Albert;
Miss Pauline Slome, S-l-o-m-e;

.

Esther Bliss, whom I have previously identified as a Communist
Party youth organizer;
Mark P. Lovett, North Side, Pittsburgh;
Alex Staber, a former Communist Party steel organizer recently

transferred to United Electrical Workers;
Pauline Grant, maiden name Anomi, the wife of Dave Grant, former

city secretary of the Communist Party in Pittsburgh and now an
organizer in TJE ; .

Rebecca Horowitz, who lives in Hazelwood, previously identified as

Becky Horowitz, a member of the Communist Party

;

Nathan Albert, Communist Party organizer in HE

;

s5 See appendix.
» See appendix.
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Regina Bakowski, -who is now married and her married name is
Rudiak, the wife of Joseph Rudiak, chairman of the American Slaw
Congress of western Pennsylvania. *

Mr. Chairman, these are all the Communist Party members I can;
identify on this' list.

Mr. Tavenner. I show you four petitions which you presented as.

part of these records and have previously identified, being petitions;
against the passage of the Mundt-Nixon bill which were circulated by
the Civil Rights Congress of Pittsburgh, and ask you to identify those
whose names appear on these petitions whom you know to be members
of the Communist Party. Eirst, I desire to oner the four petitions as
one exihibit, and ask that they be marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 28.”
Mr. Wood. They will be admitted.
(The documents above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 28,”

are filed herewith.) 27

Mr. Cvetic. This petition, which is headed “It’s called the subver-
sive Control Act of 1948 * * * But it is itself subversive !” and goes
on to explain why it is subversive, and then states

:

We, the undersigned, believing in the democratic traditions and practices of
our country, do reject any bill which would accomplish the destruction of the
Bill of Rights and the overthrow of American democratic government. We reject
BC. R. 5852 as a measure which would establish fascism in the United States.
We wish to support with our contributions below the fight which the Pittsburgh

Civil Rights Congress is making against this police-state measure. .

These were very broadly distributed. These are just a few that got
in my hands. I can identify as members of the Communist Party the
following, whose names appears on these lists

:

Nathan Albert, youth organizer for the Communist Party;
Joe Chuplis, from ’Springdale, Pa., who is an old Communist Party

member with whom I have attended many Communist Party meetings;
Rose Mazur, Springdale, Pa., active in IWO

;

Pete Pradelli, also from Springdale, Pa.

;

Louise Benjoies, B-e-n-j-o-i-e-s; that name is also spelled B-e-n-
j-o-y-a; she is a ^Communist Party member sent to Pittsburgh to work
in the Progressive Party during the Wallace campaign. She since
has returned to New York, I understand.

This is only a small part of this particular campaign. This cam-
paign was organized within the Civil Rights Congress by Roy Hudson,
myself, and Miriam Schultz and others. All Civil Rights Congress
activities in western Pennsylvania were organized by the Communist
Party of Western Pennsylvania in meetings held in the offices of the
American Slav Congress, Communist Party headquarters in the Bake-
well Building, or in one of the restaurants. One favorite place was
Tambellini’s on Pourth Avenue. . We would discuss campaigns and
take the program of the Civil Rights Congress meetings. Since Roy
Hudson left, Steve Nelson and William Albertson have been organiz-
ing Civil Rights Congress activities in western Pennsylvania.

'

Mr. Harrison". Who wrote the language?
Mr. Cvetic. We would sit down in the American Slav Congress

and decide to have such a campaign. Steve Nelson, or Roy Hudson
when he was in Pittsburgh, would stress the importance of the cam-
paign and he would give the political language.
Mr. Harrison. Who is “he” ?

81 See appendix.
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Mr. Cvetic. The district organizer of the CommunistParty of West-
ern Pennsylvania. He would tell us what to put in. He wouldn’t
do the actual writing, but he would hand down the line, and Miriam
Schultz, who was secretary at that time and who is a Communist
Party member, would prepare such a document. More recently Milo
Mamula, executive secretary of the Civil flights Congress, has been
meeting almost daily with Steve Nelson. They sit down and discuss
&nd get out these campaigns. It is all done by the Communist Party.
I think I testified here before, some of these committees, for example,
the Civil Rights Congress in Pittsburgh has come to the sad "state of
being three or four Communist Party members, because the people
have caught on to them.
Mr. Harrison. What they will probably do now is organize another

front ?

Mr. Cvetic. That is right. They try to get clergy and others in
their fronts.
Mr. Harrison. They have been fairly successful at that ?

Mr. Cvetic. Up until now they have
; yes. I think I testified I was

a member of a labor press committee, and to this committee we only
assigned two Communist Party members, myself and one more, and
we were able to organize picnics for 1,000 people.
Mr. Harrison. How do you get the names to organize the fronts ?

Mr. Cvetic. Steve Nelson or Roy Hudson would make a list of
people to invite. We would call them up or visit them and represent
ourselves as citizens committees. You can go to anybody and tell
them you are starting a peace campaign

;
everybody is for peace. We

would sit down and say : “Let’s make a list of names.” We would set
up a peace committee against the war makers. A person who may be
unsuspecting and who doesn’t know the real program will lend his
name to a peace movement. If you set yourself up good before you
visit him and know a little bit about him, you know how to talk to
him. You taught this in party discussions. You don’t just walk
up to this reverend or this doctor. You find out what to tell them;5

We even decide who should visit him to get the best results.
In the peace drive which they are organizing, that is a real phony.

You don’t have* to tell them- about our real program. Get a couple
ministers to outlaw the atom bomb, and tell them to call on President
Truman. But in the meantime, in classes -and discussions, the study
of Marxism and Leninism never stops. Even in 1944 and 1945, when
we were allies, it never stopped. It really surprised me when I first
got into the movement. We were singing songs like The Yanks Are
Not Coming when Hitler and Stalin had a pact, and when the pact
was broken they sang the same song but took the “Not” out. You
have to be a “ghandi dancer” to keep up with the party line. It might
change three times a day.
Mr. Tavenner. Mr. Chairman, with respect *to the Civil Rights

Congress meetingheld on May 27, 1948, the files contain a break-down
on contributions received and expenses incurred in connection with
this meeting. The United Electrical, Radio, and Machine Workers
contributed $100 toward this meeting, in the form of $50 from district
6 of the United Electrical, Radio, and Machine Workers, and $50 from
local 610 of the United Electrical, Radio, and Machine Workers, Pitts-
burgh.
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Mr, Cvetic, whatuse was made of the offices of the United Electrical,
Radio, and Machine .Workers, if any, by the Communist Party or
Communist-front organizations with which you were connected ?

Mr. Cvetic. We used the district office, which was located in the
Wabash Building, while I was' active both in the American Slav Con-
gress and the Civil Rights Congress and in the Communist Party, for
three or four reasons. First of all, through Tom Fitzpatrick and Tom
Quinn and Jack Sartisky we were able to get UE to pass resolutions^
omahy-4ssues^ in which we were interested. And if we had large
mimeograph jobs to do for the Communist Party or for the' Civil
Rights Congress or maybe for a campaign in the steel mills, we would
go to the Wabash Building and turn them out on a mimeograph
machine down there.

- Mr. Tavenner. Does that mean a mimeograph machine owned by -

the United Electrical, Radio and Machine Workers?
Mr. Cvettc. Yes, by the district office. I went down there and helped

run some off. While X have no knowledge of approachingUE directly
for contributions to the Communist Party, we would sit down and
discuss, if the Givil Rights Congress needed money for a campaign, and
Steve Nelson or Roy Hudson would tell Miriam: “Call Tom Fitz-
patrick and see if you can get $50 or $100.” And usually it came
through. We got contributions for the American Slav Congress in
the same way, just by contacting Tom Fitzpatrick. -

'

Mr. Tavenner. Would any official ofUE be contacted before making
arrangements to print your material on their machines ?

Mr. Cvetic. Usually I would call Tom Quinn or Jack Sartisky and.
say I was coming down to run off a job. There was never any objec-
tion. Many times they would help.

^

Mr. Walter. And these contributions came from dues collected from
all members of the union?
Mr. Cvetic. I presume so. They came from the funds of the district

UE.
Mr. Tavenner. The files of the Civil Rights Congress show that

with the indictment of the 12 Communist leaders for conspiring to
overthrow the United States by force and violence, the Pittsburgh '

Civil Rights Congress increased its activity. The Pittsburgh Ciyil
Rights Congress received in October 1948 an important notice of a
proposed telegram campaign. I desire to introduce in evidence a
mimeograph of that notice, and ask that it be marked “Cvetic Exhibit
No. 29.”
Mr. Wood. Bet is be admitted.
(The document above referred to, marked “Gvetic Exhibit No. 29,”

is filed herewith.) 38

Mr. Tavenner. To show one of their methods of influencing public
opinion, I would like to read it

:

[From Civil Rights Congress, room 1613, 205 East‘Forty-second Street, New York 17, N. Y.]

IMPORTANT NOTICE

TELEGRAM CAMPAIGN
On October 14, the day before the trial starts, hundreds of thousands of tele-

grams MUST be sent to Attorney General Tom Clark, from all over the country,
demanding that the indictments against the 12 Communist Party leaders he
dropped.

23 See appendix.
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It is important that you try to find out approximately how*many telegrams were
sent from your community to Clark on October 14. Please let our public

relations director, Kevin Mullen, know immediately, because this information
will be*valuable press hews.

,

Also, if possible, let us know the names of some of the OUTSTANDING
PEOPLE in your community, who sent the telegrams.
We are calling these things to your attention, so that we, in the national office,

will be able to give you the best available help that we possibly can. Please reply
as quickly as possible.

Tiie success of their program to obtain outstanding people is re-

flected by a release from the national office of the Civil Rights Con-
gress of November 4, 1948, which I desire to offer in evidence as
“Cvetic Exhibit No. 30.”
Mr. Wood. Let is be admitted.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 30,”

is filed herewith.) 20

Mr. Tavenner. This exhibit contains the names oi prominent
women in scientific, labor, and educational circles who signed petitions
to President Truman and Attorney General dark urging dismissal
of the conspiracy indictment. There is also a list of over 200 signers
from the ranks of labor organizations, as shown by a newspaper re-

port which I desire to offer in evidence as “Cvetic Exhibit No. 31.”

M^ Wood. Let it be admitted.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 31,”

is filed herewith.,) 80

Mr. Tavenner. In early September, plans were made to reorganize
the Civil Rights Congress in Pittsburgh in order to fully mobilize for
the defense of the 12 indicted Communist leaders. Is that not so?
Mr. Cvetic. That was in September 1948, yes.
Mr. Tavenntbr. I desire to offer in evidence at this time a document

from the Civil Rights Congress files entitled “Tentative Slate* of Of-
ficers for Nominations Committee” and ask that it be marked “Cvetic
Exhibit No. 32 ”\
Mr. Wood. Let it be admitted.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 32,”

is filed herewith.) 31

Mr. Tayenner. Will you examine that exhibit and see if you can
identify the persons whose names appear thereon as members of the
Communist Party; that is, persons known to you to be members of
the Communist Party ?

Mr. Cvmc. Yes. This particular tentative slate of officers was
selected at a meeting between Steve Nelson, Communist Party organ-
izer in western* Pennsylvania : Theresa Turner, Communist Party
member and executive secretary of the Civil Rights Congress; and
myself, in the office of the American Slav Congress.
The chairman to be proposed was Thomas-Cninm Communist Party

LFE organizer.
Rev. C. E. McFadden, who is not, to the best of my knowledge, a

Communist Party member, was proposed as vice chairman.
For financial secretary, Rev. WV G. Crenshaw, who* also, to the best

of my knowledge, is not a Communist Party member, was proposed.

20 See appendix
f ,

80 See appendix.
81 See appendix.
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For ,
corresponding and recording secretary, Margaret Russinko,

whom I have previously identified under the name of Peggy Russinko
as a Communist Party youth organizer, was proposed*
For executive secretary, Theresa Turner, a Communist Party or-

f
anizer and wife of Andy Onda, whom I identified as a Communist
'arty steel organizer in western Pennsylvania.
For finance chairman, Cvetic ;

that is myself

;

- For publicity chairman, Bernice Hecker, and X do not know her to
be a Communist Party member

;

For chairman of the legal committee, Attorney Hyman Schles-
singer; and I have previously identified Hyman Schlessinger as a
member of the Communist Party;
For campaign director, Matt

;
that is me again.

This concludes the tentative slate of officers picked to be presented
at an October 16, 1948, conference; picked by Steve Nelson, Theresa
Turner, and myself to be presented at this conference.
Mr. Tavenner. I believe you previously testified that in the early

days of the Civil Rights Congress Miriam Schultz was executive
secretary ?

Mr. Cvetic. That is correct. She was one of the first executive
secretaries when the Civil Rights Congress was organized.
Mr. Tavensster. In your testimony you mentioned that Theresa Tur-

ner was executive secretary.
Mr. Cvetic. Yes.

‘Mr. Taveniner. What was the reason for the change, if you know?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes; I know the reason. This was discussed with

Steve Nelson, Theresa Turner, Miriam Schultz, and myself. Theresa
Turner came to Pittsburgh in August 1948, and at that time we were
trying to find a replacement for Miriam Schultz because her mother
had not been well and she wanted to be relieved of responsibility.
After discussion with Steve Nelson it was^ decided Miriam Schultz
would be relieved of responsibility as executive secretary, and we pro- ,

posed the name of Theresa Turner, with the approval of Steve Nelson,
as the new executive secretary, and at this meeting Miriam Schultz
resigned.
Mr. Tavenner. In other words, Steve Nelson and his Communist

associates dictated the change in position of executive secretary of this
front organization ?

Mr. Cvetic. That is correct. -

Mr. Tavenner. In this connection, Mr. Chairman, I would like to
call to the attention of the committee that to cover the real role played
by the Communist Party in dictating the program and policy of the
Civil Rights Congress, a letter was addressed to William Albertson,
secretary of the Communist Party of Western Pennsylvania, on Sep-
tember 25, 1948, advising him of the meeting pn October 16, and in-
viting him to speak in behalf of the 12, concluding with the statement

:

“May we hear from you in the near future that you have accepted this
invitation.”

I desire to offer in evidence a copy of that letter of September 25,
1948, to William Albertson, and ask that it be marked “Cvetic Exhibit
No. 38.”'

Mr. Wood. Bet it be admitted. '
.
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(The document above refeiTed to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 33,”
is filed herewith.) 32

Mr. Wood, The committee will stand in recess until 2 : 30.
(Thereupon, a recess was taken until 2 : 30 p. m. of the same day.)

AFTERNOON SESSION

Mr. Wood. The committee will be in order.
Let the record show we are proceeding under a subcommittee con-

sisting of Messrs. Walter and Wood.

TESTIMONY 0E MATTHEW CVETIC—Resumed

M_r
*^AVEN2srER

:
Mr. Chairman* this morning the document was not

available at the time, and I made reference in* a statement to expendi-
tures incurred in the holding of the May 27, 1948, meeting of the Civil
Eights Congress and the contributions that were made to that ex-
pense. I have now before me the document entitled “Expenses on
Meeting,” which shows a contribution by District No. 6 UE of $50

:

and a contribution by No. 610 TIE of $50. X desire to introduce this
document in evidence and ask that it be marked “Cvetic Exhibit No.
34.
Mr. Wood. Eor purposes of identification, where did the document

come from?
Mr. Tavenner. This was one of the documents, as the others' were,

which Mr. Cvetic produced here in accordance with the subpena duces
tecum from the records of the Civil Eights Congress.
Mr. Wood. Let it be admitted.

^

(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No.
34,” is filed herewith.) 33

Mr. Tavenner. I want to divert a moment to ask if you know a per-
son by the name of Anthony Grabrish of New Kensington, Pa. ?
Mr. Cvetic. I know an Anthony Grabrish of New Kensington, Pa.He is a Communist Party organizer in New Kensington. I have

attended Communist Party meetings with him.
Mr. Tavenner. Do you know Frank Malkovich of New Kensing-

ton, Pa? '
,

3

Mr. Cvetic. I know Frank Malkovich of New Kensington, Pa., and
I know Frank Malkovich to be a Communist Party member, since I
collected Communist Party dues from Frank Malkovich.
Mr. Wood. Spell that name, please.
Mr. Cvexio. M-a-l-k-o-v-i-c-h. p

Mr. Tavenner. Do you know a person by the name of Mark Massola
of Arnold, Pa?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes. Massola is one of the leading Communist Party

organizers and he has attended Communist Party district committee
meetings in Pittsburgh. He is very active in the New Kensington area.
Mr. Tavenner. T>o you know a person by the name of Joseph De-

mosky of Arnold, Pa ?
* ~

Mr. Cvetic. I do not.
Mr. Tavenner. You do not?
Mr. Cvetic. No.

32 See appendix.
33 See appendix.
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Mr, Tavenner. Do you know a person by tbe name ofBeon Gabrisb
of Arnold, Pa?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes, X know Mm, and know him to be a Communist

Party member, having attended Communist Party functionary meet-
ings with him. That is G-a-b-r-i-s-h or G-a-b-r-i-s-c-h, spelled both
ways.
Mr. Tavenner. I hand you a form letter dated September 20, 1948,

over the signatures of Thoma^Q.uinn, chairman, and Theresa Turner,
executive secretary, Pittsburgh Civil Eights Congress, sent as an ap-
peal for defense funds for the 12 indicted as Communist leaders in
New York, wMch I desire to introduce in evidence as “Cvetic Exhibit
No. 35.”
Mr. Wood. It will be admitted.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic ExMbit No. 35,”

is filed herewith.) 34

Mr. Wood. Is it addressed to any particular person ?

Mr. Tavenner. No, sir.

At the bottom of that letter appears a list of sponsors. Will you
examine that list of sponsors and state wMch of them are known to
you to bemembers of the Communist Party, if any ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes. First I would like to say that tMs letter was
drawn up at the instructions of Steve Nelson to Theresa Turner and
to myself. 1“helped to draw up this letter at the instructions of Steve
Nelson. The list of sponsors was also suggested by Steve Nelson,
that they be contacted, and Theresa Turner and myself contacted these
sponsors. The following are members of the Communist Party

:

Steve Mirokovich, district secretary, Croatian Benevolent Societies

;

that is the Croatian section of IWO.
Nicholas Baltich, district secretary, Serbian-American Federation;

that is the Serbian section of IWO.
Michael Hanusiak, district secretary, Ukrainian-American Fraternal

Union ;
that is the Ukranian section of IWO.

Joe Budiak, president, American Slav Congress of Western Penn-
sylvania.
George Wuchinich, executive secretary, American Slav Congress of

Western Pennsylvania.
~

Anna Devunich, secretary, Federation Croatian-American Women.
This is a Communist front organization operating among Americans
of Croatian descent. '

}

Frank Tady, secretary, Pittsburgh chapter, Croatian-American
Council. This is also a Communist front operating among Americans
of Croatian descent.
Paul EZLuvo, president, Polonia Society. This is the Polish section

of IWO.
Mr. Tavenner. Have you read the names of all of those appearing

as sponsors?
Mr. Cvetic. I have read the names of the Communist Party mem-

bers appearing as sponsors, a total of 10. With the exception of my-
self there is only one person listed whom I cannot identify as a Com-
munist Party member.
Mr. Tavenner. All the persons whose* names you read are known

to you to be Communist Painty members ?

See appendix.
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Mr. Cvetic. Yes; I have* attended 'Communist Party functionary
meetings with these people.
Mr. Tavenner. What was the purpose of that communication, and

what was done with it? ,

Mr. Cvetic. The purpose of that communication—I could read
right from the letter

:

Recognizing its responsibility to expand the fight against these attacks, the
Civil Rights Congress is calling a conference on civil rights for Saturday
afternoon, October 16, at the Fort Pitt Hotel. In addition it is raising a “defense
fund” of $2,500 in western Pennsylvania.

I would add that this defense fund was for the defense of the 12
Communist Party leaders who were being tried in New York City.
[Continuing reading :] ^

Your organization is invited to participate in this fight and we are therefore
enclosing' a “call” to the coiiference and a collection list.

In other words, the purpose was to get these organizations to send
delegates to this conference and also to raise funds for the defense of
the Communist Party leaders being tried in 1STewYork. ^

Mr. Tavenner. The Thomas Quinn whose name is signed as chair- ’

.

man is the same Thomas^Quinn, is he not, as the one to whom you
previously referrecFm yhui^estimony as a member of UE ? 1

Mr. Cvetic. That is right, and a Communist Party organizer in the
f

UE.
j

Mr. Tavenner. I now hand you the same type of letter dated Sep- • i

tember 28, 1918, also over the signatures of Thomas Quinn, chairman,
_

.

j

and Theresa Turner, executive secretary, Pittsburgh Civil Eights -
-

f
!

Congress. I desire to offer this letter in evidence and ask that it be .
.

;

marked “Cvetic exhibit No. 86.” ~ I

Mr. Wood. It will be admitted.
#

;.

*

j

(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic exhibit No. 86,”
is filed herewith.) 83

^
.

Mr. Tavenner. Does that letter also have a partial list of sponsors *

at the bottom of the letter ? , i

Mr. Cvetic. Yes; it has. ^ >

Mr. Tavenner. Can you identity the names of any of those persons '

as persons known to you to be members of the Communist Party ? ' .*

• Mr. Cvetic. Yes.
Mr. Tavenner. Will you statewho they are ?

# ^
Mr. Wood. Are those sponsors different from those in the other

letter?
^

*

Mr. Cvetic. Mr. Chairman, do you want the additional ones ? . .r

Mr. Tavenner. Name all of them. > J

* Mr. Cvetic. Joe Eudiak, president, American Slav Congress of :

Western Pennsylvania

;

George-Wuchinich, executive secretary, American Slav Congress of
, I

Western Pennsylvania;
'

- AlexWright, vice chairman, Progressive Party ; . ;

** Nick Dazaris, business agent, local 287, Hotel and Eestaurant Em-
ployees Alliance;

Stanley Doney, president, District 6,UE-CIO.
SB See appendix.
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The Raines I have mentioned here I know to be members of the
Communist Party as I have attended functionary meetings of .the
Communist Party with"these people.

'

Mr. Tavenner. I how hand you a set of resolutions adopted at the
Civil Pights Congress conference held on October 16, 194:8, which I
desire to offer in evidence as “Cvetic exhibit No. 37.”
Mr. Wood. They willbe admitted.
(The documents above referred to, marked “Cvetic exhibit No. 37,”

are filed herewith.) S6

(RepresentativeWalter leaves hearingroom.

)

Mr. Tavenner. Willyou examine that exhibit and state, ifyou know,
who was the author of those resolutions ?

Mr. Cvetic. These resolutions were prepared by Theresa Turner in
the office of the American Slav Congress on instructions from Steve
Nelson, Communist Party organizer for western Pennsylvania. The
actual technical work on these resolutions was done in the office of
the American Slav Congress. I was there at the time the work was
done on these resolutions.
Mr. Tavenner. The Civil Rights Congress files also contain a docu-

ment entitled “Suggestions for Speakers—Preparation for Civil
Rights Conference—October 16, 1948.” I desire to offer this docu-
ment in evidence, and ask that it be marked “Cvetic exhibit No. 38.”
Mr. Wood. It will be admitted.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 38,”

is filed herewith.) 37

Mr; Tavenner. Do you know who prepared these suggestions?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes. These suggestions were prepared by Miriam

Schultz, who met with Bill Albertson, Steve Nelson, Theresa Turner,
and myself to discuss the suggestions. Some of the particular phases
of this document, for example, “Some significant dates and events in
recent, history,” the significance was to compare events in Germany
with events in this country. For example

:

A. Feb. 1., 1933: President von Hindenburg of Germany, tbe “lesser evil” whom
“middle-of-the-road” and “Socialists” bad united to elect, names Adolf ^Hitler
as Chancellor of Germany. * General elections to be held March 5, a little over
a month later. '

,

B. Feb. 27, 1933 : 1. 9 :30 p. m. “The Reichstag is on fire A shocked populace1

pours into the streets of Berlin. Elections are six days oft. Nazi Party cannot
hope to win a majority of the votes.

It continues right on down to try to draw a comparison between
the arrest of the Communist Party leaders here and what happened
in Germany. The purpose is to try to show that what is happening-
in the United States is what happened in Germany in 1933. It con-
tinues all the way down. We have

:

May 2i 1933 : Two months later, German trade-unions occupied by Nazi storm
troopers.

They are trying to draw the comparison that the same thing is hap-
pening here, that the Government is^ trying to take over the trade-
unions and will take them oyer if fascism come's here

;
and so on. ,

Here^is tbe comparispri :
^ ‘ *

‘ fc *
'

July 20, 1948 : 12 Readers Communist Party indicted for “advocating” and
“teaching” Maridsm-Leninism .

* Grand Jury sitting thirteen months could find

so see appendix.
37 See appendix.
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no evidence to base indictments on overt acts. Attorney General Tom Clark of
£fi

XaS
L.

t0 pi'ess indictments speedily as possible ; plea for postponement of trials
till alter elections to prevent preelection hysteria, and time for attorneys toprepare case, denied.”

And so on. Then it gives the names of people protesting; the indict*
ments of the 12.

*

Mr. Tavenner. Those were suggestions made to the Civil [Rights
Congress by the Communist Party?
Mr. Cvetic. By the Communist Party, that is right. Por example,

to bring in the so-called “growing purge list of Tom Clark’s Depart-
ment^ of Justice and intimidation of many thousands of foreign-

er. Wood. We will suspend for about 5 minutes.
(Representative Wood leaves hearing room.)
(Representative Walter returns to hearing room.)
Mr. Tavenner. Was there any further explanation that you desired

to make relating to the “Suggestions for speakers,” exhibit 38?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes. In this particular document there is also a state-

published in the Daily Worker, which was authorized by William
Z. Foster, national chairman of the Communist Party, entitled “Com-
munist Party Statement on Frame-up.” This statement was also sug-
gested to be used by speakers at the Civil Rights Conference.
Some of the specific cases that they talked about were “FBI and

Immigration Department persecution of the foreign-born.” They
never referred to any reason why anyone was arrested by the Immigra^
tion authorities. They always said the foreign-born were being perse-
cutea.
Another suggestion was to attack the House ITn-A_merican Activi-

ties Committee; and another case asked to be taken up was the Condon
case of the Bureau of Standards, and so on.

It came to the conclusion that the efforts of this committee, the FBI,
the Immigration authorities, the United States Government, and so on,
are a trend toward Fascism in America.
Mr. Tavenner. I desire to introduce in evidence a statement entitled

“The FirstLine of Defense” appearing in the W orker, Sunday, Amgust
29, 1 948 issue', sponsored by W. E. B. Du Bois, New York City; Roscoe
C- Dunjee, Oklahoma City

; Charles P. Howard, Des Moines, and Paul
Robeson, New York City; and ask that it be marked “Cvetic Exhibit
No. 39.”
Mr. Walter. Let it be so marked, and it will be admitted in evidence.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 39,”

is filed herewith.) S8

Mr. Tavenner. Will you examine that statement? You will note
*a long list of sponsors. Will you: examine the sponsors listed there
irom the State of Pennsylvania, and state whether or not you can
identify the names of any of those listed as being, to your knowledge*
members of the Communist Party?

i
* Mr. Cvetic. Yes. The names appearing on this list as endorsers
whom I can identify as.members of the Communist Party are : Pearl
Griffin, presently employed as secretary of, the Progressive Party of
Western Pennsylvania

;
and[Martin Harrison, active in organizational

work of the Communist Party of Western Pennsylvania).

38 See appendix.
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[

Mr, Tavestster. Mr. Chairman, there have also been found in these
papers presented by Mr. Cvetic records of what appear to be collec-
tions of money for the defense fund of the indicted 12, from October
16, 1948, to January 31, 194:9. I desire to introduce in evidence one of
these letters, bearing date November 23, 194:8, and ask that it be
marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 40.”
Mr. Walter. Letit be so marked and received.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 40,”

is filed herewith.) 39

Mr. Tavenner. Mr. Cvetic,, that letter shows the total amount con-
tributed by the Civil Eights Congress, I believe, as being $576 for a
certain period. Is that correct?

Mr. Cvetic. This is the amount of money raised during the month
of October 1948 by the Civil Eights Congress of Western Pennsylvania.
Mr. Tave^ssfer. Do you know whether part of that money was

actually contributed by the Communist Party which was reflected
in the report contained in that letter from the Civil Eights Congress ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes. Of this total of $576, $500 was a contribution by
the Communist Party of Western Pennsylvania. The actual contri-
bution was made by Bill Albertson, district secretary of the Communist
Party, at the October 16, 1948, Civil Eights Conference at the Fort
Pitt Hotel. I attended this conference and saw and heard the presen-
tation.
Mr. Tavex^er. That report you have in your hand, “Cvetic Exhibit

No. 40,” is signed by William L. Patterson, is it not?
* Mr. Cvetic. That is correct.
Mr. Tavenxer. Is William L. Patterson, to your knowledge, a mem-

ber of the Communist Party ?

Mr. Cvetic. William L. Patterson, who signs this letter and who is
listed as national executive secretary of the Civil Eights Congress,
is a member of the Communist Party.
Mr. Tavesfner. And how,do you know that ?

Mr. Cvetic. I have attended Communist Party strategy meetings
in western Pennsylvania with William Patterson, and William Patter-
son has personally acknowledged before four or five people, in my
presence, thathe was a member of the Communist Party.
Mr. Taverner. I now desire to introduce in evidence a list of con-

tributions that were mailed in after the conference, and ask that it
be marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 41.”
Mr. Walter. It will be so marked and received.
•(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 41.”

is Med herewith.) 40

(Eepresentative Harrison enters hearing room.)
Mr. Tavenner. Will you please examine this list and state whether

or not it ,appears on the list that the Communist Party was the
donator oi $500 to that fund?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes. On page 3 of this document it states that the
Communist Party contributed $500 to the defense fund at the con-
ference. It states specifically, “Contributions at’ Conference,” and
shows that the contribution was made at the conference.

30 See appendix.
40 See appendix.
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Mr. Tavenner. This exhibit 41 also designates other persons as
contributors. Gan you identify any persons whose names appear
there as being/members of the Communist Party, to your knowledge?
Mr. CvETidf Xes. Eva Jandrokovic. That is her maiden name.

She is presently married and her married name is Straka. She con-
tributed $10.

Nathar^aJbert, whom I have previously identified as a Communist
Party member contributed $7.
Paul H. Morrison, whom I have previously identified as a Com-

munist Party member, contributed $15.
J Carl Eink, who is a Communist Party organizer in the coal concen-
tration area of Washington Gounty, contributed $5.
* And there is a contribution of $50 from the Jewish People’s Fra-
ternal Order. That is a branch of the IWO in Pittsburgh.

Mr., Tavenner. I desire now to offer in evidence a letter from
Charles A. Doyle, trade-union director, Civil Eights Congress, 205
East Forty-second Street, New York, N. X., addressed to Theresa
Turner, Post Office Box 44, Pittsburgh, Pa., under date of December
21, 1948, and ask that it be marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 42.”
Mr. Walter. Let it be marked and received.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 42.”

is filed herewith.) 41

Mr. Tavenner. I desire to read the body of it

:

I will be in Pittsburgh January 4, 5, 6, and 7, instead of the days I arranged
to be there when 1 saw you last.
Will you please take this up with Bill and Steve and plan some activities for

me during those 4 days.

Mr. Cvetic, will you explain that letter ?

(Representative Wood returns to hearing room.)
Mr. Cvetic. Xes, if I may look at it I think I can explain it. This

letter was addressed to Miss Theresa Turner at Post Office Box 44,
which was the post office box of the Civil Eights Congress in Pitts-
burgh. It was signed by Charles A. Doyle, trade-union director of the
Civil Eights Congress. In answer to Charles Doyle’s request, Theresa
Turner called Bill Albertson and Steve Nelson and discussed, in the
office of the American Slav Congress, with both Bill Albertson and
Steve Nelson, plans for some activities for Charles Doyle during those
4 days. Whether or when these meetings materialized as a result of
this, I do not know, I did not attend any of the activities, but I did sit
in on the plans and discussions held in the office of the American Slav
Congress.
Mr. Tavenner. Were you personally acquainted with Charles

Doyle? .

„

Mr. Cvetxo. Xes.
Mr. Tayenner. Was he a member of the Communist Party, to your

knowledge ? *

Mr. Cvetic. I can’t testify that he was to the best of my knowledge.
Mr. Tavenner. Included also in the files were copies of what appear

to be further reports on money collected for the defense fund. I desire
to offer in evidence several of these reports and ask that they be marked
“Cvetic Exhibit No. 43.”

#
-

Mr. Wood. Xou are tendering them in one batch?

41 See appendix.
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Mr.- Tavenner. Yes, sir.

Mr. Wood. They will be admitted.
(The documents above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 43,”

are filed herewith.) 42

Mr. Tavenner. Will you examine the reports, Mr. Ovetic. What
period of time do they cover ?

Mr. Ovetic- These reports cover money collected for the defense
- - fund from October 16, 1948, to January 31, 1949.

Mr. Tavenner. When you say “defense fund” you mean defense
fund for the 12 Communists on trial in New York?
Mr. Cvettc. That is right.

- Mr. Tavenner. You will note that the full names are not used in

several instances ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes.
Mr. Taventner. Such as Joe E. ;

Matt
;
Eose V. ;

but attached to that
first report is another report which I believe does give the exact names
of the persons referred to ?

Mr. Cvetic. That is correct. Do you wantme to identify the people?
Mr. Taverner. Yes.

, A .
-

Mr. Cvetic. Joe E. is Joe Eudiak, president of the American Slav
Congress.
Eose Y. is Eose Vercek from McKee’s Eocks, Pa.
Fink is Carl Fink from Houston, Pa., Communist Party organizer

in Washington County.
Mike G. is Mike Goldich from McKeesport, Pa.
M. S. is Miriam Schultz, whom I have identified as a member of the

Communist Party and as executive secretary of the Civil Eights
Congress.
Mr. Tavenner. Do you see the name Matt ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes. I was going to skip myself. That is Matt Cvetic.

That is myself. I collected $15 for this defense fund.
Steve Straka is a Communist Party organizer 1 in the coal concen-

tration area in Washington County.
- (Eepresentative Wood leaves hearing room.)

> #

>' Mr. Tavenner. Have you called the name of Cindmch?
Mr. Cvetic. That is John Cindrich from Washington County. This

is Carolyn’s husband. They are both active in Cokeburgh, Pa.
Mr. Tavenner. There were also included in the Civil Eights Con-

- gress files rather worn pages of names with a note on the face which
reads : “Important : For contacting ! Contributions ! etc.”

I desire" to introduce this list, partly typewritten and partly m ink,

consisting of a number of pages, in one" batch, and ask that they be

marked Cvetic Exhibit Ho. 44.”
. . , .

Mr. Waiter. You can mark it, but it will not be received m evi-

dence for the moment, because it contains a. number of names of

people who quite obviously are not Communists. I don’t think it

should be made a part of the record for the moment. We will deter-

mine what should be done with it later.
.

(The documents above referred to were not received m evidence

; ' and no exhibit number was assigned to them.)
Mr. Harrisoet. You mean these are people you wanted to get to

contribute, but-it doesn’t necessarilymeanthey contribvited ?
‘ '

f

43 see appendix.
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Mr. Walter. Some did contribute, and I notice some are clergymen,
Mr. Cvetic. X will explain the list and the reason for the list without

mentioning names.
Mr. Tavenner. Will you examine the list and explain what the pur*

pose of it was and how it was used ?

Mr. Cvetic. This is a list of professional people, trade-union lead-
ers, clergymen, trade-unions, and other organizations. It is a list that
was used by the Civil Eights Congress for the purpose of contacting
them and trying to involve them in the work of the Civil Eights Con-
gress. This particular list was specifically prepared for theMay 27,
1948 Civil Eights Congress public hearings that we talked about.
These names would be divided among the active members of the Civil
Eights Congress for the purpose of contacting the professional people
and-others listed in an effort to get them to attend the meetings or get
a contribution from them for the defense fund.
Mr. Harrison. Hoes that list show from which persons they were

able to get a contribution or endorsement?
,Mn Cvetic. I see several people we were able to involve as con-

^fkutors or sponsors, and people who have even become officers of the
Civil Rights Congress, but several are not members of the Communist
Party and I would rather not mention their names.
• j

^ ^ink it would be well to ask the witness if he can
identify any names on that list who are known to him to be members
of the Communist Party and who have not already been identified by
him. ^

* ^r - CraTIG - 1 would say from the list as I see it here, I have already
identified the names mentioned who are Communist Party members.
Mr. Tavenner. In other words, that was the list that was used in

order to raise funds, or where they hoped to raise funds ?
Mr; Cvetic.' Yes.* As I said before, we had these meetings of

Communist Party leaders, Roy Hudson, Steve Nelson,' and William
Albertson. At the time of this particular list Hudson was in Pitts-
burgh. People would be asked to call on these individuals and try to

f
et them to attend the meetings or get contributions from them,
feually when we prepared these lists they were non-Communists.
Mr. Walter. In other words, a typical sucker list ?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes. I didn’t avant to use that word. Congressman.
Mr. TAVENisrER. Where did you get the names ?

Mr. Cvetic. We had files of people we thought could be involved.
The files would be gone over and Steve Nelson would say, “Reverend
so-and-so must be contacted. Who can see him?” Or, ‘‘Doctor
so-and-so must be contacted. • In the past he made a contribution.”
Then someone would be assigned to see them. I would be assigned
5 or 10 people. . „

°

Mr. Tavenner; This was at the very beginning of the Civil Rights
Congress ?

Mr. Cvetic. No.
Mr. Taverner. It was not ?

Mr. Cvetic. No. „

Mr. Taveniser. Tell us how that list was compiled. Was it used by
other organizations prior to .that time? .

Mr. CvetIc. Yes. This list available to the American Slav Con-
gress, to the Communist Party, to the Progressive Party, and we
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could add names, and "if a guy turned us down we could strike liim
off the list; it depended on his response* For example, it might be
brought out, “We got Eeverend so and so to endorse a meeting last
year,” or “We got a contribution

.from Professor so and so 2 years
ago,” or “Doctor,so and so usedit6*.contribute;$20 a month.”

Tavenner.* So when a contribution was made to any of these
causes, the contributor got his name on the list for all the causes ?

Mr. Cvetic- That is right. When you got on the sucker list you
stayed on until you got voted off.

1

Mr. Tavenner. Ihand, you another list found in the files of the Civil
Eights Congress of names of persons suggested for the Speakers 5 Com-
mittee of the Civil Eights Congress. Will you examine that list and
state the purpose of that list,*please? ..

Mr. Cvetic. This list was prepa^e^on instructions from the district

organizer of the Communist Party of Western Pennsylvania, who at
that time was Eoy Hudson, that we have a prepared list of speakers
for the Civil Eights Congress. Later, when Steve Helson came, he
revised the list.

Mr. Tavenner. Those speakers listed there are from the different
professions?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes; like trade-union leaders, reverends, doctors, pro-

fessional people, organizers, and, so on.
. Mr. Harrison. Did they agree to make themselves available as
speakers?
Mr. Cvetic. We would call them up or visit them and try to get them

to agree to speak.
Mr. Harrison. Do you know the ones that did actually speak?

* Mr. Cvetic. I know the ones here who are members of the Commu-
nist Party who were contacted and agreed to speak. Some reverends
agreed to participate, but whether they should be mentioned is for
the committee to decide.
Mr. Harrison. But they did speak?
Mr. Cvetic. Some did; yes.

Mr. Tavenner. If there is any person whose name appears on that
list who is known to you to be a member of the Communist Party,
will you state who he is ?

' Mr. Cvetic. This is broken down into zones.

Mr. Tavenner. What do you mean by zones?
Mr. Cvetic. For example, Duquesne would be/one zone, downtown

would be another zone, and so on. Those on thij/list who are members'
of the Communist .Party ar„e : Ale?: Steinberg, .Mark Lovett, Mary
Kluko, Euth Goldworth, Sarah Filner, 3STate®Albert, Evelyn Abelson,
Walter Mugford, Alex Wright, Viola^Sobmidt, and Esther Bliss.

Th&t covers the Communist Party members.
Mr. Walter. Mr. Cvetic, according to an account in Sunday’s Pitts-

burgh newspaper, the frank of a Member of Congress was -used in the
dissemination of some Communist literature. Who determined that
it was advisable or possible to contact that particular Member?
Mr. Cvetic. Was that in this Sunday’s newspaper? ^ -

-

Mr. Walter., Yes. *

Mr. Gvettc. -Well, the personam Pittsburgh
„
responsible for this

pa;*tiQnlM; t
activity met daily with Steve^iSTelson, so the activities were

carried on at the instructions biSSteve 'Nelson. -
,

wL
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Mr. Tavenner. X would like to call attention to a report dated
January 12, 1949, by William L. Patterson, national executive secre-

tary, Civil It
iglits Congress, wbicb I desire to offer in evidence as

“Cvetic Exhibit No. 44.”
Mr. Walter. Let it be marked and received.
(The document above referred to, marked aCvetic Exhibit No: 44,”

is filed herewith.) 43

Mr. Tavenner. This exhibit shows that there was raised as of Janu-
ary 12, 1949, the sum of $2,369118 of a quota of $12,500 in the Pitts-

.

burgh area, and then follows this paragraph

:

Because of this failure to meet the quota in your State, as in other States, only
$65,080 has been collected to date of the $250,000 we have been campaigning for

—

WHICH IS THE MINIMUM NEED. ^

Mr. Cvetic,T now hand you the minutes of an executive meeting
of the Civil Eights Congress held on April 20, 1949. "I desire to offer

it first in evidence and ask that it be marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 45.”* -

Mr. Walter. It will be received.
N

(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 45,”
is filed herewith.) 44

Mr. Tavenner. Listed as attending are Marian, George, Tillie, Milo,
Peggy, Crenshaw, and Nate. Can you identify these people whose
names appear by these first names or nicknames and advise the com-
mittee whether or not any of them are, to your knowledge, members
of the Communist Party?
Mr. Cvetic. The George mentioned here would be George Wuchin-

ich, whom I have identified as a member of the Communist Party.
Milo would be Milo Mamula, whom I have identified as a member of

the Communist Party.
Peggy would be Peggy Kussinko, whom I have identified as a mem-

ber of the Communist Party.
Nate would be Nate Albert, whom I have identified as a member of

the Communist Party.
There are three who are not members of the Communist Party, and

perhaps X should pass them up..

Mr. TJLvenner. Yes. ,

Mr. Walter. Yes.
Mr. Cvetic. I do see additional names, though, of party members.

I see Charley Fisher. He was a Progressive Party organizer and was
a Communist Party member.

.

'

(Eepresentative Wood returns to hearing room.)
Mr. Tavenner. Does this record disclose that the members of the

Communist Party whom you have noted set up the meeting for May
4 which is listed in the minutes and selected the speakers, also listed
inthe minutes ? -

Mr. Cvetic. Yes. At this time Milo Mamula had become executive
secretary' oi the Civil Rights Congress and he set up the meeting of
May 4 and prepared the minutes.
Mr. Tavenner^ Who are listed as the speakers ?

Mr. Cvetic. William Patterson is one speaker.
Mr. Tavenner. .As you call the names, if you* have knowledge of

their being a member of the Communist Party, please so state.

43 See appendix.
44 See appendix.
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Mr. Ovetio. William Patterson, national executive secretary of the

Civil Rights Congress, is listed as a speaker.
'TVyrn O.nirvn is listed as the chairman of the meeting.
Rate Albert is listed as a speaker.
Tom Fitzpatrick is listed as a speaker.
Charley Fisher is listed as a speaker.
Charley -Newell and Niclc'Lazaris are listed as speakers, these X

have identified, as Communist Party .members and they were con-

sidered as speakers. Which of them actually spoke, X cant say, be-

cause X didn’t attend the meeting. .

Mr. Tavenner. Mr. Chairman, on May 3, 1949, the Civil flights

Congress was”again instructed by the Civil Rights Congress of West-

ern Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh, Pa., by an “Emergency
.

Bulletin-’ which I desire to offer in evidence as “Cvetic Exhibit No. 4o.

Mr. Wood. Bet it be admitted.
. _ „ „

2
'he document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit -N o. 4o,

ed herewith.) 45

Mr. Tavennek. I think I should read it : t

Emergency Legislative Botletin

SENATE HEARINGS START ON MUNDT-FERGUSON-NIXON BUI. (S. 1194)

The Senate Judiciary Sub-Committee opened hearings on the MundtPerguson
Bill where Senator Ferguson is scheduled to speak in favor of the BiU. -this

Bill is similar to the Mun&t-Nixon Bill (Police State BUI) of the 80th Congress

which was defeated in the Senate only by mass public protest.
.

It is imperative that there he vigorous opposition on a mass basis to this

measure for if it passes it will result in outlawing minority political parties,

virtually all progressive organizations, destroy the labor movement, and seri-

ously limit academic freedom and the freedom to religious belief. Free speech,

free thought, and the use of free press shall be censored. The Bill of Rights will

be undermined and destroyed by this Bill.

action program:

1.

Get as many outstanding community leaders and representatives of organ-

izations in your community to wire Senator Pat McCarran, Chairman, Senate

Judiciary Committee, Washington, D. C., for time to be heard in opposition to

the Mundt-Ferguson Bill (S. 1194).

2.

Get as many organizations and individuals in your locality to wire oy write

to your Senator, urging him to appear before the Judiciary Subcommittee m
opposition to this Bill. _ , . _ .

.

3.

Start raising the issue before organizations and try to obtain resolutions m
opposition to this Bill, copies of which should be sent to Senator McCarran,

your own Senator, and to the National Civil Rights Congress.

TIME IS PRECIOUS ACTION IS NEEDED NOW

The Mundt-Ferguson-Nixon Bill is called an effort to “Gag the Millions of

Americans who demand an end to the cold war and the defeat of the war-breeding

North: Atlantic Pact.” -
, „ „ '

7

The provisions of the hill constitute a legislative blueprint for Fascism. This

BiU must and will be defeated as was the Mundt-Nixon BiU of the 80th Congress

by a mass protest of the people who refuse to be legislated into Fascism.

I now desire to offer in evidence a telegram signed “Cadden” and
ask that it bemarked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 47.”

Mr. Wood. Ret it be admitted.

« See appendix.
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(The document above referred to, marked “Ovetic Exhibit No. 47,*
is filed herewith.) 46

Mr. Tayenner. The telegram is dated at New York, June 9, 1948,
addressed to Miriam Schultz, 1527 Alabama Avenue, Pittsburgh,
Pa., and reads as follows

:

Judiciary Committee Meeting On Mundt Bill Thursday Morning. Emergency
Steps. Necessary To Pour Wires To Committee Members And Your Own Senators
Tonight From All Possible Sources. Inform Us What Prominent Veterans You
Are Sending To Washington To Join Group Already There.
Mr. Cvetic, this telegram is signed “Cadden.” Can you identify Mr.
Cadden for the committee ?

Mr. Cvetio. Mr. Cadden at that time was active in the Civil Eights
Congress out of the national office in New York. Miriam Schultz, towhom this telegram was addressed, was a member of the Civil Eights
Congress in Pittsburgh and a member of the Communist Party.
Mr. Tavener. I hand you a form letter dated January 15, 1948,

issued by the Civil Eights Congress of western Pennsylvania relative
to the showing of the /film “Native Land” with its songs and harra-
r̂
on by Paul Kobeson, photography bv_Eaul Strand , and music by

Marc Blitzstem. On the reverse side of the letter are listed the mem-
bers of the aitangements

,
program, sponsors, and publicity com-

mittees. Will you examine this list of committees and identify those
who, to your knowledge, are members of the Communist Party? But
first X desire to offer the document in evidence as “Cvetic Exhibit
No. 48.”
Mr. Wood. Let it be admitted.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 48,”

is filed herewith.) 47

Mr. Cvetic. On the arrangements committee, members of the Com-
munist Party are : Anne Lipkind and Louise Benjoya.
•

program committee, Miriam, no last name mentioned but it
is Miriam Schultz, as I remember.
On the sponsors committee, Tom Quinn, Nate Albert, and Sunny

feartisky. Her correct name is Sonya, a Communist Party member
and the wife of Jack Sartisky, Communist Party member and TJE
organizer.
.Publicity committee, Dorothy Albert was listed, with myself.

(T Mr. Tavenner. I desire to offer a list of persons who were to fur-
msh transportation to a^meeting featuring Mrs. Eobeson, wife of Paul
Eobeson, on Friday evening, October 28, 1949, and ask that it be
marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 49.”
Mr. Wood. Let it be admitted.

.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 49,”

is filed herewith.) 48

Mr. Tavenner. Mr. Cvetic, will you examine the list and state
whether or not you can identify the names of any of those appearing
thereon as members of the Communist Party, that is, known to you
to be members of the Communist Party ?

ii.^'
r
'i^

VETIC* First I would like to say, the way this was arranged,
this plan was discussed at the nationality commission of the Com-
munist Party, and this list was prepared at the nationality commis-

40 See appendix.
47 See appendix.
48 See appendix.
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A

sion meeting, and it was our contribution to this meeting at 'which
Mrs. Robeson was present on the evening of October 28, 1949, at the
A. Leo Weil School in Pittsburgh. In other words, we were to get
these cars to transport people to the meeting.
Mr. Taveistiner. By £‘we,J to whom do you refer ?

Mr. Cvetic. Members of the nationality commission.
. Mr. Tavesstner. Of the Communist Party?
Mr. Cvetic. That is rightA
Tony Minericlx assumed responsibility for contactingMary Sumrak,

Ivan Strizich—his first name is John, Ivan is Russian for John

—

Frank Tadey, Arthur Barth Leo Fisher, Calvin Brook, John Zuskar,
John Yidmar, Jean Vidmar, and Vrban, that is Joe Vrban from

' Lawrenceville. He is also a member of the Communist Party.
Joseph Rudiak was to contact Miriam Schultz, who was a member

of the Communist Party.
Anna Devunich contacted four people. I cannot identify any of

them as members of the Communist Party.
George Wuchinich assumed responsibility for contacting Marko

Godich, Trafford, Paul Kluvo, Mike Stanovich, Anna S'ink (and her
maiden name is Natchie)

,
Mike Hanusiak, Paul Matanic, Communist

Party organizer in BeaVer Valley.
And Milo Mamula was to contact Martha Hubscher and also her

husband, who is a party member; Lou Bortz, Jerry Grushka, and
Hyman Schlessinger.
These people were to be contacted for the purpose of getting five

people into their cars to this meeting at which Mrs. Robeson spoke
at A. Leo Weil School,

a public school in Pittsburgh.
Mr. TaveistnehI Who originated the holding of that meeting ?

Mr. Cvetic. The Communist Party. We originated that. I would
like to say now, I have been a member of the Civil Rights Congress
since its inception in Pittsburgh. I worked with it until I left Pitts-
burgh 3 weeks ago. All the programing and planning for the
Civil Right Congress in Pittsburgh was done by the Communist Party
of western Pennsylvania. There was no exceiotion to this.
Mr. Tavbnnek. I offer in evidence a form letter for the holding of

a meeting on September 27, on the back of which is a partial list of
sponsors, and ask that it be marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 50.”
Mr. Wood. Let it be admitted.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 50,”

is filed herewith.) 40 ' e

Mi\ Tavenzester. Will you examine that partial list of sponsors arid
see if you can identify any of the persons named as being Communist
Party*members, to your own knowledge?
Mr. Cvetic. Of this partial list of sponsors the followirig are mem-

bers of the Communist Party : Esther Bliss, Alex Wright, Tom Fitz-
patrick, Stanley Loney, Nick Lazari, Jack, Strobel, Tjxojnas^X^uinn,
and Joseph Robinson, national cochairman, Steelworli^i^Cbimhitree
for Wallace, formerly employed at Crucible Steel Co. in Pittsburgh.
Mr. Wood. We will take a 5- or 10-minute recess.
(At this point Representative Wood left hearing room. Repre-

sentative Walter arrived shortly thereafter and continued proceed-
ings.)

49 See appendix.
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Mr, Walter (assuming chair). Proceed. * '

cMr. Tavenner. Mr. Chairman, I desire to offer in evidence at this
time copy

, of a letter signed “Daughter Dollie Allen, secretary, Elks
Rest” bearing date January 29, 1&49, which shows a list of the local
sponsoring committee oh the margin, and 1 ask that it be marked
“Cvetic Exhibit No. 51.”

.
#

.

' '

Mr. Walter. Let it be marked and received.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 51,”

~ is filed herewith.) 50

Mr. Tavenner. Will you examine this exhibit 51, Mr. Cvetic, and
explain what the Elks Rest is and the significance of the letter?
Mr. Cvetic. This was a sponsoring committee call to a legislative

assembly and rally to be held in
^
Washington, D. C., on -February 11

;
and 12, 1949. The local sponsoring committee members of the Com-

I
munist Party were : Alexander Wright, whom I previously identified
as a Communist PartyJnember

;
Joseph “Sonny” Robinson, whom I

previously identified as a member of the Communist Party; and
Charles Kearns, a radio script writer for one of the Pittsburgh radio,
statioris^wlibTsalso a member'^
Mr. Tavenner. Mr. Cvetic, there appear among the papers which

you presented here, many throw-aways on various subjects. Who
decided when a throw-away was to be prepared for the Civil Rights
Congress?
Mr. Cvetic. This was always decided in meeting with the district

organizer of the Communist Party or the district secretary in meeting
with the executive secretary of the Civil Rights Congress.
Mr. Tavenner. Was the subject of the throw-away decided in the

same way ?
*

Mr. Cvetic. Yes. The subject was always the subject for thorough
political discussion in these meetings.
Mr. Tavenner. I would like to offer in evidence in one batch the

remaining papers and files produced by Mr. Cvetic relating to the
- Civil Rights Congress, and X will ask that they be tied together and
marked “Cvetic Exhibit 52.”
Mr. Walter. Let them be properly identified and received.
(The documents above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit 52,” are

filed herewith.) 51

Mr. Tavenner. That is all we desire to offer relating to the Civil
Rights Congress.
Mr. Cvetic, we will now take up the documents which you presented

under the subpena duces tecum relating to the Progressive Party of
Pennsylvania.
Mr. Walter. Just a moment. Before going into that I would like

to ask Mr. Cvetic several questions. I noticed on the list of con-
tributors and speakers -the names of many clergymen.
Mr. Cvetic. Yes.
Mr. Walter. Certainly none of them were members of the Com-

munist Party. What did you do in order to encourage them to assist
in these Communist movements ?

Mr. Cvetic. Well, for example, the Negro ministers, we would
not approach them on the defense of the 12. While that was the

00 See appendix.
11 See appendix.
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central theme around which all our work was built, when we talked

it over in these meetings X mentioned, as to how to approach these

people, it was decided we would not discuss the defense of the Com-
munist Party leaders, but would go to them and tell them the Civil

Rights Congress was in the forefront for the defense of the Negro
people, and this would convince some of them.
Mr. Walter. Then it was the hope of the Communists that, after

they had become active in that particular movement, thereafter you
could enlist their support in the entire Communist movement?

(Representative Wood returned to hearing room.)
Mr. Cvetic. That is right. For example, at the home of Lawrence

Schultz, Reverend Crenshaw, who was not a member of the Com-
munist Party, was at a lunch also attended by Bill Patterson. Bill

Patterson would try to convince Reverend Crenshaw that his way
was the correct way. At this particular lunch, Patterson went so far

as to say his method was different but they were going after the same
thing. I was at this meeting, and he told Reverend Crenshaw : “Rev-
erend, the only way we are going to get any place is to learn to hate
our enemies enough to kill them.’~ Reverend Crenshaw said he didn’t

agree, but who are our enemies? He said: “W^all Street and the
Washington war makers.” He made it very explicit. He told the
Reverend Crenshaw how he felt about it.

This Lawrence Schultz is one of the largest contributors to the
Communist Party in the Pittsburgh area. He lives at 1527 Alabama
Avenue.
To approach the Slavs they usually approach them on the foreign-

born theme. Whenever an alien is picked up for deportation, the
cases in which the Civil Rights Congress has been interested have all

been cases involving Communists. However, they would not defend
these people on the basis they were Communist Party members, but
on the ground “the capitalists and Wall Streeters are attacking the
foreign-born.” It depends who it is. They have a program for

everybody. The trade-unions, they try to convince the trade-union
leaders of some grievance, actual or imaginary, and try to get part
of their program in that way.
Mr. Wood. The committee will stand at recess until 10 : 30 tomor-

row morning.
.

(Thereupon, an adjournment was taken until 10 :30 a. m. Tuesday*
March 14, 1950.)



EXPOSE OF THE COMMUNIST PAETY OF WESTERN
PENNSYLYANIA BASED UPON THE TESTIMONY OF
MATTHEW CYETIC (UNDEECOYEE AGENT)

TUESDAY, STARCH 14, 1950

United States House of Representatives,
Stjbcoaewcittee of teds Committee on Un-American Activities,

Washington,, !?. G.
PUBLIC HEARINGS

MORNING SESSION

The subcommittee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10:4:0 a. m.,
in room 226, Old House Office Building, Hon. Francis E. Walter pre-
siding.
Committee members present : Representative Francis E; Walter and

Bernard W. Kearney.
Staff members present: Frank S. Tavenner, Jr., counsel; Charles

McKillips, investigator; John W. Cai'rington, clerk; and A.- S. Poore,
editor.

Mr. Walter. The committee will come to order. Mr. Cvetic has
been sworn. Proceed.

TESTIMONY OF MATTHEW CVETIC—Resumed

Mr. Tavenner. Mr. Cvetic, on page 11 of the transcript of March
13, 1950, reference is made to Cvetic exhibit No. 8, which is the
minutes of the meeting of February 12, 1950, of the Labor Youth
League. On that page, I asked if you could identify the recording
secretary, whose name appeared merely as “Bernie.” You testified

that Bernie is Bernie Silas, S-i-l-a-s. Is that a correct spelling of his
last name or not?

Mr. Cvetio. The correct spelling of Bernie Silas’s name is S-a-l-i-s.

Mr. Tavenner. Instead of S-i-l-a-s it is S-a-l-i-s?

Mr. Cvetio. Yes.
Mr. Tavenner. And the first name is what ?

Mr. Cvetio. I have always known him as Bernie, B-e-r-n-i-e. That
is the only name he ever used, Bernie Salis, S-a-l-i-s.

Mr. Tavenner. You have previously testified about the campaigns
that were conducted by the Civil Rights Congress to raise funds for
the defense of the 11 Communists on trial in New York. Can you
give us any further information regarding the manner of handling
funds raised for that purpose which you have not already testified to ?

\\ Mr. Cvetio. Well, I attended a meeting in Chicago of national
executives of the Civil Rights Congress in the spring of 1949, either
in the spring or early summer of 1949. To this meeting came the

1315
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executives from the entire country. We had about 30 executive sec-
retaries. X represented the western Pennsylvania area of the Civil
Rights Congress. William Patterson, national executive secretary,
was chairman of the meeting. Another who was there was Harold
Christoffel; also Mr. Marshall, who at that time was one of the top
officials of the Civil Rights Congress. .

Mr. Tavenner. What Marshall is that ?
* Mr. Cvetic. I don’t recollect his first name. At any rate, at this
particular meeting in Chicago, it was called for the purpose of taking
up the main topic, and that was the defense of the Communist Party
leadership.
In the course of the discussions which developed in the 2 days,

several of the people who attended these meetings complained bitterly
because some of the money which was raised for other causes was
deflected to the defense of the Communist leadership. In one particu-
lar case there was a fund of over $20,000 raised for a specific campaign,
and no record was ever available that the money was used for that
particular purpose. From all indications and apologies by top offi-

cials, this fund was deflected to the defense of the Communist Party
leadership.
The conclusion was reached at this meeting that from then on money

would be used for the purpose for which it was raised. We were work-
ing and raising funds for many cases, the Leon Josephson case and
many others, and from the discussions at this meeting it was brought
out that much of the money raised for these cases was deflected to the
Communist leadership defense,
Mr. Tavenner. Do you know of the deflection of funds to any other

purposes than the defense purpose?
Mr. Cvetic. No ; I do not. At Communist Party meetings we were

told that the Civil Rights Congress was not to be trusted with the
defense of the Communist Party leadership.
Mr. Tavenner. Who took part in determining the policy that the

funds raised by the Civil Rights Congress should be used in the defense
of the Communist Party leaders ?

Mr. Cvetic. This decision, which came in the form of a report from
Steve Nelson, came from the national board of the Communist Party in
New York. It was made in the form of a report to the Communist
Party functionaries in western Pennsylvania. I remember many com-
munications from William Patterson, the national executive secretary
of the Civil Rights Congress, and he constantly closed his letters with

:

“Please remember that our main objective is the defense of the Com-
munist Party leadership” or “We must build all our campaigns around
the defense of the Communist Party leadership.”O Mr. Tavenner. Do you recall the purpose for which the fund of
$20,000 was raised which you said it was suspected had been diverted
to the defense of the Communist, leaders ?

, Mr. Cvetic. The amount, as I recollect, was around $23,000. With-
out my notes, which I turned over to the FBI, I don’t remember the
specifics on it. As soon as I would get through with a meeting, I would
filemy reports and then get started on thenext day’s work.V
Mr. Tavenner. We will now take up the Progressive Party of

Pennsylvania, based on documents which you turned over the com-
mittee. As you have already dealt with the organization of the Pro-
gressive Party and its leaders in your previous testimony, we will
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confine the questions at this time to the documents which you prod^oed
in response to a subpena. duces tecum when you first testified before

the committee. „

I hand you a letterhead of the Progressive Party of Pennsylvania
which includes the names of officers. First, I desire to ofiier it m evi-

dence as “Cvetic Exhibit No. 53.”

Mr. Walter. Without objection, it will be received.

(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 53,

is filed herewith.) 52
'

. , , , , , ,,

Mr. Tavenner. Will you examine the exhibit and state whether

or not you can identify the names of any of the officers appearing on
the left margin of the letterhead as persons who are members of the

Communist Party, to your knowledge? _
Mr. Cvetxo. This is a letterhead of the Progressive Party of Penn-

sylvania. Listed here are the officers of the Progressive Party ofPeim-
sylvania. I identify the following as members of the Communist
Party : .

The secretary, Thomas Fitzpatrick.

Mr. Tavenner. Is he the same Tom Fitzpatrick who is a member
of UE?
Mr. Cvetto. Yes. This is the same Tom Fitzpatrick whom I have

previously identified as a member of TJE.
. ,

_ „ ,

Nicholas Lazaris. He is the same Nicholas Lazans I have testified

to previously, from the Hotel and Restaurant Employees Alliance,

Local 237.
Stanley Loney. , .

I should say that after the first name, Thomas Fitzpatrick, who is

secretary, these are vice chairmen of the Progressive Party of Penn-

S
^Vhghua Seymour, Pittsburgh regional director, Western Penn-
sylvania, Progressive Party. She held that position until the comple-

tion of the Wallace campaign in 1948, at which time she resigned

and went to California. According to information I have, she was
at one time a member of the National Committee on Atomic Informa-

tlC

Aiexander Wright, international representative, United Stone and t

Allied Products Workers, CIO, and presently the director of the Pro- !

gressive Party in Western Pennsylvania.
.

• George Wuchinich, Pittsburgh, executive secretary, American Slav

Congress of Western Pennsylvania, presently in New York.

Mr. Tavenner. Are all the persons named by you from that letter-

head known to you to be members of the Communist Party?

Mr.' Cvetio. Yes. The persons I have named are known to me to

be members of the Communist Party.
, ,,

Mr. Tavenner. I offer m evidence a letter on the letterhead ox the

Progressive Party of Pennsylvania, bearing date November 23, 1949,

addressed to “Progressive Party State Leadership,” from Zalmon H.
Garfield, State director, and ask that it be marked “Cvetic Exhibit

ITo. 54.”

Mr. Walter. Without objection, it -will be received.

63 Sefe appendix.
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(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 54,”
is filed herewith.) 53

Mr. Tavenner* Are you personally acquainted with Zalmon H.
Garfield, whose name appears on that letter as the State director of
the Progressive Party?

.
Mr. Cvetic. Yes

;
I am. I met Zalmon H. Garfield when he was a

director of the Progressive Party in western Pennsylvania for about
6 months last year.
Mr. Tavenner. Is he known to you as a member of the Communist

Party ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes; he is. He met with members of the Communist
Party at 943 Liberty Avenue and other places to discuss policy.
Mr. Tavenner. These were meetings designed only for Communist

Party members ?
-

Mr. Cvetic. That is right. Shall I spell his name ? Z-a-l-m-o-n H.
G-a-r-f-i-e-l-d. He has been transferred since to Philadelphia and is
working there at the present time.
Mr. Tavenner. Do you know whether he is connected in Phila-

delphia with the administration of any organization ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes. He is still an administrator in the Progressive
Party.

a
Tavenner. I offer in evidence a photograph appearing in the

April 30, 1949, issue of the Pittsburgh Courier, and ask that it be
marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 55.”
Mr. Waiter. For what purpose?

•
M*\ Tavenner. To identify individuals whose photographs are

included in the picture. .

w

Mr. Waiter- Without objection it will be received.
*(The Photograph above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No.

55,” is filed herewith.) 54

Mr. Tavenner. Will you examine the photograph and state
whether or not it purports to be a photograph of a swimming party?

Cvetic. Yes. This is a photograph of a swimming party held,
at Highland Park, Pittsburgh, which was organized by the YPA, that
is, the Young Progressives. I can identify the following asmembers of
the Communist Party : Esther Bliss
.Mr. Tavenner. How many will you be able to identify in that

picture as members of the Communist Party ?

Mr. Cvetic. Seven.
Mr. Tavenjtee. As you name them, will you mark their photo-

graphs 1, 2, 8, and so on through 7 ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes. The first is'Esther Bliss.
Mr. Tavenner. Mark hpr photograph with a 1.
Mr. Cvetic. Eben Matlis.
Mr. Taveniter. Mark his photograph 2.
Mr. .Cvetic. Herbert Whlker, 3; Louise Benjoies (it is also spelled

Grushka 7~a ’ BeSSie SteinberS> 5
5
Esther Both, 6; and Jerry

Mr. Taven-ner. I offer in evidence as one batch four petitions whichwere taken from the Progressive Party files'identifiedIby the witness,M^Cv°$lc’ an<* asb: they be marked “Cvetic Exhibit Ho. 56.”
Mr. Walter. They will be received.

"

;

63 See appendix.
54 See appendix.
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(The documents above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No.
56,” are filed herewith.) 55

Mr. Tavenner. Will you examine exhibit 56 and state whether you

"

can identify the names of any persons appearing thereon as persons
known to you to be members of the Communist Party?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes; I will do that. These are lists which were used

to raise contributions for the Wallace campaign in 1948 :

Tony Lepovich, Communist Party member in Bentleyville, Pa.;
Ned Basovich, Communist Party member in Bentleyville, Pa., and a

former member of the district committee of the Communist Party

;

Mary Sumrak, whom I previously identified as a Communist Party
member

;

_John Strizich, Communist Party member and a former employee
of the Language Press, North Side, Pittsburgh

;

^Xo^^uinn,jrehom I previously identified as a Communist Party
leaderwOTkingTn TJE.
Mr. Tavenner. I offer in evidence a list entitled ^Progressive Party

Ticket Sellers,” which was obtained from the same files, and ask that
it be marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 57.”
Mr. Walter. Without objection it will be marked and received in

evidence.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 57,”

is filed herewith.) 56

Mr. Tavenner. Will you state what the purpose was for the com-
pilation of that list?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes. This list is a compilation of ticket sellers for the

Wallace meeting back in 1948. We kept a list of the ticket sellers.
Mr. Tavenner. Will you examine the list and state whether or not

any persons whose names appear thereon are known to you to be
members of the Communist Party, and if so state their names ?

Mr. Cvetic.- Mr. Chairman, this is a rather lengthy list. Shall I
repeat the names of people I have previously identified?
Mr. Walter. Yes.
Mr. Cvetic. Anne Natchie, a Communist Party member of Wash-

ington County—she is married at present and her name is Anne Fink

;

she is the wife of Carl Fink, whom I have previously identified as a
member of the Communist Party;

Nick Baltich;
Frank Borich;
Tony Cipcic

;

Mike Hanusiak national organizer of the IWO;
^MlTo MamulaT^
Max Jenkins, the organizer for the Jewish section of IWO;
Elmer Kish, previously identified as a Communist Party organ-

izer at Homestead Steel

;

Mrs. Mary Matles. Her correct name is Matlesko, M-a-t-l-e-s-k-o
;

-

living at 431% Maine Street, Conemaugh, Pa. She is one of the active
Communist Party organizers in Cambria County.

Alex. Stabler, previously* identified;;
Jack Sartisky;v i,

Steve' Jtosnetf;:
r

: „

A

w See appendix.
68 See appendix.
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Walter Kurowski, 921 Summit Avenue, Monessen, Pa,

;

Alice Roth
;

i
,

'

—Alex Wright;
Jack Begler, 1551 Dennison Street, Pittsburgh;
Ida Bortz, 1253 Shadycrest Drive, Pittsburgh;
Lewis Bortz, her husband, previously identified;
Eddie Lange, 1108 Bidwell Street this time, a Communist Party

organizer at the Heinz Co,, North Side, Pittsburgh
;

Joe Mankin, .who is in charge of the hotel and restaurant workers’
cell of the Communist Party in Pittsburgh

;

Steve Paich, 729 Giffons Avenue, Cannonsburg, Pa.—a Communist
Party organizer in coal concentration in Washington County;
Miriam Schultz, identified yesterday by me as a former executive

secretary of the Civil Rights Congress:
M. Y\ Steinberg, Commonwealth Building, Pittsburgh, an attorney

and previously identified by me as a member of the Communist Party

;

Maurice Shindler;
Charles Vuich, 102 Edgewood. Avenue, Trafford, Pa., Communist

Party organizer in the Language Division.
Mr. Walter. The names you have mentioned are of persons you

are certain are members of some Communist organization?
Mr. Cvetic. These are all names of persons with whom, in the past

7 years, I have attended Communist Party functionary or committee
meetings, or branch meetings, or meetings, of one of the commissions
of the Communist Party, such as the steel commission, or a political
commission of the Communist Party, where we discussed what party
line to carry into the Progressive Party.
Mr. Tavenner. I offer in evidence as one exhibit a batch of papers

consisting of 10 sheets, purporting to be a record of the sale of tickets,
and ask that they be marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 58.”
Mr. Walter. Without objection, they can be marked and received in

evidence.
(The documents above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 58,”

are filed herewith.) 57
_

Mr. Tavenner. Will you examine that list and give us the names
of any persons appearing thereon who, to your knowledge, are mem-
bers of the Communist Party, other than those you have already men-
tioned in the previous exhibit?
Mr. Walter. I suppose, Mr. Tavenner, that in view of the fact there

are many names on those lists of persons who have no Communist
affiliations, you will be careful that innocent people are not injured
by the receipt of these documents in evidence.
Mr. Tavenner. Xes, sir.

Mr. Cvetic. Prances Begler
;
Lillian Lewis

;
they are additional to

the ones I already mentioned.
Mr. Tavenner. I now offer in evidence what appears to be a mailing

list, and ask that it be marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 59.”
Mr. Walter. Por what purpose is it offered

j?

Mr. Tavenner. Por the purpose of identifying names appearing on
it as members of the Communist Party.
Mr. Walter. Without objection it will be marked and received.

57 See appendix.
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(The document above referred to,marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 59,” is
filed herewith.) 58

, V
Mr. Tavenner. Will you examine

vthat exhibit and state the names"
of any persons appearing thereon known to you to be members of the
Communist Party ?

Mr. Cvettc. Yes. Helen Migalich
;
Matthew Vukovich; Zare Wer-

linich, a member of the Communist Party in,McKees Pocks, l^a.
;
and1

Anthony Skvarich.
'

' i -
r - ' r ; ^ - / v /

Mr. Tavenner. I offer in evidence copy of a letter purporting to be
from George S. Wuchinich, whose name is typed at the bottom of the
letter, bearing date ^May 12, 1948, and ask that it be marked “Cvetic
Exhibit No. 60.”
Mr. Walter. Let it be marked and received.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 60,”

is 'filed herewith.) 50 - '

'

- -

Mr. Tavenner. Will you describe what that letter is ?
"

Mr. Cvetec. The letter states-1— .

-

Deah Friend : The following is an enumeration of expense's for individuals who
have spent considerable time in the Panhandle Division of West Virginia to cam-
paign on the petition signing.

I have knowledge of the petition signing referred to, because I worked
*

with,them; It was the Wallace petition campaign in the spring of*.
1948. Thepersons listed inthis letter were assigned to go to West Vir-

1

ginia by the Political Commission of Western Pennsylvania. » These
are their expense accounts, and these are the individuals listed. *

Mr. Kearney. These individuals you are about to name, are they
members of the Communist Party? -

,

Mr. Cvetxc. Yes; they -are.
. _

S
' —

Mr. Kearney. I agree with the chairman that we don’t want to
see thename of anybody brought into this record who is not a member.,
of the Communist Party, because there are many fine citizens who
might have their own ideas as to whom they might like to campaign or

'

vote for for any office. , r
“ Mr. Tavenner. Will you examine the list of expenditures stated

there and give the names of those'appearing on.the list who are known
to you to be members of the Communist Party ? . _

;Mr. Cvetic. . The following are members of the Communist Party

:

Milo D. Mamula, who submits a bill of $6t.05 for his expenses in .

the We.st Virginia campaign; . ^
. ... t ,

* *

' Herbert,Walker, who submits’ an expense account of $18~30 for' this
campaign;

' " r

George, S. Wuchinich, who submits ah expense account of $16.50 for "
,

his part of fhe expenses.
* '

* / .

*

I know these three people to be members of the Communist Party,
as I have attended Communist Party functionary meetings with them.,,
Mr. Walter. What instructions were, given these men when They:'

embarked, oii the campaign in West .Virginia? -
’

"Mr. Cvettc. Tt seemed the campaign in West Virginia 11was lagging 1

down. We had several meetings in Pittsburgh and we asked people 1

who were not busy—I was .asked to go down, but I was too busyi—

-

r

V See .appendix. ' '
. . . ? ,

- *
- ’

*
'

"
' '

l
ca See appendix. ... „ __
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those who were available were asked to go down. These were three
people who were selected as a result of meetings of the Political Com-
mission of the Communist Party of Western Pennsylvania to go into
West Virginia to organize the petition campaign.
Mr. Waiter. Whom were they toid to contact?
Mr. Cvettc.. That I don’t know,* because I wasn’t in West Virginia

on the campaign myself.
Mr. Walter. Do you know what type of person they sought to

help?
Mr. Cvetic. {Frankly, X was not familiar with the West Virginia

campaign at all.
w

Mr. Tavenner. Are there other persons listed in this letter other
than the three you have mentioned ?

Mr. Cvetic. Joe Itudiak.
Mr. Tayenner. I don’t want the name of any person not a member

of the Communist Party.
Mr. Cvetic. Joe Budiak is a member of the Communist Party.
Mr. Tavenner. You had failed to state his name a moment ago.
Mr. Cvetic. His name is on page 2. I had not turned to the second

page. Those are the only members of the Communist Party listed on
this document to the best of my knowledge.
Mr. Tavenner. Are there other persons whose names appear in

that document, other than members of the Communist Party? I am
not asking Whb they are, but are there other names mentioned ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes
; there are other names listed.

,
Mr. Tavenner. Who is the writer of the letter ?

Mr. Cvetic. George S. Wuchinich.
Mr. Tavenner. Will you read the last paragraph ?,
Mr. Cvetic. Yes [reading] :

We consider it a great privilege to have participated in helping our sister
State and it is with a great deal of pride that we enjoy the victory of 10,000
signatures of which 723 came from the Panhandle division.

Mr. Tavenner. I now desire to offer in evidence what purports to
be a copy of minutes of a meeting held on November 29, 1949, of the
Progressive Party of Pennsylvania, western region/ and ask that it
he marked * cCvetic Exhibit No. 61.”

, Mr. Waiter. Without objection it will be so marked and received.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 61,”

is filed herewith.) 60

Mr. Tavenner. Will you examine exhibit 61 and state whether or
not you can identify in the minutes the names of persons known to
ypu to be members of the Communist Party ?

Mr. Cvetic. Starting at the top of the page, X shall mention only
Communist Party members

:

Charles M. Kerns, Jr., county chairman of the Progressive Party,
Allegheny County

;
Zalmon H. Garfield

; Alexander Wright ;
Nicholas

Dazaris; Maurice Shindler; William Gordon; Allen Thomas; and
Milo. Mamula. The names I mentioned are all members of the Com-
munist Party. ^ ,

Mr. Tavenner. Mr. Cvetic, there has been found among the,papers
which you have produced in response to the subpena duces tecum, a
list entitled “Participants in the Meeting, Veterans Committee of

60 See appendix.
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Western Pennsylvania Against Mundt-Nixon Bill,” winch shows* 11
persons present at the meeting. X desire to offer this list in evidence
and ask that it bemarked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 62.” *

Mr. Walter. Without objection it will be marked and received.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 62,”

is filed herewith.) 61
, .

Mr. Tavenner. Will you examine that list and state how many of;
the 11, if any, are known to you to be members of the Communist,
Party ? '

Mr. Cvetic. There are 11 names on here, and 8 are members of the;
Communist Party.
Mr. Tavenner. Will you give the names of those known to you to

be members of the Communist Party ?

Mr. Cvetic. Alex Steinberg; PaulMatanic; Arthur Barth Charles
M. Kerns, Jr.; George Nichols; Eben Matles” Jack Sartisky, and
George S. TVbchinich.

' Mr. Tavenner. Mr. Chairman, this concludes the testimony relat-
ing to the Progressive Party, but I would like at this time to introduce
in evidence the rest of the records which have been produced by Mr.
Cvetic, and ask that they be marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 63” for
further study in connection with the records of the hearing.
Mr. Walter. Let them be marked and received.
(The documents above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 63,”

are filed, herewith.) 62

Mr. Tavenner. Mr. Cvetic, we will now take up theAmerican Slav
Congress. As you have gone into detail on this organization during
your previous testimony before the committee, the vfollowiiig questions
will be based on the documents produced by you in response to the
subpena duces tecum relating to the American Slav Congress.
There is one preliminary question, however, ! desire to ask you.

These documents contain a file marked “.Clergy and Professionals
Committee.” I will offer this file in evidence and ask that it be
marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 61.”
Mr. Walter. Let it be marked and received.
(The file above referred to, marked ^Cvetic Exhibit No. 61,” is filed1

herewith.) cs

Mr. Walter. I think it might be well at this time to make the an-
nouncement that if 'any of the people whose names have been men-
tioned desire to refute the accusation made, they will be given an
opportunity to do so.

Mr. Kearney. I thoroughly agree with the chairman. As a matter
of fact, it was my intention to offerthat suggestion. I think that any
of these persons* who are named'here by any of the witnesses .should
have an opportunity to appear before the committee' and refute the
testimony.
Mr. Walter. That is particularly true of the .Progressive Party

situation, because while it was thoroughly riddled by Communists*
nevertheless there are a lot of well-meaning people in that movement
who are not Communists.

^

'Mr. Cvetto. That is.right. Actually, it was a slow process'.^ When
the American Slav Congress was started there were very few Com-

61 See appendix.
03 See appendix.
83 See appendix.
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munists~in -it,"but after 1944 they were practically all Communists.'
The same with the Progressive Party. But the CommunistParty did
concentrate on, and in Western Pennsylvania took control of, the
Progressive Party. It was a part of the whole program. What they
like to dp* is form a coalition with any progressive or liberal group
they can. I listen to Max Weiss, district organiser for the Com-
munist Party of Western Pennsylvania, explain the importance of
forming coalitions with progressive and liberal groups, and*then,
“when you gain control, take over and liquidate the rest.”

I think we have seen countries forming coalitions and later becom-
ing victims of treason trials and some were liquidated. We see what
is happening to the coalitions in the eastern European countries, and
I think it should be a warning to the American people here that the
Communist-Party is planning the same program here.
Mr. Walter. Even to the point of liquidation?
Mr. Cvetxc. That is right. The Communist Party has only one

objective in their infiltration in trade-unions and mass organizations.
,
Mr. Kearney. It seems to me a lot of these good people are on the

sucker list.
.* Mr. Cvetto. It is unfortunate they don’t realize the seriousness of it.

While some are innocent, I am sorry to say some are not. We men-
tioned Louis Adamic here, who is not a Communist Party member to
the best of my knowledge, yet one of his books was proofread by Tony
Minerich, who has been a known Communist Party member for over
20 years. Today Louis is in the Communist doghouse. It is a dan-
gerous game. The Communists don’t have any respect for the people
who are gullible enough to accept them as brothers.
Mr. Tavenner. Will you examine exhibit 64 and state what was

the plan used by the American Slav Congress to Induce clergymen
to take part in the activities of the group ?

Mr. Cvetto. This file, which is marked “Clergy and Professionals
Committee,” was a file which was set up- by the American Slav Con-
gress, Nationality Commission, for the 1944 convention. The purpose
of this file—and the purpose was outlined in a nationality commission
meeting of the Communist Party—was to involve as many clergy-
men' and professional people as we could in the national convention
oilthe American Slav Congress in Pittsburgh*in 1944.
W_e worked out a campaign, headed by Tony Minerich, a Com-

munist Party member identified by me here, and Rev. Vioslav Gachi-
hovicK, also a member of the Communist Party in Pittsburgh. Mr,
Minerich and Key. Gacliinovich were responsible for setting up a pro-
gram to involve the clergy and professional people in the national
Convention. . ,

/ Mr."Tavenner. Do you recall whether the Reverend Vioslav Gachi-
c"novich was a member of the nationality commission of the Communist
Party ?

Mr. Cvetto. At that time he sat down with members of the nation-
ality commission separate and, aside. Because of his position, he met'
with Mr. Minerich, or he met with myself and other leaders, for the
purpose of discussing this particular project!/

!
Mr. Tavenner. But he was not a member. oLthe nationality, comr

mission
f

of the Communist Party? '

Mr. Cvetto. Not at that time; no.^
Mr. Tavenner. Proceed. ^ /, l
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Mr. Cvetic. The first thing they did in connection with the cam-
paign was to address a letter to prominent clergymen in Pittsburgh

:

Deai* Reverend ; A group of 10 clergymen met on August 10 and deeided to
issue an invitation to a larger meeting of Slav clergymen to consider the Second
American Slav Congress. .

They say here a group of 10 clergymen met and decided to issue these
invitations. Actually there was no such meeting.* This whole pro-
gram was hammered out in the nationality commission of the Com-
munist Party. There was no meeting of 10 clergymen. The ‘letter
was sent out over Peverend ©uchinovich’s signature by Mary Pirin-
sky

?
who was working for the American Slav Congress at the time. I

have previously identified her as a member of the Communist Party.
This letter was mailed to a list of about 200 to 300 clergymen.

Later another letter was sent out. I don’t knowif I should* go into
more detail, but the entire campaign was planned by the nationality
commission of the Communist Party. That is the way it is done.
Where one person will sit doym and do the work, we will talk about
mass movements. Usually one or two people are assigned by the
Communist Party to,work.on a,particular phase-of a campaign. We

. were successful in" involving many clergymen in the' patriotic pro-
grams we,had during wartime. . , ,

Mr. Walter. The committee will stand in recess until 2: 30. ' „

(Thereupon, at ll: 50 a. m., ‘Tuesday, March 14, 1950, a recess wari
taken until 2 p. m. of the same day.) "

. _ '

_*

, . .AFEERNOON, SESSION1

, _ ;

* (The hearing was resumed at 2 :40 p. ‘m., Hon; Burr P. Harrison
presiding.)

4

Mr. Harrison-

. The committee will come to order.
You may proceed.

_

TESTIMONY 0E MATTHEW CVETIC—Kesum^d / i

Mr. Tavenner. Mr. Cvetic, I had handed you, at the end of thee
morning session, exhibit 64, a file marked “Clergy and Professionals
Committee.” . In the course of your testimony you referred to a person
by the name of Anthony Minerich as being one of those who assisted in
organizing the clergy back of American Slav Congress' work. Who
isAnthony Minerich?, '

*

Mr. Cvetic.* Anthony Minerich
„Mr. Tavenner. Will you spell the name, please? * ",

Mr. Cvettc. M-i-n-e-r-i-c-h.^ He also spells his name M-a-j-n-e-
r-i-c-h. He has been a leader in the Communist Party for more than.
20 years, having been active in trade-unions and in the nationality
work. He has made at least one trip to Europe for the Communist
Party thatT know of, and tliat was about 2 years ago, when Mr; Mine-
rich went to Yugoslavia and came back and reported extensively, tour-?
ihg the United States after returning from Yugoslavia.. ^
Mr. Taverner. I offer in evidence a document entitled “Summary-—-,

Baffle Distribution” which was found among the papers which the
witness presented in compliance with the subpena duces' tecum, arid
I ask that it be marked “Cvetic Exhibit Ho. 65.”
Mr. Harrison. So received in evidence.
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.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No.-65, is

filed herewith.) a4

^ .
Mr. Tavenner. Mr. Cvetic, will you examine that exhibit and see

if it contains the names of persons who took part in the raffle?
Mr. Cvetic. This raffle was conducted by the American Slav Con-,

gress for the purpose of raising funds to carry on the radio broadcasts'
over radio station WLOA in Braddock.
Mr. Tavenner. You see a list of names ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes.
Mr. Tavenner. Will you state which of those names are nacfies of

persons known to you to be members of the Communist Party ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes. The following are Communist Party members

:

Walter Kurowski from Monessen, Pa.

;

Tony Lepovich, Bentleyville, Pa.

;

! Bose Knezevich, from Parrelt, Pa.

;

Arth.ur.Bart! , from North Side, Pittsburgh;
Charles Vuich, from Trafford, Pa.

;

John Zuskar, North Side, Pittsburgh;
Prank Borich, from Pittsburgh

;

Vera Brook—she is the wife of Calvin Brook, whom I previously
identified

;

Martha Hubscher, whose maiden name was Novak, and who has
been active in the Communist Party for a long time

;

Nick Kelich, from Etna, Pa.

;

Joe Mankin, whom I previously identified as working in the Hotel
and Bestaurant Workers Union

;

Joseph Pilner, 3827 Beechwood Boulevard, Pittsburgh, Pa. He is

a Communist Party member and one of the large contributors to the
Communist Party in that area. X previously identified his wife,
Sarah, who is also listed here, as a Communist Party member.

Bill Kompus, who works for the William Penn Hotel in Pittsburgh
and is a member of the hotel and restaurant workers5 cell of the Com*
munist Party;
Toni—her correct name is'Antoinette—Nuss, a Communist Party

member of South Side, Pittsburgh;
Donald Previel, from Pittsburgh, who has been active in the YPA

whose most recent activity was going out in the coal fields with Daily
Workers during the coal strike

;

Theresa Turner, whom Ihave previously identified as a member of
the Communist Party and a former executive secretary of the Civil
Bights Congress

;

Then there is a listing here, “TIE District55 and the names of Steve
Bosneiv^Qin^Quinn^ Stan Toney, whom I have previously identified
as Communist Party

1

members.
Mr. Tavenner. Do you know where Steve Bosner is now and what

he is doing?
Mr. Cvetic. .To the best of my knowledge Steve Bosner left Pitts-

burgh for Washington and was working with Arthur Gaeth on UE
broadcasts. That is what I understand he has been doing Xhaven’t
been in touch with him since he left Pittsburgh.

;

04 See appendix.
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Mr; Harrison*. Hone of these people you have identified as being ff
members of the Communist Party are employees of the_PederaL.Gov- '

ernment,. aneJheyA ..
- — ——

~

~~Mr. Cvetic. X understand some arejformer employees of.theJj
1ederal

Government, but to the best .of my knowledge at the present time,
unless I would study my testimony, I would hesitate to say/
Mr. Harrison% If you run across any who are, identify them.
Mr. Cvetic. I know in my previous testimony I identified a doctor
understood was with the State Department some time ago. X don’t

" know whether he is still there.
Mr. Harrison*. Who is he?
Mr. Cvetic. Dr. YiGtor Sharenkoff.
Mr. Tavenner. Spell it.

*

Mr. Cvetic. Victor,JV'-i-c-t-o-r, Sharenkoff, S-li-a-r-e-n-k-o-f-f

.

Mr. Harrison*. What did he do ?

Mr. Cvetic. I don’t know. This information was given to me. He
was a memberjpf our: nationality commission. ^ ...

Mr. Harrison*. You have no first-hand information that he was ever
an employee of the State Department? _ _

•

Mr. Cvetic. I have no first-hand knowledge^
Mr. Harrison*. Of whether he is or ever was a Government em-

ployee ?
'

Mr. Cvetic. Ho first-hand knowledge.
I think this completes the list.

Mr. Tavenner. I offer in evidence another batch of papers headed
“Tickets” and ask that they be marked “Cvetic Exhibit Ho. 66.”
Mr. Harrison. So ordered.
(The documents above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit Ho. 66,”

are filed herewith/ 05

Mr. Tavenner. Will you state what that list purports to be?
Mr. Cvetic. This is a list of persons who had tickets for a garden

party which the American Slav Congress held to raise money for the
radio program on WLOA.
Mr. Tavenner. Will you examine the list and state whether or not

there appear thereon names of persons known to you to be members
of the Communist Party?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes. Anton Skvarich is a member of the Horth Side

Club of the Communist Party.
Peter Skrtich, 2314 East Street, Horth.Side, Pittsburgh, is a mem-

ber of the Communist Party.
And I previously testified that Mike Dudash and Paul IQuvo are

members of the party.
There are names here I hav.e previously mentioned in connection

with American Slav Congress activities. I don’t know whether I
should repeat them*.

* Mr. Tavenner. Yes; repeat them, to show their activities.
Mr. Cvetic. Louis Filetich, Martin Krasich, Arthur Barth Michael

Hanusiak, Hick Baltich, Calvin Brook, George W ucliinicii^Joe Budiak,
Jean Vidmar, Paul Itadus, Joseph Vrban, 4815 Breezeport Street,
Pittsburgh; Frank Pauk, whose ^address is given as 1916 East Street.
At that time he was employed there/ He lives at Perrysville, Pa.
John Itusin, Joseph Harajevich, and Mane Susnjar.

« See appendix.
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Mi-. Tavenner. I tender in evidence a slieaf of papers obtained from
; the same source, which has as its head “Trade-Unionists, Western
Pennsylvania,” and ask that it be marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 67.” '

;
Mr. Harrison-

. Received in evidence. . . /
(The papers above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 67,” are

'filed herewith.) ae
/ .

"
. ,

’

;

Mr. Tavenker. Will you describe the purpose of.that compilation
, of names? -

^ „

Mr. Cvetio. Yes. This is a list of trade-unionists "which we used
in the offices of the American Slav Congress to contact on some of our
activities. In other words, it is a type of list which we this morning
referred to as contacts, people tdbe contacted to try to involve them in
some of our activities. Some of them are Communist Party members.
Mr. Tavenner. Will you state the names of those who are known to

you to be members of the Communist Party ?

Mr. Cvetic. Nicholas Lazaris.
Mr. Tavenner. Incidentally, is the list broken down into the names

* of unions ? ,

Mr. Cvetic. Yes. It is broken down into A. F. of L., CIO, United
Mine Workers, District 6 UE, and then a combined list of-CIO and
.A. F. of L.

Mr. Tavenner. In calling out the names of those who are Com-
munists, will you break them down as they are broken down on the
list?

i Mr. Cvetic. Yes.
,

In the A. F. of L., the following are Communist Party members:
Nicholas Lazaris, Hotel and Restaurant Workers’ Union of Pittsburgh,
*1 In the'CIO: Tony Salopek, who at the time was with Local 1256,

- United Steel Workers of America. I understand he has since been
voted out.

" "

? In the combined list of CIO and A.
;

F. of L. : Thomas J. Fitzpatrick,
1 .District 6, UE; Theodore Wright, Box 4:26, Wiknerding, Pa. I know

Theodore Wright to be a former member of the district committee of
the Communist Party in WesternPennsylvania and active in Local 610

;
of the United Electrical Workers. I have attended many functionary

h and committee meetings of the Communist Party with Ted Wright?;
|

*Herbert Nusser^ from North Side, Pittsburgh : Steve Suto. Homestead,
j

Pa., active at Carnegie Steel in Homestead.
;
Dimer Eish, identified

\j
*previously by me as being active at Homestead Steel in Pittsburgh;
William L. Heiston, who at this time was residing at Turtle Creek, Pa.,
.was a Communist Party organizer in United Electrical Workers. I
believe in the past year he has left Pittsburgh

;
Walter Kurowski, from

Monessen, Pa., previously identified byme as being active in the United
Steel Workers in that area.
Mr. Harrison". Who are these people? - .

Mr. Qvetio/ Contacts trade-union and prominent people to’ be con-
tacted and an effortmade to involve them in some of our activities.

t
Mr. Harrison*/ People who have previously responded to such calls'?
Mr. Cvetic. Not necessarily. We kept lists of people we tried to

.involve in some of our activities. Some were clergymen; some were
professional people

;
and we also included the political leaders.

See p. 1330.
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'

"Mr. IHrrison. This has 'the names of quitea few prominent people.'
flow did their names get here ? Who put them oh this list ?
Mr. Cvetic. Usually they would be supplied. Either we wouldhom-

pile them or get them from another front organization. In the Amer-
ican ‘Slav Congress we had a list of over 5,000 individuals and organ-
izations. All these' front organizations would work together. If Tr

wanted the leaders of theUE trade-unions, I would contact our people
^

in theTJE.
^
It Would depend what activity we had. If it was: a*type

of activity in which we felt we should involve some political, leaders^
we would contact them.

" " •

Mr.’Harrison . I notice here thename of amayor of some small town.
> Does that indicate that mayor has made himself available to contacts

in the Communist Party, or not? *
;

Mr. Cvetic. Hot necessarily yes or no. Some' have and some;have
not. The fact they have not made themselves available does notmean
we did not contact them.

^
We had lists in our files of all the political

leadership. If we organized an activity in one town,, sometimes we
would send out a blanket letter. .

•
, ; j

, Mr. Harrison. The politicians on this list are not to be regarded as
being friendly to the Communist Party? :

Mr. Cvetic. If I can look at the list,. I can tell whether they have.
0t not.
Mr. Tavenner. Is this list used similarly to the “sucker” list of the

Civil Sights Congress group ? ,

r
\ \

v Mr. Cvetic. "Yes. Itwould be used in the same way.
Mr. Harrison. There is some difference between what you call a

“sucker” list and a contact’list?
,

* ' r*
„

- * ‘ ^
.

" Mr. Cvetic; YeS.‘ This would not be the same type of list.
w "

Mr. Harrison. This would indicate more likelihood of receptive;
contact based on previous contact? ^

* .*

Mr. Cvetic. Yes. It would mean in „ some form or another we
were ableto involve-him to favorably respond on one or 'two activities.'
Maybe it was a small thing like getting a clergyman to ’get .on aspon-i;
sors’ list.- Once he had sponsored something he wo.uld be subject to
feeing called to sponsor something else.

'
-

' Mr. Harrison. Whuld he lmow he was being contacted by the
Communist Party? 1 «

Mr. Cvetic. In most of the cases I would say “No”
> Mr.Harrison. All right. Let’s leave it at"that.

* " - *
.

- Mr.. Tavbnner. I tender* in evidence another list of names under
the heading “Pittsburgh Delegates” and ask that it be marked “Cvetic
Exhibit Ho. 68.” , r-

: Mr. Harrison. Have you offered.that 67 in evidence ?

Mr. Tavenner. 3Tes; . .
'

t ,

-

Mr. Harrison. I think the whole committee had better pass on that.
1 don’t want the full responsibility. We will mark 67 for identifica-
tion only, and I think it should be considered inf executive -session by
the full committee. ; , /
Mr. Cvetic. Mr. Chairman, when you asked me afeout that previous

list r *
; ; *

Mr..Harrison. I am talking about 67 now. .

>:Mr; Cvetic.^Yes. 'r The- way the *Communist Party *works, we have
commission meetings and discuss the plan within the framework' of
the Communist Party first, then we go into the front organization.
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If we can involve an individual on one thing, as soon as he puts his
name to something he is used to the greatest extent We can use him.
Mr. Harrison*. Have these people put their names to something

knowing it was sponsoredby the Communist Party ?

Mr. Cvetio. Some have on front organizations. There are indi-
viduals on that list who have sponsored some activities of the American
Slav Congress.
Mr. Harrison. And they are people regarded as friendly to the

Communist Party ?

Mr. Cvehc. Yes
;
that is right.

Mr. Harrison. That is what you are saying about exhibit 67, that
the people"on that list are in the files of the Communist Party as
friendly to them ?

Mr. Cvetio. That is right. Some of them in the last year or two
have changed their attitude.
Mr. Harrison. This exhibit 67 will be marked “Exhibit 67” for

identification, and before it is received in evidence I think it should
be passed upon by the full committee.

(The document above referred to, previously offered and received
in evidence, is withdrawn from evidence and marked “Cvetic Exhibit
No. 67, for identification only.”)
Mr. Tavenner. Will you rule on the other paper offered as Cvetic

exhibit Ho. 68.”

Mr. Harrison. This is Pittsburgh delegates to what ?

Mr. Cvetic.' To the 1946 national Convention of the American Slav
Congress.
Mr. Harrison. This will be received in evidence.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit Ho. 68,”

is filed herewith.) 07

Mr. Cvetic. Tt is^ true that many people are involved innocently
in these front organizations. 1 would have to qualify each individual
whose name is on the list according to my experience with that
individual.
Mr. Tavenner. Will you examine exhibit 68 and state whether or

not any of the persons whose names appear thereon are known to you
to be members of the Communist Party?
^Mr. Cvetic. Yes; there are.
Mr. TavenNer. Give their names.

S Mr. Cvetic. - This is a list of delegates to the American Slav Con-
gress NationalConvention held in Pittsburgh in September 1946.* The
following are known Communist Party members, and Tam testifying
to this on the basis of Communist Party members with whom 1 have
attended committee or functionary meetings of the Communist Party

:

Frank Tadej, T-a-d-e-j—he also spells it T-a-d-y ;

‘ '

. Stephen Mirkovich

;

Zare Werlinich; s

Anthony Skvarich?
JoeVrban;
Mary Sumrak;' *

.

Anna Pihtar; •

3
k

- - 1

T

H. S. Loyen, who uses the name of Steve Loyen, one of the leaders
of the Communist Party in Pittsburgh who went to Yugoslavia about
2 years ago

;

* '

87 See appendix.
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1

* Stephen Devunich

;

Joseph Migalich

;

Arthur Barfcl

;

JLeo Fisherf
Louis Filetich

;

Frank Borich

;

v Mike Dudash

;

LadislovjSobol, from Etna, Pa.

;

y Jolm Matelesko, M-a-t-e-l-e-s-k-o, who also uses the name Matles,
M-a-t-l-e-s,' from Conemaugh, Pa., in Cambria County;
Matthew Lepovich, from Bentleyville, Pa. I know him to be a

^ \ member becauseI attended Communist Party meetings in'Washington
County with him at the home ofZHarold Spencer, who is also a Com-
munist Party member. I wanted to qualify this man because he, is

a deputy sheriff inWashington County.
Mr. Tavenner. Who is the person referred to as a deputy sheriff ?

Mr. Cvetic. Matthew Lepovich.
[Continuing to name Communists :] Steve Merges

;

Alexander Makushenko

;

A^cfEbn Cipcic;
Rev. Vioslav Gachinovich;, *

\ MikeGodich;^ . i

Anthony Minerich

;

Martin EZrasich
; _

; Milo Mamula;
Mane Susnjar;
Paul Kluvo

;

Michael Hanusiak

;

John Kowalski, South Side, Pittsburgh; ,

•

t
Calvin Brpok

;

Daisy Lohch. She is married now and her name is Bartl .

Rev. NikoiaDrenovac, a member of the Communist Party. He is

now in Yugoslavia'.
Nicholas Baltich;

c ~ Milena Gachinovich. She is the wife of Rev. Gachinovich and she
is also in Yugoslavia.^*
Mr. * Taverner. I offer in evidence another list, headed “Delegates,

contributors and officers of organizations to whom .invitations have
> * been sent to form an American Slav Congress Committee of Turtle

Creek Valley5
’ and ask that it be marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 69.”

Mr. Harrison. Mr. Witness, there is no reason ,to assume that the
persons named on this list accepted such an invitation, is there?
Mr. Cvetic. Not at all.

Mr. Harrison. I think we had better mark it 69 for identification,
not to form a part of the permanent record of these proceedings.

(The,document above referred to was marked “Cvetic Exhibit No.
69 for identification only.”)
Mr. Tavenner. Will you examine exhibit 69, which has been ad-

mitted for identification only, and state whether or not it contains
" names of persons known to you to be members of the Communist

Party,.and if so, state their names-.
Mr. Cvetic. Yes. This is a list of “Delegates, contributors and

officers of organizations to whom invitations have been sent to form
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an American Slav Congress Committee of Turtle Creek Valley.” The
following persons on that list are members of the Communist Party

:

Mary Kluko ::

Mr. Tavenner. Pet me ask you another question at that point. Do
you know whether any of those persons attended the meetings to which

v

1

they were invited ?
' '

Mr. Cvetic. Xes. Mary Kluko did. - 1

Mr. Tavenner. If you know, statewhen you give us a name whether
,Or not that individual did attend. i/ f

Mr. Cvetic. Mary Kluko was active in this committee and attended
meetings' as a result of this invitation. ~

!

- Armmia Sardoch is a member of the Communist Party and he at- ^ \

tended meetings.
* : John Bronich, while a member of the Communist Party, I can’t say
that he attended meetings. • ;

t ** Mr. Tavenner. I now offer in evidence a list of .names appearing
on the stationery of the Croatian Central Council, Pittsburgh, Pa., '

i

and ask that it be marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 70.” I believe it pur-
ports to be a list of secretaries.
Mr. Cvetic. Xes. This is a list of secretaries of the Croatian I

Council of Western Pennsylvania. **

\

Mr. Harrison. It will be received in evidence and form a part of '
:

the record. ' -

(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No.;70,”
is filed herewith.) 68

,

v Mr. Cvetic. In this list, the following officers are members of the
Communist Party:

\

Mary Sumrak, who is listed here as the vice president, Anna Devun- !

ich, secretary. .
^ * T

They are officers of the Women’s Council. f
;

^
TJnder the secretaries’ list, which is of the ; complete council, the

\

fiatoe of, Prank Tady, North Side, Pittsburgh, appears. He is a j

secretary of the Croatian Council in Pittsburgh. He is a member of !

the Communist Party. "

f* Mr; Harrison. We /will suspend for TO or 15' minutes until I can ^
‘

go and vote. [Poll call vote being taken on floor of Housef^ , T T
/-(Short recess.)

+ " *
'

*
; .

e/Mr. Harrison. Proceed.
. .

y

.

c/Mr./ Tavenner. I offer in evidence a" statement of the names of
{

persons elected at the quarterly meeting, May 25, 1947, at the Mayfair
Hotel, to a committee. v

* / *

Mr. Harrison., What kind of committee,?
Mr. Tavenner. I don’t know. I will have to ask the*witness. Be-

fore offering* it I desire to show it to the witness and ask him to •

describe the committee. *

//"Mr. Cvetic.' "This western Pennsylvania committee is* a committee 1

selected from the American Slav Congress ofWestern Pennsylvania. ’ ’

Mr. TlARRisoNi Itwill be receivedin evidence. *
I

c/Mr; Tavenner. Task that it bemarked “Cvetic Exhibit No; 71.”
\0 'Mr.-Harrison. It will be sq marked.

„

>
r

*
1

(The document above referred to,:marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. .71,”
rs^'filed hefewith.) ^ ^ ^ - ,

• ; ; //- - * /
. 1 >

*

68 See appendix.
’

69 See appendix.
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- Mr. Tave*i:ner. X think the list is broken down into subdivisions ? 1
* Mr. Cvma Yes.

_
.

Mr. Tavekiner. Will you give the names of the subdivisions and the
names of any persons on the list known to you to be members of the
Communist Party ?
- Mr." Cvetic. Yes. :

Serbian section; Daisy Bartl, Milo Mamula, and George Wuch-?
> inich.

Slovak section; Paul Hodos, former manager of the American
Slav Printing Co., 1916 ‘East,Street, North. Side, Pittsburgh. He. is
now in Chicago, 111. And Eadislav Sobol. \T.
New Kensington : Mike Stanovich.
Croatian section: Arthur Bartl, Frank Kamalich, from North

* Side Pittsburgh, and Frank Tady, T-a-d7y, who also spells his nama
T-a-d-e-j.

^

'

South Side Bussian section : John Kowalski.
- Cokesburg and Bentleyville Area of Washington County, Pa. : Ned
Basovich.

, ;
' Coverdale, Pa. : Anton Cipcic. *

1

- Mr. Taveehner. I hand you a list entitled “List of City Committee’!,
and ask you to describethat list, what itmeans.
Mr. Cvetic. This is a list of the City Committee of the American

Slav Congress of Western Pennsylvania. It is the city
1

committee
of the city of Pittsburgh.
Mr. Taveeteter. I desire to offer it in evidence as “Cvetic Exhibit No.

72.”
. Mr. Harrisost. Beceived in evidence.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 72 ”

is filed herewith.)' 70 * -
1

,

Mr. Taventjner. Will you examine the list and state the names of
persons on that list known to you to be members of the Communist
Party ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes: *

Zare Werlinich, McKees Bocks, Pa.
; . A

^ Mane Susnjar, North Side, Pittsburgh;
"Nick Baltich, North Side, Pittsburgh; '

'
.

Arthur Bartl, North Side, Pittsburgh; .« ; a '
;

* ..Daisy Bartl, North Side, Pittsburgh; . . J

y
. Frank Tadej, North Side, Pittsburgh; -

e a
Joe Vrban, Lawrenceville, Pa.;

*
' -

,
Deo Fisher, North Side, Pittsburgh;

,

'

Paul Badus, now in Cleveland, Ohio;
Steve Devunich,West View, Pa.

; ; -

- Anna Devunich, West View, Pa.
Mr. Tavenxter. I now offer in evidence a* sheaf of papers headed

“Credentials” and ask.thatfhey be marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. -73.”~
” Mr. TIarrisojsta Beceived in evidence.

(The papers above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 73,” are
filed herewith.) 71 '

.

•
“ * '

‘
#

* .
-

Mr. Tavenister. ; Will you examine these papers and state what they
are? F

. .a

70 See appendix.
.

:

71 See appendix.
^

r
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Mi\ Cvetic. These are credentials for the tenth anniversary confer-
ence of the American Slav Congress of Western Pennsylvania, held at
the Fort Pitt Hotel, Pittsburgh, Pa., Sunday, June 13, 1948.
Mr. Taveoter. Will you examine each sheet and state whether' or

not the names appearing there are names of personsknown to you to be
members of the Communist Party, and if they are, state what union or
other organization they represented at that conference.

’

Louis Vucich, from Rural Ridge, Pa., represented Lodge 626$
Croatian Fraternal Union. *

:

Matt Ahel, from North Side, Pittsburgh, represented Lodge 4308,

Mr. Tavenner. What is IWO?
Mr. Cvetic. International Workers Order.
Here is a~ credential, local chapter of the Croatian Council, North

Side, Pittsburgh : Anton Skvarich, Paul Radus, Peter Skrtich, John
Strizich, Joseph Vrban, Frank Tadej. -

The Servian American Federation IWO National Committee dele-
gate was Nicholas Baltich.

District 6, United Electrical, Radio' and Machine Workers of
America, 549 Wabash Building, Pittsburgh, Pa., delegate : I^boinas^
Quina^201 Beech Street, East Pittsburgh, Pa.
T?oloma Society IWO, Lodge 3677, Springdale, Pa. There are three

delegates listed here. The member of the Communist Party I can
identify is Joe Chuplis, from Springdale, Pa.

International Workers Order, Export, Pa., delegate: Mike Stano-
1 vich, from Export.

American Yugoslav Progressive Association, “Sloga,” McKeesport,
,

Pa., delegate: Nick Godich.
Serbian Lodge 106, SNF—and that is the Serbian National Fed-

eration, a fraternal organization—delegate: Charles VuichvYrom
Trafford, Pa. . , ~ T ' —

/ Croatian Fraternal Union, Lodge No. 1, North Side, Pittsburgh.
Five delegates are listed. The Communist Party delegate is Steve
Devunich from West View, Pa,.*

Committee of United Lodges, Brownsville, Pa., delegates:' Steve
Straka and Eva Jandrakovic. She is married now and her name is

Straka. - .

Mr. Tavenner. I hand you :another two pages of names marked at
the top “Received at the dance.” Will you state what that list is ?

Mr. Cvetic. This was a dance that the American Slav Congress of
Western Pennsylvania held in conjunction with a raffle in February
1949 to raise money for the radio broadcast.
Mr. Harrison. These are people; who came to the dance ?

Mr. Cvetic. They sold tickets. We raffled a television at the dance.
r Mx\ Tavenner. I offer it in evidence as “Cvetic Exhibit No. 74.”

Mr. Harrison, It will be received in evidence.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 74,”

is filed herewith.) 72

Mr. Tavenner. Will you examine the list and state the names of
those who are members, to your knowledge, of the Communist Party ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes. Herb Glickman, Vera Brook, Jean Vidmar, Mike
Hanusiak, Bill Kompus, Leo Fisher, Donald Previel, Dr. Ray Valin-

73 See appendix.
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sky, who is a dentist in Pittsburgh, and I want to state my reasons
for knowing he is a member of the Communist Party, because he is
very prominent in that area. Hr. Kay Valinsky taught me in a Com-
munist Party class in the home of Ann Eipkind in Squirrel Hall,
Pittsburgh. .

Mr. Tavenner. When?
Mr. Cvetic. As long as 5 years ago. He taught me in one of the

first Communist Party classes I ever attended. - •

Mr. Tavenner. I hand you a paper and ask if you can identify it?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes. This is part of the records on the television set

we raffled, and the name Tony Lepovich appears on it.

Mr. Taverner. Have you already testified regarding him ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes. I identified him as a Communist Party member.
v Mr. Tayenner. -In what connection have you already identified him,
do you recall?
Mr. Cvetic. I attended district committee "meetings of the Com-

munist Party with Tony Lepoyicli, and attended at least two Com-
munist Party functionary meetings with him.
Mr. Tavenner. He is not the same person as the one you referred

to as being a deputy sheriff ?

Mr. Cvetic. No.
- Mr. Tayenner. Is he related ?

Mr. Cvetic. That is a brother.
Mr. Tavenner. I desire to offer this document in evidence, and ask

that it be marked “Cvetic Exhibit Ho. 75.”
Mr. Harrison. It will be received.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit Ho. 75,” is

filed herewith.) 73

Mr. Tavenner. I hand you another paper and ask you to identify it.

Mr. Cvetic. This is headed “District Committee Western Pennsyl-
vania, Hational Council of Americans of Croatian Descent.” The list
is dated October A 1947.
Mr. Harrison. Is that a Communist-front organization ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes, it is.

Mr. Tavenner. I offer this document in evidence and ask tliat it be
marked “Cvetic Exhibit Ho. 76.”
Mr. Harrison. So received.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit Ho. 76,”

is filed herewith.) 74

Mr. Cvetic. I previously testified that the national executive secre-
tary is a Communist Party member, and'the local secretaries I have
mentioned so far are also Communist Party members.
Mr. Tayenner. Will you state the names of those appearing on the

committee list known to you to.be members of the Communist Parky?
Mr. ‘Cvetic. Stephen* Devunich, Anton Cipcic, Frank Kamalich,

Joseph Migalich, Arthur Bartl, Ivan Bronich, I,also identified him
under the njame of John'.

1 ~ '

Mr. Tavenner. I hand you another television record slip. Will you
examine it and state whether ojTnot the person whose name appears
thereon is, a member of the Communist Party, to your knowledge?
J Mr. Cvetic. Yes. Mary Matlesko, who also uses the name of Matles,
resides at Conemaugh, Pa. She is a member of the Communist Party.

73 See appendix.
74 See appendix.
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? Mr. Tavenner.. What, is the significanceof that record? " /
: ^Mr. Cvetic. This is a record of the raffle books for which she was
responsible in that area. '

,

* JVEr. Tavennfr. I desire to offer the document in evidence and ask
that it be marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 77.”
Mr. Harrison. So received. 1. . ,

'
,

t ;(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 77,”
is filed herewith.) 75

. ;

* '

Tavener. I offer in evidence a mimeographed list entitled
Newly Elected Officers, American Slav Congress Western Pennsyl-

vania Conference, Sunday, June 13, 1948, Fort Pitt Hotel, Pittsburgh,
Pa.” and ask that it be marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 78.” - .

Mr. Harrison. So received in evidence. - *
/

.
CThe document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No 78 ”

is filed herewith.) 76
1

*
^

?

- !Mr. Tavenner/ Will you state what the exhibit shows ?
- Mr. Cvetic. These are the newly elected officers of the American Slav
Congress of Western Pennsylvania, elected at a conference on Sunday,June 13, 1948, atthe Fort Pitt Hotel, Pittsburgh, Pa.. ,

y

_ •
Tavenner. Are any of the persons* named as officers on that

list known to you to be members of the Communist Party* and if so willyou give their names ? T >
,

Mr. Cvetic. Yes. The following officers who were elected at this con-
Terence were Communist Party members

:

President, Joseph Rudiak
;

,

Vice president, Paul Matanic
;
/ .

Secretary, George S. Wuchinich

;

Treasurer, myself;
> The board of directors : .

Croatian section, Communist Party members : Helen Migalich:Prank Borich; Leo Fisher; Anna Devunich; Arthur Bartl • Ind ex
officio we also elected AnthonyMinerich, who was absent inYugoslavia.
JLhere were seven elected, and six were members of the CommunistParty.
« Serbian "section, four elected : The following were members of theCommunist Party: Mary Kluko; Milo Mamula; Charles Vuich

;
andNicholas Baltich. , * ’

*

\c
Sj?Ve“e Action, there were five elected. I was amember ofthe boardof directors, and the other person listed whom I can identify as aCommunist Party member is John Vidmar. He is the only Commu-nist Party member on this list. *

J

Ukrainian section, Michael Hanusiak.
.

Polish-section, there were five elected. Of these five, the follow-ing are Communist Party members: Paul Kluvo : Jean Bakowski—

-

she ls^married now and her name is Rudiak, the wife of Joseph Eu-diak, the president; and Walter Kurowski.
Russian section, Steve Merges. He has since moved to Cleveland<Jmo. ' * ?

Carpatho-Russian section: John Matlesko, from Conemaugh, Pa,He also uses the name of Matles. He is the only one of three who is aCommunist Party member. -
a

75 See appendix.
70 See appendix. .
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: Slovak section: Calvin Brook, Martha *Hubscher, whose maiden
name is Novak, and John Zuskar.
Then we also selected a regional committee of western Pennsyl-

vania. Shall I go right into the regional committee?
Mr. Tavenner. Yes. J

- Mr. Cvetic. For the McKeesport, Rankin, Clairton, Braddock area,
four were elected. Mike Godich is the only one of the four who is
a Communist Party member.
Fayette County, Brownsville, and TJniontown, four were elected.

Steve Straka is a Communist Party member.
Canonsburg, McDonald, Bentleyville, Cokeburg area, four were

elected. Steve Paich from Canonsburg, Pa., is a Communist Party
member.

,

Library, Coverdale area, Anton Cipcic.
Farrell, Pa., area, Rose Knezevich.
Allegheny Valley area, Frank Malkovich.
These were Communist Party members.
Mr. Tavenner. X desire to offer now in evidence a checkbook on

the Potter Title & Trust Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., covering the period
from November 19, 1947, to May 13, 1948, inclusive, in which the ac-
count is shown as having been carried in the name of American Slav
Congress of Western

. Pennsylvania. First, I would like to ask
.whether "this is one of the records which you obtained and which
you brought in response to the subpena duces tecum ?

Mr. Cvettc. It is.

Mr. Tavenner. I desire to offer this checkbook in evidence as
Cvetic exhibit No. 79.
. Mr. Harrison. It will be received in evidence.

(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 79,”
is filed herewith.) 77

* Mrl Tavenner. Will you examine the checkbook stub for the 8th
.of December 1947, No. 6, and state what it is, please.
' Mr. Cvetic. This check No. 6, dated December 8, 1947, was paid to
the Council on African Affairs, and it was the balance on Robeson’s
contract for a December 5 festival which the American Slav Congress
held at Carnegie Music Hall on that date, in the amount of $764.05.
Mr. Tavenner. What was the date of the festival?
Mr. Cvetic. December 5, 1947. .

. Mr. Tavenner. You stated it was a check for Robeson?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes.

ft Mr. Tavenner. What Robeson?
Mr. Cvetic. Paul.Robeson, singer and speaker.
Mr. Tavenner. That was for his appearance?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes.

' Mr. Tavenner. But the check was made to the Council on African
Affairs ? ,

'

.

v Mr: Cvetic. Yes.
Mr. Tayenner. You say it was a balance due? -

r Mr: Cvetic/ Yes. ' 1

. t

- ATr.* Tavenner. Was there 'a previous payment made to him?

^ See appendix. ^
. I
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Mr. Cvetiq. We had originally made a check to Max Yergan in
the amount of $350, and later this check was canceled. I think I would
have to go into the entire transaction to explain.,
Mr. Tavenner, Please do.
Mr. Cvetic. We had a meeting of the nationality commission of

the Communist Party in the fall of 1947, and at this meeting we de-
cided to invite Paul Robeson to come and sing and speak for the
American Slav Congress.

:

•

Mr. 'Tavenner. When we say “we” to whom do you refer ?

Mr. Cvetic. The nationality commission.
Mr. Tavenner. Of the Communist Party?
Mr. Cvetic. Of the Communist Party. We would make a decision

in the nationality commission and then it would be projected through
the American Slav Congress. *At that time our secretary was George
Wuchinich, and I was the treasurer. We contracted, through Max
Yergan, for Paul Robeson’s appearance on December 5 for the sum
of $1,000. The affair, however, was not as successful as we had hoped,
and after some dickering with Max Yergan and Paul Robeson, who
were irked because it was not as financially successful as we had
hoped, we dickered with them and.settled for this $764.05.

Actually, Max Yergan was calling us 2 days before the concert
came on wanting his money. .We had to put him off because ticket
money wasn^t coming in fast enough, but finally we settled for $764.05.
Mr. Tavenner. Do you recall other occasions when you paid large

sums to speakers brought before the American Slav Congress at the
, instance of the Communist Party?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes. At this same festival held on December 5, 1947,
we had as a speaker Louis Adamic, who was ah author. We contracted,
through W. Colston Leigh, Inc., a booking agency, for Louis Adamic
as a speaker, and paid him $350 to speak at this festival.
Mr. Tavenner. Mr. Chairman, the Council on African Affairs, to

whom the check of December 8, 1947, was made payable, was cited as
subversive and Communist in letter from Attorney General Tom
Clark to the Loyalty Review Board, released December 4, 1947.
Mr. Cvetic, I notice there are several checks payable to George

^Wuchinich. Will you describe those checks and state what they are
for? h

Mr. Cvetic. While there are many entries for George Wuchinich,
check No. 24, dated March 13, 1948, was made out to George S.
Wuchinich in the amount of $311.10. Of this $75 was for return of a
loan which George made to the American Slav Congress, and $236.10
was for January salary

^ ending January 31, 1948.
Mr. Tavenner. How much was his monthly salary ?

Mr. Cvetic. $250 a month.
Mr. Tavenner. Did he receive at the same time salaries from any

other front organizations to your knowledge ?

Mr. Cvetic. I had no knowledge of his getting funds from any other
front organization.
Mr. Tavenner. Mr. Chairman, this concludes the American Slav

Congress, except that I desire to offer in evidence the remaining docu-
ments which he presented. I desire to offer them in bulk and have
them marked “Cvetic Exhibit No. 80.” 1 *

Mr. Harrison. Of course, when you offer them in evidence they are
printed as part of the record.
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i

Mr. Tave^otsr. They may be, but they need not be. That was called

to our attention by Mr. Walter this morning, and it was the under-
standing that several documents be admitted, the full list of names
appearing therein would not be published, for the same reason you
stated in ruling on proposed Cvetic exhibit Ho. 67.

~ Mr. TTATfTfTfioTsr. X think exhibit 67 should go to the full committee
for consideration.
Mr. Taven-jstek. What is your ruling on Ho. 80 ?

Mr. Harrison. Ho. 80 wall be received.
. .

-

(The documents above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit Ho. 80,”

are filed herewith.) 78

Mr. Cvetic. I would like to conclude my testimony with names I -

have not mentioned.
Mr. Harrison. How long will it take you to do that?
Mr. Cvetic. I think 10 minutes.
Mr. Harrison. Very well. ... .

Mr. Tavenner. Mr. Cvetic, in the Civil Eights Congress files which
you have presented in response to the subpena duces tecum, there was
found a membership list of the Congress of American Women, which
organization was cited as subversive by the Committee on XJn-Ameri-
can Activities. I now hand you that list. Are you acquainted with
the organization of this group in western Pennsylvania?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes; I am. Some of the technical work of this organi-

zation was done in the American Slav Congress office.

Mr. Tavenner. I would like you to tell us about that. Do you
mean to state that part of the work of organizing the Congress of
American Women was done in your office ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes. The office of the American Slav Congress in
Western Pennsylvania was made available to,the Civil Eights Con- „

gress. Congress of American Women, to the Communist Party, and to
other organizations who wanted to use it to do other technical work.
To this extent, the Communist Party members active in this organiza-
tion used our office. We had mimeograph machines and typewriters.

. Mr. Taverner. What connection, if any, did the Communist Party
have with the organization of the Congress of American Women in
western Pennsylvania ?

Mr. Cvetic. My only knowledge is that some of the active members
in this organization, listed here, met at the office of the American Slav
Congress from time to time, with Communist Party leaders to discuss

the plans of the Congress of American Women. TJsually these meet-
ings were held, however, in the offices of the Communist Party, and
on various occasions when I dropped in there 1“would sit down and
discuss some of the policies, too.

Mr. Tavenner. Will you examine the list I have just handed you?
JJirst, I desire to oiler it in evidence as Cvetic exhibit Ho. 81.

Mr. Harrison. It will be received in evidence.
(The document above referred to, marked “Cvetic Exhibit Ho. 81,”

is filed herewith.) 79
.

Mr. Tavenner. How will you state the names of any persons appear-
ing on that list who are known to you .as members of the Communist
Party ? , , ,

73 See appendix.
70 See' appendix.



Mr. Cvetio. First, I would like to identify the two Communist
Party members assigned by the Communist Party to direct the work
from the Communist Party side. One is Mrs. Laurence Schultz, who
resides at 1527 Alabama Avenue, Dormont, Pittsburgh. The other is
Mrs. Georgia Heed, wife of Sam Reed, who recently has been trans-
ferred to Erie. These two women, Communist Party members, usually,
carried on the technical work. They often called’ and asked me if
they could use the office.

* •

, Other Communist Party members on this list are : •

/ Mrs. Anna Devunich
;
Mrs. Milena Gachinovich, who has since gone

A to Yugoslavia
;
Eleanor Sackter

;
Daisy jBartl

; Mary Sumrak
;
Miss'

J' Evelyn Abelson; Mrs. Alma Robinson; Vera Brook; and Mrs. Frances
B'egler. These are all members of the Communist Party.
<^Mr. Tavenner. Mr. Cvetic, in going over these various documents
which you have presented here with members of the staff, you have
recalled a meeting, I understand, which was held in Pittsburgh in
1946 and which was addressed by William Z. Foster. Will yoU now
describe that meeting to us?

, l^Tr. Cvetio. Yes. In the late fall or early winter of 1946, Novem-
ber or December 1946, the Communist Party in Pittsburgh held a
meeting at the Carnegie Music Hall in North Side. William Z. Fos-
ter, the chairman of the Communist Party, United States of America,
was the principal speaker. One of the main themes that he used at
this particular meeting—I attended the meeting as a member of the
arrangements committee and was also William Z. Foster’s chauffeur,

.
.jfcaking him to the meeting and back to the station, so I know what I

s /am talking about—the main theme of his talk went something like
/this:

"

? j “If the war-makers”—and I am quoting William Z. Foster—“think
l !

they can. ever defeat the Soviet Union, they have another think
i f coming.” .

- •

j

This y/as a speech in the Communist Party while our country was
! :

busy disarming, as early as late 1946. I heard William Z. Foster
make that statement. •

. Mr. Tavenner. Was that statement made in private or during the
course of a speech?

~

Mr. Cvetic. It was made during the Course of his speech.
Mr. Tavennbr. What other discussion was held within the Com-

munist Party on this subject, to your knowledge?
Mr. Cvetic. I believe I previously testified that at this particular

meeting that William Z. Foster stressed the importance of setting up
a new People’s Party, and that all the members should work for the
building of a new People’s Party. ’

' /|Mr. Tavenner. ,Did you ever have a discussion with Steve Nelson,
or did you hear in a conference Steve Nelson say anything regarding
the leadership of the Communist Party in the Western District of
Pennsylvania in the event he was not available, for continued lead-
ership ? .

‘

*_ Mr. Cvetic. Yes. I would like to report on a meeting I attended
late last summer at 943 Liberty Avenue which Steve Nelson addressed,
tbe particular meeting dealt with the Communist Party leadership.
The meeting was addressed by Steve Nelson, who is the district organ-
izer at the present time for the Communist Party of Western
Pennsylvania.
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At this meeting Steve Nelson stressed the importance, to the leading

party functionaries who were present at this meeting, that all of us

should be prepared to assume leadership if and when any of the leaders

of the Communist Party are deposed by any means. He elaborated on

this by calling attention that we don’t know when any of us may be

in concentration camps, and he used such terms as the party leadership

might be “decapitated” and we should be prepared to assume leader-

ship if anyone is removed, and if an emergency situation should arise

we should all be prepared to assume leadership in the party.

Whenever he referred to concentration camps and started talking

about the leadership being deposed, while he did not qualify himself,

Steve Nelson always did refer m conversations to this country as the

enemv, and my only inference from his instructions to be followed

in an^emergency situation” was that he meant in case of war between

the Soviet Union and the United States. /

Mr. Tavexxer. You have reviewed these records carefully, have

ydu not ?

Mr. Cvettc. Yes.
t

Mr. Tavenner. On the basis of your further study ot the records

produced under the subpeua duces tecum, can you identity as mem-

bers of the Communist Party persons in addition to those already

identified by you? . ,

Mr. Cvetic. Yes. I would be glad to do that.

First, something I think would be of interest to the committee, in

Communist Party meetings whenever we refer to Premier Joseph

Stalin, he is always Comrade Stalin. He is always Comrade Stalin

in our meetings. That is absolute.
. ^ _ ,

I would like to identify the following as Communist Party mem-

bers and state my reasons for stating they are members

:

James Bashista: I have attended Communist Party functionary

meetings with him at 943 Liberty Avenue.
T 10A„

Jerome Benton : He also uses the name of Jerry Benton. In 1943,

1044, and 1945, Jerry Benton was a Communist 1 arty organizer m
McKeesport, Pa. He taught me in one of the first party schools I

* George Brkljacic: I used to collect his party dues. He lived in

McKees Rocks, Pa. He is now in Yugoslavia.
.

Charlotte Chandler : She was a Communist Party organizer m the

Professional Branch, 1943 to 1945, and active m the American Soviet,

Friendship Council. .

Mrs Judy Covan—C-o-g-a-n or K-o-g-a-n : She was secretary ot

the professional branch of the Communist Party in 1943 and 1944 when

I first got into the party. .
, ^ . . TTTP

Betty Drake : She has been active for the Communist Party m Uk,

Dorothy Farratlay : Formerly a member of the South Side Club of

the Communist Party. She has married and left the city m the paso

ye
Tony Gerlach, Jr.. New York City : Active in the youth movement.

Mary Golden: Wife of Hamp Golden, previously identified. Ac-

tive in women’s organizations.
, , . „ . ,

Carolyn Hart : Communist Party member active in the professional

branch in 1943 and 1945.
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Eric Walter Hubscher, husband of Martha Hubscher: I have at-

tended Communist party meetings with him.
Hiqtrirt com-

pete Knezevich, from Farrell, Pa. : A membei ofI the
>

“strict co

mittee of the Communist Party and the key figure foi the Communist

of Florence Mandell, previously identified,

and a former member of the Pittsburgh and a

former secretary of the professional branch of the Communist Pam

Agnes'Mankin : A member of the North Side Club of the Conmiu-

^Sa,S:
h
S^fs^^^ko Markovich, and she and

M
Edene ilatanic The wife (if Paul: She is a member of theCommu-

nj* Party IVoyeL ago, under her maiden name, she attended a

^ ^(ihn^fiddleton^ nation al organizer for the International Wofk-

er
Vn-inia Muir: Office secretary to George Pirinsky, New York

City.
“ George Pirinsky is the national executive secretaiy of the

^Lmlivig Mutz^Neu^ York City: Active in nationality work in that

M
“Kicky” and that is a nickname—Roth, sister of Esther Roth.

is married and now in California.

Jack Shore, and also Barbara Shore, who weremeinbersof the pro-

fessional branch when I joined the party in 1943 and 1944, and Jack

at that time was studying at Carnegie lecn. .

Anton Svec, 21050 Goller, Cleveland, Ohio: Active in the LAA
Cleveland and also in nationality work. .

, strict coin-
Wilbur White. Erie, Pa.: A former membei of the distnct com

mittee on the Communist Party of Westo-nPe^lva^
Dr Joseph Wolfe, optometrist, from East End, littstmign. ne

attended the recent Mexico peace conference.
p

TnVm Wissell and his wife, Mary Wassell, fiom Galitorma, Jra.

his wife Ruth Young: They were members of

thfprofesJonafbranch of the Communist Party.J
from both of them. They are now residing ^AmAmAlived
TLpv left in 1945 or 1946 to go to Virginia. At the time tliey uvea

hi gttebm-gli Ruth Young worked for the United States Employ-

ment Service.

R-mheTcooper
*AAiAe?"? the Communist Party mPtosburgte

Rudy Martonovich, who was one of the editors of the Language

Press 1916 East Street. He is now m Yugoslavia.
F
Ida May Adams, with whom I have attended at least two Comm

would like totdd IhoAame of Frank Modic of Detroit, Mich.,

who was a Communist Party member active in UAW and nationali y

'An the basis ofAh^tAhave here, this concludes my testimony.

Ur m™isoN I feel I express the feeling of all the members of

th^ comnSeeAom what I have heard the other members say and
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from what X feel myself, that this committee is deeply grateful to
you for your testimony of the last few days or week. Xour testimony
is important in uncovering the subversive activities that are So ex-
tensive in our country. In view of the tendency of a great many of
our loyal people, including prominent public officials and editorial
writers, to minimize and depreciate the danger of subversive activities
in this country, I wish that every American could have the benefit
of hearing your testimony. I believe that, if they did, there would
not be such determined opposition to legislation designed within our
constitutional framework to put the power of this Government to work
to protect it from destruction by enemies from within.
Your conduct through the years has demonstrated a courage and. a

patriotism that entitled you to the gratitude of the American public.
I wish you success in life.

(Thereupon, at 4 : 45 p. m. on Tuesday, March 14, 1950, the hearing
was adjourned.)



EXPOSE OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF WESTERN PENN-
' ; 'SYLYANIA BASED UPON TESTIMONY *OF MATTHEW

CYETIC (UNDERCOYER 'AGENT)

FRIDAY, MARCH 24, 1950

* United States House of Representatives,
•a * '

_ . Committee on Un-American Activities,
l

" '

" * '
. , , TVdshington^ D . O.

PUBLIC HEARING- ' '
‘

.

- AFTERNOON SESSION

The committee met, pursuant, to call, at 4 p. m.-in room 226, Old
'House Office Building, Hon. Francis E. Walter presiding until arrival
“of Hon. John S. Wood (chairman).

* Committee members present : Representatives John S. Wood (chair-
man, arriving as .noted) ,

Francis E. Walter, Francis Case, Harold H.
.Velde, and BernardW. Kearney (arriving as noted)

.

,
Staff members present; Frank S. Tavenner, Jr., counsel; William

.Jackson Jones, investigator; Johii W. Carrington, clerk; and A. S.

Poore, editor. "

^

"

, , Mr. Walter. .Are you ready to proceed?
1' Mr. Tavenner. Yes, sir.
" Mr. Walter. Mr. Cvetic, will you raise your right hand. You
’swear the testimony you are about to give will be the truth, the whole
truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?

’*
* Mr. Cvetic. I do.

'
,

- ‘
. TESTIMONY OP MATTHEW CVETIC—Resumed -

^ Mr. Tavenner. Mr. Cvetic, you have previously testified before this
committee concerning Communist Party activities in and around
Pittsburgh, Pa. This afternoon we would like to interrogate you
concerning Communist Party activities in Johnstown and Portage,
Pa., and their surrounding areas. Are you acquainted with Com-
munist Party activities in those localities, and, if so, what has been
your opportunity to learn of Communist activities in those com-
munities?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes, I am, at least to a limited degree, acquainted

with Communist Party activities in those communities which are
located in Cambria County and surrounding counties, and the pur-
pose of .the ^Communist Party in this area, as it is in .all industrial
sections, is to infiltrate the unions for the purpose of carrying, their
program into these unions, and of* course their ultimate objective
is to use them as a*base with which to overthrow the United States
Government. r .

"
,

- .

1345
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Mr. Tavenner. What has been your opportunity to observe Com-
munist activity in those communities ?

Mr. Cvetic. Well, I have been assigned by the district office of
the Communist Party in Western Pennsylvania on various occasions
to go to Cambria County and carry the party line to the Communist
Party members in that area.
Mr%Tavenner. And did you go to Cambria County in response to

those instructions which you received ?
'

Mr. Cvetic. Yes, I did.
Mr. Tavenner. Will you briefly describe to. the committee what

occurred on these visits that you made to Cambria County ?

.Mr. Cvetic. Yes. These meetings^ were usually called by the dis-
trict organizer of the Communist Party1 out of the district office in
Pittsburgh, and while I was in the Communist Party I was sent to
Cambria County on several occasions, either by Roy Hudson, Steve
Nelson, Joe* Godfrey, or Max Weiss, all of whom were Communist
Party functionaries in western Pennsylvania. I was sent to the
Cambria County district on many occasions to meet with Communist
Party members there and to carry the party line to them. Usually
this would take place when there was some new change in the party
line, or when we .had a fund drive for the Communist Party, or when
we were organizing a new drive for the Sunday and Daily Worker.
Also, I was to take up the routine business of collecting the dues from
the party members up there. Dues collection and membership recruit-
ing were always/a part of a Communist Party meeting agenda.
Mr. Tavenner. Will you describe to the committee some of these

meetings whi^h you attended, and name, if you can, those who were
present at thdse meetings and were known to you to be members of the
CommunisJ/Party ?

" " Mr. Cvetic. Yes. I previously testified to having met with John
Matelesko—that is spelled M-a-t-e-l-e-s-k-o

;
it is also spelled M-a-t-

1-e-s-k^a ; and he also uses the name of M-a-t-l-e-s—and his wife Mary.
•I previously testified that both of these persons are members of the
Communist Party.
/ Some of the other persons who attended the meetings up there and

/helped to organize them were erson IJLmew as Hardin,
' H-a-r-d-i-n. .Hardin was the Communist Party organizer for Cam-
bria County. The way Iknew this, we would have district committee *

meetings of the Communist Party in Pittsburgh, and usually he would
be the one from Cambria County who would be invited to attend the
meetings.
Mr. Tavenner. Did he attend the meetings in response to the

invitations ?

Mr. Cvetic, Yes. I attended many meetings with Hardin.
Mr. Tavenner. In Pittsburgh ?

Mr. Cvetic. Yes, and also in Johnstown. Hardin lives in Ebens-
burg. .

^
Mr. Case. X am not sufficiently familiar with Pennsylvania coun-

ties and towns to know if Johnstownds in Cambria County. Is it? -

' Mr. Cvetic: Yes, and Ebensburg is also in Cambria County.
Mr. Tavenner. And the community known as Portage ?

Mr. Cvetic. That is in Cambria County.
Mr. Tavenner. How far is Johnstown from Pittsburgh?
Mr. Cvetic. About 75 miles; 70 to 75 miles, approximately.
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- Mr. Tavenner. In which direction?
Mr. Cvetic. Going east of Pittsburgh.

- Mr. Tavenner. Can you identify the approximate time when the
meetings occurred in Jolmstown, which you attended?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes. One of the first meetings X attended up there was

as early as 1945, and X was asked by the district office of the Communist
Party to go there once or twice a year. The reason I wasn’t asked to
go more often, different organizers in the Communist Party were
asked to go to Johnstown. Sometimes it was Jim Polsen; sometimes
it would be Hoy Hudson himself; more recently Bill* Albertson or
Steve Nelson would go to Johnstown. The last time I was asked to go
there was about 3 months ago, but the plans were changed and some-
body else was sent up.

Mr. Tavenner. When was the last time you went up there?
Mr. Cvetic. About 2 years ago, going up for the Communist Party.
Mr. Tavenner. Between 1945 and the period 2 years ago, how fre-

quently do you think you were there ?

Mr. Cvetic. I visited party members up there perhaps a dozen!
more times. '

^ j

Mr. Tavenner. You mentioned It. J. Hardin as bein<r one of the
who attended Communist Party meetings with you in Pittsburgh a|
Johnstown. ,

Mr. Cvetic. That is right.
Mr. Tavenner. What was his official position in the Commur

Party at Jolmstown, if you know? ' •

Mr. Cvetic. 'He was the organizer for the Cambria County area|^
Mr. Tavenner. Were" there any others who attended the meetiiT^

that you attended at that place ?
^

Mr. Cvetic. I went to a taxidermist shop in Johnstown and
lected Communist Party dues from a man whose last name was East]

brook, but I never knew his first name. He operated a taxidernj
shop in Johnstown.
Mr. Tavenner. Will you spell his name?
Mr. Cvetic. E-a-s-t-e-r-b-r-o-o-k.
Mr. Tavenner. All one word?
Mr. Cvetic. Yes. I personally collected party dues from

Then I collected party dues from a Mike Milkovich, M-i-l~k-o-v-i-&^.^^
J collected party dues and also Communist Party contributions frq^nV
Mr. Milkovich. This has been some 3 years ago and I don’t know t~"‘

~ iV "

his party status is now, but I did collect Communist Party dues
contributions from him. He operates a wholesale pop distributing
business in Johnstown.
Then I attended Communist Party meetings with Ann Slobodjian,

S-l-o-b-o-d-j-i-a-n. She is active in the International Workers’ Order
in and around Johnstown.
Mr. Tavenner. What business was conducted, if you can recall, at

any of these meetings you attended ?

Mr. Cvetic. My job as a party organizer was to collect dues from
party members, and to collect contributions to the Communist Party,
and bring them back to Pittsburgh. When I attended these meetings
I usually led the meetings in the discussions and made sure I got
all the dues and contributions, and turned them in to the Pittsburgh
district office. Some of these members I visited at their homes.
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Mr. Tavenner. In addition to attending the meetings you have de-
scribed in Johnstown, did you also attend meetings at Portage,?
Mr. Cvetic. I attended meetings in and around Johnstown, and at-

tended meetings in Portage and met comrades from coal mining towns
in and around there. Since these men were afraid of retribution from
the United Mine Workers, because there is a clause in its constitution
that anybody belonging to the Communist Party will be automatically
ousted from the United Mine Workers, their last names were usually
kept secret, even from their own party members. While I met with
S or 10 at a time, I never learned their last names, only their first

names.
Mr. Tavenner. So you are unable to identify those Communist

Party members ? #
- .

' '

Mr. Cyetic. That is right, for the reason they never used their last
names.
Mr. Walter. Isn’t it a fact that the Communist Party has been un-

I
to recruit very many coal miners, because the miners are fearful
hey lost their jobs?

v
-

r. Cvetic. That is one of the reasons. The United Mine Workers
have that clause in its constitution, and it is waging an untiring

i against communism. ‘•

r Once when I spoke at a meeting in West
vvnsville, in Washington County, with Elizabeth Gurley Flynn,
1 to run for my life. I was making a Communist speech. It isn’t

to make a Communist speech to the coal miners.
jMr. Case. Didn’t yoti tell us in your previous testimony that in the
Spent strike packages of food were' sent from New York to the coal

districts, and they were giving out food with one hand and
Pcldmmunist Party literature with the other hand?

Vlr. Cvetic. Yes.
^gAIr. Case. Have you been there recently so that you know how that

"worked ?

IjIgSlr. Cvetic. My first knowledge of this came when I was already
J^^fflrking on my testimony to come before this committee. I met with
/mm Gordon, Communist Party member in western Pennsylvania, and
vjj^Mfcried to involve me in the coal mining district. He said their pro-

was to hand out a can of food with one hand and the Daily
K@|orker with the other. He said if the miners accepted the can of food

could not turn down the Daily Worker. That was their program
ednesday. The following day the first load of food came down

from New York. The truck came loaded down with food and DailyWorkers, and I understand the miners took the food and burned the
Daily Workers and told the party members to get out of there. /T
think a lot of this was because of the expose we made before this
committee. .

Mr. Case. You think the testimony here helped to expose the
method? .

Mr. Cvetic. It was very instrumental in exposing them
;
very instru-

mental, .
, ^ ^ ,

Mr. Velde. What type of persons belonged to the party in Pitts-
burgh?

- Mr. Cvetic. In Pittsburgh ?

Mr. Velde. And Johnstown.
Mr. Cvetic. You mean from a nationality background?
Mr. Velde. Occupational*
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S“

tthe“
-

. Mr. Velde. Do you recaJl now who tW were?
**““ by name'

( Mr. CvETic. One former Government v.mplovep who TOncj • ,

*

mental m getting me in the Communist Party Lc
, He was working in the United States

;
was employed at the time in Pittsburgh.

™ent S§1 ĉe
^ where l

" (Representative Kearney enters hearing roora.)^
i

,
.

Mr, Velde. Is he still with the Employment Service? > r
' Mr. Cvetic. No. The last I heard of him, he was tea t? r/

. at Duquesne University in Pittsburgh, and I understaha SmueT
.

&ave him the choice of denymghe was a member of the
or resigning, and I understand he*esigned.:^ ~~ i- OT

, Mr. Velde. Do you recall any other Governments emn\oJ 'Y
r w;e members of the Communist Party?

\
V Mfu 9 l

' * :,Mr. Cvetio. Dorothy Sloan also worked in the Dnite^
v

Sta4*' i
a .

plbym^it Service. She,also left the Employment Service ,*{ thefa *

TOJie Government and she went to the west coast. \ [ '

1

fw^Mr, Walter. Was there a Communist cell in JohnsiJtr,?
'

!

Mr. Cvetio, Eight in Johnstown? ^ -

Mr. Walter. -Yes.
* * *

, i

Mr. Cvetio. Yes.
f '

Sh^enkoffT*
mention, in your previous testiniony)

V (

* IRePresenta§ve Wood enters hearing room.)
^as on the Nationality Commission ofAyr

k * vlfaity;TFS^aiM I met a Dr. Victor Sharenkoff in this/
Ifi ,In recentyears. this cell has been led by Sam Milgrom.

11

iy
; .

t
; 'M^r^A^NNER.

.

Spell the name.

O'.'ty Mi C^Ti6r.J^-i-l-g-r-o-m. ^
$ (l

Weede.
,

Going back to Victor Sharenko

knew him as a leader of„the

Communist Party. U. S. A. '

My. Velde, Did he have any official conAe-

States Government? „

Mr. Cvetio. While I-have never had absolut

i, have been informed he either was employed by t

j

or had some status with the State Departa/esMt

,

’ of my own knowledge knew that, except I recoiled!

4 with Dr. Sharenkoff he stated or somebody stated he

State Department.- The reason I placed stress on Dr.

because he does meet with Sam Milgrom, and Sam Milgrozriji^g

reported to the FBI, is head of the Communist Party in the U&.

n7
ateslanriias to n large extent replaced Peters. He stays vPr^(

lifflie background, but iTattende'dT Communist Party/meep

ago where’Gerhart Eisler was present, and I heard Milgt
to do; so J figured Milgrom was thebQsk’Vk



1850 '; ^.^GOMiJroNislMtfTT oV I^stben msts^stiamB
~

Mr.^ELDE.
“

P»A°-
.
yX: V*** MVuknow J. Peters^onally?

.

^r
‘ TK^°T^°ke record disclose; <&ere is a quorum- presetffemEt

enttj SSgm* B,thW“m Steel P>»»*^

;

t0^£tL T Imnw ^(jommunist-cell operates there; Several of C

,<
Mr

- I met in Johnstown have so informed
^

"J®
PSlT l have^r met with the cell as an organizer, various'

me. While I
^M’wliotu I met in Johnstown have told me: We

L^sotpm^
1

rf^hers working in the Bethlehem plant;” But I have \

,^LowlSlSf how, they fenctiom
.
I never personally met -with

r

a
afvWiR. WK^ these"variousmeetings 'were called which you:

#

Johnstown and Cambria County, wiiryou telTus

^iiaientri in making the calls for the meetings ?
. f

'

X ^as always instructed by the district organizer?^

YWrtwm/but when I got there it was either Mr. Hardin^r
rf

l;v.;-r:

r-amleskfD w}u would meet me at the train or take me around|iig

bnibriapw area. They were always responsible for callM? -

ommuni^*^ar^y meetings, and as far as I know they are stm

\in Cam’Jria County. ~

vlrAvnK?R - Y°u have given us the initials of Mr. Hardm. Did

k '5 us tlie hrst name of'.the other individual you mentioned ? x
*

1^veti0- John Matelesko.
^ ^

Stoner. Will you spell it again, please? \ ^
- Jm. It is spelled three ways, M-a-t-e-l-e-s^o

?
or M-a-t-

also uses the name M-a-t-l-e-s. As ^
r knew him was by the initials, R. J. f

’

Do you recall that a picnic was ^

ji the summer- of 194:9 in 0^®®^umy,

^DresenTat thepicnic, but I
ikerthere. /

fere to be a speaker there ? . ,/
^

t occurred at this picnic?
hcnic was organized for the purpose pf raising
ErfGeorge Pirinsky, P-i-r-i-n-s-k-y, national sec-

A

icaingfe/ Congress, who at that; time was being ,

Ion by the immigration authorities- I was to be a

^ id was delayed because I couldn’t make connections

t ^
wn—I don’t remehber the name ofthetown—and in my >

hce Jim* Dolsen, a pommhnist Party organizer, addressed the
c and was ableto raise over $100 for the defense of George Hrin-
Pknow that because Jim Dolsen turned the money-o^erAo

! mailed it to the national office. ;
" W

• Tavestner. What was the strength of the Com^hn®
ambria County^when you' were in attendance

rl
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June ‘22, 1950 : Testimony /Matthew- Gvefic _ _ -

September 28, 1950: Testa^onypf Matthew --Gyetic

October 13, 1950: Testim/n/ of William Jackson Jones.

-

October 21, 1950: Testing of Matthew Cvetic

Cvetic Exhibit No: of letter dated August
1,

1950, from

PnmTnnnidt Pnrtv 1 S. A., National Office, to All Districts, with at-

T taclied photostat VReport to National Committee Conference—July

Ovptip Evtiihlt T^n"/—photostat of “Outline Guide for Speakers at Club

Meetings^ Outd/ Meetings, Leaflet Writers, Etc. (reprinted by C, P..

Eastern Pennsyfi'^TT^™' on

Cvetic Exhibit y- 8'KPhbtostat of “Plan of Work for the J & L Club

vatic ExhibitP- 85—Photostat of “ConcentrationRan of Worl;; for the

Homestead /°P Club for 1947” ’

Cvetic Exhibi^0 - 86—Photostat of “By-Laws of the Western. Pennsyl-
vania Disfe^ of the Communist Party, XL S. A.”

Cvetic Exhilt No. 87—Photostat of letter-dated August 10, 1950, from

Commune Party, U. S. A., National Office to All Districts

Cvetic ExlPit No. 88—Photostat of letter dated August 9, 1950, from

Commu/st Party, U. S. A., National Office, to AH Districts

Cvetic Exhibit No. 89—Photostat of “Memorandum on Deportation and
JusticeOepartment Policy,” dated January 20, 1947. 1—

Cvetic Exhibit No. 90—Photostat of “Memorandum of the State Review

ComnMon—Regarding the need for increased vigilance in combatting

the a/acks of the FBI on the democratic rights gf Communists and all

Progressives’ ’
;

— - -—
Cvetic? Exhibit No. 91—Photostat of addresses of Communist Party

hea^uarters in the United States, with names of principal officers

Cveti/Exhibit No. 92—“Instructor’s Outline for Orientation Course,”

prjgared by National Education Commission, Communist Party,

Cyclic ' Exliib~it~No~. ~93—“Fundamentals of “Marxism/’ consisting of nine

lessons ,
- - 7----

Cvetic Exhibit No. 94—“Communist Party of Western Pennsylvania” __

Cvetic Exhibit No, 95—“Memorandum on Youth Work and Policy

—

Adopted by National Board, November 29, J945”
Cvetic Exhibit No/ '9fl^-“Discussion Outline for the Fight Against the*

Mundt-Nixon Bill,” issued by -National Educational Department,*"

Communist Party —
\ Cvetic Exhibit No. 97—“Two Speeches by Joseph Stalin,” (translated for

the first time in English), made im 1926, issued “by National Education
Department, Communist Party — -

Cvetic Exhibit No. 98—“Plan of Work of National Committee, CPUSA

—

July 15—Labor Day, 1950” 1‘

Gv^tio Exhibit No,. 99—“A Guide to the Club—Its Role in Building the
United Front in 1950,” a handbook for Communist club officers, pre-

\
\pared,by Carl Dorfman, issued by National Organization Department,
Communist Party . 1—
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Best Copy Available

33STTS

June\, 1950, on letterhead of Gom-
Page

__ ^ loo^Letter Wd June,X, 1950,
Cvetic ^ ^ ^ NatMnaipffice, hpm Henry Winston to Steve

Nelson- \oV^lP^er date! July 6$$$ojoxiletterhead"of ^

Ov^tic^ National Office, dredvXjarl Bernstein to “DearComrade -Steve77!- .7 _ \ ___ _ _ 3137
^PvetacXExhibit No. 102—fetter dat^July^ 7,

'Asqfon letterhead’of Com-
^ & S

\?fTty> Sv?* A*’ Rational Qfice, from C\rlUemstein, treasurer, to
foteve Nelson, District 5, WesternPemisylvani!_

_

Cvetio Exhbit No. 103—Letter dafed July 28/^o7 on" letterhead" ofCommunist Party, U S...A'., nationfl office, from Dai Reinstein to “DearComrade,' Western Pennsylvania _vr - - 3137Cvetic Exhibit No. 101—Document eonsistingvof 'VSee "and "oneiouirth

!_ 3136^

3137

g
p'ges, not captioned, pertaining to Stockholm IW Pledge and the
)aily Worker, etc /cl X \_

IpTFliiL.'i. T\T „ 1 ntf ternt TTT -i' 1 fN _ i_~ A..i > Ti
“

Ovetic Exhibit No. 105—“The World Speaks .Out ior lW
(We Sign theWorld Peace Appeal—A, Manifesto of Prats'

£ce—as Christians
4h Protestants” -

3138

3141

/a, ^>>9



/

r t 32* • Re testinoEy * Page 2325, Last l^agraph, though
. . Baser 231o» Paragrapb $»

"Er* Cvatics Well# I attended a mseting in (Mca@e of national
j|0afci$a$ tf the Civil Rights Congress StfttSS- spring o£
^©Pfing or -early sumner of l^ld?*, -Jo this meeting Oars tte'^essiaM^ef Atom

. lio;enS|ra cswnlirya. Ws b^ ^^/^Q e^cati^ eocrefe^oa*; i 'i^rca^i^sd
,

area of the civil Righto Cbngressi stlllsa Pestteroon,
• isifeli^SS itoSeaESwr secretaiyi tob chairman of the aeafeitg# mM&'tibxi iaas

/
bbfflJe me EaTpld Christoffelj also* lar* Marshall, who at that ties was one of

;/ tfcqftcty officials of Eights Oongjcess*

Ij
aWr* Tsvenhers lhat Marshall is that?

ft/

"IS** Gvetie*. X ^bn't recollsGt Ms first name* At. any rate# at
this particular meeting in Chicago, it us© calledfor the purpose of
up the main topic, and' that was the defease of the ConsEOnist Party leadership*

"In the course: of the discussionO which developed ia the Z daya^
several of the people. who attended these meetings cotspisdassd bitterly bedsuse

. soh|; '^_the\fflo^«fei^uaa rdisdd.for other oanaoa tfra - aaglaotad to the dafaaa
of'the Goasaaist leadership*. In one- particular' case th^.'kea'iS.^ftoi oiFovar
^C^Q0&- raised fee- a spedflo caarpslga, and no record ms war awsdla^e that
tha.'Bgtney^ES©'. used: for this particular" purpose* jrote all inaica^iww sad apologies
hy top officials, -this fund was deflected to the defense of the GcamMat Party
leadership*

“ The pexKJlnSIon. Uas neachsdat this meeting that front then, 051 money
wp|M

:

Moused for ^-pu^be#'M')iB^g
,

^'^‘wiDieaS, m «&>&-un^ig &v&
raisin funds for taary case©, the topn f&jsephsoacase and oasy others, «y»d
fiPOa the discussions at this nesting At was brought out that such of hbeExajay
raised ffir those Cases! Iras deflected to the Communist leadorsMp defense*"

CirSEId is apparently referring to a conference of secretaries
«s8' fpe&ibnaries of the Civil Rights Congress hold at Chicago, Illinois, on
fs&a % end 5, 3jplij?, conceraiag which he submitted a report oa item 7, 3$>h9*
According to that report, 28' secretaries and visitors' attended conference,
sod GHSK5E' MM&MEL, Chairman of the Board of Directors - not W,dUM PASTERSON -

\ ^ elialnaan of the conference sessions* CVETIC'S report did set sat oat that

- T -



Best Copy Available

® SHSlS!KE?i5B atiocdsd this conference but dMadvisa that am -
feat*

' rtpert dated |aly 23*. 2$l& aram adsdeed that-ths* iTri^rtna-r

|g?«4 to as E5BOI0 Was. artuhiJy H4B0IS OBP^OI®BL* .'^

the 4bdv$ rtpart: oe.S^ip indicated tfa& .thfia^was-sdsa
eangfertogp t^di^ensse of- tfeof- 1sad#®Mjs*it:'

ooofepehCQ Was oalledto <hsitiea33jr re-exaaisg. the. rtrh of.
' CN?N® aai thS national office in ords? tobuild the Wg^w»rf>

f/ .. ©h§!I0*S ^gcart* set oat;1fcs&. it was, decided that ftifahf raised:
ij during; a.

p

9itica2ai
i

..gfflj|ja|^ii. should, be used SSar the-purpose fca? rtic& thsS-'-

& iSS?#^wto.Ji!«IM^feSd[ sad tbsfeth* watiOiial .®S ofite'td 2e©& chapters*

I BES^iW OMAlSA'ltatf: crtt&Bje!'

| rhe aaes© jcsgoztvdid.wHii indicate that, such fiside were!deflected to the iafemgn

f ^ hh&.GP leadership and chained:
,
po raan&ion of a 820*000 ftaisf ’.Mohwas da~-

I fleeted*.
.

''...•- "
. ;

* --•
''•'

,

•’

.„.
Si a »p«rt dated October 30* 1$b& amiC adoised that a meting of

; loading party is3#s^;waa,hsia(pl..at
Bert*#% course: of «ant.af90S'. SSE5QK «**toa& thatJ8*OO0: of' tho iooStol
.fcafirsa&d-lMa ^ettjc-aissd is the- dirtrtsb and that #20*000-'was-mm*' fids*

' r^f!^J* *“4 »*& ft- '®C food* CTSEXC‘3 rtphrt 434 Eot ttszrisioa the
deflection of ary funds- to other purposes* • v :

' am ^*- ®aTOBnf^* ho yds recall the. purpose for which the fund of
^£0*093 w& raised which you said it was: suspected had thea diverted W tte
defease of the Coasmjaist leaders? ?

,
_ .

' ?

*. - t

'

,,^SVfUci She amount* as I recollect* \7aS around §23*003* with-
iF'

hotss* which X turnsd over to the FBI* X dodlt resorter the specifics
0» it* is soon, aa x would fet. through with a meting* i would J33i& sir ratdrts
and than got started on the next day*s trorb*'*

*

^
is sot out ahova crarlGiS report dated tea ?. Ipl^ with f^aTd to

ft?
a^CM^°^n?^iS*

J
OS W*: <3id^

tl^deflecjuion of a $20*000 Itoi and to inforsiatioa ragardi^ iMa fmxi
OS? a 023*O0O furd can be locatcd in the reports which ha srtmSted office.

- 8 -



f&yennsr* Do you recall bhatber the Roysrsrsl Vieslsy OubM.-
/$e&. ^8$ 4 s0 the iteddonallty eosa^seioa of the: Gq^sm^ fssg!p&-

,
“KP* C^i<si‘ At that- time- ha- sat; dean with mesfeasd th<e

.’ seide* Besagee fc& po$£l&% a# bits.
. ;. mtSxmi^hs. <& h& *fet 3iW and- other loaders* for th^jr^gose: c£r

U Wt$ ga^itf^r-'iarojsct*'
^

.

11

^ ^ J
*

jj l “f?y%$iiyaisnsp.* But ha •833 not a msmbsr of the nefcloiality'c®*®*
J? ndesion of tha CosBaanist Party?
i? ;

'
' .' ;- ‘

-

c Cvatioi, ; set at that timej no. 1*

> j:v:&.-V...
» tgr.craJIC can, he; Ideated -rahicih set 0£t ih#

EevsToni' TOSMST GlbsiEEOTICH was a masher of the tjhtionality (national groups)
Cogs$$&$&$. at Cisy tSme* ’ ; .

‘

j» . at test if-paragrapn

"2Ir* CvetiCi I Imor-in cy previous testimony I identified s
doctor X uadefstoed was with the state Department some time eg©*, r 460% •

knosr "ohothar he is still there*

“hr* Harrises* 1as?

"i&V Cvatiet Sr* Victor ShareE&off*?

JJft resort# SiAimitted.tBr C7SPIC can he: located T&icfa set out that
VICKS5- SffiffiBPpEP is or 8as an enplqyse of the State Dspartmsnt*

3^*- M testimony -» Pag© 3330* Paragraph 19, to

Cveties 3Ms is a list of delegates to th© Amartpan Slay Con-
gress National Convention told in Pittsburgh in September "3$hSw. The folloeing
aro Itnsrzff CotEsunist Party mesibars, and I am testifying to this on the basis of
Coob$&& I^>ty $hm I bare attended coamifcfce© or fimafeionasy

\ nes&Si®*' bf the Scfflsmndst Party*

- 9 -



<’ VBmfc 'Sad&fc ** &* spalls it T-aiBchyt
*.

*
'“

I;,' fSt^hatt Eirko^icfc;

|,j
RZca?a Wsrlinlfihf

;1
!

*kt6fynff Sfereffioh^ ' .

| «&®;Suapak£ J
/J .SlteaSl;.. } . t ^

(

J> ,;n«ii$3 of Si*t2V& #n&- o$

CqeiaonSsfe: Party iti llttebwgh ^o vraafe to tugcsla-«ia a&6sb2;ySaigs -ago.

nlOiiia FilstiahJ:

= ;"I¥4S3k: Barlcfes '

.njad^efe Sobol, ffcloa Bto% Pa* 1 *

vis
4 »jgtea T^fel&fofr flte.afltott usds: "fife©; saaa l^isSSs*

ton eonesiactghj, Pa** £n. CasSM^CotSity* .

. »Bsbfei0* leriovicb* £ga& mi&l8$vpZssp $a* X' few* 3aa to b« «.

beoaaPis- 1 sitapM fe^rtnla* Party.i&eMage ia^aabijTatda: &&8fr 'aim MS hfc.the

. bmeek-tt sBo-dfe.

iy»»T^%- %M«-. ^avi l^temaa'ta j** a &ap&fr ebtt&i&F

W*'tM ’tte'i^sfers&cred to m a PtoBuft
«#^dw*s4c».; 'arttiw* '.

((©^ibi^ag/^' OW! i^)EBa3h^t»t} Stqvp, JSspgOs'j:

lleacaEder Mosbehkog>'
%i©n0ip<d.:

cj; .

- &'

“Mias Godtchf
ttiiHbh0i$r MaSrlohs
"J^srtin ©?aalch|.

"Mile Samilaj'

BESusr Sssa$ai?j-
RPaaXK3iwp$ '

. .

"l&chasX Basasiafe

j

’’JbBh. Stoalski, South Side, Hitsbarghj
^Calvin BrooltJ

f^aiey .lioiich* She is assrried hcsf and her name is Saarbi*

«ESt* l^ola Drermse, a mashar of the Ctosumist Party* SO is use

in yagcslavia* ' }
' '

i^cSiolas Baltiehj.

^Xi^ aaiSdSawi^V Sheris the trife of Hot. GaohitjOTich and she

is also in yugoslOTia.®

- 10 -



I A thorough review of the, filee in this office has <yw| to
Ififite a cOEplsSe list ctf hha Httaburgh delegates to the ^lioloarissss
Sljsr C&nfereasQ national somreafeion (3rd American Slav Congress*) it
lsftttbe BOfcedj hpaQver* that ®)®IC»S testimony on this poist ls coofug-
edi j&aarding i*b subtaitted by C?EDIC to this office 'toi hfe-top*
JEiftfe Office t®« f^tol ia&togi 1324# Congjs&fe «as held ca MsMb&tt 20=22*

'

ablegates canbb taapiled. Ons of these delegates reported Igr G?HfIC \ia3
8BBB3& was pwwioi^ly toeotified by OTSflO. bafare bhe jpaa
Corsaitteef oh -te^S^icaaii^i^tibs- as a CP member. it is ncted*, hcrtJCu®**
that to this paftioa. of ths te^ttoba^" appe^agjfepages 2330 aM 2331 C5SEIC
does sat include; wnKOTfCil as one of the CP delegates to the. 19h&
Slav Congress national Convention*

According to Reports submitted to this office by GVSflC and other
infesxa&nts in' 19hu the American Slav Congress national Convention (2nd Aaerioi
Stop Coassesa) was heM at Httsburgh on September 23 and gli* ifhh* tm«
office maintains a; nflaMa i-tat of delegates to the 2$Ht Congress* gspjs hav-
toj beaa furnished tyj [ of tarn reliability. A check of this Hst,
hc^ver» refects that it is not, identicalwith the list cozHjerataa shLsk
cfseie testified on; pages 1330 and 3331*

**$&* Ows&toi This cons^iitljGe i# a oomittoe
s©2sctsd fifocs %h& Ma^mx 81m Co^^sm ©f fest^a CSSSl
*8^8® t&p&mom sfo' a-qs^rt^^* of tfc© si&r
Co^s^S; held on l&jr

;25* I&7* at* the I&fcol* Pa#)

It t^ouid/' .q>pear that G7STIC doss not recall what t^pe of ccsnsdttee
he dcsk^ibing here# Jfe 3?eport submitted by COTIC can- he lacked regard-

this v&^xtsgpz this cps^ttseu. It la nsfted* bpms&fr*. that)
I

o£:^Pm, reported on j&ay 27^ X£li? that- during the course of the
Slaar Cotoess: Qu^orly coafere^e held at the TSstfEaST Hotels Fitts-

htirgh^ Fa»s on May; 25>* Iplj?* provisional aoasenittees were set no for the
pinpose of gotttog' youth interested in the ASO*

It troupd appear that t parsons named by OTHfIQ v&re persons
for thesej provisional committees

«



M testimony - Page 13itO« Paragraphs ?i»TL-

r^s Miuu luoisuiaca toc Tsne ouarx* you aa »a>».ww
egr Z% \?1H you, nosf d&scritso th^t •% t&rf

I _ * dvfitioi Si ths late fall or early winter of 2$jfL Sbvesihisap
fir Baeaidje? l&fij the Cteonlst Party in Pittsburgh held a ias&lag at- ths

Side* WOMdfo Poster, the ohei&a af the;Cbs™mst Parm United States of toerlca, was the priradpal speaker* Qm
, ^ ttaggg.tfaast i® used, at this particular osetiiig—I attenied tlis

I
arrmgesnanfea .gcasnittee had was' ifisfr &

t
«fil

he *»<* ** th« 'stat^s%.sd

i<&Sy.

1 talk^g al3oufe“th0 *bCBfc of bis talk best aoso&krg

^
'',
?? ^be TferdaitSers'—aid I an quoting William 2* fe^taw#,to

can; ever dsfeay the Soviet Union, thsy have another think eoraisg*11

* . ,
^fbis- Was S speech in tbs Cosmsuhtet- Party *j7hile our-’ ;eountrvwastagaamnafa a. stag» ma MS. il««SS.ta2S»

WKffiss ^iST' 1733 *Jmt ^tatenaofe rjaas la priasfia or Ourlag the

It fassaSp dnrii® the £&#*« of Ms; speech

f&Or discussion was held uithia ihe Cos-Bsrty om thia subject* to your ImOTledgo?

balieve I previously testified that at this
partictiler Eesrti.n£ ''bat William 2*. Foster atrsssed the importanas ofSsg&gS^ ,s ***^^ JtSFSSSiSkie? tine ouU.ai.ng .of a vm People »s Farty*1*

2* * llfSSi \ 2*®“ ***“•* that a mmrn
' l

On $5K- atJhe Carnegie Susie. &&* IIorth SMe,
* On KOye^sr 25, 19^5® and that he had driven Foster* thsto ana from this meeting#

12 -



/ The above report set cnifei ‘William Z. Foster denounced reactionary

sysmaeife of United States for keeping troops in China; in his speech—

crossed importance of support to G*U» and other strikers aid also stressed

jteport for steel in ite fight far wage increase of or §2#OQ e #y# On

itcmie boaib said U.S. should give it to the united Hations—warmd if U.S.

loss not give it these countries will get it awhow. Tenor of speech was

tfcresful and the most radical in three years in the CP#’1

I The above report of CVETIC contains no further information regard-

ing FOSTER'S address#
b

A reams of the information regarding this meeting as reported tar fc

Special Agents I and I I Ktatogfoer .25# 19W $ b

I

nac aj. as
| of known r©liabili&E*_J^eab8r 25* of known ^

TOliibllf&rHovaiaber 2?-#-19li5

.

1 I of known reliability# UciveEbsr 25# 19«5*

aM Ite’Q&u Informant I I of known reliability^ IfcvesitOT 191pj .2?®£3&<$s

the foUwing with regard to the UILLIAU Z« FOSTER MASS KEiSriEO haM on

November 25* i9li5s

wtt.t.tam 2* POSTER* the principal speaker of the evening# declared

that the Truman Ministration was surrendering to roaqtion 'and imperialism#

m contended that TRIM was not fighting for his proposals and that Congress

Was ngXaahing to pieces " the President »s full employment program#
'

’ji

FOSTER continued that the blame for the tension between the

United States and the Soviet Union should Unplaced at the door Step of

the State Department of the united States which was taking its caters from

the reactionaries$ that the. -reactionaries in the United States wdpted to
use their huge Davy and Air Fords and the atomic bomb to destroy the Soviet

Union because the latter desired to be surrounded by free nations# Be

stated that the Soviet Union had paid a terrible price in blood to help

Democracy conpiir EMi Germany and Japanj that, thereafter the United States

fflvi Britain wore trying to re-establish & reactionary Germany the

united States was running the whole show in Japan* telling the rest of the

world tokeep hands off#, FOSTER mentioned that American soldiers In China

were even fighting the. Chinese Communists and that the latter had furnished

the only organised resistance to the Jans# Be asserted that American soldiers

had no business in Chinaj that the present admiidstration was waring a big

imperialistic stick and that the American people should demand that all

American soldiers be withdrawn from China by Christmas# !9b5*



i ••
fflafc-teast to the atomte b#>mm stated that

Vm einaw^ Vro- aii: Sar^ga nations and that- it should tie td the »_*

/ll^^c^SSSSIed mm* mm
i weatd^lQad t6-b«erit>M results inasmuch «*<&*» *&tie»a

iba 3a^is3i^i« ^dp:

, 'tb® atAd sect^t*-

fl - } ., , ..

pltteady id tbs sa^jfcbg^am tbat; ttef::

dreat ^itadn.i^ to bs **>«»><«-

for WSrM War 221 Tjere -
s

.

I inthetfait^^

This sneaker devOted considerable tips to pointlbg out; ”diat thS
said that tbs C®®cj1s^

fr&noh: Government, and that? it-^
^.--4«i *>«. saufi situation pr©vailed' in Italy and Geritdd?’} that' the Balkan

^8^£^nSSw TO« Sued ttorthat:v?aato9 reasodtM d^itaUsrr

vote^llitig'- «beut that otoHnnls&'ieWWi5 trnt thai-ao one had aiytt^ng -to t&ff-

g£SfSSSs mvfc the i^rialiats arriths^r
the aodner p©a&* *ssrocdLd'h$®$ to tM;TO3?34^ KBl|E' rolated.

aim of ^:**ipil!a8 Gdsnafiist ?»$&.**
i^t&ts&es* that the;^#'et»^?i».6

toS ste^feldiortht^jted^' itt^htaaaf

to tteSoliWtid. of o^itd3is«|;.tfa^:
'id tM» atrugli%.M that cdgitaliiaa^

should %e rq^gd^ty
-,

go^ that: tha

iorS a minority party inmany nations* that it ?ras growing eg>

TOSd conbiffiie to grow 01*11 it -was the majority party* He
.

coraxL-udod^that

qll
-

riyp»t>: tha ‘world"lOT"b4ldlng' the- Baity--^to\ a^BtagO;-'^^^..it: QcmM.gtand.-

OIS& yy yuy %?yvis**** u«o.vm
Av-TiTT. :

—
is*. £f*W -^**3tf

**'

d&e&tj&ft as:
.

a mtr if it shpuld com© ;

4$@g$ iofftea*

certain



i M & »0#W osgssja Sid tot.inaltda && InfegwaMim;.WwJj^b*

;• iii© iE^ori^wa ait a as®. {&$&»*& Eaety, £€©01$.
S6e tfcffl? JP0S®8f $9l£6$Att 8?^S^./fOT^aiS^^,;i£si^ep life -pjifo£Cl' _

a gtrotg Gcfaaajjyjji;
^ _ .

^ /r -
' \

1 .

,

*%$%£9* 1916* |

'

loftosro raliafciiitF^

l^ffisa^jmobility± Iprc^lO^ 3w$* d34 not bbjgtaiit ary iibobmt±o&,t&: i&
effort thabf(BTS& sig^ocftb®- fipb^qj^/tigr a^tiJ3g.:tip
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' The following discrepancies have been found in CTETIG »S testimony
on the above dates after comparison with reports submitted by him to this
office*

1» Ro testimony - page 1279. Paragraph 11,

League

• "Mr. Cvetic: X attended meetings of the Labor Touth

.
According to reports submitted to this office ‘by CVETIC he attended

only one. meeting of the labor Youth League, the Founding Conference of the Labor
Youth^league of Western Pennsylvania which was held at the Fort Pitt Hotel,
Pittsburgh, Pa., on June 17, 19h9, and reported by CVETIC on the same date.

2. He testimony - Page 1290, Paragraph 10.

league
"lb*. Cvetic j ESTHER BUSS is a member of the Labor Youth

No reports submitted by CVETIC or any other informants can be locat-
ed which set out that ESTHER BIXSS; is. a member of the Labor Youth League. It
is noted, however, that CVETIC has reported her to be a member of the Communist
Party.

3. Re testimony - Page 1291, Paragraphs f> and 6.

"Mr. Tavernier: Approximately when and under what circumstances
was the Civil Rights Congress formed in Pittsburgh?

‘



trMr. Cvetic: The Civil Bights Congress of Pittsburgh was foran

ed about five years ago in the office of I§r Schlessinger# *••••»••• • **

The first reports received by this office from CVETIC regarding

meetings held to organize a Civil Rights Congress in Pittsburgh were dated

July 21, 19h7 and August k, 19k7, and referred to meetings of the CRC

Organizational Committee which were held on those dates in the law offices

of HIMM SCHLESINGER, Park Building, Pittsburgh, Pa*

lu Re testimony - Page 1291, Paragraphs 17 and 18*

l»Mr, Tavenner: How many people attended this meeting of May 27,

l?li8, as . nearly as you can recall?

«Mr* Cvetic: About 200*“

By report dated May 27, 19U8 CVETIC advised that seven to eight
hundred people had attended an "Open hearing bn Civil Rights 1* which was held
on that date at Wesley Center A*M.E* Zion Church, 2701 Centre Avenue, Pitts-
burgh, ’Pa*

t
"i

' b7D '

By report dated May 28, 19hS\ of known reliability,

advised that approximately 700 people had attended the above meeting*

Re testimony - Page 1293* Paragraph 13m

Cvetic: (naming CP members) Louise Benjoies »*«••»»; she is

a Communist Party member sent to Pittsburgh to work in the Progressive Party
during the Wallace campaign •••**««• **

Wo report submitted by CVETIC or any other informant of this office

can be located which definitely identifies BENJOIES as a CP member* It is

noted, however, that CVETIC has reported her as being an associate of CP members.

- 2 -
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6, Re testimony - Page 1296, Paragraphs 10 and 11*

"Mr. Tavernier: In early September, plans were made to reorganize
the Civil Eights Congress in Pittsburgh in order to fully mobilize for the
defense of the 12 indicted Communist leaders. Is that nob so?

"Mr. Cvetic: That was in September, 1?U8, yes."

By report dated October 30, 19l# CVETIC advised that a meeting
of leading CP members, called by STEVE NEISON, was held at 5>lt3 liberty Avenue,
Pittsburgh, Pa* on October 29, 19U9, "For the purpose of discussion and the re-
organization of the local CRC and activities surrounding the 11 jailed Communist
leaders."

7. Re testimony - Page 1300, last paragraph.
Page 1301, first -paragraph.

"Mr. Cvetic: (Naming Communist Party"members) STABLE! DONE!, President
of District 6, UE-CIO.

"The names I have mentioned here I know to be members of the Communist
Party as I have attended functionary meetings of the Communist party with these
people."

No report submitted by CVETIC can be located which states that
STANLEY LONE! is a CP member or attended CP functionary meetings. It is noted
that CVETIC orally advised this office on December 29, 19ii9 that he had no
knowledge that IONE! was a member of the CP and that he certainly had not seen
him at recent CP meetings. On this date CVETIC did state that DONE! had been
elected a member of the Board of Directors of the American Gommittee for Pro-
tection of Foreign Born during the national conference of thiat organization
held at Detroit, Michigan on December 3, and U, 191:9. CVETIC said, however,
that DONE! did not attend this conference.

By report dated July 18, 19k9 CVETIC advised that STANLEY DONE!
had attended the Bill of Rights Conference held at New York, New York on
July 16, and 17, 19h9*

It isliioied that CNDIs
,
and l 1 both of known reliability,

have reported that STANLEI DONE! was a CP member but neither of these informants
have reported DONE! as attending any recent CP meetings*

L



8* Re testimony - Page 3309, Paragr^hs 1-7*

“Mr* Cvetic (naming proposed speakers at a May 1;, 19k9 meeting
of the Civil Rights Congress at Pittsburgh)

:

,
,rWilliam Patterson, national executive secretary of the Civil Rights

Congress, is listed as a speaker*

“Tom Quinn is listed as the chairman of the meeting*

“Nate Albert is listed as a speaker*

IJTom Fitzpatrick is listed as a speaker*

“Charley Fisher is listed as a speaker*

“Charley Newell and Nick Lazaris are listed as speakers* These I
have identified as Communist Party members and they were considered as speak-
ers* Which of them actually spoke, I can*t say, because I didn*t attend the
meeting*

No report submitted by CVETIC can be located regarding the above
May it, 19l]$ meeting since he did not attend same*

b7D

By report dated May 9, 19k9 of known reliability, re-
ported that WIIXIAH PATTERSON, ROBERT JONES, and GEORGE TOCHINICH had spoken
at the above meeting*

The “Pittsburgh Courier 11 a weekly negro newspaper published at
Pittsburgh, Pa* , in its issue of May 25>, 19i*9 published at page 5, columns

3 and it, an article to the effect that WILLIM PATTERSON, MILO MAMHLA, ROBERT
JONHS, and NATHAN ALBERT were speakers at the above meeting*

f

1

9t Page 1310, Paragraph 12, to' Page 3311, Paragraph 5>«

"M% Tavernier: I desire to offer a list of persons who were to fur-
nish transportation to a meeting featuring Mrs. Robeson, wife of Paul Robeson,
on Friday night, October 28, 19h9 } and ask that it be marked •Cvetic Exhibit
No. Ii9.«

-h-



“Mr. Wood: Let it be admitted©
(The document above referred to, marked *Cvetic Exhibit No© h9> 1

is filed herewith*)

“Mr. Tavernier: Mr© Cvetic, will you examine the list and state *

whether or not you can identify the names of ary of those appearing thereon
as members of the Communist Party, that is, known to you to be members of
the Communist Party?

“Mr* Cvetic: First I would like to say, the way this was arranged,
this plan was discussed at the nationality commission of the Communist Party,
and this list was prepared at the nationality commission meeting, and it was
our contribution to this meeting at which Mrs* Robeson was present on the
evening of October 28, 19l*9, at the A© Leo Weil School in Pittsburgh* In other
words, we were to get these cars to transport people to the meeting*

“Mr* Tavenner; By •we* to whom do you refer?

“Mr# Cvetic: Members of the nationality commission*

“Mr* Tavenner: Of the Communist Party?

“Mr© Cvetic: That is r^ght©"

It is noted that this evidence was presented as pertaining"to the
Civil Rights Congress at Pittsburgh* I I of known reliability, report-
ed on October 30, 19k9> that the meeting which featured Mrs* Paul Robeson was a
Progressive Party Rally held at the A* Leo Weil School, Centre and Sbho Streets,
Pittsburgh, Pa©, on October 28, 19li9# No report submitted by CVETIC can be
located with regard to his attendance at this meeting©

It is noted, however, that in a report dated October 16, 19h9 CVETIC
set out the organization of an autocade for.transporting people to the above
meeting which was to feature Mrs. PAUL ROBISON, was discussed and prepared at
“A meeting Tield at the Progressive Party offiee, 120 - 9th Street, Pittsburgh,
on Friday evening, October lU, 19k9> for the purpose of mobilizing Slavic
Americans for the coming elections »

The above report of CVETIC does not indicate that this was a meeting
of the Nationality Commission#

- 5 -



10* Re testimony - Page 1312 9 Paragraphs 2-6*

“Mr* Tavenner: lfi% Chairman, I desire to offer in evidence at this
time copy of a letter signed ^Daughter Dollie Allen, secretary. Elks Rest * bear-
ing date January 29, 19k9, which shows a list of the local sponsoring committee
on the margin, and I ask that it be marked fCvetic Exhibit rNo* 51* *

“Mr* Walter: Let it be marked and received*

(The document above referred to, marked fCvetic Exhibit No* 5>1, *

is filed herewith)

“Mr* Taverner: Will you examine this exhibit f>l, Mr* Cvetic, and
explain what the Elks Rest is and the significance of the letter?

“Mr* Cvetic: This was a, sponsoring committee call to a legislative
assembly and rally to be .held, in Washington, D*C*, on February 11 and 12, l?it9*

The local sponsoring committee members of the Communist Party were: Alexander
Wright, whom I previously identified as a Communist Party member $ Joseph 'Sonny*
Robinson, whom I previously identified as a member of the Communist Party; and
Charles Kearns, a radio script writer for one of the Pittsburgh radio stations,
who is also a Communist Party member*

“

No information concerning DOLT.TE ALLEN or Elks Rest can be located
in reports submitted by CVETIC* .

On February 8, 191*9 I \ of known reliability, furnished a
copy of a “Gall to a legislative assembly and rally to end segregation and
discrimination11 which was held at Washington, D*C* on February 11 and 12, 19k99

and which was apparently under the direction of one Dr* J* FINIEI WE ISON, 1915
liith Street, N*W*, Washington, D*C*

b7D

By report dated January 28, l9h9 CVETIC stated that during the
course of the meeting of the American Slav Congress of Western Pennsylvania
on January 27, 19h9, GEORGE WUCKENICH announced that the above conference was
to be held and that it was being organized by the leader of the negro colored
Elks ^

This office has
was sponsored by the GP for

no information indicating that the above conference
a CP front group*

- 6 -



11* Re testimony - Page 1315* Last Paragraph, through
Page 1316* Paragraph 5*

»Mr* Cvetic: Well, I attended a meeting in Chicago of national
executives of the Civil Rights Congress in the spring of 19h9* either in
the spring or early summer of 19h9* To this meeting came the executives from
the entire country* We had about 30 executive secretaries* I represented
the Western Pennsylvania area of the Civil Rights Congress* William Patterson,
national executive secretary, was chairman of the meeting* Another who was
there was Harold Christoffel$ also, Mr* Marshall, who at that time was one of
the top officials of the Civil Rights Congress*

nMr* Tavenner: What Marshall is that?'

“Mr* Cvetic: I don*t recollect his first name* At any rate, at
this particular meeting in Chicago, it was called for the purpose of taking
up the main topic, and that was the defense of the Communist Party leadership*

*

“In the course of the discussions which developed in the 2 days,
several of the people who attended these meetings complained bitterly because
some of the money whichwas raised for other causes was deflected to the defense
of the Communist leadership* In one particular case there was a fund of over
$20,000 raised for a specific campaign, and no record was ever available that
the money was used for the particular purpose* From all indications and apologies
by top officials, this fund was deflected to the defense of the Communist Party
leadership*

“ The conclusion was reached at this meeting that from then on money
would be used for the purpose for which it was raised* We were working and
raising funds for many cases, the Lson Josephson c ase and many others, and
from the discussions at this meeting it was brought out that much of the money
raised for these cases was deflected to the Communist leadership defense* 11

CVETIC is apparently referring to a conference of secretaries
and functionaries of the Civil Rights Congress held at Chicago, Illinois, on
June k9 and 5, 19k9* concerning which he submitted a report on June 7* 19h9*
According to that report, 28 secretaries and visitors attended said conference,
and GEORGE MARSHALL, Chairman of the Board of Directors - not WILLIAM PATTERSON -

was chairman of the conference sessions* CVETIC *S report did not set out that



HAR0H5 CHRISTOFPEL attended this conference bub did advise that one H&ROID

was preset o By report dated July 18, 19h9 CVETIC advised that the individual

referred to as HAROLD was actually HAROIB CHRISTOFFEL*

Although the above report of CVETIC indicated that there was 'some

discussion at the conference concerning the defense of the GP leadership, it

set out that the conference was called to critically re-examine the work of

the local GRC chapters and the national office in order to build the national
organization*

CVETIC^ report set out that it was decided that funds raised
during a particular campaign should be used for the purpose for which the
campaign was initiated and that the national CRG office and local chapters

should refrain from using money in one specific campaign for other activities*

The above report did not indicate that such funds were deflected to the defense

of the CP leadership and contained no mention of a $20,000 fund which was de-
flected#

In a report dated October 30, 19h9 CVETIC advised that a meeting of

leading party members was held at 9h3 liberty Avenue, on October 29, 19^9*
During the course of same STEVE HEISON mentioned that $8,000 of the local bail
bond fund had been raised in the district and that $20,000 was needed* This,

however, was a GP fund and not a GRC fund* CVETIC *S report did not mention the

deflection of any funds to other purposes*

12* Re testimony - Page 1316* Paragraphs 10 and 11#

u!ar* Tavenner: Do you recall the purpose for which the fund of

$20,000 was raised which you said it was suspected had been diverted to the
defense of the Communist leaders?'

“Mr* Cvetic: The amount, as I recollect, was around $23,000* With-
out ny notes, which I turned over to the FBI, I don*t remember the specifics

on it* As soon as I would get through with a meeting, I would file By reports
and then get started on the next day fs work* 1*

As set out above CVETIC^ report dated June 7, 19li9 with regard to
a CRG conference held at Chicago, Illinois, on June k and 5, 19^9* did not

mention the deflection of a $20,000 fund and no information regarding this fund
or a $23,000 fund can be located in the reports which,he submitted to this office



13# Re testimony - Page 132lia Paragraphs 10-13#

"Mr* Tavenner: .Bo you recall whether the Reverend Vioslav Gachl-
novich was a member of the nationality commission of the Communist Party?

"Mr* Cvetic: At that time he sat down with members of the nation-
ality commission separate and aside# Because of his position, he met with
Mr* Mnerich, or he met with myself and other leaders, for the purpose of
discussing this particular project#

"Mr# Tavernier* But he was not a member of the nationality com-
mission of the Communist Party?

ltMr# Gvetic: Hot at that time$ no#"

Ho report submitted by CVETIC can be located which set out that
Reverend VIOSLAV GACHINOVTCH was a member of the Nationality (National groups)
Commission at any time#

Hi# Re testimony - Page 1327# Paragraph U-6#

"Mr# Cvetic: I know in my previous testimony I identified a
doctor I understood was with the State Departments some time ago# *1 don*t
know whether he is still there#

"Mr# Hiarrison: Ihe is he?

"Mr# Cvetic: Dr# Victor Sharerikoff#"

No reports, submitted by CVETIC can be located which set out that
VECTOR SH&RENKOEP is or was an employee of the State Department#

15# Re testimony - Page 1330, Paragraph 19, to
Page 133ls Paragraph 29#

"Mr# Cvetic: This is a list of delegates to the American Slav Con-
gress National Convention held in Pittsburgh in September I9I46# The following
are known Communist Party members, and I am testifying to this on the basis of
Communist Party members with whom I have attended committee or functionary
meetings of the Communist Party:
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’Frank Tadej* T-a-d-e-j — he also spells it T-a-d-y; 0

’’Stephen Mrkovich;
'*Zare Werlinich;
’’Anthony Skvarich;
”Joe Sumrak;
’’Mary Sumrak;
”N#S* Lqyen, who uses the name of Steve Loyen, one of' the leaders

of the Communist Party in Pittsburgh who went to Yugoslavia about 2 years ago*
’’Stephen Devunich;
’’Joseph Migalich;
’’Arthur Bartl;
”Lso Fishery
’’Iouis Filetich;
’’Frank Borich;
”MIke Dudash;

’’Ladislov Sobol, from Etna, Pa*
’’John Matelesko, M-a-t-e-l-e-s-k-o, who also uses the name Matles,

M-a-t-l-e-s , from Conemaugh, Pa*, in Cambria County*
’’Matthew Lepovich, from Bentleyville, ‘Pa. I know him to be a member,

because I attended Communist Party meetings in Washington County with him at the
home of Harold Spencer, who is also a Communist Party member* I v/anted to
qualify this man because he is a deputy sheriff in Washington County*

”Mr* Tavenner: Who is the person referred to as a deputy sheriff2
”Mr* Cvetic: Matthew Lepovich*
(continuing to name Communists : ) Steve Merges;
Alexander Makusheriko;
’’Anton Cipcic;
”Rev* Vioslav Gachinovich;
’’Mike Godiehj
’’Anthony Minerich; .

’’Martin Krasich;
”MLlo Mamula;
’’Mane Susnjar;
’’Paul Kluvo;
’’Michael Hanusiak;
”John Kowalski, Sbuth Side, Pittsburgh;
’’Calvin Brook;
”Baisy Lolich* She is married now and her name is Barti*
^Rev* Nikola Drenovac, a member of the Communist Party* He is now

in Yugoslavia*
’’Nicholas Baltich;
’’Milena Gachinovich* She is the wife of Rev. Gachinovich and she

is also in Yugoslavia*”

L
- 10



A thorough review of, the files in this office has failed to
locate a couplet© list of the Pittsburgh delegates to the 191*6 American
Slav Conference national Convention (3rd American Slav Congress) It
is to he noted, however, that GVETIC *S testimony on this point is confus-
ed* According to reports submitted by CVEIIC to this office and the New
York Office the Third American Slav Congress was held on September 20-22!,

1?U6 at New York, N* Y* Prom information furnished by CVEFIC, to the New
York Office during the course of said conference a list of five Pittsburgh
delegates can be compiled* One of these delegates reported by GVEEIG was
GEORGE TOKDVICH who was previously identified by GVETIC before the House
Committee on Un-American Activities as a GP member# It is noted, however,
that in this portion of the testimony appearing 6n pages 1330 and 1331 CVEEIC
does not include WITKOVICH as one of the CP delegates to the 191*6 American
Slav Congress National Convention#

According to reports submitted to this office by GVEEIG and other
informants in 19l*l* the American Slav Congress National Convention (2nd American
Slav Congress) was held at Pittsburgh on September 23 and 21*, 19l*l*# This
office maintains a complete list of delegates to the 19l*l* Congress, same hav-
ing been furnished by| of known reliability# A. check of this list,
however, reflects that it is not identical with the list concerning which
GVEEIG testified on pages 1330 and 1331

Re testimony - Page 1332, Paragraph 22#

Cvetic: This Western Pennsylvania committee is a committee
selected from the American Slav Congress of Western Pennsylvania# n (With
regard to persons elected at a quarterly meeting of the American Slav
Congress held on May 25, 19l*7, at the Mayfair Hotel, Pittsburgh, Pa.)

It would appear that GVEPIC does not recall what type of committee
he is describing here# No report submitted by CVEEIC can be located regard-
ing this meeting or this committee# It is noted, however, that
of known reliability, reported on May 27, 19i*7 that during the course of the
American Slav Congress Quarterly Conference held at the Mayfair Hotel, Pitts-
burgh, Pa#, on May 25, 19l*7, provisional committees were set up for the
purpose of getting youth interested in the ASC#

It would appear that the persons named by CVEEIC were persons
chosen for these provisional committees#

- 11 -



17 Re testimony - Page 13l*0» Paragraphs Ii~ll,

“Mr* Tavenner: Mr* Cvetic, in going over these various documents
which you have presented here with members of the staff, you have recalled
a meeting, I understand, which was held in Pittsburgh in 191*6 and which was
addressed by William Z* Foster* Will you now describe that meeting to us?

“Mr* Cvetics In the late fall or early winter of 191*6, November
or December 191*6, the Communist Party in Pittsburgh held a meeting at the
Carnegie Music Hall in North Side* William Z« Foster, the chairman of the
Communist Party, United States of America, was the principal speaker* One
of the main themes that he used at this particular meeting*—I attended the
meeting as a. member of the arrangements committee and was also William Z#
Foster *s chauffeur, taking him to the meeting and back to the station, so
I know what I am talking about—the main theme of his talk went something
like this:

“If the war-makers “--and I am quoting William Z* Foster—^hirik
they can ever defeat the Soviet Union, they have another think coming* “

!lThis was a speech in the Communist Party while our country was
busy disarming, as early as late 191*6. I heard William Z* Foster make that
statement *

“Mr* Tavenner: Was that statement made in private or during the
course of a speech?

“Mr. Dvetic: It was made during the course of his speech#

“Mr* Tavenner % What, other discussion was held within the Com-
munist Party on this subject, to your knowledge?

“Mr* Cvetics I believe I previously testified that at this
particular meeting that William Z* Foster stressed the importance of
setting up a new People fs Party, and that all the members should work
for the building of a new People *s Party. “

Ey report dated November 26, 191*5 CVSTIC advised that a- William
Z* Foster Mass Meeting had been held at the Carnegie Music Hall, North Side,
Pittsburgh, Pa* on November 25, 191*5, and that he had driven Foster, the
principal speaker, to and from this meeting*

- 12 -



The above report of CVETIC contains no further information regard-
ing FOSTERS "address * - *

A resume of the information regarding this meeting as reported by
Special Agents WILLIAM B. MOONEI, and

|

"
I November 25, 29k$,

, J of known reliability« November 25% 19U5« I |of known
reliability, November 27 » 19li5J

|
of known reliability, November 25# 19h5*

and Bureau Informant I I of known reliability, November 2$, 19b$, reflects
the following with regard to the WILLIAM Z. FOSTER MASS MEETING held on
.November 25, 19b$i

WILLIAM Z* FOSTER, the principal speaker of the evening, declared
that the Truman Administration was surrendering to Reaction and imperialism.
He contended that TRUMAN was not fighting for his proposals and that Congress
was “slashing to pieces n the President ?s full employment program*

FOSTER continued, that the blame for the tension between the
United States and the Soviet Union should be placed at the door step of
the State Department of the United States which was taking its orders from
the reactionaries 5 that the reactionaries in the United States wanted to,
use their huge Navy and Air Force and the atomic bomb' to destroy the 'Soviet
Union because the latter desired to be surrounded by free nations# He
stated that the Soviet Union had paid a terrible price in blood to help"
Democracy conquer Nazi Germany and Japan* that thereafter the United States
and Great Britain were trying to re-establish a reactionary Germany and the
United States was running the whole show in Japan, telling the rest of the
world to keep hards off# FOSTER mentioned that American soldiers in China
were even fighting the Chinese Communists and that the latter had furnished
the only organized resistance to the Japs# He asserted that American soldiers
had no business in China* that the present administration was waving a big
imperialistic stick and .that the American people should demand that all
American soldiers be withdrawn from China by Christmas, 2$h$*

- 13 -



With regard to the atomic bomb FOSTER stated that its secret

,

shoulct-be shared by all large nations and that it should be given to the
Security Council of the United Nations, If this action -was not taken, FOSTER
contended that it would lead to horrible results inasmuch as other nations
would learn the secret ary way; that Russia would not sit idly by and let
the imperialistic countries keep the atomic secret,

FOSTER continued that preparations for World War HI were
already in the making and that the imperialists in the United States and
Great Britain were to be blamed.

The speaker devoted considerable time to pointing out what the
Communists had accomplished all over the world# He said that the Communists
practically control the French Government and that it was' only a matter of time
until the same situation prevailed in Italy and Germary; that the Balkan
states were communist# FOSTER argued that that was the reason the capitalists
were yelling about the Communist menace; but that no one had anything to fear
from the Communists except the imperialists and the sooner the latter became
extinct the sooner peace would come to the world, FOSTER related that it
was the aim of the American Communist Party to nationalize all the major
industries; that the free enterprise system was a joke# He predicted that
the struggle of the workers for higher wages and shorter hours would lead
to the abolition of capitalism; that the Communist Party must lead the
workers in this struggle, in order to convince the people that capitalism
should be replaced by communism# He asserted that the Communist Party was no
longer a minority party in many nations ; that it was growing in America and
would continue to grow until it was the majority party# He concluded that
the Communists in Pittsburgh were following the pattern of the Communists
all over the world by building the Party to a stage where it could stand
alongside any party#

By report dated March 10, 191*6 CVETIC advised that a WILLIAM 2#
FOSTER Mass Meeting had been held on March 10, 191*6, at the Henry Clay Frick
Elementary School, Fifth Avenue and Thackeray Street, Pittsburgh, Pa# Said
report set out that during the course of the principal address WILLIAM 2#
FOSTER "Accused the American Government as acting aggressively and unfriendly
and referred to the Soviet Union as a country who wants to be friendly, and
also that we cannot defeat her if we fight her##########The entire speech was

' colored with defeatism as regards a war if it should come and the certain
defeat this country would suffer#"

- iu-



It is noted that CVEEIC did not include any information concerning
the importance of setting up a new People «s Party in this report but he did
set out that FOSTER made "An appeal for recruits into the Communist Party — —
stressed the importance of a strong Communist Party."

It is further noted that reports submitted concerning the WILIAM
Z« FOSTER Mass Meeting held on March 10. ISh&t 33 submitted by Special Agent

I I
March 10, 1?1»6, | I of known reliability, Jferch 10, 1?1;6,

I . |
of known reliability, April It, 191*6, . and Bureau Informant [ | cf

Itncwnreliability, March 10, l?li6, did not contain any information to the
effect that FOSTER stressed the importance of setting up a new People *s Party.

It would appearthat CVEEIC *S testimony with regard to the WHUfiM Z.
FOSTER meeting held in Pittsburgh in the late fall o,r early winter of 19U6 is
both confused and erroneous.

18. Re testimony - Page 13U0, Paragraph 12, through
.

Page Paragraph 2.

"Mr. Tavenners Bid you ever have a discussion with Steve Kelson,
or did you hear in a conference Steve Nelson say anything regarding the
leadership of the Communist party in the Western District of Pennsylvania
in the event he was not available for continued leadership?

"Ifc*. Cvetie: Tes. I would like to report on a meeting I attended
late last summer at 9h3 liberty Avenue which Steve Nelson addressed# The
particular meeting dealt with the Communist Party 1 eadership. The meeting
was addressed by Steve Nelson, who is the district organizer at the present
time for the Communist Party of Western Pennsylvania.

"At this meeting Steve Nelson stressed the importance, to the lead-,
ing party functionaries who were present at this meeting, that «n 0f us
should.be prepared to assume leadership if and when any of the leaders of the
Communist Party are deposed by any means. He elaborated on this by
attention that we don 't know when ary of us may be in concentration camps,
and he used such terms as the party leadership might be ‘decapitated* and
we should be prepared to assume leadership if anyone is removed, and, if an
emergency situation should arise we should all be prepared to assume leader-
ship in the party*

be
b7C
b7D
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**Whenever he referred to concentration canrps and started talking
about the leadership being deposed, while he did not qualify himself, Steye
Nelson always did refer in conversations to this* country as the eneny, and
ny only inference from his instructions to be followed in. an ^emergency situation*
was that he meant in case of war between the Soviet Union and the United States. 11

.

CVETIC is apparently referring to a District Conference of the CP
of Western Pennsylvania held at 9h3 liberty Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa*, on
September 25, 19h9 and reported by him on September 26, 19k9*

His report regarding; this conference does not set out that STEVE
NEISON mentioned concentration c amps but does state “Nelson also said in
dealing with the Party leadership The secondary leadership of the
Party conducted the plenum in absence of our leaders, four of whom are in jail
and one, Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, who is in Paris. Nelson said it shows they
cannot behead our party.**

| |
of known reliability, reported on the above meeting but

no substantiation of CVETIC fS testimony is contained in said informant *s

report.

With regard to STEVE NEISON referring. to this country “As the
enemy** CVETIC *S only reports tending to substantiate this testimony are as
follows

:

In a report dated February 16, 19h9 CVETIC advised that while
lunching with STEVE NEISON at Pittsburgh, on that date, NEISON in speaking
of organizing a class of new Party recruits among youth and steel workers,
stated, “The new members, will be encouraged to ask some of the questions
the eneny is raising, such as the Mndszenty Trial, etc.**

In a report dated July 29, 19h9 CVETIC advised that a meeting of
the CP functionaries was held at 9h3 liberty Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa*, on
July 28, 19ii9# During the course of this meeting, “Steve Nelson stated in
his report that the United States is meddling in many other countries both
economically and politically. The North Atlantic Pact and the proposed
military aid program of (President) Truman brings the threat of war closer*
The American imperialists are trying to dominate the world—but they will
not succeed* This attack of our eneny is being answered every day with
victories in China. .**

In another report dated November 13, 191*9, CVETIC advised that
NEISON, while discussing recruiting at a district conference of the CP of
Western Pennsylvania held at Pittsburgh on November 12, 19k9, stated,
“Axyone who is waiting for things to get easier before they start working
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better forget about it, comrades* Things are not agoing to get easier, they*
are going to get tougher and we might as well fac& it* Our enemy* which has
been defeated on the International front will sharpen its attack on us in
this country, make no mistake about that***

19* Re testimony - Page 13Ul, Paragraph 11*

“ Ur* Cvetic (listing Communist Party -members) George Brkijacicj
I used to collect his party dues* He lived in McKees Rocks, Pa* He is now
in Yugoslavia* **

No report submitted by CVETIC can be located which sets out that
he collected dues from BRKLJACIC or that the latter is now in Yugoslavia*
It is noted that no active investigation of BRKLJACIC has ever been conduct-
ed by this office*

20* Re testimony - Page 13k29 Paragraph 1*

!lMr* Cvetic (Listing Communist Party members) Eric Walter Hubscher,
husband of Martha Hubschert I have attended Communist Party meetings with
him* 11

By report dated July 21, 19^6 CVETIC advised that HUBSCHER had b7D
attended a GP picnic at linden Grove, Castle Shannon, Pa* It is noted that

I I
of known reliability, also reported that HUBSCHER was present at

this picnic*

By report dated July 18, 19U9 CVETIC advised that HUBSCHER had
attended the Bill of Rights Conference held at New York, New York on July
17 and 18, 19l*9.

No further reports submitted by CVETIC can be located which contain
information regarding TRIG WAITER HUBSCHER fS: having attended any other type
of meting which might be regarded as a CP meeting*

It is noted that 3 and I I both of known reliability.
b7D

have advised that HUBSCHER attended a Communist May Bay rally held at Carnegie
Music Ball, North Side, Pittsburgh, Pa* on May li, 19U7* and the former also

L



I

reported that HUBSCHER attended the South Side Communist Party- Club social
and raffle -held on April 3. 19h8 at the home of 10U3S BORTZ, 1253 Shady
Crest Drive, Pittsburgh.

| |
further, reported that- HUBSCHER attended the

28th Anniversary celebration sponsored by the CP of Western Pennsylvania
which was held at Carnegie Lecture Ball, North Side, on September 28, 191$.

21« Re testimony - Page 13h2, Paragraph 19.

"Mr. Cvetic (listing Communist Party members) Rudy Martonovich:
Who was one of the editors of the Language Press, 1916 East Street. He is
now in Yugoslavia."

No report- submitted by CVETIC can be located which sets out that
RUDOIF MARTONOVICH (Bureau file #100—58056) is presently in Yugoslavia.

According to the July 5, 19h7 issue of "Ludovy Dennlk", Slovak
newspaper published at Pittsburgh, Pa., MARTONOVICH returned to Czecho-
slovakia, not Yugoslavia, on June 28, 19lj7« An article appearing in "Ludovy
Dennik" on Jhne 26, 19li7 set out that MARTONOVICH would establish residence
in Bratislava, Chechoslovakia.

An article appearing in the October 6, 191$ issue of "Ludove
Noviiy" (Successor to "ludovy Dennlk") set out that as of August 9, 19li9
MARTONOVICH was President of the County Commission of Bratislava.

22. Re testimony - Page 13N8, Paragraph 6.

"Mr. Cvetic t ....... Once when I spoke at a meeting in West
Brownsville in Washington County, with Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, I had to
run for my life. .1 was making a Communist' speech ............. «"

By report dated March 27, 19h5 CVETIC advised,that a meeting
was held at Croatian Hall, West Brownsville, Pa., on that date for the purpose
of discussing a "Miners* strike threat." ELIZABETH GURLEY FIYNN attended this
meeting and delivered the principal address.

The above report of CVETIC does not contain any information to
the effect that he had to run for his life and indicates that CVETIC spoke
with regard to Yugoslav relief, and a "No strike vote" by the miners.
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23 * Re testimony - Page 13lf9» Paragraphs 20-23.

"Mr. Velde i Going back to Victor Sharenkoff, what was his position?

"Mr. Cvetic * I knew him as a leader of the Bulgarian section of
the Gomiminist Party, U.S.A.

_ "Mr. Velde: Did he have ary official connection with the United
States Government?

"Mr. Cvetic: ‘While I have never had absolute knowledge of it, I
have been informed he either was employed by the State Department or had some
status with the State Department at one time, but I never of my own knowledge
knew that, except I recollect in my meetings with Dr. Sharenkoff he stated
or somebody stated he worked for the State Department. The reason X placed
stress on Dr. Sharenkoff is because he does meet with Sam Milgrom, and Sam
Milgrom, as I have reported to the FBI, is head of the Communist Party in
the United States and has to a large extent replaced Peters* He stays
pretty much in the background, but I attended a' Communist Party meeting
in Chicago where Gerhart Eisler was present, and I heard MLlgrom telling
Eisler what to do, so I figured Milgrom was the boss."

As noted hereinbefore no report submitted by CVETIC can be locat-
ed which sets out that VICTOR SHARENKOFF' was or is employed by the State
Department.

By report dated December 13, 19^8 CVETIC advised that the l£th
Anniversary Conference of the American Committee for Protection of Foreign
Born had been held at the Congress Hotel, Chicago, Illinois, on December 11,
and 12, 19ii8. This report sets out that both SAM MILGROM and GERHART EISLER
attended this conference but the report does not contain any information to
the effect that CVETIC "Heard MILGROM telling EISLER what to do."

Likewise CVETIC has never reported to this office that SAM MILGROM
"Is head of the Communist Party in the United States and has to a large
extent replaced Peters."

The only comment by CVETIC concerning MILGROM that can possibly
be so interpreted was contained in a report dated November 9, 19U8 in which
he advised that a National Groups Commission Meeting of the CF-USA had been.



held at IWO Headquarters , 80 - 5th Avenue, New York, New York, on November 9,

19U8. The purpose of this meeting was to discuss the GP line with regard
to Yugoslavia and "Sam ELlgrom, IWO leader 11 was in attendance*

At one point in this report CVETIC sets out "Anter, Bacich, Justiz,

Johnson, Babin, and others were critical of some of the work and voiced opinions

about drastic changes especially relating to (Narodni) Glasnik# but the fact

that Sam MLlgrom*s suggestions were adopted without opposition indicated at

least to me that he is in the driver *s seat in this Commission* 11

2lu Re testimony - Page 1350* Paragraphs 6 and ?•

" Mr* Tavenners Bo you have knowledge of a Communist cell presently
existing and operating in the Bethlehem Steel plant at Johnstown, Pa*?

"Mr* Cvetic: I know a Communist cell operates there* Several of
the party members with whom I met in Johnstown so informed me* While I
have never met with the cell as an organizer, various party members with
whom I met in Johnstown have told met *We have several members working in
the Bethlehem plant* * But I have no knowledge of how they function* I
never personally met .with such a cello 11

No report submitted by CVETIC can be located which sets out that

a CP cell is operating at the Bethlehem Steel plant in Johnstown, Pa*
I I of known reliability, who is, better informed on Cambria County

CP activity than CVETIC, reported on June 13, 1950 that approximately a
year ago STEVE NEISON issued orders to split up the CP members in Johnstown
into two units, one comprising coal miners and the other steel workers and
persons operating their own businesses* Four of the individuals assigned
to the latter unit reportedly are employed’ by the Bethlehem Steel Company*

b7D

Only two of these individuals are regarded by
members at the present time*

as being active CP

25* Re testimony - Page 1351* Paragraph 1*

"Me* Cvetic: From the meetings 1 have attended~and I am taking
into account where I led meetings in the coal-mining districts and didn*t
even know the names of the members, and picnics I attended where I didn lt
know the names of all members—I would say that the present strength of the
Communist Party in Cambria County is 35 to i|0 members* 1*
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No report submitted by CVETIG ean be located in which he sets

out the strength of the CP in Cambria County*

On January 16, 19$0 I I of known reliability, reported
that there were approximately 2k CP members in Cambria County, 6 being
members of the CP Branch at Portage, Pa* and 18 being members of t he Branch
at Johnstown, Pa*

CNDI PI-10, of known reliability, has also reported that as of

December 31> l?ii9 the Cambria County CP membership was 2iu
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
FOIPA

DELETED PAGE INFORMATION SHEET

No Duplication Fees are charged for Deleted Page Information Sheet(s).

Total Deletf=; d Page-<» - 36

Page 163 — Duplic ate 1 OO-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FE>PS 6-1 S3

Page 164 -- Duplic ate 1 OO-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FE>PS 6-1 S3
Page 165 -- Duplic ate 1 OO-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FE>PS 6-1 S3

Page 166 -- Duplic ate 1 OO-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FE>PS 6-1 S3

Page 167 — Duplic ate 1 OO-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FE>PS 6-1 S3

Page 1 68 — Duplic ate 1 OO-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FE>PS 6-1 S3

Page 169 -- Duplic ate 1 OO-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FE>PS 6-1 S3

Page 170 -- Duplic ate 1 OO-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FE>PS 6-1 S3

Page 171 -- Duplic ate 1 OO-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FE>PS 6-1 S3

Page 172 — Duplic ate 1 OO-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FE>PS 6-1 S3
Page 173 -- Duplic ate 1 OO-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FE>PS 6-1 S3
Page 174 -- Duplic ate 1 OO-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FE>PS 6-1 S3

Page 175 -- Duplic ate 1 OO-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FE>PS 6-1 S3

Page 176 — Duplic ate 1 OO-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FE>PS 6-1 S3

Page 177 -- Duplic ate 1 OO-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FE>PS 6-1 S3

Page 173 -- Duplic ate 1 OO-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FE>PS 6-1 S3

Page 179 -- Duplic ate 1 OO-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FE>PS 6-1 S3

Page 130 -- Duplic ate 1 OO-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FE>PS 6-1 S3

Page 131 -- Duplic ate 1 OO-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FE>PS 6-1 S3

Page 132 - Duplic ate 1 OO-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FE>PS 6-1 S3

Page 133 -- Duplic ate 1 OO-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FE>PS 6-1 S3

Page 134 -- Duplic ate 1 OO-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FE>PS 6-1 S3

Page 135 -- Duplic ate 1 OO-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FE>PS 6-1 S3
Page 136 Duplic ate 1 OO-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FE>PS 6-1 S3
Page 137 -- Duplic ate 1 OO-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FE>PS 6-1 S3

Page 133 -- Duplic ate 1 OO-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FE>PS 6-1 S3

Page 139 -- Duplic ate 1 OO-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FE>PS 6-1 S3

Page 190 — Duplic ate 1 OO-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FE>PS 6-1 S3

Page 191 -- Duplic ate 1 OO-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FE>PS 6-1 S3

Page 192 -- Duplic ate 1 OO-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FE>PS 6-1 S3

Page 193 -- Duplic ate 1 OO-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FE>PS 6-1 S3

Page 194 -- Duplic ate 1 OO-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FE>PS 6-1 S3
Page 195 -- Duplic ate 1 OO-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FE>PS 6-1 S3

Page 196 - Duplic ate 1 OO-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FE>PS 6-1 S3

Page 197 -- Duplic ate 1 OO-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FE>PS 6-1 S3

Page 193 -- Duplic ate 1 OO-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FE>PS 6-1 S3
Page 199 Duplic ate 1 OO-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FE>PS 6-1 S3
Page 200 -- Duplic ate 1 OO-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FE>PS 6-1 S3

Page 201 -- Duplic ate 1 OO-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FE>PS 6-1 S3

Page 202 -- Duplic ate 1 OO-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FE>PS 6-1 S3

Page 203 - Duplic ate 1 OO-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FE>PS 6-1 S3

Page 204 -- Duplic ate 1 OO-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FE>PS 6-1 S3

Page 205 -- Duplic ate 1 OO-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FE>PS 6-1 S3

Page 206 - Duplic ate 1 OO-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FE>PS 6-1 S3



Page 207 - Duplicate 1 00-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FDPS 6-188
Page 208 ~ Duplicate 1 00-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FDPS 6-188

Page 209 ~ Duplicate 1 00-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FDPS 6-188
Page 210 ~ Duplicate 1 00-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FDPS 6-188
Page 211 ~ Duplicate 1 00-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FDPS 6-188
Page 212 ~ Duplicate 1 00-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FDPS 6-188
Page 213 ~ Duplicate 1 00-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FDPS 6-188
Page 214 ~ Duplicate 1 00-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FDPS 6-188
Page 215 ~ Duplicate 1 00-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FDPS 6-188
Page 216 ~ Duplicate 1 00-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FDPS 6-188
Page 217— Duplicate 1 00-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FDPS 6-188
Page 213 - Duplicate 1 00-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FDPS 6-188
Page 219 - Duplicate 1 00-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FDPS 6-188
Page 220 ~ Duplicate 1 00-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FDPS 6-188

Page 221 - Duplicate 1 00-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FDPS 6-188
Page 222 - Duplicate 1 00-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FDPS 6-188
Page 223 ~ Duplicate 1 00-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FDPS 6-188
Page 224 ~ Duplicate 1 00-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FDPS 6-188
Page 225 - Duplicate 1 00-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FDPS 6-188
Page 226 - Duplicate 1 00-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FDPS 6-188
Page 227- Duplicate 1 00-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FDPS 6-188
Page 223 - Duplicate 1 00-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FDPS 6-188
Page 229 - Duplicate 1 00-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FDPS 6-188
Page 230 - Duplicate 1 00-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FDPS 6-188
Page 231 - Duplicate 1 00-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FDPS 6-188
Page 232 - Duplicate 1 00-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FDPS 6-188

Page 233 - Duplicate 1 00-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FDPS 6-188
Page 234 - Duplicate 1 00-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FDPS 6-188
Page 235 - Duplicate 1 00-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FDPS 6-188
Page 236 - Duplicate 1 00-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FDPS 6-188
Page 237- Duplicate 1 00-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FDPS 6-188
Page 238 - Duplicate 1 00-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FDPS 6-188
Page 239 - Duplicate 1 00-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FDPS 6-188
Page 240 - Duplicate 1 00-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FDPS 6-188
Page 241 - Duplicate 1 00-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FDPS 6-188
Page 242 - Duplicate 1 00-HQ-372409 EBF 140 FDPS 6-188
Page 319 - Duplicate 100-372409-183 (Sec 3)
Page 320 - Duplicate 100-372409-183 (Sec 3)

Page 321 - Duplicate 100-372409-183 (Sec 3)

Page 322 - Duplicate 100-372409-183 (Sec 3)
Page 323 - Duplicate 100-372409-183 (Sec 3)

Page 324 - Duplicate 100-372409-183 (Sec 3)


